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CHARACTER CREATION
Attributes: 5 / 4 / 3 (+1 free dot on 1 Mental attribute) Skills: 11 / 7 / 4 (+3 Specialties)
Merits: 7 dots (5th dot in Attribute, Skill or Merit costs double)
Catalyst: Determines first Favored Axiom.
Foundation: Provides a ''Grant'' & second Favored Axiom (choose 1 of the 2 listed for foundation)
Axioms: Choose third Favored Axiom freely. Then distribute 3 dots between your favored Axioms.
Health = Stamina + Size.
Size = 5 (for average adult human) Initiative Mod = Dex + Com
WP = Resolve + Composure. Defense = lowest of Dex & Wits
Speed = Str + Dex +5
Starting Obligation: 7 (optional rule: -1 per +5xp added, but also get Catalyst's Derangement).
Starting Inspiration: 1 dot (but can buy up more, for 3 Merit dots per level).
Starting Wonders: A new genius is allowed 5 rolls in order to his first wonders, which are
constructed normally, except that there are a few specific limitations that apply to them.
Starting Mania = (max pool) – (sum of Ranks of all starting Wonders) –1 if Foundation member.

CATALYSTS
NAME

Motive

Known As...

Planet

Grimm
Hoffnung
Klagen
Neid
Staunen

Fury
Vision
Loss
Rejection
Curiosity

Asuras
Principalities
Cassandras
Wyrms
Grigori

Mars
Jupiter
Venus
Saturn
Mercury

Favored Axiom
Katastrofi
Metaptropi
Exelixi
Epikrato
Apokalypsi

Favored Madness
Irrationality
Narcissism
Depression
Suspicion
Fixation

Grimm: Anger & rage, implying a Breakthrough out of fury & disgust with the world as it is now.
Hoffnung: Hope for the future, implying a Breakthrough out of a dream of improving the world.
Klagen: Sorrow & despair, implying a Breakthrough based on personal tragedy, suffering, and loss.
Neid: Jealousy & envy, implying a Breakthrough based on frustration & humiliation.
Staunen: Curiosity, amazement & awe, implying a Breakthrough based on stark amazement.

FOUNDATIONS
NAME

Focus

Mad . . .

Artificers
Directors
Navigators
Progenitors
Scholastics

Tinkering
Debate
Action
Generating
Theory

Engineering
Psychology
Physics
Biology
Philosophy

Favored Axioms
Automata
Automata
Katastrofi
Automata
Apokalypsi

Prostasia
Epikrato
Skafoi
Exelixi
Metaptropi

Nicknames
Makers, Tinkers, Artisans
Overlords, Disputers, The Loud
Daredevils, Guardians, Fire Bait
Breeders, Gardeners, Demiurges
Bookworms, Invisibles, Collegiates

Artificers: Those geniuses who excel at building, tinkering, and fiddling with wonders. Their
primary joy is in construction and design.
Grant: Reduce the time needed to build or fiddle with any wonder by 1 step (minimum 1 day for
non-kitbashed wonders), and suffer no penalty for doing this.
Directors: Those who see debate & discussion as the most important part of their research. They
are gregarious & social, often even charming, but prone to manipulation at the expense of invention.
They manipulate mortal and Inspired research from their boardrooms and secret message boards.
Grant: Can spend Mania to enhance their Social Attributes (Pres, Man & Com). When they do
this, they do not suffer penalties for low Obligation, nor do they suffer Jabir penalties.
Navigators: Geniuses who are as eager to use wonders as to build them; they are daredevils and
adventurers as well as scientists.
Grant: Can spend Mania to enhance their Physical attributes (Strength, Dexterity, or Stamina).

Progenitors: Those who are focused on growth, transformation, and the violation of boundaries.
Progenitors develop hideous new creations and unleash them upon the world.
Grant: They don't suffer a -1 penalty for building a wonder of Size 1, and suffer only a -1 penalty
(not a -2 penalty) for building a Size-0 wonder. (They gain bonuses for large wonders normally.)
Wonders that use different default Sizes (like most vehicles and automata) are unaffected by this
grant. Progenitors also gain a bonus when fiddling with their wonders equal to their Dexterity.
Scholastics: The geniuses focused on study, theory & philosophy. They are mathematicians,
linguists, philosophers, and clever abstract thinkers.
Grant: Can select her fault from 2 offered by the ST with a regular Success rather than an ExSux.
An Exceptional Success allows her to choose from three faults selected by the Storyteller. An
Exceptional Success and double the usual Mania cost is still needed to build a wonder without any
faults. Also, Scholastics always know their wonder's faults immediately upon handling the wonder.
Rogues: A genius who belongs to neither a foundation of the peerage nor a baramin of lemuria.
Many rogues are Illuminated; those that aren't must tread carefully lest madness take them.
Grant: Receive no benefit for their status, but they don't need to bind 1 Mania to a foundation.
Axioms: A rogue receives whichever two favored Axioms she wants. If she joins a foundation,
she loses Favored benefit to one of those Axioms, which is replaced by one of the foundation's
Favored Axioms, but she regains the same ones if she returns to rogue status.

AXIOMS
NAME

Axiom of...

It . . .

Apokalypsi
Epikrato
Exelixi
Katastrofi
Metaptropi

Discovery
Domination
Restoration
Destruction
Transformation

Automata

Independence Animates

Prostasia
Skafoi

Protection
Travel

Reveals
Controls
Improves
Harms
Changes

Wonders
Analysis & communication devices
Dominatn & manipulatn techniques
Medicines & Upgrades
Weapons of devastation & ruin
Devices to transmute & modify
Artificial Minds & Created Beings

Preserves Machines to Shield & Defend
Transports Vehicles & Gates.

Catalyst Foundation

Staunen
Neid
Klagen
Grimm
Hoffnung
–
–
–

Scholastics
Directors
Progenitors
Navigators
Scholastics
Artificers,
Directors,
Progenitors
Artificers
Navigators

Apokalypsi: Scanners, mind-reading machines, & communication devices.
Epikrato: Dominate minds & control the physical and mechanical world.
Exelixi: Repair & improve things both living and mechanical.
Katastrofi: Produce death lasers, heat rays, poison gas bombs & other instruments of devastation.
Metaptropi: Perform 'alchemical' experiments, to change shape, & to alter the appearance of things
Automata: Create independent thought processes; to produce cogitating computers, clone armies,
and slavering zombie hordes.
Prostasia: Suits of armor, protective shields, and sanctuary screens.
Skafoi: Everything from wheeled vehicles to rockets to teleportation devices & dimensional gates.
(Those Axioms tied to the catalysts – Apokalypsi, Epikrato, Exelixi, Katastrofi & Metaptropi –
are sometimes called the "core" Axioms, and are considered easier to learn at their basic levels
than the others, since they are tied directly to states of mind).
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INSPIRATION
lvl

cap

Mania

Jabir

lvl

cap

Mania

Jabir

1
2
3
4
5

5
5
5
5
5

10 / 1
12 / 2
16 / 3
20 / 4
25 / 5

–1
–1
–1
–1
–2

6
7
8
9
10

6
7
8
9
10

30 / 6
40 / 7
60 / 8
80/ 10
100/ 15

–2
–2
–3
–3
–3

lvl

cap

Mania

Jabir

lvl

cap

Mania

Jabir

Axioms: Non-favored Axioms can't exceed Inspiration level. If lvl drops, excess dots go ''dormant''.
Cap: The natural max ratings of the character's Attributes & Skills
Mania: First listing is max points genius can hold at any one time, followed by max spent per turn.
Jabir: As a genius grows more powerful, his Inspiration shines out of him to illuminate the world.
This can be a curse for those mad scientists who want to look more "scientist" than "mad." Their
Mania begins to tamper with perception & procedure, skewing any attempt to engage in normal
science or to perform normal experiments. Though the genius himself suffers no penalties – the odd
effects from his perception ''cancel out'' when brought into conjunction with the odd effects from his
behavior – he struggles to communicate his ideas to others. Modern geniuses call it ''technobabble''
in an attempt to soften the horror of the phenomenon, but it's formally known as ''Jabir'', a sudden,
paralyzing loss of clarity and coherence when a genius interacts with a regular mortal.
Any attempt to explain research or to communicate ideas with mortals suffers a -1 penalty as the
genius' own Mania scrambles the presentation of his ideas. At Inspiration 5, this penalty grows to
-2, and then to -3 at Inspiration 8. This penalty covers a number of scenarios.
Jabir arises if a genius: ●"Talks shop" with a group of mortal researchers (Presence + Socialize),
●Attempts to cooperate with a group of technicians in fixing a computer (Intelligence + Computer),
●Defends a new scientific theory (even a mundane one) before a group of scholars (Wits+Exp), etc.
In general: It's an indicator of how badly a genius can alienate a crowd by talking about his ideas.

MANIA

SPENDING MANIA

A genius can spend Mania (within the per-turn limit) to produce any of the following effects:
●Enhance Mental Attributes: Mania is, among other things, pure intellectual and creative
energy. Every Mania spent can give a +1 bonus to any Mental Attribute (Int, Wits, Res) for one turn.
This can be any Mental Attribute or combination of Mental Attributes.
The Foundation of ''Directors'' can also use Mania to enhance their Social Attributes in this way,
while members of the ''Navigators'' can similarly enhance their Physical Attributes with Mania.
●Power mundane technology: By manipulating a machine in ways no sane person could, a
genius can keep a machine running even when it has no ordinary power source. How much time one
point of Mania buys depends on the device:
Device
Lights in a room
Automobile
Flashlight, cell phone

Lasts
1 day
1 hour
1 hour

Device
Lasts
Big Truck
30 minutes
Computer 10 minutes
Prop Plane 10 minutes

Device
Construction Equipment
Portable camera
Jet

Lasts
10 minutes
10 minutes
1 minute

Every time they feed Mania into a machine, roll a ten-sided die. On a 10, the object immediately
loses 1/4th of its Structure as the genius rips the guts out of the device & pushes it beyond the limits
of its function. A genius can only power mundane tech this way; wonders have separate mania costs
GENIUS TRAITS: Mania
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●Enhance technology: Every point of Mania grants a +1 bonus to any piece of technology in the
genius' possession for 1 turn (a 'piece of technology' is any item that an intelligent being has worked
or modified to use; once someone pulls the leaves off a stick to make a club, it is "technology").
Roll the bonus dice for enhanced tech separately. Every 10 these added dice roll causes the tool to
lose 1/4th of its max Structure (so, four 10s will destroy any item). The tool takes damage after it is
used, not before. Mania can be spent to grant added dice to wonders as well as mundane technology.
●Understand technology: Spending 1 Mania allows a genius to understand the function &
nature of any mundane or wondrous piece of technology, as well as how to turn it on and operate it
(to the limit of their Skills). This requires 1 turn of exploration and physical contact with the device.
It won't reveal hidden functions, or who made it, or allow them to do anything they lack the Skills
to do, but this can answer important questions about what an item is and how it's meant to be used.
●Dismantle technology: A genius can roll (Dex + Crafts) as an attack roll against any wonder,
mane, mundane technological artifact, or miscellaneous super-science item (entirely organic devices
use Medicine, not Crafts). They must spend at least 1 Mania to do this attack, which represents
quickly analyzing & then ripping apart the target. Mania points spent are added to the attack roll.
The attack causes L or B dmg & ignores Durability, but subtracts target's Defense (if any). The
''Energy channeler'' Merit can turn this into a ranged attack. Geniuses often use this technique when
faced with high-Durability wonders that are functionally invulnerably to small-arms fire.
●Using & activating wonders: Many wonders of mad science require Mania points before they
can be used. The expenditure usually activates the wonder for a scene, though some require Mania
for every use. The basic rules for the cost of effects are given in the "mania" entries for each Axiom.
A genius can pay the cost to activate a wonder over the course of several (consecutive or
nonconsecutive) turns within a single scene; once enough Mania is in the wonder, it activates.

GAINING MANIA
A genius has 7 ways to regain Mania: contemplation, research, monologues, censorship/editing,
using the ''calculus vampire'' merit, deep inspiration, & transferring mania from an outside source.
Contemplation: Geniuses are constantly thinking and scheming. Every morning, when she
wakes up, a genius regains one point of Mania. The exception is an unmada, who instead loses a
point of Mania every day to sustain her unmada field. (See Madness, Page 289.) Very rarely, during
a Maniac Storm, geniuses may recover additional Mania per day due to the transformative insanity
swirling around an area, but Maniac Storms are rare, unpredictable, and impermanent.
Research: A genius can also perform ''research'' to generate Mania. This can take several forms:
building interesting but useless gadgets, reading the latest literature, talking with other scientists or
researchers, performing experiments and test-runs, even just standing in front of a blackboard and
thinking very hard. A genius with some kind of "prop" upon which to work (some tools and cogs, a
Scientific American she hasn't read before, another scientist to talk to, or even a note pad and paper)
regains 1 Mania per hour of research. A genius who is simply thinking recovers 1 Mania per 2 hours
Research dominates a genius' full attention: she cannot perform research while building wonders,
making repairs, conducting investigations, or even participating usefully in a stakeout or negotiation
A genius can normally spend up to 6 hours per day in this kind of research. Every additional hour
in one day requires an unmada check, with a cumulative –1 penalty per additional hour.
[[[Monologues: If the genius has an unwilling person captured and restrained, he can regain a
number of Mania equal to his Inspiration + Presence. This requires at least thirty seconds of
ranting and can only be done once per day. This triggers an unmada check. The act itself is not a
transgression, but getting there often is (kidnapping is an Obligation-6 transgression), and
triggering an unmada check is an Obligation-8 transgression.]]]
[[[Johannes: but how would you expand it? Henrik: probably something like "explaining your
Inspired/''crazy'' ideas, findings, research, inventions, principles and/or plans to someone you
shouldn't, either because they might use it against you, or because they can't cope with it, or
because doing so requires a morality sin to accomplish''.
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So that it in-character makes a bit more sense, in that you gain "mania" by *finally* getting the
opportunity to force another to *understand*, to in some small way twist their thoughts more into
alignment with yours, thereby gaining power. or just finally getting to verbalize & share stuff you
normally can't. but in any case, allies & minions & people who already know won't ''count'', since
there's no ''energy'' released or produced in the process.
Stuff like that makes it feel more like "this is WHY geniuses act like this, as natural result of
logical natural laws", and less "we invented these mechanics just because cheesy movies are like
this, and we have no more explanation than that"]]].
Censoring Conflicting Ideas: The unmada (and only they) have one additional avenue of Mania
recovery. Destroying an object of particular value that the genius disagree with, such as burning an
ancient scroll containing "unlawful" secret techniques or smashing a laptop that was set to broadcast
the indiscretions of the unmada's group, nets a number of Mania equal to the genius' Inspiration +
Resolve. This can only be done once per day. Lemurians call this technique "editing" and use it to
dispose of unwelcome ideas and artifacts that contradict their pet theories. Editing, whatever a
genius calls it, is an Obligation 6 transgression.
Deep Inspiration: A genius can spend Mania she doesn't actually have by reaching deep into her
psyche. This is a reflexive action. She can channel the normal amount of Mania per turn based on
her Inspiration. Upon doing so, she makes an unmada check with a penalty equal to the number of
points of Mania channeled. These additional Mania points do not add to the genius' total Mania
score; they must be spent immediately. Illuminated cannot perform Deep Inspiration.

TRANSFERRING MANIA
Mania manifests in 2 forms: idea & energy (modern geniuses view this latter ''forceful'' or ''motive''
type of Mania as being similar to electricity, though it is emphatically not the same).
Idea to Idea: Intelligent beings (geniuses, beholden & intelligent manes) can transfer Mania by
communicating with one-another. This requires a common language and the ability to communicate,
either verbally or through the written word. As an Instant action, two beings can in this way transfer
a number of Mania per turn = (their combined Inspiration scores). The range is however far clear
communication can be maintained, even over a phone line. Even with a textual medium this needs
to be done ''live'': Mania can't be pre-recorded, or stored in notes, without using a Capacitor (p295).
Energy to Energy: Artificial things (mundane technology & manes) manifest Mania as a sort of
motive force. They can transfer Mania through physical contact. If both parties involved lack
Inspiration scores they can still transfer 1 Mania per turn in this way, if both take an action to do so.
Idea to Energy: Transferring Mania from a "thinking" source to a "motive" one (such as a genius
"feeding" Mania to a wonder) requires "Doing Science To It". This requires physical contact, and
usually involves flipping knobs, removing superficial damage, tightening bolts, and any other such
technological activities that are outside the scope of mundane technological activity.
Energy to Idea: In reverse, a genius getting ''thinking'' Mania out of the ''motive'' type stored in a
wonder, requires "Doing Analysis". Things like analyzing readouts that come out of the machine,
measuring it with calipers, and other behavior that makes no sense from the perspective of normal
science but that nonetheless gives the genius vital insight, which translates as Mania.
Limit: A genius can only gain a number of Mania per scene from external sources (including
capacitors, beholden, and other geniuses, as well as Deep Inspiration, but not counting use of the
''Calculus Vampire'' Merit) = their max Mania per turn (based on Inspiration).
Receiving any more in the same scene requires an unmada check, with a penalty equal to the
number of times previously the genius has rolled an unmada check that day.

BINDING MANIA
Geniuses bind points of Mania to create/adopt wonders, to sustain most permanent transformations
& boosts caused by wonders, and to be a member of a Foundation. Geniuses can't hold more Mania
than their max Mania (as determined by Inspiration) minus the amount of Mania they have bound.
Only Geniuses can bind Mania. Beholden & unInspired manes can spend Mania, but can't bind it.
GENIUS TRAITS: Mania
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OBLIGATION
Beholden & unInspired manes have Morality. Geniuses, Inspired manes & intelligent automata have Obligation
Obligation level
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
Social modifier
Degeneration

lvl
10

9

8

7

6

5

4

3

2
1

+1 dice
5 dice

+1 dice
5 dice

+1 dice
4 dice

+1 dice
4 dice

±0
3 dice

±0
3 dice

–1 dice
3 dice

–1 dice
2 dice

–2 dice
2 dice

–2 dice
2 dice

►Transgressions & ■ Morality Sins
►Using wonders to accomplish a task that could have
been done just as well with mundane science or skill.
■ Selfish thoughts.
►Allowing one's wonder to risk Havoc.
►Experimenting on animals
►Allowing one's wonder to turn temporarily orphan.
►Altering self or another person with mad science,
■ Minor selfish act
even temporarily (not including healing).
(●Verbal bullying, ●Withhold charity)
►Going a day without human contact.►Performing surgery.
►Allowing one's wonder to turn permanently orphan.
►Grave-robbing, dissection, or making zombies.
■ Injury to another, whether accidental or
►Failing to help a victimized innocent in need.
intentional (●Hit person; ●Fall on someone
►Triggering an unmada check in oneself.
and accidentally break their leg)
►Emotional manipulation.
▼ --------- From here and down, Obligation loss can cause a new Derangement --------- ▼
►Unintentional mass property damage brought about by Inspiration.
►Let an innocent die or be seriously injured & not make effort to save them
■ Petty theft
►Experimenting on willing human subjects (including oneself)
(●Shoplifting;
when there is some possibility of harm.
●Pickpocketing)
►Making a person beholden.
►Mind control.
►Going a week without human contact.
■ Grand theft
►Creating an intelligent machine. ►Kidnapping.
(●Burglary; ●Armed mugging)
►"Editing" to gather Mania.
►Body swapping.
►Experimenting on willing human subjects (including oneself) where
there is a serious possibility of death or harm.
■ Intentional mass property dmg
►Programming permanent psychological limitations into an
(●Arson)
intelligent being.
►Killing an intelligent being.
►Sadistic mind control (f.ex. forcing 2 friends to fight for your
■ Impassioned crime
amusement) or similar acts of cruelty.
(●Manslaughter; ●Domestic
►Permanently & significantly altering your physical form
dispute ending in murder)
(f.ex. adding 2 more arms)
►Experimenting on unwilling humans where there is a serious
possibility of death or harm.
■ Planned crime
►Permanently & entirely altering your physical form
(●Premeditated, intended, murder)
(f.ex. uploading self into a computer or becoming a giant caterpillar)
►A month without human contact. ►Slavery.
►Spreading massive plague & devastation.
■ Casual and/or callous crime
►Bringing the dead back to life.
►Rape or sexual mind control.
(●Serial murder)
►Hideous experiments on unwilling human subjects
■ Heinous act
►Scientific torture.
(●Mass murder; ●Genocide)

0

The Genius is now an ''Illuminated'', an unplayable & insane monster, and so becomes an NPC

TRANSGRESSIONS
Violations of Obligation include, from least to most heinous:
●Actions that imply a lack of respect for the dangerous power of Inspiration
●Acts that regular humans find gross, unethical or ''cold'' (whether or not they're actually immoral).
●Actions that physically or psychologically distance the genius from humanity,
●Actions that display a cold or reckless disregard for civilization and/or the rule of law, and
●Acts that stem from a willingness to see humans as disposable, replaceable, beneath consideration.
These lists are not complete or all-inclusive; the ST is expected to examine questionable actions
from a genius to see if they fit with the general pattern of transgressions listed below, and to warn
the genius' player of a transgression that the mad scientist is poised to commit.
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OBLIGATION EFFECTS
Degeneration: Each catalyst has a ''primary Derangement''. Should a genius get a Derangement
due to degeneration, she receives that Derangement automatically, first. Subsequent Derangements
are determined like normal.
The Broken Chains: Should a genius reach zero Obligation, she becomes one of the Illuminated.
Freed from all ethical constraints, she becomes an abomination of science and forbidden secrets,
able to see humans only as victims and objects.
Paragon Status: A genius with an Obligation of 7 or higher qualifies as a Paragon. People have
difficulty imagining that the genius is up to no good. Even the most maladjusted genius, if he
possesses high Obligation, is automatically seen as a trustworthy authority figure by regular
mortals, someone to be admired for his intelligence and contributions to humanity. The genius gains
a +1 bonus to all Social checks when acting from a position of knowledge or authority. Further,
anyone trying to tar the genius' reputation suffers a -3 penalty to the attempt.
Stunted Social Skills: The Inspired are often awkward and isolated people, and as Obligation
falls, this problem grows worse. A genius with Obligation 5 or higher suffers no penalty. Those with
Obligation 3 or 4 get a –1 penalty to all Social checks, while at Obligation 1 or 2 it's a –2 penalty.
One of the Illuminated, who has no Obligation, is as charming as any other psychopath and
suffers no such caps, though many are so insane they cannot communicate meaningfully. Directors
are also immune to this disadvantage when they spend Mania to boost their Social Attributes, which
only encourages some to neglect their Obligation further.

UNMADA

Mania is raw creativity, and geniuses have a bottomless well of it. They just need to open up their
minds. Of course, opening up their minds can drive them insane. Channeling too much Mania risks
turning a genius into an unmada, unable to distinguish between the real world and the hallucinations
created by her own Mania: They believe their mad science is how the world actually works.

UNMADA CHECKS

Certain actions (f.ex. Deep inspiration or transferring excessive Mania to self), triggers an ''unmada
check''. Only Inspired beings can become unmada or Illuminated. Beholden and unInspired manes
cannot suffer these fates. Base Dice Pool: Obligation.
dice
Penalties
–1 Per additional unmada check in one day
–1/M Using Deep Inspiration to gain added Mania

dice
Bonuses
+1 Unmada check is related to genius' catalyst
+2 Unmada check is related to genius' Obligation

Success or Exceptional Sux: The genius feels a brief surge of madness but suffers no ill effects.
Failure: The genius becomes an unmada, but can spend 1WP to resist the effect. If they do so,
the genius instead gains a mild Derangement, or an existing mild Derangement becomes severe, for
the duration of the scene. This Derangement is usually the sort that reinforces the genius' own belief
in the correctness of his worldview: Suspicion, Narcissism, and Avoidance are common.
Dramatic Failure: The genius becomes an unmada.

UNMADA TRAITS

An unmada experiences the following modifiers and special conditions:
●Attempts to argue against them (usually Persuasion checks) based on external facts about the
world, or to change their mind with regard to facts about the world (but not about moral or
Obligation-based considerations) suffer a penalty equal to half their Inspiration.
●An unmada suffers double the normal Jabir penalty.
●An unmada loses one point of Mania per day instead of regaining one like other geniuses. The
genius cannot refuse to spend this point of Mania.
●An unmada generates a field around herself, called an ''unmada field'', its extent based on their
Inspiration. If they can't spend the daily Mania they can't sustain the field, which collapses until she
gets a point of Mania. (Once she has Mania, she immediately spends one point to restore the field).
GENIUS TRAITS: Unmada
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THE UNMADA FIELD
An unmada field extends around the character, covering an area based on their Inspiration. The
unmada field reflects that unmada's own beliefs, echoing their philosophy back at her and twisting
reality & perception so the unmada's worldview and aesthetic sensibilities are repeatedly validated.
This unmada field offers a rich environment for manes, who can remain stable (not orphans) if
ideologically compatible with the unmada's madness. Manes spawned by the genius' madness or
drawn by compatible nonsense inhabit the field. They have no fixed number, but geniuses usually
estimate a total number of Size units of manes in an unmada field equal to genius' max Mania pool.
insp

AREA OF FIELD

Nature of local Manes

Σ Size

1
2
3
4
5
6
7+

Same building
City block
Several city blocks
City neighborhood
City directional location
Half of city
Entire city

Small regular objects & plants
Small animals, hand-held objects
A few clever person sized animals, many smaller creatures
A few intelligent creatures, several animals, many smaller beings
Thriving ecosystem and small communities
Thriving intelligent culture
A few Inspired manes

10 total
12 total
16 total
20 total
25 total
30 total
40 total

The manes inhabiting an unmada field view their sustainer as a sort of liege. Maniacal animals
treat him not quite as a master, but as a source of safety & authority. An unmada automatically gets
the ''Allies (Unmada Manes)'' merit at a dot rating = (1/2 his Inspiration). Manes can guard areas,
report suspicious activity, pass along information, or offer super-scientific advice (if intelligent).
They will not be used as a personal army or security force. A genius needs automata or beholden for
lab work or muscle; unmada manes don't serve in that capacity. These manes, of course, also have a
vested interest in keeping a mad scientist crazy.
An unmada field follows the genius, though it may take time to re-establish it if they move a lot.
If a genius goes outside of his field, his effective Inspiration (for setting area of control & richness
of the maniacal life there) begins at zero & increases at a rate of +1 dot/week until it's at maximum.
An unmada field is noticeable to geniuses. Even at low levels, ripples of insanity swirl through a
genius' home. Evidence against his world-view seems to disappear. Arguments falter, growing
confused and unconvincing. As an unmada's power grows, small objects appear that satisfy the
unmada's philosophical or aesthetic sense: one might find that the store next to an Etherite's house
sells tiny but functional toy electro-guns or more cars with fins tend to drive by, while traditional
Oracles find unsavory technology disappearing around them, replaced by simple, well-made
machinery. A powerful unmada is basically sovereign inside his own mind, immune to contradictory
evidence – which vanishes – and surrounded by eager, fawning servants, happy to feed the echo
doctor's delusions back to him. Manes that match the genius' ideas appear constantly, reshaping the
unmada field like fairy-tale brownies until it resembles the unmada's ideal environment.

CURING UNMADA
A genius becomes an unmada by failing an unmada check. Several types of frantic Maniacal work
can trigger an unmada check. Snapping out of being an unmada is not easy. If the genius is a
Lemurian, she must leave her ''Baramin'' behind, either becoming a Rogue or joining one of the
Foundations of the Peerage. This takes a full month for the subscription to run out.
Next, she must focus on "stoppering" the flow of Mania. This requires 1WP per day for 1 day per
dot of Inspiration. These points must be spent every day, in order, or the genius must start again.
During this time, an unmada's resident manes will grow increasingly frantic, attempting to stop her
from abandoning her psychological state. Once the work is done, the genius must spend all her
current Mania (can spend this Mania on "nothing" at their normal expenditure rate).
Dice Pool: Inspiration + Resolve.
Suggested Modifiers
dice
Every point of Mania still in their system –1
Still belongs to a Lemurian zotheca
–2
Has risked Illumination in past month
–2
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Suggested Modifiers
Has left their own unmada field
Belongs to an unmada-free collaborative
Has fended off their own unmada manes

GENIUS TRAITS: Unmada

dice
+1
+2
+1 to 3

Success: The genius escapes her unmada status. Her unmada field diminishes as if her Inspiration
were declining by one point per day until it is gone.
Exceptional Success: The genius snaps back to full lucidity. Her unmada field disappears
instantly and she regains a number of Mania equal to her per-turn expenditure.
Failure: The genius cannot escape her unmada status. She may start again by spending WP again.
Dramatic Failure: The genius' maniacal resolve hardens. She must make an unmada Check,
which threatens Illumination.

ILLUMINATED
Unmada who trigger an unmada check risk becoming Illuminated.
Dice Pool: Obligation.
Success or ExSux: They feel something alien slithering behind their eyes but suffer no ill effects.
Failure: The genius becomes Illuminated. She can spend a point of Willpower to resist the effect.
If she spends Willpower, the genius instead automatically loses a dot of Obligation.
Dramatic Failure: The genius becomes Illuminated.
Effects: Upon becoming Illuminatd the character's Obligation immediately becomes 0. They can
continue to perform actions that normally require unmada checks, but don't need to make the roll.
The only exception is ''Deep Inspiration'': an Illuminated can't attempt Deep Inspiration.
Description: Monsters – sometimes extraordinary, sometimes disgusting – who haunt the dreams
of geniuses, their mere existence offering an ultimate release from the frustrated brilliance of the
Peerage, from the suffocating hypocrisy of Lemuria: a moment's lapse & a genius consumes himself
from the inside out, purified & transformed, a creature of pure Mania...and utterly without humanity
They come in many varieties. Some work alone, performing hideous and abominable experiments
– they know enough not to let their atrocities come to light. Others form weird cabals, behaving like
some sort of alien gestalt intellect, as if the same transcendent force controls all of them, compelling
them to commit newer and more dreadful acts of mad science. Some Illuminated are screaming
monsters, the horrific results of too much self-experimentation, vile once-human things that lurk in
the dark places of the world, occasionally coming up to feed. Others appear completely normal, able
to fool their comrades and former friends while they work toward some unfathomable & alien goal.

EXPERIENCE POINTS
TRAIT
Attribute
Skill
Skill Specialty
Merit
Inspiration
Obligation

XP cost
New dots x5
New dots x3
3 xp
New dots x2
New dots x8 (+ a thesis)
New dots x3

TRAIT
XP cost
Favored Axiom
New dots x5
Non-Favored Axiom New dots x7
Fellowship
Scholarship

3 xp (and must qualify)
Lasts for one year

Fellowship Syllabus New dots x4
Regain lost WP dot 8 xp

Optionally, an ST may allow players to trade dots of Obligation for xp during character creation.
This may reflect some sin committed before the Breakthrough, but more likely represents a grave
transgression the genius committed in her first days as a mad scientist. This transgression taught her
something important (hence the extra XP), but may have already begun her downward slide toward
brutality and callous indifference. A dot of Obligation can be cashed in for 5 experience points.
The genius' Obligation can drop to five this way, earning ten experience points. This does result
in the genius gaining his catalyst's Derangement. The Derangement appears if the genius reduces
his Obligation to 6; reducing his Obligation to 5 does not risk further Derangements.
Dropping one's Obligation before play does not yield Larvae.
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CATALYSTS
INDEX

NAME

Catalyst of...

Known As

Planet

Grimm
Hoffnung
Klagen
Neid
Staunen

Fury
Vision
Loss
Rejection
Curiosity

Asuras
Principalities
Cassandras
Wyrms
Grigori

Mars
Jupiter
Venus
Saturn
Mercury

Favored Axiom
Katastrofi
Metaptropi
Exelixi
Epikrato
Apokalypsi

Derangement
Irrationality
Narcissism
Depression
Suspicion
Fixation

Catalyst of: Fury.
GRIMM
Emotion: Anger & rage, implying a Breakthrough out of fury & disgust with the world as it is now.
Favored Axiom: Katastrofi. Geniuses: Asuras
''You will pay for what you've done!''
Derangement: Irrationality. Planet: Mars
A genius who breaks through in rage & fury is a Grimm, stamped forever by that initial,
primal anger. This might be a vicious hatred for mundane humanity, or a noble fury at the
injustice of this cruel world, or a more personal hate, but it is always terrifying, and Grimms
are rightly feared for their uncontrolled rages.

HOFFNUNG

Catalyst of: Vision.
Emotion: Hope for the future, implying a Breakthrough based on a dream of improving the world.
Favored Axiom: Metaptropi. Geniuses: Principalities
''We won't have these problems
Derangement: Narcissism. Planet: Jupiter
when I...RULE THE WORLD!''
When some far-seeing scientists reach their Breakthrough, they catch a glimpse of the world
As It Could Be. Buoyed with hope of making the world a better place (for their definition of "better")
they set to work, filled with frantic energy, to achieve their vision. From honorable captains of
industry who work to place a fusion-powered car in every garage, to lunatics eager to replace
"undesirables" with pliant robot slaves, the Hoffnungs dream of a world fundamentally changed by
the fruits of their Inspiration.

Catalyst of: Loss.
KLAGEN
Emotion: Sorrow & despair, implying a Breakthrough based on tragedy, suffering & loss.
Favored Axiom: Exelixi.
Geniuses: Cassandras
''No, you fools! You'll doom us all!''
Derangement: Depression. Planet: Venus
Geniuses, like many others in the world, have often lost something dear to them: aloved one,
a family, a childhood dream. This loss can result in a sorrow so deep that it transforms the
scientist utterly, leading to a Breakthrough in pain & regret. Whether he then wants to reclaim
what he has lost (resurrecting his dead wife, restoring the toppled government of his homeland)
or merely works to prevent such tragedies from happening again, he has become a Klagen.

NEID

Catalyst of: Rejection.
Emotion: Jealousy & envy, implying a Breakthrough based on frustration & humiliation.
Favored Axiom: Epikrato. Geniuses: Wyrms ''They called me mad! Mad, I tell you!! MAD!!!
Derangement: Suspicion.
Planet: Saturn
But i'll show them!!!! I'll show them all !!!!!''
When some genius is ranting about how they made him a laughingstock, but soon she'll have
her revenge, chances are she's a Neid. Breaking through in shame and to the scornful laughter of
others, the Neids maintain their ties to humanity by burning with spite and jealousy.

STAUNEN

Catalyst of: Curiosity.
Emotion: Curiosity, amazement & awe, implying a Breakthrough based on stark amazement.
Favored Axiom: Apokalypsi. Geniuses: Grigori
''It goes on forever, and...
Derangement: Fixation.
Planet: Mercury
oh my God...it's full of stars!''
There are rays of light in the world. The Staunens have found them and want to share them
with the world. Their Breakthrough involved a moment of superlative wonder and near-religious
awe at the cosmos or some aspect of it, and that starry-eyed amazement never truly left them.
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FOUNDATIONS
INDEX

NAME

Focus

Mad...

Artificers
Directors
Navigators
Progenitors
Scholastics

Tinkering
Debate
Action
Generating
Theory

Engineering
Psychology
Physics
Biology
Philosophy

Favored Axioms
Automata
Automata
Katastrofi
Automata
Apokalypsi

Prostasia
Epikrato
Skafoi
Exelixi
Metaptropi

Nicknames
Makers, Tinkers, Artisans
Overlords, Disputers, The Loud
Daredevils, Guardians, Fire Bait
Breeders, Gardeners, Demiurges
Bookworms, Invisibles, Collegiates

BASICS
Membership: In order to benefit from a foundation's favored Axiom and grant, the genius must
stay in contact with other members of the foundation, contributing research data and keeping
abreast of the latest developments. In game terms, the genius must bind one point of Mania to her
foundation. This bound Mania doesn't just vanish into the ether: it turns into research, analysis,
useful samples, or articles that are examined by other members of the foundation, who in turn
absorb that data. That data, along with the mindset necessary to appreciate it, in turn "fuels" the
favored Axiom and Grant of geniuses in that foundation.
Quitting: A genius can leave a foundation at any time, but it takes 1 month for the subscriptions
and services to run out. After a month she loses all foundation benefits and regains her point of
bound Mania. She will also automatically lose access to her foundation if entirely out of touch with
the Inspired world (no email, snail mail, rocket courier, or passenger pigeon) for a full month.
Leaving a foundation is not necessarily permanent and is not even very stigmatized. The situation
can be rectified simply by re-binding a point of Mania, getting back in touch to renew one's
subscriptions, and waiting one month to regain foundation status. The current loose organization of
the Peerage frowns on holding grudges and understands that sometimes geniuses are
incommunicado (or Mania-poor) for long periods of time.
Changing Foundations: It is possible for a genius to change foundations, or even to change
affiliations, moving from rogue status to part of the Peerage or Lemuria, or back, or to move from
the Peerage to Lemuria. This requires two things.
First, the foundation requests a donation of Mania equal to the genius' maximum Mania, paid off
either all at once or over a period of time. Second, the genius must devote time to study and
retraining. In mechanical terms, the genius must gain one dot in a specific Skill. If at the maximum
number of dots for his Inspiration, she may instead elect to gain a Specialization in that Skill.
Skills

FOUNDATION

Artificers
Directors
Navigators
Progenitors
Scholastics

Computer
Persuasion
Athletics
Medicine
Academics

OR
OR
OR
OR
OR

Crafts
Socialize
Drive
Occult
Investigation

BARAMINS
Atomists
Etherites
Mechanists
Oracles
Phenomenologists

Skill
Politics
Science
Crafts
Occult
Academics

If looking to join a foundation, the genius must not be an unmada. Conversely, if looking to join a
Lemurian baramin, the genius must be an unmada.
The genius joins the foundation after having bound 1 Mania to that foundation for a full month.
Becoming a rogue does not require any Skill training, and occurs automatically after a month if the
genius stops keeping up her subscription.

GENIUS TRAITS: Foundations
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ARTIFICERS
Organization: The International Union of Artifice Focus: Tinkering. Field: Mad Engineering.
Nicknames: Makers, Tinkers, Artisans
Favored Axioms: Automata & Prostasia.
Grant: ●Reduce the time needed to build or fiddle with any wonder by 1 step (to a min of 1 day
for non-kitbashed wonders) & suffer no penalty for doing this.
●For kitbashing, this time reduction doesn't make the wonder fall apart faster.
A 2-step kitbashing job falls apart after 1 day for Artificers, not 1 scene. (See p138.)
Concept: The foundation of those geniuses who excel at building, tinkering, and
fiddling with wonders. Their primary joy is in construction and design.

DIRECTORS
Organization: The Fellowship for Manifest Direction Focus: Debate. Field: Mad Psychology.
Nicknames: Overlords, Disputers, The Loud
Favored Axioms: Automata & Epikrato.
Grant: ●They can spend Mania to enhance their Social Attributes (Pres, Man, and Com).
●When they do this, they don't suffer penalties for low Obligation, nor do they get Jabir penalties.
Concept: They see debate & discussion as the most important part of their researches.
Directors are gregarious & social, often even charming, but prone to manipulation at the
expense of invention. They manipulate mortal & Inspired research from their boardrooms
and secret message boards.

NAVIGATORS
Organization: The Center for Circumferential Navigation Focus: Action. Field: Mad Physics.
Nicknames: Daredevils, Guardians, Fire Bait
Favored Axioms: Katastrofi & Skafoi.
Grant: Can spend Mania to enhance Physical attributes (Str, Dex, or Sta).
Concept: Geniuses in this foundation are as eager to use wonders as to build them;
they are daredevils and adventurers as well as scientists.

PROGENITORS
Organization: The Reformed Society of Progenitors
Focus: Generation. Field: Mad Biology.
Nicknames: Breeders, Gardeners, Demiurges
Favored Axioms: Automata & Exelixi.
Grant: ●Don't get the –1 penalty for building a Size 1 wonder & only get a –1 penalty
(not –2) for building a Size 0 wonder (get normal bonuses for large wonders).Wonders that
use different default Sizes (like most vehicles & automata) aren't affected by this grant.
●Get a bonus when fiddling with their wonders equal to their Dexterity score.
Concept: Those focused on growth, transformation & the violation of boundaries.
They develop hideous new creations & unleash them on the world.

SCHOLASTICS
Organization: The College of Scholastic Theory
Focus: Theory. Field: Mad Philosophy.
Nicknames: Bookworms, Invisibles, Collegiates
Favored Axioms: Apokalypsi & Metaptropi.
Grant: ●Can select her fault from two offered by the ST with a regular Success rather than an
Exceptional Success. An ExSux allows her to choose from 3 faults selected by the ST. An ExSux &
double the usual Mania cost is still needed to build a wonder without any faults.
●They always know their wonder's faults immediately upon handling the wonder.
Concept: The foundation focused on study, theory, and philosophy. Scholastics are
mathematicians, linguists, philosophers, and clever abstract thinkers.
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MERITS
INDEX

NAME

lvl

Benefit

Resources
Adopted Orphan
Assembly Line
Beholden
Calculus Vampire
Dumpster Diver
Energy Channeler
Generator
Kitbasher
Laboratory
Mane
Science Hero
Technomancer
Tenure
Universalist
Utility Belt

1–5
1–5
1–5
1–5
2
1
1–2
1–5
2
1–5
1–3
3
3
3
1–3
1–5

Spendable money left over after covering nomal expenses of living
Own & use a Wonder you haven't made yourself, no matter its Axioms
Making multiple identical copies of a Wonder gets reduced Mania cost
Has 1 or more helpers that can assist character in mad science efforts
Can gain Mania by draining the Mania or Mental Attributes of others
For purpose of building Wonders, Resources is treated as if at +2 dots
Can transfer Mania or use it on normal tech, at range instead of touch
Character has a device (or similar) which generates Mania each day
Get less penalties for building a temporary Wonder in a very short time
A base of operations where it's easier & safer to work on mad science
The character isn't a natural born human, and needs Mania to survive
Reduce Jabir by -1 & some social rolls get a bonus = (Obligation –6)
Can turn other magic ''fuels'' (Vitae,Mana,etc) into Mania & vice versa
Don't have to spend time resupplying after failing to build a Wonder
For specific Axioms, get no penalties for using other people's Wonders
Tool that gives +1 to Science & to work on Wonders +1 skill per dot >1

RESOURCES

(● TO ●●●●●)

Effect: Spendable resources available to use beyond that needed to pay for living.
Resources can be used to determine if your character can reasonably afford a purchase or
expenditure. Equipment, weapons and items throughout these rules are assigned costs in dots. If the
character has the same or more dots in Resources, he can afford the item on his disposable income.
That doesn't mean he has a blank check with which to buy everything he sees. He might be able to
afford 1 or 2 items with cost = his Resources dots in a single month. Items with lower costs can be
bought more often. The ST has final say on what's too much or what's too often.
DOTS

Earnings

Monthly

Ca Assets

●
Low disposable income
$500
$1'000
●●
Moderate disposable income
$1'000
$5'000
●●●
Significant disposable income
$2'000
$10'000
●●●● Substantial disposable income
$10'000
$500'000
●●●●● Significant wealth
$50'000
$5'000'000
A genius has more need for Resources than normal people: she needs supplies, equipment,
electricity & space to work, and all of these cost money. There is also the constant risk that a genius
might lose access to her supply of Resources, which could threaten the development of her wonders
To that end, any genius with dots in the Resources Merit should specify where the money comes
from. Each possibility offers drawbacks and the potential for sabotage and catastrophe.
Next to where a genius records her Resources, note where that money comes from. Different dots
may have different sources: the first dot may come from a private sector job, while the second
comes from grant money. Failure to keep the money-lines flowing may result in the genius
temporarily losing access to her Resources. Also, enemies may try to cut the genius off at the knees
by attacking her funding. The Storyteller should, of course, see the source of the genius' Resources
as a way to tell stories, not to sever the genius from her ability to make wonders. While
disappointment is part of the game's mood, Genius is about creating wonders, not about being
bored, broke, and frustrated. Storytellers should avoid forcing players to experience parts of their
characters' lives that they (the players) find boring or uninspiring.
GENIUS TRAITS: Merits
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Entrepreneurial Inventor: One of the riskiest of the ways a genius can make money, actually
selling one's (normal) inventions, allows a genius to "hide in plain sight." To keep the money
flowing, the ST may call for a check once a month, either to come up with a good idea (Intelligence
+ Science), to put together a prototype (Intelligence + Crafts), to try to drum up some enthusiasm
for the project (Man + Exp – Jabir) or even to give a live demonstration (Pres + Socialize – Jabir).
Failure can result in not getting money for a month, or require risky actions in order to raise funds.
Grant Money: The genius' money comes from an academic grant designed to support a field of
development (that may or may not be related to what the genius does). Since this money is focused
on laboratory support, spending it on purchases that can't be justified as a legitimate expense may
draw the ire of the grant provider. Too many such expenditures (say, more than one per month) may
result in grant money being cut or a visit being paid to the genius' laboratory to see what's "really
going on." This usually results in a desperate, perhaps futile cover-up by the genius.
Parents: Younger geniuses can get by siphoning huge quantities of money from their rich
parents. There are 2 problems with this. First, the amount of money siphoned requires that the
genius' parents either be staggeringly rich (in which case they will probably be insane and/or
annoying) or bad with numbers (and theft is a transgression, not to mention a crime that puts the
genius at risk). Second, the constant intrusions, the parents wandering around the lab (possibly
getting captured by things), & the "Are you on drugs?" speeches can wear on a young genius. Any
slip-up may lead to a suspension of allowance. And don't think that having Inspired parents makes it
any better: they're just as strapped for cash, and may not be above stealing from their kid's lab.
Private Sector Job: The genius has a job that a normal technically-proficient person might have,
such as employment as a chemist or a job hawking video games at the local electronics shop. The
genius will have to put in time at this job, and probably gets called in at unwanted or unexpected
times to cover shifts. Failure to show up may result in termination and a loss of Resources. Assume
that the job is part-time and requires at least 16 hours per week, with the occasional bonus shift
thrown in for good measure. (The ST should use the genius' private sector job as a springboard for
adventure, not just as a time-sink or an impediment to adventure).
Theft: Of course, you can always just build giant robots and then rob banks with them. It's not
like that's never occurred to mad scientists in the past. But burglary is dangerous & unpredictable,
as are related tricks like blackmail and corporate fraud. They're immoral, too. Of course, it doesn't
mean that geniuses haven't tried them. Theft is rarely reducible to a single roll: the genius will have
to make plans, then get out there and mix it up with local law enforcement and private security –
and any other geniuses who notice (and frown on) this kind of behavior.
Trust Fund: This should be the easiest way for a genius to stay wealthy. Every month a big wad
of cash appears, or a lump sum is deposited in the genius' checking account. Of course, it's never
that easy, since trust funds come from somewhere and that "somewhere" expects the genius to use
those funds to live, not to buy "...50 kilos of Brazilian fertilizer...fifteen solid bronze statues of Spiro
Agnew, eleven feet high...three cases of military-grade incendiaries...400 Apple IIe's, painted
blue...." In other words, weird purchases (more than 1 or 2 wonders built per month) can send up a
red flag, triggering an investigation into exactly what the genius is stockpiling, and why.
University Position: The genius works at a school, teaching and publishing. The teaching doesn't
take much time (what else are teaching assistants for?) but the genius will have to survive the
constant onslaught of bright, curious people who want to know what she is doing. Once per month
the genius will need to make some kind of roll, to publish a paper or fend off an inquiry about what
she does – (Int + Expression), (Man + Subterfuge), etc., with the usual penalties for Jabir―or she
may find herself investigated and, unless she has Tenure, tossed out on her ear.

ADOPTED ORPHAN

(● TO ●●●●●)

When a genius dies or abandons an experiment, or a wondrous mane escapes its natural home, the
result is an orphan, a feral wonder that survives by scavenging or stealing Mania. These creatures
are often dangerous, but a genius can instill a sense of loyalty in some such creatures through
regular feeding and kindness. Such orphan wonders are said to be "adopted" by a genius.
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This Merit grants a genius one or more such orphan wonders. The genius did not build this
wonder. Instead she acquired it. This means that she need not possess the necessary Axioms or
training to build the wonder. Many mad scientists seek out complementary orphans in order to begin
a symbiotic relationship: the genius provides a regular supply of Mania, while the orphan grants the
genius abilities she would not ordinarily possess.
In order to adopt an orphan, a genius binds a number of points of Mania into the orphaned
wonder equal to its rank, just like a regular wonder. This prevents the orphan from consuming its
own Mania over time & buys the genius a certain measure of loyalty. It also removes the Orphan's
mutations. (See ''Orphan Mutations'', p272). Orphans are never as simply loyal as a genius' own
wonders, though: all orphans are intelligent and free-roaming to at least some degree. Orphans
cannot be used as Mania-holding units, either: no matter how loyal an orphan is, it will not – it
appears psychologically unable to – offer up any stored Mania it possesses for other purposes.
Orphans are often dangerous and are always difficult to keep, which is why not all geniuses use
them even if they fall into the genius' possession.
MERIT

Character has...

One Wonder of Rank 1
●●
One Wonder of Rank 2 OR Two Wonders of Rank 1
●●●
One Wonder of Rank 3 OR Four total ranks of Wonders, each at Rank ≤ 2
●●●●
One Wonder of Rank 4 OR Six total ranks of Wonders, each at Rank ≤ 3
●●●●● One Wonder of Rank 5 OR Eight total ranks of Wonders, each at Rank ≤ 4
It's possible, at character creation, to purchase adopted orphans that come pre-grafted or preinternalized. Many manes (see the Mane Merit, below) possess these kinds of adopted orphans,
which represent natural, internal abilities of their mane breed.
Imperfect Design: An orphan possesses one persistent fault. If an orphan does not possess faults,
its effective rank increases by one for the purpose of determining its cost.
Rule of Inspiration: Generally, for adopted orphans as well as miscellaneous orphans and other
found wonders, the Inspiration used to build a wonder is equal to the wonder's rank. So, if a genius
possess a rank-3 supersonic jet as an orphan, the builder's Inspiration is treated as three dots for
purposes of determining the wonder's speed and other derived scores. In general, if the Inspiration
of wonder's builder is not otherwise listed, assume that it equals the wonder's rank.
●

ASSEMBLY LINE

(● TO ●●●●●)

The genius possesses a method for quickly duplicating her work, which reduces the Mania cost
when creating many identical wonders. Ordinarily, a genius binds a number of Mania equal to the
wonder's rank for every wonder he builds. With an assembly line, the genius doubles the amount of
(identical) wonders she can create and control with that amount of Mania.
●
Merit level
●●
●●●
●●●●
●●●●●
Nr of Items

2 identical

4 identical

8 identical

16 identical

32 identical

F.ex: A typical "experimental jet" is a Skafoi 3 wonder and so would bind three Mania. But if the
genius possessed one dot in this Merit, she would be able to build and maintain 2 experimental jets
for three Mania. If she had two dots in the Merit, she would be able to build and maintain four
experimental jets for those three Mania, and so on. With the five-dot version of the Assembly Line,
the genius could have 32 such jets―a veritable air fleet―for just three points of Mania.
Note that these wonders must be precisely identical, down to their persistent faults (or not having
a persistent fault and binding twice the regular Mania) in order to benefit from this Merit.
The assembly line does not allow the genius to build these wonders all at once, only to sustain
them all with the same points of bound Mania. This Merit cannot be applied to kitbashed wonders.
It also cannot be applied to Larval wonders (see Larvae, Page 141).
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BEHOLDEN

(● TO ●●●●●)

(See in-depth Beholden mechanics after the merit-chapter)

A beholden, sometimes called an "Igor" or just an assistant, is more than a loyal servant. There is a
howling storm inside every genius that Mania fills, but inside a beholden there is only stillness.
Beholden may be brilliant, funny, or capable, but they possess a personality that falls naturally into
the worldview of another. They latch onto Inspired, basking in the glow of reflected Mania.
When a person becomes beholden, she loses the ability to recover WP when indulging her Virtue
or Vice. Instead she recovers 1 WP per day so long as she is assisting her master. If she helps her
master complete a wonder (that is not an orphan) or succeeds in dirty work (p280), she can gain up
to 1 additional WP that day.
A genius can transfer Mania into beholden. This works just like transferring Mania into a
capacitor. He can also draw it out, and beholden can transfer Mania they hold or draw Mania from a
capacitor. Storing Mania in a beholden lets them use wonders. Beholden can hold a maximum
number of Mania points equal to their Intelligence + Resolve.
The advantage of a beholden is that they can assist with the creation of wonders without causing
Havoc. They are also often gifted in their own right, but they cannot become truly great on their
own: they are touched by the genius' Inspiration, almost feeding upon it, and lack the drive and
capacity for independent thought that characterizes a scientist, mad or sane.
The beholden Merit is broken down into 3 conditions: Number, Ability & Prowess. At least 1
dot must be spent on Number.
Number: This determines how many loyal minions a genius has. The exact number might
fluctuate due to casualties, abandonment, or new recruits, but the general benefits remain the same
except under egregious circumstances.
Having many beholden reduces the time taken to build a wonder. This cannot reduce the time
taken for a non-kitbashed Wonder to less than 1 day
Having more beholden allows more attempts at dirty work. See ''Prowess'', below, for more
information on that mechanic.
Coupled with the ''Assembly Line'' Merit, having many beholden allows you to produce many
identical wonders at the same time. The genius still benefits from the time reduction, meaning that
many beholden can build wonders from an Assembly Line so fast only the most powerful geniuses
have spare Mania to bind to all of them. A genius with three dots in beholden Number and at least
three dots in the Assembly Line Merit, for example, could build up to eight identical wonders at
once, with the same roll, and building all eight wonders would take half the time it would take a
similar genius without those Merits to build a single such wonder.
LVL
●
●●
●●●
●●●●
●●●●●

NUMBER

Dirty Work

time saved

1 beholden
2 to 5 beholden
Up to 12 beholden
Up to 30 beholden
Over 30, to 100+

1 step
2 steps
3 steps
4 steps
5 steps

with ''Assembly Line'' merit

1 attempt / chapter

Make 2 wonders at once if merit is 1+

2 attempts / chapter Make 4 wonders at once if merit is 2+
3 attempts / chapter Make 8 wonders at once if merit is 3+
4 attempts / chapter Make 16 wonders at once w. merit 4+
5 attempts / chapter Make 32 wonders at once w. 5-dot AL

Ability: While a genius can find a use for mop-pushing slobs, highly trained specialists in
relevant scientific fields make the ideal beholden, since they grant so many useful benefits. The
Ability rating of a beholden or group of beholden determines the bonus they grant to wonderworking due to their own familiarity with scientific and technical fields.
lvl

ABILITY

Bonus

○ Barely fit to clean the test tubes
● Familiar with laboratory work
●● Experienced lab assistant or researcher

+0
+1
+2

lvl

ABILITY

●●●
Professional scientist
●●●● Renowned scholar
●●●●● World-famous talent

Bonus
+3
+4
+5

Prowess: Without dots in this rating, a genius' beholden are scholars, researchers, scientists, and
laboratory specialists, but they're not trained to work outside the lab. Prowess, however, turns some
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or all of a genius' beholden from meek technicians into an elite force capable of acting
independently from the genius. Prowess determines their usefulness for dirty work. (see page 280).
LVL

PROWESS

○
●
●●
●●●
●●●●
●●●●●

Regular people
Goons with basic self-defense training
Thugs who know how to fight
Capable and deadly minions
Lethal henchpersons with extensive training
Elite super-scientific task force

Similar To
Untrained civilians
Neighborhood watch
Police officers
Army recruits
SWAT team
Elite special forces

Dirty Work
Can't do it
1 die
2 dice
3 dice
4 dice
5 dice

Sharing Beholden: Beholden can be shared among members of a collaborative. To share
beholden, two or more characters simply have to be willing to pool their dots for greater capability.
A shared rating in the beholden Merit cannot rise higher than 5 dots in Number, Ability, or Prowess
Note that shared beholden cannot be used at the same time: if one genius needs two Igors for a
research experiment, they cannot simultaneously be sent by another genius to explore the bottom of
the ocean. Some type of time-sharing program may need to be arranged.
If a character leaves the collaborative for any reason, whether it be death, banishment, or a
grudge that cannot be resolved, the dots he contributed are removed from the pool. The character
who leaves does not get all the dots back for his own purposes. He gets one fewer dot than he
originally contributed. If all members who have combined to share beholden points agree to part
ways, they all lose one dot from what they originally contributed.
The loss of beholden points can represent several things, as determined by the Storyteller. Maybe
the best and most capable beholden leave for more stable masters. Maybe the infighting reduces
their loyalty. Maybe some just walk away, looking for better opportunities.
Note that a genius who belongs to a collaborative need not share his beholden dots. Further, he
can choose to split his beholden dots, maintaining a personal stable of assistants while also
contributing to the beholden pool.
To record shared beholden on your character sheet, put an asterisk next to the name of the
Beholden Merit and fill in the total dots that your character has access to thanks to his partnership.
In order to record his original contribution, write it in parentheses along with the Merit's name.

CALCULUS VAMPIRE

(●●)

The genius can drain Mania or knowledge in order to fuel her abilities. All manes and orphaned
wonders possess this ability automatically.
If targeting a single person or thing, either a mundane scientist, one of the Inspired, or even a
wonder, the genius must have the subject immobilized (either tied down or help in a grapple) and
make a roll of (Int + Res) VS target's (Com + Metanormal Advantage).
Dramatic Failure: The vampire botches the job, losing half his remaining Mania and taking one
point of Aggravated damage. The genius cannot use this Merit again for the rest of the day.
Failure: Attempt gets nowhere. The genius cannot attempt to drain Mania for rest of the scene.
Success: Every Success allows the vampire to drain one point of Mania from the target and gain
that Mania for himself. If the subject has no Mania (or no remaining Mania), every success allows
the vampire to drain one dot of any Mental skill from the target, converting it to one Mania. Note
that a genius cannot affect any other metanormal creature so long as it has at least a single point of
"power" (Vitae, Pyros, etc.) unless the genius is also a Technomancer, in which case he can drain
another metanormal being's power source, gaining Mania on a one-for-two basis. The genius cannot
gain more Mania than his maximum, based on Inspiration.
Exceptional Success: Vampire drains all the victim's Mania and/or Mental skills, or whatever
fraction thereof he wants. He still cannot gain more Mania than his maximum. He can, however,
siphon any excess off to capacitors, beholden, or Inspired allies without making an additional roll.
GENIUS TRAITS: Merits
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Suggested Modifiers: Subject is thoroughly restrained or unconscious (+1), subject is beaten,
degraded, or psychologically destabilized (+2), subject is unmada (+1).
Attacking an unwilling intelligent target this way is a Obligation 3 transgression. Even targeting a
willing intelligent subject is an Obligation 5 transgression if the vampire is draining Skills instead
of Mania. Draining any type of creature, willing or not, intelligent or not, is an Obligation 8
transgression. Drawing Mania in this way does not risk an unmada check.
Skill ranks recover at a rate of 1/day. Victim can choose which Skills she regains & in what order.
Calculus Vampires use a variety of methods to get at their prey, but their activity always requires
physical contact. Some have veins or needles that convert plundered cerebrospinal fluid into raw
Mania, while others whisper mathematical secrets and listen for the "blowback," absorbing the
Mania produced by insane thought; others still use hypnotic patterns to extract Mania.

(●)

DUMPSTER DIVER

The genius is unusual adept at finding useful components in the most unlikely places. His
''Resources'' Merit is treated at 2 higher for the purpose of determining Resources-based penalties
for building wonders. This even applies when kitbashing (giving the genius a functional Resources
of 2 when kitbashing), provided they have some kind of "dumpster"-like thing to dive into.

ENERGY CHANNELER

(● TO ●●)

The genius can channel Mania to empower or damage conventional technology, or to move Mania
between herself and a capacitor or another genius, at range, rather than by touch or communication.
The one-dot version of this ability gives a range of about ten yards, while the two-dot version gives
a range out the the genius' line of sight; however, anything past 10 yards requires a Wits +
(Athletics or Firearms) check to hit. Failure means that the Mania is lost.

GENERATOR

(● TO ●●●●●)

The genius possesses an object that generates Mania. These extraordinary devices are found, not
made, and represent peculiar relics of mad or sane-but-terrifying science: alien elemental dynamos,
self-transforming equations scribbled in forgotten notebooks, mundane objects "imprinted" with the
energy of scientific breakthroughs, highly radioactive atomic piles, and radios for talking to God.
These strange one-off devices exist partly in our world and partly in the realm of Idea, and some
have been fought over by mad scientists for generations or millennia.
The amount of Mania generated per day and the maximum amount of Mania it can store depends
on the Generator's Size and rank:
MERIT

Size 0

Size 1

Size 2–3

Size 4–5

Size 6–11

Size 12–29

Size 30+

●
●●
●●●
●●●●
●●●●●

N/A
N/A
1 Mania
2 M / day
3 M / day

N/A
1 mania
2 M / day
3 M / day
4 M / day

1 mania
2 M / day
3 M / day
4 M / day
5 M / day

2 M / day
3 M / day
4 M / day
5 M / day
6 M / day

3 M / day
4 M / day
5 M / day
6 M / day
8 M / day

4 M / day
5 M / day
6 M / day
8 M / day
12 M / day

5 M / day
6 M / day
8 M / day
12 M / day
20 M / day

(Size 0: The Generator may be internalized automatically, if desired).
Drawing Mania from a Generator works like drawing from a capacitor (see Capacitors p295).
Given the risk of unmada, larger & better Generators are often used by several geniuses at once.

KITBASHER

(●●)

The genius is unusually adept at kitbashing a wonder into existence. The genius suffers no penalty
for kitbashing wonders. Her kitbashed wonders still fall apart normally, and she still suffers a
penalty because of Resources. She does not ignore penalties from other time-reducing shortcuts
(such as hastily repairing or modifying a wonder), only when building it.
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LABORATORY

(● TO ●●●●●)

The genius has access to a laboratory. This is not just a place where she performs her research; it is
a refuge and safe haven away from the cruelty and caprices of the mundane world. All laboratories
have three factors that determine their utility: Size, Equipment & Security.
Size: This indicates how much physical space the laboratory takes up and how long it takes to
transport (assuming normal labor).
SIZE
○

●

●●

●●●

●●●●

●●●●●

Scope

Capacity

Barely more than a closet
with a work bench. It is
cramped & inconvenient,
and has limited supplies
A small apartment or
computer lab. As well as
being larger than Size-0, it
also has smarter layout

1 genius at a time, but only
usable every other day.

Everything can be packed
into a big suitcase (Size 5)
with 1 person-hour of work.

Everything can be packed
1 genius can work & use the
into a small suitcase (size 5)
lab's equipment at a time
w. 30 person-minuts of work

Size of small house or some
3 geniuses (or beholden)
rented office space with a
can work at the same time
small storage room in back.
Big as a warehouse, town
library, University wing, or a
large "cubicle farm"; 5 to 8
rooms, or 1 large enclosure.
A mansion atop a hill, an
entire large University hall,
or a research base;
equivalent to 9 to 25 rooms.

Mobility

10 geniuses (or beholden)
can work at the same time.

Everything can be packed
into a few steamer-trunks
(ca 5'x'5x5' cube) or a small
moving van in 6 person-hrs
Everything could be packed
into a large moving van with
1 person-day of work.

Everything could be packed
into a small fleet of moving
vans or cargo containers in
one person-week.
It would take a person-year
Entire university,skyscraper,
of work to pack everything
dozens of independent
More geniuses & beholden
for transport. Moving would
research facilities across an than can feasibly be brought
take coordinated transport
entire city/region. countless together can work in this lab
of dozens or hundreds of
rooms or chambers.
shipping containers.
100 geniuses (or beholden)
can work at the same time.

Equipment: Size is useful only insofar as the genius has something interesting to fill that space.
That is the laboratory's Equipment, and the rating determines how useful it is. A Lab with no points
in Equipment may be pleasantly appointed for visitors, but it has nothing besides empty benches
and bare floors for research.
Every point of Laboratory Equipment adds a +1 bonus to all rolls made to build, repair, or fiddle
with wonders there, provided that the genius has access to the equipment. It can also, at the
Storyteller's discretion, provide the same bonus to mundane repair and construction activities.
GEAR
○
●

●●

●●●

EQUIPMENT
Largely empty, except what the genius brings with her.
Outdated and inefficient equipment, badly organized and poorly protected from the
environment; the equivalent of junior chemistry sets and astrolabes. The computers look
like something out of the 70s.
Serviceable laboratory equipment that is nonetheless outdated and second-hand;
computers are slow and clunky, while samples occasionally risk contamination unless
the researchers are careful.
A typical private or university laboratory with a good selection of modern equipment, fast
computers with Internet hookups, and reliable technology, but nothing too highly
specialized or expensive.
GENIUS TRAITS: Merits
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●●●●
●●●●●

A deluxe set-up with top-of-the-line computers networked for maximum efficiency, topshelf apparatus, and enough specialized equipment either available or on loan to
perform even the strangest experiments.
An incredible, world-class lab; if the computers were more advanced, they'd be
wonders, while just about any scientific apparatus can be found, built, or ordered in
minimum time, and everything works astonishingly well.

Security: Finally, a laboratory should be protected and concealed from prying eyes, or at least
able to pass as a normal research institution. Placing dots in Security keeps the laboratory hidden
and protected. Laboratories with no dots in Security are public and possess no particular security
features except any wonders or beholden the genius devotes to that task. Each dot in Security for a
laboratory subtracts two dice from efforts by intruders to find and get into the laboratory, due to
concealment or (mundane) security measures like locked doors, pass-key systems, and surveillance.
Further, each dot in Security grants a +1 bonus on Initiative for anyone inside against anyone
attempting to gain entrance, due to internal security systems and good defensive organization.
SAFE

SECURITY

Its location & nature are both obvious to anyone who look at it, and it offers no
protection against intrusion except whatever the genius directs toward that
area in the form of wonders or beholden guards.
Its location is still obvious, but it has basic security, such as key-locks, to keep
most casual intruders out. Anyone within engaging intruders gains a +1 bonus
●
on Initiative due to clear lines of sight and good defensive layout.
It is well-hidden, either in some inaccessible area or concealed in plain sight.
Many sophisticated defensive mechanisms, including code-locks, security
●●
cameras & alarms. Anyone within engaging intruders get +2 on Initiative due to
good organization and access to security cameras.
Artfully concealed & has state-of-the-art counter-intrusion tech: DNA locks,
advanced security cameras, motion sensors & a dedicated security computer
●●●
Anyone within engaging intruders get +3 on Initiative due to security cameras,
flood lights, and other systems that put invaders at a disadvantage.
Lab is basically impossible to find unless the searcher knows what to look for.
Protected by advanced technology that borders on the Inspired, the lab has
more security measures than a secret military base. Anyone within engaging
●●●● intruders get +4 on Initiative due to super-science scanners, protective walls
made of incredible alloys, or internal sensor drones. Like a Wonder, this
laboratory binds 1 point of Mania. If Mania is not available, the lab is treated as
having only 3 dots in Security.
It's an impregnable fortress, riddled with super-science protective measures.
Anyone within engaging intruders get +5 on Initiative due to the incredible
●●●●●
systems that protect the lab & support those within it. This lab binds 5 points of
Mania. If Mania is not available, lab is treated as having only 3 dots in Security.

○

Intrude Init

–0

+0

–2

+1

–4

+2

–6

+3

–8

+4

–10

+5

Sharing Lab-Space: Sharing a lab among the characters works exactly like sharing beholden.
Laboratories need to be large enough to support all the geniuses involved if they plan to work at the
same time; geniuses who cooperate to support smaller labs may need to work in shifts.

MANE

(● TO ●●●)

Character is a mane, not a natural-born human being. He may be a clone, an orphan automaton, or
just a normal-seeming person born in a bardo, or he may be something much stranger.
2 disadvantages: Firstly: They require 1 mania per day to sustain themselves. This point cancels
out the point of Mania a genius receives automatically upon waking every day. (See Manes, p284.)
Secondly: Manes are susceptible to ''Havoc'' (See Havoc, p270).
2 advantages: Firstly: Can spend Mania to heal their own damage as a reflexive action. Every
point of Mania heals 1L dmg (or Structure, if non-biological) or 2B dmg. By spending 3 Mania &
1WP they can heal 1 Agg dmg. Secondly: Manes also get the ''Calculus Vampire'' Merit at no cost.
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There are three categories of this Merit:
lvl

The Mane...

...does not appear at all human. Only a full-body covering coupled with darkness or
disinterest can hide this fact.
...looks nearly human, but may possess a few unusual features such as a tail or a third eye
●●
in the middle of his forehead.
●●● ...looks entirely human.
●

Manes often possess grafted or internalized adopted orphans (see the Adopted Orphan Merit,
above) to represent peculiar native abilities.

SCIENCE HERO

(●●●)

The genius' Jabir penalty is reduced by one. Further, the genius gains a bonus to any Social Skills
when acting from a position of knowledge or authority = their (Obligation–6). This bonus replaces
the similar bonus gained for Paragon Status. (See p86).

TECHNOMANCER

(●●●)

The genius can convert any sort of metanormal energy (Glamour, Mana, Vitae) into Mania, and
vice-versa, on a one-for-one basis. This requires the energy to be free-standing or given voluntarily
(unless the genius is also a Calculus Vampire, in which case he can drain other energy sources just
like draining Mania). One point of energy can be converted per turn. Note that a genius can only
hold Mania; it is impossible for a genius to store Vitae or some other type of energy.
This ability allows a genius to perform many functions that require some other sort of energy
source. The genius cannot, of course, learn another creature's special abilities―he could not learn a
vampire's Disciplines or a changeling's Contracts―but he may find other uses for that energy, such
as activating a changeling's token.

TENURE

(●●●)

The genius receives tenure at a college or university. This means that it's almost impossible to get
rid of him, no matter how crazy he is. More importantly, a "Failure" result when trying to create a
wonder does not mean a long delay while the genius tries to restock his supplies. A quick requisition
form sent to the college's head of supply can secure ingredients from anywhere almost instantly.
They still suffer a penalty for having a Resources rating below the rating needed for the wonder.

UNIVERSALIST

(● TO ●●●)

Suffer no penalties when using another genius' wonders. Level ●: Get this benefit for one Axiom.
Level ●●: Get this benefit for a nr of Axioms =Wits. Level ●●●: Applies to wonders of all Axioms.

UTILITY BELT

(● TO ●●●●●)

A Utility belt is a handheld device (Size 2) that grants a genius a +1 bonus when working on
wonders. All utility belts grant a +1 to Science. Each rank in this Merit grants the genius another +1
bonus with one other Skill: ●Academics, ●Computer, ●Crafts, ●Medicine, or ●Occult. This bonus
is typically used to build and repair wonders, but it can be used for mundane applications of the
Skill too. A ''Utility Belt'' also removes the rank/Resources penalty due to kitbashing (see p138).
Utility belts are portable while laboratories are not, but utility belts (which are not always belts;
some Inspired prefer tool cases or rucksacks) cannot be combined with a lab's Equipment bonus.
They are most popular with geniuses on the move. A genius cannot use another genius' utility belt.
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BECOMING BEHOLDEN

BEHOLDEN

They're regular people, except that they have been consumed by the Genius' Inspiration and see the
world exactly as she sees it. A person's worldview can be broken down, gradually or suddenly, by a
genius, allowing him to create a new beholden. This requires a demonstration of the genius'
wonders (which incurs Havoc like normal if handled). Cost: Mania = subject's permanent WP dots.
Dice Pool: Once this is done, the genius rolls (Inspiration + Presence) vs (the subject's Resolve):
Success: The subject becomes a beholden, unless they spend 1WP to resist.
Exceptional Success: The subject becomes a beholden.
Failure: The geniuses cannot make that person into a beholden. It is possible to try again.
Dramatic Fail: The genius cannot make that person into a beholden until his Inspiration increases.
Suggested Modifiers
Genius spends only a minute or 2 talking with subject
The subject only looks at a wonder
Subject's interaction with wonder makes it an Orphan

dice

–1
–1
–3

Suggested Modifiers
Spends over an hour talking to subject
The subject has gone on some "grand
adventure" with the genius

dice

+1
+3

People also occasionally become beholden on their own accord. Repeated exposure to mad
science will eventually drive a person beholden, but geniuses have found this transformation nearly
as hard to predict as what exposure to mad science will cause a mere mortal to catalyze.

BEING BEHOLDEN
Beholden are interesting psychological studies. Though as intelligent, creative, and competent as
they were before their change, beholden are incapable of engaging in high-level theoretical
thinking. They lack metaphysical, philosophical, political, religious, ethical, or scientific thoughtstructures. (Or perhaps their conscious minds simply can't access them).
A beholden has no preference for political candidates or political parties. She does not subscribe
to any religion, nor does she actively reject the tenets of any religion. She cannot formulate an
argument for or against any ethical or political stance, such as vegetarianism or welfare. She may
still cling to vestigial beliefs out of stubbornness, habit, or cultural identity, but she cannot really
understand why she does.
The only exception to this behavior is when a beholden interacts with a genius. Then, the
beholden takes on the philosophy and thinking mode of that genius. This ideological parroting is
what makes a beholden so useful to the Inspired.
This condition affects beholden surprisingly little. They still retain an instinctive moral system
(measured by Morality). Most beholden would feel disgusted and repulsed by cold-blooded murder,
but when asked to justify this feeling, they would be unable. Beholden can still engage in planning
and form practical models of the world around them: a clatch of beholden sent to kidnap a doctor
can prepare, coordinate, and execute a plan as well as their Skills and Attributes would allow. But
they would be unable, for example, to offer an ethical or philosophical justification for their actions.

REBELLIOUS BEHOLDEN
Some beholden are "strays." They lack a worldview of their own, and thus are certainly beholden,
but they also lack a master to tell them what to do and think. This tends to happen in one of four
ways. First, a genius might die, leaving her beholden without direction and focus. Second, a regular
person, often a scientist, might see something so wondrous that it shatters their ability to formulate a
view of the world, while not pushing them quite far enough to catalyze. Third, some bardos create
beholden naturally from members of their population. Finally, beholden might forcibly and
instinctively reject their master due to extreme moral differences; mad scientists on the fast-track to
Illumination often shed all but their most heinous Igors.
To escape the bonds of a repellent master, the genius' Obligation must differ from the beholden's
Morality by five or more points (either way, though usually it's a moral beholden and a monstrous
mad scientist). Once per month, or once per scene if someone makes a Manipulation + Persuasion
roll to convince the beholden of the error of his master's ways, the beholden can roll to break free.
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Dice Pool: Beholden character's Resolve vs their master's Inspiration.
Success: The beholden is freed and becomes a stray.
Exceptional Success: The beholden is freed and is no longer a beholden.
Failure: The beholden remains a servant of the genius.
Dramatic Failure: The beholden cannot attempt to free himself again until the genius' Obligation
moves even farther from the beholden's Morality.
Suggested Modifiers
Beholden fears for his life
Beholden has been mistreated

dice
+3
+1 to 3

Suggested Modifiers
Genius has made promises to safeguard the beholden
Genius is friends with the beholden

dice
–1
–1

STRAY BEHOLDEN
Stray beholden, however they appear, cannot recover WP until they have a master again. Worse,
they gradually go insane as they lose the ability to make sense of the world. Every month, they roll.
Dice pool: (Intelligence + Resolve)
Success: The stray remains stable.
Exceptional Success: The stray reestablishes contact with the pattern-generating part of his mind.
He is no longer beholden, and all penalties are removed.
Failure: Stray takes a -1 penalty to all actions as he loses his ability to form connections & build a
coherent view of the world. At -5, the stray goes insane as if a Dramatic Failure had been rolled.
Dramatic Failure: Stray goes completely insane and becomes catatonic, dying shortly thereafter.
Suggested Penalties
Psychological exercises
Difficult & violent month
Rejected by another mad scientist

dice

+1
-1
-1

dice
Suggested Bonuses
Is alone or with < 3 other strays
+0
Is with a group of ≥ 3 other strays
+1
Is with a group of ≥ 10 other strays +2

These stray beholden are eager to find a genius to latch onto, even risking abusive and morally
dubious relationships in exchange for being given a worldview again. Geniuses looking for Igors
often learn about good places to look in their immediate area. It seems that every major
metropolitan area has some place – a half-forgotten coffee shop, a tiny bardo inside an apartment
block, a neglected basement office at the local community college – where the strays congregate,
talking about old times under their masters and trying to remember what it was like to believe
something. Most geniuses know how to find this place, which the Lemurians call a ''catasta'', where
they know they can find beholden desperate for employment and purpose.

PROMOTED BEHOLDEN
Beholden can catalyze, becoming a genius. Many enlightened begin their careers as beholden who
are set apart for an eventual Breakthrough. Sometimes when a genius dies, one of his beholden will
catalyze, either suddenly or as a gradual process amidst the wreckage of what the genius left behind.
This transformation is up to the Storyteller; here, like elsewhere, there are no hard and fast rules
for how and when a person becomes Inspired.

DIRTY WORK
Sometimes a genius doesn't want to get his hands dirty, or he lacks the training for some kind of
field work. In this case, he may be able to send beholden to do the work on their own, without him.
Use: A group of beholden can be used for dirty work once per chapter per dot in ''Numbers''.
''Dirty work'' can be anything from a meet-and-greet to theft to assassination. If it's not dangerous,
there's no need to roll, but most dirty work is dangerous and requires a ''dirty work check'':
Dice Pool: (Beholdens' Prowess), +1 per M the genius spends, up to max = (their per-turn limit).
Difficult actions or actions against difficult targets incur a penalty set by the ST. They should use
the following guidelines based on the power and security level of the target. Beholden also suffer a
penalty based on how complicated or dangerous the activity to perform is.
GENIUS TRAITS: Beholden
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Power & Security of Target

dice

Regular citizen
Armed forces veteran, security guard,
beat cop, paranoid or security-minded
Combat & awareness training (soldier,
detective, security specialist) OR minor
public figure (f.ex. local celebrity)
Highly competent (f.ex. special forces)
OR wealthy or moderately influential
person (f.ex. selectman)
City- or state-lvl figure(f.ex.mayor,state
senator, crime boss, corporation CEO)
National or international figure
(f.ex.senator, billionaire, president)

+1

Outnumber target 4 to 1

±0

Outnumber target 3 to 1

–1

An opposing Beholden
An Orphaned Wonder
A Genius

Opposing Group

dice

Task Difficulty

dice

+4 Surveillance
Harrying Attack or
+3
"Send a Message"

±0

Outnumber target 2 to 1

+2 Theft

–2

–2

Outnumber target by 1,5

Demobilize, destroy
+1 property, seriously
inconvenience

–3

–3

Roughly equal numbers

±0 Military-style Strike

–3

–4

Being outnumbered by 1,5 –1 Assassination

-1/Pro Being outnumbered 2 to 1
-1/rank Being outnumbered 3 to 1
–1 / i Being outnumbered 4 to 1

–2 Kidnapping
–3
–4

–1

–4
–5

Add these penalties together. F.ex: If beholden are sent to steal from (-2) the police (-2) that
outnumber them by 50% (-1) the total penalty is –5.
Suggested Modifiers
dice
Beholden must operate publicly
–2
Instructions are unclear or ambiguous
–1
Over 1/2 equipped with wonders relevant to task +least Rnk

Suggested Modifiers
dice
Task is outside beholden's talent suite –2
Beholden are unfamiliar with task
–1
Beholden are specialized for the task
+1

The ST can adjust these modifiers to any degree based on specific circumstances, or even outright
refuse certain attempts at dirty work that would derail the story or avoid dramatic conflict. The ST
should usually refuse any attempt to kill or capture a genius with Inspiration ≥ character assigning
the dirty work, or other metanormal creatures of similar power, but any disruptive or disinteresting
act is subject to veto. On the other hand, the ST should encourage the use of dirty work to simplify
the collaborative's own missions or to support their actions.
Roll Results:
Success: The beholden do something right. The goal is accomplished.
Exceptional Success: Not only is the goal accomplished, but it doesn't count toward the max
number of dirty work uses. Further, the morale boost wipes away any cumulative penalties.
Failure: The beholden fail to achieve their goals. Casualties and disruptions are light, but incur a
cumulative -1 penalty per failure. This penalty resets at the end of the chapter.
Dramatic Failure: The beholden fail spectacularly and gruesomely. The genius permanently loses
a dot in either Beholden Number or Beholden Prowess (the genius' choice) as his troops are
massacred. Dirty work cannot be attempted for the rest of the chapter.

SUMMARY EXECUTION
Murdering beholden can improve their performance after a failure. This permanently reduces
Beholden Number by one, but removes all accumulated penalties in that chapter and prevents new
ones from accruing for the rest of the chapter. Further, the genius can roll Presence + Intimidation
before all future dirty work checks until the end of the chapter; successes are added to the dirty
work dice pool. Summary execution for incompetence is at least an Obligation 4 transgression.
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STARTING WONDERS
A new genius is allowed 5 rolls in order to make his first wonders, which are constructed just like
any other Wonders, with the exception of the following specific limitations:
●They can't be ''kitbashed'', nor can they benefit from extra time spent on their creation.
●Creator can't spend WP or Mania.
●Creator can internalize or graft these wonders to himself automatically with no additional rolls.
●If a "failure" result is obtained at any point, the genius loses the roll but can immediately try again
to create the same type of wonder.
●Creator can benefit from beholden Ability, but can't get aid from anyone else or another's beholden
●The ''Assembly Line'' Merit does not apply to these wonders.
●Creator gains the full benefits either of their own ''Laboratory'' merit's ''Equipment'' rating, or
their collaborative's shared Equipment value (if any).
●Creator must finish construction of at least 1 wonder. If he has failed to construct a wonder after 5
rolls, he gains additional rolls until he finishes at least one wonder.
●Creator can scrap wonders with which he is not satisfied at any time during this initial creation
process, though making the wonder still costs at least 1 roll.
●Creator can stop making wonders at any time once they have at least one.
●Remember that you get +1 to each roll because all of these wonders come from a favored Axiom.
These first few wonders do not necessarily represent the results of however-many back-to-back
days of work immediately preceding the start of the chronicle, but the results show how much
success the genius has had with her first forays into mad science.

INVENTING
There are several steps in creating a wonder. The player must decide what it does, figure out the
dice to roll to build the wonder, construct the wonder, and then determining its actual functionality.
What sort of wonders a genius can create depends on her Axioms. The genius begins by checking
to make sure she has the Axioms necessary to build the wonder, and if she does not, abandoning the
project or scaling back to a more modest design.
It usually takes one or more days to build a wonder: at the end of that time the genius rolls to see
if the wonder is completed. Success yields a new wonder, ready for use, while failure means a
temporarily delay, a work stoppage until the genius can gather more supplies, or even the wonder
rampaging out of control. Once the wonder is completed and the Storyteller has determined its
faults, the genius can begin using it.

DESIGNING A WONDER
To design a wonder, the genius simply selects one that he can build, based on the limits of his
Axioms. The player selects the wonder to be built and any variables and calculates the wonder’s
abilities, including Size, range, and any other pertinent features. Simple wonders are
correspondingly simple to prepare: putting together a basic "ray gun" only requires reading what a
given level of Katastrofi offers. More complicated wonders with many Variables (a disintegrating
armor-piercing ray rifle with enhanced range) will require more calculation.
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RESOURCES
Developing wonders is not cheap. A genius is advised to possess Resources at least equal to the dot
rank of the wonder. Every dot less incurs a -1 penalty when the genius attempts to build the wonder.
The genius also needs "resources" in the more general sense: a place to work for a couple of days,
some tools (available even without Resources at a hardware store, but difficult to procure deep in
the Amazon), and time left alone for calculation and construction. A genius who lacks a place to
work or even the bare minimum components necessary for the wonder cannot build the wonder at
all. Poor conditions, such as leaky ceilings, intermittent electricity, and nosy neighbors, may incur a
penalty ranging from -1 (for minor distractions, like a flaky network connection when downloading
blueprints) to -5 (out in the open in the middle of a rainstorm).
Possession of the Laboratory Merit or the opportunity to use another genius' laboratory helps a
genius. Every dot of ''Laboratory Equipment'' grants a +1 to the roll to create the wonder so long as
the genius can use her laboratory.
Geniuses need enough raw material to build the wonder; they cannot create their wonders from
thin air. Metals, plastics, circuits, gears, and blown glass can all become part of a wonder. A genius'
lab is assumed to automatically contain mundane material "bulk" suitable to the mad scientist's
aesthetic, but out in the world (Kitbashed Wonders p138), raw materials can be harder to come by.

THE DICE POOL
The genius rolls Inspiration when developing her wonder. She adds to that an Attribute & a Skill,
described below. A genius uses Intelligence when designing a wonder. Pure brain-power is still
important when creating marvels of mad science. When ''kitbashing'' a wonder (see below) she
replaces Intelligence with Wits.
She adds to her Attribute one relevant Skill. The Skill used depends on the type of wonder being
created. Use the following guidelines:
Academics: Any wonder designed to engage in mind control or sociological manipulation or
analysis. Any wonder that manipulates or analyzes probabilities. Any four- or five-dot Automata
wonder. Any mind-reading or thought-projecting wonder of Apokalypsi, or any entirely organic
wonder of Apokalypsi.
Computer: Any wonder of Automata not entirely organic. Any wonder of Apokalypsi except
those built to detect or project thoughts or that are entirely organic. Any wonder that can manipulate
or seize control of a computer.
Crafts: Any wonder defined primarily by its structure and shape, including all wonders of
Katastrofi not entirely organic and all Skafoi vehicles not entirely organic. Any wonder of Automata
that possesses manipulators or the ability to move and that is not entirely organic. Any wonder of
Prostasia not entirely organic or based on "shield" or "screen" technology. Any wonder designed to
upgrade, repair, or transmute mechanical, electronic, or other non-living devices.
Medicine: Any wonder made out of organic material. Any wonder that uses poison, or that
deploys or launches organic material. Any wonder designed to perform healing, surgery, or
biological shape-changing or manipulation. Any wonder of Automata with organic components.
Occult: Any wonder of Automata that was once a corpse. Anything that explicitly targets a
metanormal being or thing.
Science: Any wonder of Katastrofi that emits rays, beams, or energy rather than physical particles
to cause damage. Any wonder of Katastrofi that deals Aggravated damage. Any wonder of Skafoi of
rank 3 or higher. Any wonder of Prostasia that uses "shields," "screens," or other non-physical
means of protection. Any wonder that manipulates the weather. Any wonder that employs
telekinesis. Any wonder of Metaptropi. Any wonder where no other Skill applies.
The genius rolls Inspiration + the relevant Attribute + the lowest Skill that applies to the wonder
she is attempting to design. So, a genius attempting to make an entirely organic weapon that causes
Aggravated damage would roll Inspiration + Intelligence + (the lower of Medicine and Science).
She subtracts from this the wonder's rank, and rolls the dice total.
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TIME TAKEN
The time it takes to actually create a Wonder depends on its size, as shown on the following chart:
Size

Time Taken

Size

Time Taken

Size

N/A
N/A
N/A
0 to 5

One Turn
One Minute
One Hour
One Day

6 to 10
11 to 15
16 to 20
21 to 25

One Week
One Month
One year
One decade

30+ (corvette or frigate)
Destroyer or Cruiser
Battleship or Aircraft Carrier
City-sized Vehicle
That's No Moon:

Time Taken

100 years
1'000 years
10'000 years
100'000 years
1'000'000 years

●In this context, ''One day'' = at least 6 hours of solid work.
●You can work double-time (12 hours per day), halving time taken, but it triggers an unmada check.
●The shortest time it can take to build a wonder is a minimum of 1 day, unless you do ''kitbashing''.
●Each dot in the ''Beholden (Number)'' Merit reduces time it takes by 1 step (to minimum of 1 day).
●If a genius increases the time spent by 1 step, this gives a +1 bonus on the roll to make the Wonder

KITBASHING
A genius can try to ''kitbash'' a wonder, reuding how much time it takes to build it, as follows:
Needed Time

–1 Step on chart

–2 Steps on chart

–3 Steps on chart

Roll Penalty

–2 dice

–4 dice

–6 dice

Wonder lasts

1 day

1 scene

1 turn per inspiration dot

●Other people can help with kitbashed wonders, but helpers can't reduce the base time below 1 day
●The roll to build the wonder is done normally, except the genius uses Wits instead of Intelligence,
●Gets an additional –2 penalty per step down. ●You can't work double-time on kitbashed wonders.
Inaccessible Funds: Geniuses who don't have a utility belt and who aren't in their labs suffer an
additional –1 penalty per Rank of the wonder, since they can't bring their Resources to bear. The
''Dumpster Diver'' Merit reduces the Resources penalty by 2 points, provided the genius has access
to a place appropriate for scavenging material.
Building Blocks: The genius must have the raw materials necessary to build a kitbashed wonder,
the same as with any wonder. This can be nearly anything vaguely suitable, but there must be
something to build from, whether old furniture or spare clocks or bits of metal and pottery. A Size 3
wonder requires three Size points of something to get disassembled and reformed.
Temporary Product: Kitbashed wonders disintegrate after a short period of time, as listed on the
chart. After theis time elapses, the genius can spend Mania = (the Wonder's Rank) to extend its
lifespan by another cycle; otherwise it falls apart and is destroyed.

MANIA & WILLPOWER
A genius can spend both Mania & WP on building a wonder, if desired. A genius can spend an
amount of Mania on building a wonder equal to his per-turn expenditure (based on Inspiration), and
can spend up to one point of Willpower.

WONDER RANK & BOUND MANIA
A wonder has a rank equal to the highest number of Axiom dots in the Axiom or Axioms needed to
create the wonder. This is always the dot score of the "primary" Axiom; for example, to build an
illusion generating machine, Metaptropi 2 is needed. Automata can be added to make these illusions
self-sufficient or capable of learning, but the Automata score does not matter, only the Metaptropi
score: Metaptropi 2 yields a Rank 2 wonder. Likewise, a jet plane made with Skafoi 3 that is
normal-looking (a variable that geniuses can apply to their wonders, and that requires Metaptropi 1
to select) is a Rank 3 wonder because jets are built at Skafoi 3, not a Rank 1 wonder because of
Metaptropi, nor a Rank 4 wonder because you've added the numbers together.
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A wonder's rank determines how many points of Mania must be bound into it in order to sustain
its functioning. A wonder needs a number of bound Mania = its Rank. Some wonders have special
abilities that require binding additional Mania points.
These bound Mania are "locked up"; they cannot be used, accessed, or regained while the wonder
still exists. So, a genius with 1 dot of Inspiration and a max Mania pool of 10, who has built three
Rank 1 wonders, can have up to 7 Mania points available to him.
Even if a wonder is destroyed or becomes an orphan, the genius does not immediately regain the
Mania bound to the wonder. She gains the ability to regain those Mania points, however, and the
Mania returns at the normal rate.

COMBINING MUNDANE TECHNOLOGY
It is possible to combine mundane objects with wonders. An automaton could be fitted with a
machinegun, for example, or a flying machine could be equipped with a regular radar system. The
major limit is the genius' Resources and his ability to access and purchase these devices.
Generally, basic mundane technology, the stuff people can acquire without a license or vast sums
of money, requires no special training or equipment to attach to a wonder: a wondrous car can come
complete with headlights and a radio, for example, with no difficulty.
Integral mundane technology works something like integral wonders, but does not gain any
bonuses for their status. In fact, integral mundane technology that requires rolls (spotlights to spot a
target, a fixed machinegun to attack enemies, etc.) suffer a -1 penalty to those rolls per rank of the
wonder. For example, a machinegun fixed on an airship (Skafoi 2) will suffer a -2 penalty to hit due
to the maniacal interference of the wonder's weird science. (This penalty does not apply to regular
technology stored in the wonder, only to stuff that's integral to the wonder.) Even a simple mundane
object might suffer this penalty: trying to find a fuzzy radio station in a Wondrous auto (Skafoi 1)
would incur a -1 penalty. Nowadays, more and more geniuses favor handheld devices―portable
GPS systems, handheld flashlights―so this penalty does not become a problem.
A genius cannot build core components of a wonder from mundane technology. She could not,
for example, build a teleporter with a mundane battery as a power source (obviating the need for
Mania), or a bomb that goes off when a mundane pressure plate is pressed. Regular machinery just
doesn't connect up to a wonder in that way.
One significant exception to this rule is cellular, Internet, and other voice/data plans. They work
just fine with wonders of Apokalypsi. Most geniuses nowadays exploit cell towers to communicate
with Apokalypsi wonders, which is easier than building a central, massive radio tower for all their
commlinks, like they used to do.

LARVAE
A genius' wonders can benefit from unusual ingredients, but only those purchased at great moral
cost. It is not just the physical item, the severed head or the ancient computer robbed from an Aztec
grave, but also the genius' own willingness to acquire and exploit the object, which opens up new
avenues of thoughts in his mind, allowing him to create new and better devices. These unlawful
ingredients are called Larvae. The first Larvae were the corpses of the dead, usually given fresh
purpose by nefarious geniuses; it has only been in the past few hundred years that the flexible
nature of Larvae has become clear.
Whenever a genius commits transgression in order to gather materials for the creation of wonders
she creates Larvae. The transgression must be committed with the intent to harvest a Larva. The
genius can have other goals – a genius might execute a hated foe, and also plan to tear out her heart
to use in a new automaton – but the goal of Larva creation must be stated before the act is carried
out and the degeneration dice are rolled.
●Using a Larva in the construction of a wonder thematically related to the Larva reduces the
bound Mania requirement by one. ●If you degenerated on account of the transgression, the Larva
reduces the bound Mania requirement by two. ●Using Larvae can reduce the bound Mania cost of a
wonder to zero.
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If the genius is also an unmada, a Larvae insulates against Havoc. (See Havoc, Page 270.) When
handled by mere mortals, such a wonder requires a full minute of handling, prodding, and use
before a Havoc check is triggered. Havoc checks are then only triggered once per day so long as the
wonder is in the mere mortals' possession.
The genius' player and the Storyteller should work together to determine the extent of the Larva's
thematic bounds. Eyes harvested from orphans might serve for viewing wonders, while ritual selfmortification might help in organic Prostasia devices. The genius' intent in harvesting the Larva
generally determines the bounds of its effectiveness.
An Obligation 3 or lower transgression (murder, extreme isolation, dangerous unnecessary
surgery, massive and permanent self-transformation, or worse acts) can always be used to create a
Larva, regardless of the genius' Obligation.
Once a wonder is constructed, it cannot gain the benefits of a Larva.
Only one Larva can be used per wonder. Though the genius must have acquired the Larva (and
transgressed in doing so) for the purpose of gathering the ingredient for use in mad science, she
need not have had a particular wonder in mind. The Larva must be on-hand when the wonder is
built, and once the wonder is built, the Larva is expended. The Larva itself takes up no space in the
wonder; it becomes part of the invention. A genius can keep Larvae for as long as they might last,
though the Storyteller has final authority over how long a Larva lasts before it decays.
Larvae can be exchanged, and they maintain the "charge" of transgression if passed from owner
to owner, or even lost or abandoned and then recovered. (Detecting a Larva is as easy as detecting a
Rank 1 wonder.) There is rich traffic in Larvae, and a Larva with its origin and purpose intact is of
great value to any genius, who can reduce the bound Mania cost by one when using the Larva.
(Geniuses other than the Larva's creator cannot benefit from additional bonuses due to
degeneration.) Employing a Larva or knowingly using a wonder containing a Larva is an Obligation
7 transgression, at least. Convincing others to create Larvae for the purpose of using them means
that the genius shares in the Larva-maker's transgression.
Once a Larva is bound to a wonder, it cannot be removed or reused, even by disassembling the
wonder. Larval wonders cannot benefit from the ''Assembly Line'' Merit (see p90), nor can a genius
produce a schematic or procedure for a Larval wonder (see Schematics, p147).

LARVAE & MANIA
A Larva has a small amount of inherent Mania. By destroying it you can gain 1 single Mania. Only
free Larvae can be harvested this way; those that are part of a wonder give no Mania if destroyed.

COOPERATION
A genius can benefit from the assistance of others when building a wonder. Assistance can offer two
benefits: It can make the work go faster, or it can add more dice to the final roll to build the wonder.
Unless otherwise noted, beholden and other beings that assist in creating a wonder must actually
show up and work just like the genius. F.ex: Merely having 2 dots in ''Beholden (Number)'' doesn't
help a genius if his beholden are halfway across the country when he's trying to build something.

Teamwork Options
BUILD FASTER WITH BEHOLDEN
Beholden can reduce the time it takes to build a wonder or grant a bonus to the genius' roll. Every
dot in Beholden Number reduces the time taken by one step (from a month to a week, for example).
This cannot reduce the time below a day, however, even if the genius is kitbashing.

BUILD BETTER WITH BEHOLDEN
Every dot the Beholden working on a project have in ''Ability'' is added to the genius' roll when she
rolls to build a wonder. This ''Beholden (Ability)'' merit rating is added directly to the genius' roll; it
isn't rolled separately with suxes adding to the genius' roll like with other forms of cooperation.
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BUILD FASTER WITH AUTOMATA, MANES, OR OTHER GENIUSES
Creatures other than beholden can be employed to make a project go faster, though other solutions
aren't generally as all-around effective as beholden. Automata are often stupid, manes can be
disloyal and fickle, and other mad scientists make for surly, arrogant underlings. Further, time
reductions from beholden and from all other sources do not combine: use the greater reduction of
the two groups. (Generally, a genius' beholden are just more efficient at hastening a project than a
bunch of geniuses and Martians wandering around and trying to make things go faster).
It requires four Rank 2 automata or two Rank 3 automata to serve as the equivalent of 1 "person".
Assistance
Time Change

1 person
–1 step

2–5 people
–2 steps

6–11 people
–3 steps

12–29 people
–4 steps

30+ people
–5 steps

BUILD BETTER WITH OTHER GENIUSES
More than one genius can work on a project. So long as the supporting geniuses have the ability to
create the wonder themselves (the required Axioms, etc.), this is handled just like normal
Teamwork: the supporting geniuses roll Inspiration + Attribute + Skill, and any successes are added
to the primary genius' dice roll. If a supporting genius lacks the ability to create the wonder, he can
still help, but he rolls Inspiration alone.

BUILD BETTER WITH AUTOMATA OR MANES
Automata and manes generally aren't as useful as beholden, who are attuned to the genius' needs, or
other geniuses, who possess natural brilliance. Every automaton or mane who possesses at least
three dots in the Skill used to build the wonder is allowed to roll one die for Cooperation.
(Automata or manes who are also Inspired should be treated like geniuses, as above.)

Other Concerns
MAXIMUM COOPERATION BONUS
A genius can only gain so many additional dice in his dice pool from Cooperation. The maximum is
equal to the genius' (Inspiration + Presence). Note that ''Beholden (Ability)'' does not add dice from
Cooperation; those dice are added directly to the genius' pool, and aren't subject to this limit.

COOPERATING WITH AXIOMS
In order to create a wonder, one genius must possess all the Axioms needed to build it. For example,
a transformation ray that requires both Katastrofi and Metaptropi requires one genius to have both
Katastrofi and Metaptropi at the needed levels. A genius who only knows Katastrofi cannot get
together with a genius who only knows Metaptropi to create the wonder.

COMBINING INTEGRAL WONDERS
However, one genius can create wonders that are integral to another wonder, even if the genius
building the integral wonder lacks the Axioms to create the main wonder, or if the genius building
the main wonder lacks the Axioms to build the integral wonder. (See the "Integral" variable, p35).
A genius building an integral wonder can build simultaneously with the wonder into which their
wonder is intended to be integrated.
F.ex: An entire collaborative could cooperate on building an airship. One could build the airship
itself, so would only need Skafoi. Another could add a lightning gun, where the gun-maker would
need Katastrofi but the airship-builder wouldn't. Other geniuses might add protective armor plating
(Prostasia), a cloud-maker (Epikrato), or a sensor suite (Apokalypsi), and each builder only needs
to know the Axioms relevant to his project, not Skafoi or the Axioms of the other integral devices.
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DICE ROLL
At the conclusion of the design time, the genius rolls:
Inspiration + (Int or Wits) + relevant Skill + Lab Equipment + Beholden Ability – Wonder's Rank
Add +1 die if the wonder is of the genius' favored Axiom. Lose –1 die per (Resources < Rank) .

RESULTS
Success: The genius completes the wonder. It has one fault.
Exceptional Success: The genius completes the wonder. Further, the genius may choose between
2 faults that the ST offers. (Those who belong to the ''College of Scholastic Theory'' foundation may
choose from among 3 faults).
Failure: The genius is unable to complete the wonder. Immediately roll the same pool again:
Sux or ExSux: The genius fails to construct the wonder. He can try again. Since wonderconstruction is not an extended action, successes do not transfer over to the next attempt.
Failure: The genius needs some vital ingredient they don't have to continue development.
ST may allow the sacrifice of 1 dot of Resources to obtain this ingredient more or less
immediately. Otherwise the genius will have to find it through investigation, legwork, and
perhaps a visit to the Lemurians, whose inventory of rare and weird ingredients is legendary.
Dramatic Failure: Wonder activates as Orphan, as if initial roll had been a Dramatic Failure.
Dramatic Failure: The wonder activates as an orphan, and has at least 1 fault, perhaps more, as
determined by the ST. It then immediately turns against its creator and tries to escape, if possible.

MISSING INGREDIENTS
If a genius rolls a failure to construct a wonder followed by a failure on the second roll, she cannot
complete her wonder due to a lack of necessary components. But this lack also shuts down the
production of all related wonders until the genius can find new supplies. This might only be a minor
problem if the genius is in the field – it may come as no surprise that there aren't any Archaeopteryx
eggs in the high school science lab – but if the genius is working with full access to supplies, such
as her laboratory, it means that critical ingredients are missing.
Generally the lack of an ingredient will shut down work on all wonders that require that specific
Skill. For example, a genius trying to build a mind-reader with Apokalypsi may find herself out of
that crate of top-secret Israeli microchips, meaning that she can't build any wonders with
"Computer" as part of the Skill suite. No more scanners, no more robots (unless she switches to
organic replicants), no more cogitator super-brains, until she finds a suitable replacement. Or the
Secret Scrolls of Chairman Mao, the ones outlining the greatest weaknesses of the human psyche,
go up in flames when the genius accidentally spills molten metal on them, which means she can't do
anything with Academics: no mind-readers, no intelligent robots, no mind-control rays.
Replacing the ingredient, or finding an equivalent, can be time-consuming and problematic.
Again, trying to build "in the field" just means that the genius can't find anything in his immediate
area, but failing to build a home-grown wonder indicates a critical shortage. To address the
problem, the genius may be able to spend a dot in Resources – throwing money around can solve
shortages of even the strangest stuff. If that price is too steep or if the ST rules that it won't work,
the genius might have to mix it up with Lemuria, arms dealers, the criminal underground, the
supernatural world, or worse in order to find the ingredient, and may end up either owing favors or
making enemies in his quest to find the needed ingredients.

STOPPING & STARTING
A genius need not work consecutive days on a wonder and can leave off construction to attend to
other matters without penalty, and then pick up exactly where she left off. While the intervening
time may result in theft, property damage, or other misfortunes, but the passage of time itself will
not normally disrupt a mad scientist's work.
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FAULTS
Almost every wonder has at least one fault, a flaw in the design that degrades its usefulness. This
fault is determined by the ST, either by fiat or by a roll of the dice. The ST is encouraged to create
new faults, though a fault should neither be too crippling or too trivial. In general, a fault should
keep a genius worried, but should not prevent a genius from wanting to use a wonder. The initial
fault is referred to as the wonder's persistent fault. Any other faults are extra faults.
Flawless Wonders: If a genius' Inspiration is higher than the wonder's rank and she rolled an
Exceptional Success when creating the wonder, the genius can choose to bind twice the Mania
required to bind the wonder, which prevents it from having a persistent fault.
Finding Faults: It takes about an hour to field-test a wonder sufficiently to determine its faults.
This is automatically included if the development time takes at least a day, but Kitbashed wonders
may have faults that their designer is unaware of. (Geniuses who belong to the College of
Scholastic Theory are always aware of their wonders' faults).
Maximum Faults: A wonder can have up to 5 faults. If it acquires a 6th fault, it is destroyed.

DAMAGING A WONDER
Wonders possess the same Size as equivalent mundane objects, but they are often more fragile. Use
the following chart to determine a wonder's Durability:
Wonder's Size
Base Durability

1 to 2
1

3 to 8
2

9 to 15
3

16 to 25
4

26 & up
5

Wonders with the "Fragile" Variable, or wonders that happen to be made of light, delicate
materials, have a Durability of 0.
Add Size to Durability to determine a wonder's total Structure. If a wonder is damaged below its
Durability, it suffers a -1 penalty to use just like other objects. Further, a wonder that takes Structure
damage may gain a new fault at the end of the scene in which it takes damage. The chance is 50% if
the damage is less than half the wonder's total Structure, and 100% if the damage is equal to or
greater than half the wonder's total Structure. These extra faults can be repaired, but only after the
Structure damage that caused them is repaired.
A wonder that is reduced to zero Structure is entirely destroyed. If components can be salvaged
(and only a disintegrator weapon or one hell of an explosion will remove all components), the
genius gains a +1 bonus to build a new wonder like its predecessor, but the original wonder is gone
and beyond recovery.

MODIFYING WONDERS
Geniuses are rarely content to set aside a wonder as perfect and complete once it is finished. Instead
they fiddle, poke, prod, upgrade, modify, and repair.
All attempts to modify a wonder use the same dice pool as when building the wonder: Inspiration
+ Intelligence + the lowest relevant Skill + Laboratory Equipment (if present) – Rank – Resources
disparity +1 for favored Axioms.
Wonders cannot be used while they are being modified. It takes one minute to cancel the
modification and seal up the wonder. If greater haste is needed, the genius can try to seal up a
wonder in one turn, but this requires a roll (using Wits instead of Intelligence):
Dramatic Failure: The wonder gains an extra fault and is not yet fit for use.
Failure: The wonder is sealed and ready for use, but it gains an extra fault.
Success or Exceptional Success: The wonder is sealed and ready for use.
A genius can repair a wonder, modify faults, or modify variables. Repairing a wonder takes one
hour, while changing faults or variables takes one day. The genius can reduce the repair time to a
minute with a -2 penalty or one turn with a -4 penalty. If changing faults or variables, the genius can
reduce the time to 1 hour with a -2 penalty, 1 minute with a -4 penalty, or one turn with a -6 penalty.
To perform any of these tasks, roll the same dice pool as when building the wonder. If the genius
is trying to reduce the time required, substitute Wits for Intelligence.
Modifying wonders cannot benefit from additional people to reduce the required time.
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REPAIRING A WONDER
A genius can repair a wonder's lost levels of Structure or fix extra faults.
Beholden can repair wonders. They have no Inspiration score to add, however. (Beholden can
normally be treated as having the genius' Resources for the sake of this roll).
Dramatic Failure: The wonder gains an extra fault.
Failure: The genius cannot repair the fault or fix structural damage. He may try again, though he
cannot attempt to do the work in one minute or less until one hour has passed.
Success: The genius fixes one point of Structure per successes or repairs one extra Fault.
Exceptional Success: The genius repairs all extra faults or all points of Structure.
The genius cannot repair a wonder's persistent fault this way, but see Modifying Faults, below.

MODIFYING FAULTS
A genius can change a wonder's persistent fault, free up bound Mania by adding a persistent fault to
a faultless wonder, or bind more Mania to a wonder to remove its persistent fault. This last requires
an Exceptional Success. Beholden cannot modify faults.
Dramatic Failure: The wonder gains an extra fault.
Failure: The genius is unable to produce the desired change. She may try again, though she
cannot attempt to do the work in one hour or less until at least a day has passed.
Success: The genius produces the desired change. If trying to change faults, the Storyteller
generates a new fault for the wonder (or two for a Scholastic). The genius can choose to accept the
new fault or retain the old one. If trying to free up bound Mania, the Mania is freed up (but not
instantly regained; the genius must get it back in the regular fashion) and the wonder acquires a
persistent fault, generated by the Storyteller.
Exceptional Success: The genius produces the desired change, even if trying to remove the
wonder's persistent fault. The genius must merely bind the needed amount of Mania.

MODIFYING VARIABLES
Sometimes, especially after gaining a deeper understanding of an Axiom, a genius wishes to modify
a wonder, changing its attributes or enhancing its effectiveness. Beholden cannot modify variables.
What qualifies as a modification, and what requires the genius to create an entirely new wonder,
is up to the ST's discretion. Generally, flat-out upgrades are always acceptable modifications. A
genius who just went from Prostasia 2 to 3 and wants to increase her armor suit's Armor rating by 1,
is making a reasonable modification. Adding a variable requires a judgment call from the ST:
adding "autofire" to a Katastrofi pistol is a reasonable mod, as is adding "off-road" to a Skafoi van,
while adding "biological" to an automaton is probably not. Generally, unless the modification would
require a complete re-haul of the wonder from the components up, the attempt is possible.
Dramatic Failure: The wonder is not successfully modified and gains an extra fault.
Failure: The wonder is not successfully modified. The genius can try again, but cannot attempt to
do the work in one hour or less until a day has passed.
Success or Exceptional Success: The wonder is successfully modified.

USING & CONTROLLING WONDERS
One thing a genius should consider is how she controls her wonders. Unless it's independent like an
automaton, grafted, or internalized, a wonder needs some kind of control device that requires at
least one hand to operate. This limits the number of wonders a genius can deploy at any one time,
since she needs to be able to push all the right buttons. Exceptions can be made for simple wonders
– rocket-boots just need to be pointed in the right direction, or clicked together to switch on or off.
It's possible to build voice-activated or thought-activated wonders. Voice-activated wonders
require the genius to possess Automata 1 or Apokalypsi 1, but voice triggers are ineffective in
combat or other situations where timing is critical: a genius can't blast his foes accurately by yelling
"Shoot!" at his ray gun. A thought-activated wonder requires Apokalypsi 2 and can be used in
combat or other time-critical situations. Voice-activated wonders require that the wonder can hear
the genius (they have hearing ca as normal human); thought-activated wonders require line-of-sight.
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SCHEMATICS
Geniuses generate schematics whenever they produce a wonder. These might be in the form of
hand-written notes, sketchbooks, or computer programs. They help a genius modify a wonder.
The schematic for a wonder takes up a number of hand-written pages equal to ten times the
wonder's rank, though most schematics today are in the form of digital files.
Possession of a schematic grants a +1 bonus to attempts to modify the wonder or to create
duplicate wonders of the same sort as the one listed in the schematics. Note that any genius with the
necessary Axioms can follow a schematic in order to duplicate a genius' wonder (with slightly
different results, sometimes, based on Inspiration), and anyone can spend a minute reading a
schematic to learn everything about the wonder (including its persistent fault), making it is unwise
to leave schematics lying around for anyone to pick up.
Schematics contain the original wonder's persistent fault, if any. Copying a schematic results in
the same persistent fault appearing & building a wonder from the schematic results in the same fault
A genius cannot produce a schematic (or procedure; see below) for a wonder that contains a larva

PROCEDURES
A genius can also choose to create a procedure, which is a systematic, step-by-step schematic
designed to allow a genius to duplicate a wonder. Creating a procedure requires access to the
wonder, one hour of work and one point of Mania per rank of the wonder. A procedure takes up 10
x (Size + rank) pages. They can also be stored on computer. A procedure works like a schematic,
except it grants a bonus equal to the genius' Expression (minimum of +2).
Further, if the procedure is for a faultless wonder, the procedure allows anyone following the
procedure to build a faultless wonder with only a regular Success, not an Exceptional Success. (The
faultless wonder still requires double the normal number of bound Mania points.)

CORE MODIFIER

(CM)

A wonder's Core Modifier determines the modifier to the wonder's dice pool. Even wonders that
never roll a dice pool, such as certain wonders of Exelixi and most wonders of Prostasia, possess a
Core Modifier, which has unique effects described in the section on that wonder. The only
exceptions are wonders of Automata, which use Automation Points, not a Core Modifier.
''Variables'', from very common General Variables (like a wonder's Size) to the Axiom-Specific
Variables, often alter the wonder's Core Modifier.
Range: The Core Modifier of a finished Wonder can't be worse than [–3]. It has no upper limit.
Effect: CM applies to the dice pool of all rolls to activate or use a Wonder, as well as the following:
AXIOM
Apokalypsi
Epikrato
Exelixi
Katastrofi

Core Modifier gives:
Scanner & Signal Range
Strength & Speed & Scope
Amount it can increase traits
Weapon damage rating

AXIOM
Metaptropi
Automata
Prostasia
Skafoi

Core Modifier gives:
Amount it can change traits
Automaton Points & limb traits
Armor Rating & Durability
Vehicle's Handling score

INAPPLICABLE PENALTIES
A penalty that isn't a penalty isn't really a penalty: You can't have a negative modifier on a wonder
that has no activation dice pool, nor any other way for Core Modifier to influence its effectiveness.
For example: A genius might build a set of heads-up goggles that are intended only for seeing in
the dark: they can't detect or scan in any way, so they don't use Apokalypsi's range table based on
Core Mod. Since it doesn't have an activation roll either, this wonder can't have a negative modifier.
The genius has to remove the negative modifier somehow, such as increasing Size, or Mania cost.
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GENERAL VARIABLES
Effects that can be applied to the design of a wonder, many of which change the Core Modifier.
INDEX

VARIABLES

CM

Prereqs

Mechanics

Basilisk Delivery
Collapsible
Charge-up Time
Concealed
Fragile
Grafted
In Pill Form
Integral
Internalized
Limited Uses
Mania Cost
Normal-Looking
Peculiar
Requirement
Resilient
Size
Shapeshifting
Slow Reload

+2
±0
+1-7
–1
+1
+0 to 2
±0
+1
±0
+1 to 3
±1/ ±M
±0

–
Metaptropi 1
–
Metaptropi 2
Physical device
Not ''normal''
–
–
Size 0
Not ''pill form''
–
Metaptropi 1

+1

–

Can only affect targets who can see the Wonder
Can be made smaller when not in use.1M to 'unfold'
Actvating it for scene takes a certain amount of time
Device seems to be something it isn't, until activated
No Durability & is destroyed If wielder takes 5 ≤ dmg
Permanently and very visibly attached to a person
Expended, only works once, but usable by mortals
Exists as part of another wonder; can't be separated
Exists inside a person's or creature's body or mind
Recharge it after 1 or (1 / i) 1-turn uses. OR: ruined
Needs more or less Mania to activate or use device
Looks like a mundane item of the same general type
Has unusual environmental conditions needed for
functioning, roughly as inconvenient as a Fault
Gives (+3 dice per –1) on checks to avoid Havoc
Device is larger or smaller than the standard Size=2
Can change between its various alternate forms
Must spend a set time on recharging after each use

–1 / +3

–
-2 to +4
–
±0
Metaptropi 4
+0 to 8 Not one-use

BASILISK DELIVERY

Modifier: +2.
The wonder only affects a creature that can see and that look at the wonder when it is used.
Blindness or closing one's eyes renders one immune to the wonder's effects.
The target of a basilisk attack can make a Wits + Com roll to look away as a reflexive action
immediately before the wonder activates; any successes on this roll subtract from the wonder's roll
to influence, affect, or harm the target. A character who has been partially blinded, such as by that
variable of Katastrofi, gains 1 automatic Success to this Wits + Com roll equal to her penalty to see.
A character can try to fight and act "head down." This grants a +3 bonus to the Wits + Composure
roll, but a -3 penalty to all other actions performed that turn, and a -6 penalty to any actions directed
at the basilisk wonder or its controller. Anyone fighting "head down" loses his Defense.
A character cannot make this reflexive roll, or act "head down," if she is not yet aware that the
basilisk method of attack applies to the wonder. (Witnessing the wonder in operation, or being
targeted by its attack, is enough to understand how it works and to act to protect oneself from it).
In combat, situational awareness dictates that anyone may look in the direction of the basilisk;
outside of combat (such as when a genius is sneaking up on a guard), the Storyteller should indicate
their facing. People facing away from the basilisk cannot be affected by it, though the wonder's user
can try to draw their attention. Outside of combat, the ST's discretion is usually paramount; within a
fight, the ST should use the rules outlined above and not listen to the ridiculously convoluted
explanations players concoct for why they should receive no penalty when acting "head down."
Unless the genius specifies otherwise when creating the wonder, basilisk attacks are transmittable
through glass, mirrors, and real-time video links. Particularly bad transmission media can incur
penalties to using the basilisk, much like partial blindness does, at the Storyteller's discretion.
The basilisk method is applied most often to wonders of Katastrofi; occasionally it is used with
wonders of Epikrato or Metaptropi. Other uses are technically possible, but exceedingly rare.
This variable grants a +2 bonus. Wonders of Katastrofi (including Epikrato rays, Skafoi rays, etc.
Using Katastrofi) gain a +4 bonus to hit when using this Variable, but neither Attribute nor Skill is
added to the attack check.
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Modifier: ± 0
Prereq: Metaptropi 1.
COLLAPSIBLE
The wonder can be shrunk when not in use. How much it shrinks depends on creator's Axiom ranks:
Metatropi
Shrink by

●

●●

●●●

●●●●

●●●●●

1 step

2 steps

3 steps

4 steps

Always Size 0

The "steps" are based on the standard sizes for wonders: [0], [1], [2-3], [4-5], [6-11], [12-29], [30+].
Expanding the wonder costs 1 point of Mania and occurs reflexively. Collapsing it has no cost
and requires one action. The wonder must be expanded before it can be used.

CHARGE-UP TIME

Modifier: +1 to +7.
The wonder requires time to charge before it functions. Once the wonder charges up, it must be
used by the end of the scene or the charge is lost. Once charged up it remains active for the duration
of the scene. The genius' full attention is required to charge up a wonder with this variable, and the
genius cannot take breaks while charging the wonder or he must start the charging again.
Time
Bonus

3 turns
+1

30 seconds
+2

5 minutes
+3

20 min
+4

1 hour
+5

6 hours
+6

1 day
+7

Prereq: Metaptropi 2.
Modifier: –1.
The wonder appears as something it is not: a lightning projector looks like a fire extinguisher, while
a suit of Prostasia armor resembles a long coat. The wonder will probably still reveal itself when
deployed (that lightning projector still vomits annihilating plasma rather than spitting out fire
retardant gel), but to a cursory analysis (anything but opening the wonder up or trying to use it) it
resembles something other than what it is.
Even a genius is limited by the bounds of common sense here: a flying machine might be made to
look like a sports car or a scanner to look like a pocket-watch, but not vice-versa.
This concealment does make it more difficult for a genius to recognize the wonder as an artifact
of mad science. (See Detecting Wondrous Things, p292).

CONCEALED

FRAGILE

Modifier: +1.
The wonder is extremely delicate. It has no Durability and any amount of damage destroys it. An
attack against the wonder's bearer (a person carrying it, vehicle in which it's located, etc) that yields
(5 ≤ sux) also destroys the wonder, which causes 1 die of B damage per rank to its holder (if any).
Wonders of Katastrofi cause 2 dmg dice per rank, of most dangerous damage type they can inflict.
Fragile wonders look fragile – glass beakers, delicate clockwork eggs, volatiles suspended in a
magnetic field – unless the creator has dots in Metaptropi & chooses to make it appear more robust.
Modifier: +0 to +2.
GRAFTED
A grafted wonder is an obvious and non-removable modification to the genius or another person,
such as bestial claws or a weaponized mechanical arm. If this modification can be hidden under
clothing or otherwise concealed, this grants a +1 bonus. If it can't be hidden, it becomes a +2 bonus.
(A wonder that looks entirely normal, such as with the "normal-looking" variable, grants no bonus).
Wonders can only be grafted onto people, or perhaps regular animals – they are usually inflicted
on beholden. (Grafting a wonder to a mere mortal triggers Havoc). A wonder cannot be "grafted"
onto another wonder; instead use the "integral" Variable.
Modifier: +0.
IN PILL FORM
A wonder in "pill form" is single-use, but it can be consumed or otherwise used by anyone at any
time. The genius can spend the Mania early, placing it in the pill while specifying the intended
purpose of the Mania, and after that the first person to use it gains the effect. If the wonder requires
a roll, it is made when the wonder is consumed, using the genius' abilities at the time of creation.
This variable grants no bonus, but allows others to use a wonder as a kind of "one-shot burst."
Anyone can use a wonder in pill form, even mere mortals, and by the time they use it, it's already
destroyed, meaning that its use cannot trigger Havoc. In general, wonders in pill form are immune
to Havoc unless a mere mortal tries to tamper with or analyze one.
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Modifier: +1.
INTEGRAL
An integral wonder is a wonder contained within another wonder and that cannot be separated from
it. A flying machine's flame gun, an environment suit's built-in communicator, or the acidic claws of
a vat-grown automaton are all integral wonders.
Integral wonders require bound Mania like usual wonders. It can't be removed from main wonder.
A wonder cannot be integral to a wonder that already has this variable; you can't produce "nested
dolls" of integral wonders. If 2 or more wonders are merely attached to one-another and cannot be
separated, the genius can select 1 primary wonder, and the rest are integral to that wonder. A genius
can install an integral wonder in another genius' wonder. (see Combining Integral Wonders, p144).

INTERNALIZED
Modifier: +0. Prereq: Size 0 wonders only.
An internalized wonder exists inside a person's or creature's body or mind. Deployable cat-like
claws, eyes replaced with night-vision cameras (but still looking like normal eyes), or mental
alterations that allow for telekinesis are all examples of internalized wonders. They offer no bonus,
and they must be Size 0 in order to fit inside the human body. Internalized wonders often require
assistance to place in a genius' body. (See Installing Internalized Wonders, p293).
Modifier: +1 to +3
LIMITED USES
Some wonders are designed to be used once, or at most a handful of times. A limited-use wonder
grants a general bonus depending on how many uses it has. This can't be combined with ''pill form''.
A "use" is defined as a single activation of the device for one turn.
Nr of Uses
Modifier

1 per Inspiration
+1 bonus

One use
+2 bonus

Short-term
additional +1

A limited-use wonder can be reloaded or recharged by taking one minute per use and spending a
number of points of Mania per use equal to the wonder's activation cost (to minimum of 1 Mania).
A ''short-term'' wonder can't be reloaded or recharged and is destroyed completely when empty.
Modifier: ±1 per ±1 Mania cost
MANIA COST
The cost for using wonders is listed in the individual Axiom descriptions. This amount can be
modified up or down, to a minimum of no Mania. Every additional point of Mania required grants a
+1 bonus. Every point of Mania cost removed incurs a -1 penalty.
It's possible to give a wonder with no normal Mania cost (such as a scanning wonder of
Apokalypsi) a Mania cost this way. Paying the Mania cost activates the wonder for one scene.
An altered Mania cost affects the initial cost to activate the item and, if necessary, to "refuel" or
"recharge" it. This includes the initial cost to activate vehicles, energy shields, and most weapons, a
weapon's reloading cost (normally 1 Mania), and a vehicle's refueling cost for continual operation.
This variable doesn't affect situations where the user pays 1 or more Mania per lvl of Health, like
ablative armor & healing wonders of Exelixi, or where Mania pays for points of transformation or
enhancement, such as with many wonders of Metaptropi or Exelixi, or other situations where the
genius turns Mania into points or perks selected from a list, such as most Epikrato 5 brain alteration.
This variable also doesn't affect Mania costs of the effects of General Variables (like "collapsible").

NORMAL-LOOKING

Modifier: +0. Prereq: Metaptropi 1.
The wonder looks like a normal object of its type. Without this Variable, wonders have a distinct
"mad science" look to them. Even a simple Katastrofic knife does not look like a regular bayonet: it
might possess an unusual metallic hue, an unlikely shape, or have a big battery bolted onto the side.
Vehicles look, at best, as normal as Doc Brown's DeLorean in Back to the Future, and usually look
like nothing that should be driving down a suburban road. These items call out for poking and
prodding, which may trigger Havoc.
This makes a wonder look like a normal specimen of its genus: a Katastrofi-based ray gun might
look pretty much like a modern pistol, a supersonic rocket-craft that can travel into other realities
resembles a plane, perhaps of a bit unusual make, but recognizable as "some kind of jet" not "some
sort of whacked-out mad science invention." An Apokalypsi scanner looks like digital thermometer
or radar, rather than a crazy analysis unit covered in blinking lights that shouts "Danger! Danger!".
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Wonders with no natural analog, such as Metaptropi transmuter, gain a more respectable and
mundane look: an Epikrato controller or hologram machine might resemble some kind of metal
detector or an unfamiliar wrist-mounted device, and can blend in well enough to be dismissed as
some kind of gadget rather than something obviously weird.

PECULIAR REQUIREMENT

Modifier: +1.
Some wonders have unusual, unique environmental requirements for their operation. A Moon Hook
(Skafoi 2) works much like a jet pack, except it "hooks" onto the Moon, so the genius must be able
to see the Moon to use it. The Dog Howl Comm (Apokalypsi 1) is useful for transmitting info, but
the message is transmitted by the howls of dogs, which means that there must be a direct line-ofdog between the wonder's user and its target (easy in most metropolitan areas, tricky in the midAtlantic). Similar peculiar requirements are about as inconvenient as a fault. A narrow selection of
acceptable targets is never a ''peculiar requirement''.

RESILIENT

Modifier: –1 per 'degree'
Wonders that are intended to be used close to mere mortals often employ this variable. Every -1
penalty to the wonder's Core Modifier grants three extra dice to Havoc checks.

SIZE

Modifier: –2 to +4
Default Size of a wonder is 2. All wonders except those of Automata & vehicles built with Skafoi
benefit from being larger than normal and suffer a penalty when smaller than normal, as follows:
SIZE

Similar Objects

0

Cell phone,earring,matchbook,needle, razor, vial, wristwatch
Aerosol can, alarm clock, binoculars, bottle, flashlight, knife,
light pistol or revolver, gloves, goggles, grenade, old walkietalkie,sandals,screwdriver, wrench
Assault rifle, briefcase, broadsword, fire ax, gauntlets,
heavy boots, heavy pistol / revolver, helmet, laptop,
mask, shotgun, submachinegun, rifle, tool kit.
Bicycle, CPU tower, flatscreen TV, hiker's backpack,
machine gun, sniper rifle, spear, staff, standing mirror, suit
for regular-Size human, two-handed sword.

1

2–3

4–5

6–11
12–29
30 ≤

Portability

Coffin, compact car, desk, jetski, light cannon, motorcycle,
steamer trunk, workbench
Bus, garage, helicopter, heavy cannon, large car or truck,
room full of computers,speed boat,train compartment, yacht
Cruise liner, flying fortress, huge room, hangar base, jumbo
jet, secret control center

Mod

One hand

–2

One hand

–1

1 or 2 hands depending on
design (Katastrofi weapons with
''rifle'' range always need 2)

±0

Two hands

+1

Both hands for all carriers & Str
= Size to move. Can't be
"wielded" in combat

+2

Not portable

+3

Not portable

+4

Modifier: +0. Prereq: Metaptropi 4.
SHAPESHIFTING
The wonder can shift between multiple wondrous forms. See ''Shapeshifting Wonders'', Page 99, for
more information on this variable. There is no cost for this variable.

SLOW RELOAD

Modifier: +0 to +8.
Some wonders require time to recharge after being used again: Those that duplicate old-fashioned
muskets or ones that require extensive recalibration with every use employ this variable. A single
"use" lasts for up to 1 turn. User must spend their turn reloading the wonder; it doesn't auto-reload.
Reload
Bonus

1 turn
+1

(10– i ) turns, min 2
+2

30 sec
+3

5 minutes
+4

20 min
+5

1 hour
+6

6 hours
+7

1 day
+8

Wonder reloads automatically (user need not attend to reloading): Reduce the bonus by 1.
One-use(r) wonders cannot benefit from this variable.
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SAMPLE FAULTS
INDEX

Apokalypsi Faults
Katastrofi Faults

Automata Faults

Epikrato Faults

Exelixi Faults

Metaptropi Faults Prostasia Faults Skafoi Faults Special Conditions

Most wonders have one or more faults, persistent problems that require extensive re-working and the binding
of Mania to remove. The following faults are examples meant to inspire the Storyteller's imagination, and not as a
definitive list of what can go wrong with a wonder. The Storyteller is welcome to roll a die, pick an interesting fault
from the list, or create a new and fitting fault for the wonder. Enterprising players may also recommend faults, and
so long as the Storyteller is sure that the players are not trying to softball their characters, she can take their
recommendations under advisement. As a chronicle progresses, a ST may want to write down lists of interesting
faults as they come to her, to apply them to new wonders or to wonders that take damage.
ST's may permit some negotiation for faults, but the ST always has the final say. Some geniuses have
"themed" faults, perhaps based around their aesthetic or appearance: a fire-themed genius, f.ex., might end up
with reliably incendiary faults. Generally, ST's should aim to assign at least half of the collaborative's faults by fiat;
rolling the dice might seem more fair or official, but it can produce inappropriate and repetitive results, or even
"faults" that are in fact benefits, which the ST should never allow.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

APOKALYPSI FAULTS
One specific common sound, word, sight, or thought (a dog barking; a tree; boredom) causes the
communication link to shut down, forcing a reboot that takes 1d10 turns.
Using the device for more than ten minutes causes a headache, which causes a -1 penalty for 1 hour
A certain common item simply will not show up on a scanner or be transmitted along the communicator.
This occurs even if it results in absurd results, like people "driving" through the streets without cars.
People being scanned can roll Wits+Com vs Wonder’s Rank to realize they're somehow being spied on
The "monitor" is a bit wobbly. After using it for over 10 min, user gets -1 to all normal perception checks.
If used for more than an hour, this penalty increases to -2. The effect disappears after a night’s rest.
The device occasionally glimpses things from beyond this world. Every time the device is used, there is
a 1-in-10 chance of such a glimpse. The user must make an (Int + Composure) check or gain a mild
Derangement, or upgrade a mild Derangement to a severe one. This Derangement lasts for 1 week
If device features multiple inputs (f.ex. audio & visual), there is a 50% chance every time it is used that
one input will cut out. It requires 1 Mania or an (Int + Computer) roll to get all inputs running again.
The device cannot see or detect wonders, manes, or anything fueled, built or sustained by Mania. It will
detect geniuses normally, but they register as ordinary humans.
There is a special condition for using the device. Roll on the ''special conditions'' chart.
There is a special condition for using the device, which applies to the target area, not the area where
the device is located. Roll on the ''special conditions'' chart.
AUTOMATA FAULTS

1 The wonder is a bit unhinged. It suffers from one mild Derangement.
2 The wonder is very unhinged. It suffers from one major Derangement or two minor Derangements.
3 The wonder is physically shaky. It suffers a -1 penalty to all Dexterity actions related to manual actions.
The wonder radiates a sense of "wrongness" that offends all living things. Mortals grow edgy and

4 irritable around the wonder, and animals act fearful or aggressive.

The wonder emits a kind of low-level radiation that damages the world around it, spreading plague,

5 disfigurement, and disease for as long as it remains in one place out to 100' per rank. This is too subtle
6
7
8
9
10

to cause damage, but it will result in still births, sickly plant life, and even out-of-control storms.
The wonder interprets commands with bloody-minded, almost spiteful, literalness.
The wonder is highly susceptible to mental influence. It suffers a -5 penalty to resist metanormal control
and command, such as a mage's Mind Arcana or a vampire's Dominate powers.
The wonder requires some sort of "living" fuel, from blood to live mice to human souls, to continue
functioning. Every day that goes by without feeding, the wonder suffers a cumulative -1 penalty to all
actions, until it shuts down at -5.
The wonder is not particularly loyal. It will side with a genius with higher Inspiration if the other genius
asks and succeeds on a competing (Manipulation + Persuasion) check.
The wonder requires a special condition to keep functioning. Roll on the ''special conditions'' chart.
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

1
2
3
4

EPIKRATO FAULTS
The effect ends suddenly if subject is exposed to a particular, common element, such as wood or silver.
The invasive control of a person causes mental instability in the user. For the extent of the control & for
1 day after, user suffers from a mild Derangement, or a preexisting mild Derangement becomes severe.
The control is physically taxing on the user. Operating the wonder gives 1B dmg, +1B per minute of use
That infuriating concept, "goodness of heart," makes the subject more difficult to control. Subjects with
a Morality-trait at 7 get a +3 bonus to resist the wonder; subjects with a score of 8+ are entirely immune
The godlike control strips you of moral integrity. Can't regain WP from Virtue for week after using device
If wielder rolls an ExSux, the effect surges, growing dangerous & impossible to control: a love-struck
subject becomes insane with lust, attempt to summon a person instead summons his entire family, etc.
Target remembers his control as explicitly unnatural & will almost certainly resent the wonder's wielder
Animals grow fearful due to the wonder’s power. Whoever uses the wonder suffers a -5 penalty to
Animal Ken, with the effect reducing by one point per day. If the user's Presence + Animal Ken pool is
reduced to a chance die, animals attack on sight.
Using the wonder causes mental instability in the user. While operating the wonder and for one day
afterward, the user suffers from a mild Derangement, or a mild Derangement is upgraded to Severe.
The effect only works when the subject meets one of the special conditions. Roll on the ''special
conditions'' chart.
EXELIXI FAULTS
The wonder's healing or enhancing effects leave a unique color or texture. Skin will heal this naturally, if
slowly, but devices will remain noticeably altered.
The wonder drains the "life force" from things around it: immediately when used, plants wither and
everyone within five feet per rank of the wonder suffer one level of Bashing damage.
The wonder requires at least one pint of fresh blood (no more than an hour away from a living being) to
function every time it is used.
Transformations or healing leave the subject sick and drained once the effect comes to an end: the
subject suffers a –1 penalty to Strength and Stamina for one day.
To activate the effect requires one point of Willpower from the user.

5
6 The wonder's effect scrambles target's brain, who gets a –1 penalty to all Mental Attributes for one day
7: While under the effects of an enhancement or for a day after a work of healing, the subject suffers
from a mild Derangement, or one of his mild Derangements becomes severe.
7 7: The subject suffers from near-pathological hunger for one hour after the use of the wonder. His Vice
becomes Gluttony, and if near food and not in immediate danger, he must spend a point of Willpower
for that scene to resist gorging himself.
The wonder doubles the subject’s sleep requirements for the next night. In this sleep, the subject
8 cannot easily be awakened.
9 The wonder’s Mania cost is tripled.

10 The wonder works only when a special condition is met. Roll on the ''special conditions'' chart.
KATASTROFI FAULTS
1 Weapon’s dmg type is downgraded by 1 step (Agg to L, L to B). Bashing weapons cause -1 damage.

2 The weapon requires one point of Mania per shot or attack.
The weapon requires one turn to charge up per point of Size before it can be used. Once charged it

3 remains active for the rest of the scene.

One of the weapon's special conditions (knockback, disintegration, etc) doesn't work. If weapon has no

4 special conditions, its reroll number increases by 1. (A wonder that only has 10-agn doesn't reroll at all).
5 Weapon backlashes, causing 1 Health lvl of B dmg to user every time it is used. Armor doesn't protect.
Weapon is poorly mounted, and suffers a cumulative -1 penalty to hit per shot. Straightening the sights

6 requires one turn of fiddling and a Wits + Crafts roll, with each success removing one point of penalty.

The weapon is fragile. (as per the variable on p150.) If it is already fragile, it causes the listed damage

7 in explosive force within five feet, with a secondary blast radius of ten feet.
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The weapon has been infected with a peculiar pseudo-intelligence. Whenever using a weapon for the

8 first time that scene, if the user cannot make an instant Manipulation + Computer check, the weapon

refuses to fire. A new attempt can be made every turn.
The weapon’s attacks are stopped entirely by a certain material and will not harm it or anyone protected
9 by it. Common materials include glass, copper, or anything blue.
10 The weapon works only when a special condition is met. Roll on the ''special conditions'' chart.

1
2
3

4

5
6
7

8

9
10

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

METAPTROPI FAULTS
All changes that the wonder induces have a distinct "theme," often a color but sometimes a general
style, that sets such transformations apart.
The subject reverts when placed in contact with a fairly common material, such as silver or wood. The
genius can spend one point of Mania per turn of contact to maintain the current form.
The transformation is exhausting. Once it concludes, the subject suffers a -1 penalty due to fatigue for
the rest of the day. If targeting inorganic material, once it turns back it turns brittle and may fracture or
break. Multiple alterations are cumulative.
The transformation automatically incurs some mental instability. For the extent of the transformation,
the subject suffers from a mild Derangement, or a preexisting mild Derangement becomes severe. If
used to target inorganic material, the material radiates "wrongness" to such an extent that all who
approach it suffer a Phobia toward it.
Returning to normal is painful and dangerous to the subject. She takes one Health level point of Lethal
damage upon return per ten minutes spent transformed, to a maximum number of Health levels equal
to twice the wonder's rank. Inorganic material will shatter when restored.
(none listed)
The transformation can "lock up," preventing return. There is a 50% chance that the transformation
locks up. If this happens, there is a 10% chance that the subject will return every hour.
The subject becomes hideously, monstrously ugly during the transformation. All Striking Looks merits
are lost and the subject suffers a -2 penalty to Presence and Composure (minimum of 1). It takes time,
after the transformation is over, to return to normal: after one hour, the penalty is reduced to -1, and
after one day, the penalty is gone and the subject regains his normal Striking Looks merit, if he has it.
Material so transformed becomes stinking and aesthetically repulsive.
The transformation taxes the subject’s immune system. For one week after use, the subject suffers a -4
penalty to any Stamina-related checks to resist poison, illness, or disease. If used against inorganic
materials, they tend to attract germs and illness, making them dangerous to handle.
The subject reverts instantly if not in its special condition. Roll on the ''special conditions'' chart.
PROSTASIA FAULTS
The armor is dangerous, producing random, destructive discharges of energy. Once per session (on
average), a discharge from the armor will damage, destroy, or push away an object nearby (usually
something the genius needs or wants).
The armor is vulnerable to one type of element or material, such as wood or silver. Attacks from that
material pass through it and ignore Armor.
The armor possesses a small but noticeable gap in its protection. This requires an active examination
for a full turn and a Wits + Crafts check vs. the Prostasia level to notice. However, once noticed,
attackers can make called shots (-1 to hit) to ignore Armor.
The armor grows constrictive if used for too long. Every minute of use incurs a cumulative –1 penalty to
all Dexterity-related actions.
The armor is a power-hog, requiring a number of Mania per minute equal to its rank; otherwise it locks
up (if solid) or deactivates (if a field).
The armor will fail when exposed to some common material, such as water or plastic. The wonder
reactivates one turn after being removed from the substance.
The armor rattles its user around: an attack that causes no dmg instead causes 1 Health level of B dmg
The armor can get knocked out of alignment. Every hit has a 10% chance of knocking it out of
alignment, halving its effectiveness until it is fixed (which takes a Wits + Crafts check & 1 turn of work)
The armor is physically exhausting to use, reducing the user’s Strength by 1 per minute of use (min 1).

9
10 The armor only functions when a special condition is met. Roll on the ''special conditions'' chart.
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SKAFOI FAULTS
The wonder accelerates very slowly, at 10% Safe Speed.
The wonder can get "locked" into acceleration mode. In a dangerous situation, there is a 10% chance
that this happens: the wonder increases to its Max Speed as quickly as possible. Fixing this requires an
ExSux on a (Wits+Crafts) roll, with 1 check allowed every turn, OR somehow damaging the engine,
which requires only a regular success & causes all movement to stop until the engine can be repaired.
The wonder suffers a -2 penalty to Handling
The wonder operates under some kind of "taboo," and will stall if brought across certain areas, such as
over running water or into tunnels.
The wonder provides a horrible, rattling ride. It is impossible to sleep within, and all actions except
driving are at -3 due to the shaking. Every six hours spent within causes 1 Health lvl of B damage.
The wonder is dreadfully loud and incapable of stealth when it moves, and isn’t very quiet idling, either
The wonder is prone to stalling if it takes damage. Any hit incurs a 10% chance that the wonder stalls
out. Restarting it requires a (Wits + Crafts) check.
The vehicle controls are laid out in a lunatic fashion, and probably change when you’re not looking.
Upon first sitting down every time to use the controls, the subject must make an Intelligence +
Computer check. Every success reduces the penalty to use the vehicle by 1. The penalty starts at -4.
The wonder possesses a tediously legal quasi-intelligence and will not function outside of the proper
traffic lanes. Flight plans must be filed, lane shifts must be signaled, and so on, or the wonder stalls and
requires a (Wits + Crafts) check to restart.
The wonder only functions in a specific environment. Roll on the ''special conditions'' chart.

SPECIAL CONDITIONS
Direct sunlight
7 Only when plugged in to an electrical outlet
Only when away from electromagnetic
Not in direct sunlight
interference (this usually requires burying, or
Not if in a regular nitrogen-oxygen atmosphere
8 being at least 10 miles from a town and 100
Only when the temperature exceeds 80° F
feet from any other technological device)
Only when the temperature is less than -32° F
9 Only when inside

5
6 Only when on natural earth
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MAD SCIENCE
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Orphans

Borrowed Wonders

Capacitors

Manes

Bardos

The Future

DETECTING
While a genius can build Apokalypsi wonders to detect any Mania-based activity, her naked eyes
can also reveal information about wonders, manes, and other phenomena.

INSTANTLY NOTICEABLE
A genius can detect the following automatically:
●When someone is in the process of creating or modifying a wonder
●When someone transfers Mania into a wonder or capacitor (and the target of that transfer)
●When someone channels Mania into an object (and the target of that channeling)
●When someone is performing Deep Inspiration
●Whether or not the genius is in an unmada field, and the Inspiration level generating the field:
"low" (Inspiration 1-3), "medium" (4-6), or "high" (7+)

CAREFUL ANALYSIS
To gain more information, the genius can spend a minute examining the object. A genius also needs
to analyze an object this way if it is partially hidden (a mane in a long coat, for example) or if a
wonder has the "concealed" or "normal-looking" variables.
Dice Pool: Inspiration + Wits + Rank of relevant Apokalypsi Wonder used (if any)
Suggested Modifiers

dice

A "common" mad science phenomenon
Studying a member of your own catalyst
A genuinely new or unique phenomenon

+1
+2
–3

Suggested Modifiers

Cannot touch subject
Takes only 1 turn on analysis
Target is partially concealed

dice

–2
–2
-1 to -3

Success: The genius gains more information, answering the following applicable questions:
●Whether something is a wonder; its rank, primary Axiom, and any "support" Axioms of a wonder
●Whether a wonder is an orphan
●Whether something is a mane
●Whether something is a Larva, and if it is a transgressive Larva
●Whether something is a capacitor, and how much Mania it currently holds
●A genius' Inspiration (•low, •medium, or •high).
●A Clockstopper's ''Acedia'' (•low, •medium, or •high).
●How much Mania someone or something has spent with its last action
Exceptional Success: The genius gains even more information, answering the following
applicable questions in addition to those available from a regular success:
●A wonder's faults
●A wonder's creator (if the genius knows the creator)
●What Axioms are influencing a person or object (Exelixi stat boosts, Metaptropi polymorph, etc).
●The idea or philosophy that birthed the mane
●A genius' •catalyst, •foundation, & •highest Axiom.
●Whether or not a genius is unmada (this will not reveal Illumination)
●A Clockstopper's highest ''Void''.
●How much Mania a genius, mane, or automaton currently possesses.
Failure: The genius gains no further information, and cannot try again on that subject for the rest
of the scene.
Dramatic Failure: The genius completely misinterprets what he's seeing.
GENIUS MAD SCIENCE: Detecting
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HAVOC
Mortals cause wondrous technology to go haywire, endangering lives and property. Geniuses call
this unique ability of mortals to ruin their creations "Havoc". A wonder touched, picked up, or
interacted with by a mere mortal (an untemplated human) must roll its Havoc dice. The wonder
must make this roll every turn that it is handled, carried, or used.
Havoc Dice Pool = (Owner's Inspiration) – (Wonder's Rank).
Suggested Modifiers: Violent handling (–1), scientific analysis (–3), incidental contact (+1),
wonder is in its laboratory (+Laboratory's Equipment rating).
Holding It Together: A genius can spend a Willpower point to receive an automatic Exceptional
Success on a Havoc Check, provided that the wonder is in the genius' possession at the time.
Success: The wonder acquires a new extra Fault.
Exceptional Success: The wonder suffers no ill effects.
Failure: The wonder turns into a violent orphan for the duration of one scene. If possible it will
attack anywhere nearby, focusing its violence on whoever triggered Havoc in it. If a number of
Mania points equal to the wonder's rank are channeled into the wonder, it shuts down. Reactivating
the wonder that scene requires the same amount of Mania.
Wonders that are only temporarily orphaned do not roll on the Orphan Mutation Chart. They do,
however, gain the ability to move and minimal Attributes for the duration of the scene.
Dramatic Failure: The wonder is lost to the genius. Roll its rank. If the roll is a Success, the
wonder permanently turns into an orphan. A failure results in the wonder's destruction.

TRIGGER PARAMETERS
This sort of interaction requires physical contact from the mortal to the wonder. A ray gun that
shoots a mortal doesn't suffer Havoc, nor does a Wondrous healing device that patches a mortal up.
However, if the mortal were to pick up the device, or even try to push it away with his hand, it
would suffer Havoc. In combat, normal ranged or weaponry attacks from mortals do not trigger
Havoc. Unarmed attacks, including punching, striking, and grappling, do. Mere mortals can walk
through the halls or remain in the public rooms of a very large wondrous vehicle or building (such
structures often have specialized secure holding cells), but any handling of the equipment or access
ports within immediately triggers Havoc.

SENTIENT CREATURES
Intelligent wonders (Automata 4)+ are slightly more resilient to Havoc. They can, for example,
survive most incidental or social handling, such as handshakes and being in a crowd, without
significant danger. (Most such creatures prefer to wear gloves and keep their distance, just in case).
It requires something from mere mortals like assault, first aid, or sex to trigger a Havoc check.
Manes or other intelligent wonders with an Inspiration score use that as a dice pool for resisting
Havoc; manes without an Inspiration score roll a chance die.
A wonder that has WP can spend 1WP to get an automatic Exceptional Success on Havoc checks.
Manes never need make a Havoc check in their native bardo or unmada field.
Suggested Modifiers: Hug or pat-down (+2), violent intent (-1), putting on a band aid (-1),
treating a wound (- 2), surgery (-3 to -5), scientific analysis (-3)
Failure: The mane turns violently insane for the duration of the scene. If intelligent, Obligation
drops to 0. If unintelligent, treat the result much like a failed Havoc roll for a wonder, except Mania
cannot shut the mane down.
Dramatic Failure: Intelligent manes are permanently, incurably insane. Obligation drops to 0.
Unintelligent manes roll their rank. If the roll is a Success, the mane permanently turns into an
orphan. If the result is a failure or the mane has no rank, it is destroyed.
Success: Intelligent manes suffer a -1 penalty to all actions. Unintelligent manes that duplicate
the effects of wonders gain a new extra fault. Other unintelligent manes lose 1/4th of their Structure.
Exceptional Success: The mane suffers no ill effects.
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MANIA STARVATION
A mane needs one point of Mania per day to sustain itself outside its home. If it does not have any
Mania in its system when this cost must be paid, it makes a Havoc check.

PROTECTION & RECOVERY
A mane can spend a point of Willpower to get an Exceptional Success on a Havoc Check.
A mane's action penalty (accumulated by rolling a Success on a Havoc check) automatically
drops by one point per day, and disappears entirely and instantly if the mane returns to the bardo or
unmada field that sustains it. Otherwise, a mane can remove action check penalties by spending
Mania on a one-for-one basis, though only after the scene that triggered the penalty is over.

BAD LUCK
A Havoc Check is a reasonable result for a Dramatic Failure for many attempts to use wonders.

ORIGINS

ORPHANS

An orphan wonder is a wonder without an owner. There are 5 ways in which this can come about:
First: A flaw during the design phase (a Dramatic Failure) can cause a wonder to activate as an
orphan. Most geniuses hurriedly destroy such abnormalities before they can escape.
Second: A genius can abandon a wonder. A genius abandons a wonder automatically after it has
not been in contact with the genius for one month. Alternately, a genius can abandon a wonder
automatically by touching a wonder, or, if touch is unavailable, by spending a point of Willpower to
adjust her thoughts away from the wonder. Permanently abandoning a wonder in this way is an
Obligation 7 transgression. When a wonder is abandoned, roll its rank. If it receives any successes,
it becomes an orphan. If not, it is destroyed.
Third: A genius may die. The Inspired are not immortal (well, not normally), and even those in
self-regenerating god-bodies made of solid iridium can be laid low by a well-placed death ray.
When a genius dies, every one of his wonders rolls its rank. Those that roll at least one success
become orphans. Those that fail are destroyed. Killing a genius can trigger a catastrophe of
exploding and suddenly liberated wonders.
Fourth: Many manes function like wonders of mad science. Inside their bardo, they are stable,
but if withdrawn from their native home – if they survive – they become orphan wonders until
returned. Animate manes that leave their bardos automatically become orphans, but they do not
mutate (see below). Inanimate manes removed from their environment roll their rank. Those
without a rank (regular or slightly peculiar objects that happen to be manes) roll a chance die. Those
that succeed become orphans. Those that fail are destroyed.
Fifth: An automaton may spontaneously become an orphan if severely threatened or abused, or
threatened with destruction, if sufficiently intelligent & willful. This is rare, but is known to occur.
Note: When a wonder becomes an orphan, permanently or temporarily, any wonders integral to it
are also orphaned. A wonder isn't automatically orphaned if one of its integral wonders is orphaned.

TRAITS
When a wonder turns permanently into an orphan (not just temporarily) it twists and mutates, its
form changing as maniacal energy washes over it, instilling a bestial urge to survive. Orphans
become creatures, rather than just extraordinary things, with their own desires and motivations.
Attributes:
●An orphan automaton retains its Attributes, Skills, and assorted special abilities.
●An orphan of some other Axiom receives Attributes as follows:
Physical: Strength = 1/5th Size (round down, to min 1 dot), Dexterity & Stamina = 2.
Mental: Intelligence, Wits, Resolve = 1. Social: Presence, Manipulation, & Composure = 1.
Skills: All orphans, even temporarily orphaned ones, have all Physical Skills at a minimum =
Rank. Automata and other intelligent orphans may have higher Skills.
GENIUS MAD SCIENCE: Orphans
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Racial Speed Modifier: +0 (without other ways to move, an orphan can inch slowly along the
ground, based on its combined Strength & Dexterity scores).
Limbs: Unless otherwise noted, no manipulators. Senses: Similar to a normal human's.

MUTATIONS
●A wonder that is temporarily orphaned by Havoc gains all the above benefits, but does not mutate.
●For full orphans, roll a number of dice equal to the new orphan's Rank and consult the chart below
to determines its mutations.
nr

RESULT

1 Mobility
2 Intellect
3 Weapons

4 Limbs
5
6
7
8

Hardy
Swiftness
Charisma
Stability

9 Duplicate
10 Paragon

First Time

Subsequent Times
Gets wings: Base Speed = Size x Rank. Added
Gets legs or Wheels:
rolls here grant ''Hovering'' ability and increase
Base Speed = Size
Base Speed for walking & flying by +50%
Its mind increases 1 step (from
Once ''person''–level sentience is reached,
''zombie'' to ''animal'' to ''person'') every roll here grants +1 dot to Intelligence
Gets melee attack with damage
Its weaponry gets +1 damage rating
rating +(Size / 5)L, rounded down
Gains an additional pair of manipulators. They
Grows one pair of fine
don't grant extra regular actions, but they can
manipulators (hands)
do additional reflexive actions (holding things,
etc) & each added pair gives +2 to grappling
+1 Strength & Stamina and 50% increase in Size
+1 Dexterity & Wits
+1 Presence & Manipulation
+1 Resolve and Composure
Splits into 2 identical creatures: Gets 1/2 Size (round down) & –1 Int. If it has Int 1,
reduce its level of sentience by one step, from ''person'' to ''animal'' to ''zombie'')
Roll again twice

PERSONALITY
Orphans of Automata 2 or 3, whether they start that way or receive it through their orphan status,
lack a Morality or Obligation score and are treated as Illuminated. Orphans not of Automata are
similar. They can maybe be negotiated with, but most are atavistic and concerned only with feeding.
If an automaton of rank 4 or 5 turns into an orphan, roll one die: ●If the result is equal to or lower
than the creating genius' current Obligation (or final Obligation, in the event of the genius' death),
that is its new Obligation. ●If the roll is higher than the wonder's Obligation, is loses all Obligation.
Temporarily orphaned wonders are always treated as having no Obligation.
Orphans with person-level intelligence possess Willpower points, a Virtue, and a Vice.

SUSTENANCE
An orphan does not retain its bound Mania, which normally supplies it with some kind of machinehomeostasis. This means that regardless of how the orphan comes about, the result is the same: the
orphan begins to break down unless it can somehow regain Mania.
Every day that passes, an orphan loses one point of Mania. Every day that goes by without any
Mania in the orphan's system triggers a Havoc check.
If an orphan is full of Mania, every additional point of Mania consumed removes one extra fault.
Even if not full of Mania, an orphan can heal itself by spending Mania. Most orphans possess
Structure instead of Health. Every point of Mania restores one point of lost Structure. For organic
orphans, every point of Mania restores two levels of Bashing damage or one level of Lethal
damage. Three points of Mania and a point of WP can remove one level of Aggravated damage.

MANIA
Spending: Unbound orphans need not spend Mania to activate their natural or integral abilities
Storing: An orphan wonder can store a maximum amount of Mania equal to five times its rank.
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STASIS
An orphan wonder that wants to prolong its existence can enter a state of stasis. The wonder spends
one point of Mania to enter this state. In this state, the wonder spends one point of Mania per year.
It awakens automatically if touched by someone or something that contains Mania or if it suffers
damage. Most orphans in ancient techo-ruins spend their time in this state.

ELDERS
An orphan that survives can grow more dangerous and powerful. First, intelligent orphans often
possess a broad selection of Skills and Merits gained over the years. Second, old orphans mutate
and gain power. After long centuries, powerful orphans are ancient, alien creatures, covered in the
crust and leavings of ages, their bodies laced with centuries of accumulated technology that they
have devoured and assimilated.
AGE
1 to 10 years
11 to 50 years
50 to 200 years
200 – 1'000 years
1'001+ years

Rank

Mutations
As it was created
+1 total (to max of 5) Get +3 total rolls on mutation chart
+2 total (to max of 5) Get +6 total rolls on mutation chart
+3 total (to max of 5) Get +9 total rolls on mutation chart
+4 total (to max of 5) Get +12 total rolls on mutation chart

Old orphans do not split apart with age (if the roll is 9 on the mutation chart). Instead, they breed,
producing a copy of themselves identical to their original form. This new creature inherits one
mutation from its sire (choose randomly), then rolls a number of times on the mutation chart equal
to its rank. A wonder of rank 5 that rolls a 9 on the mutation chart catalyzes instead of siring
offspring. The wonder gains one dot of Inspiration, a catalyst, and three dots in Axioms, and can
gain more power and knowledge just like any other genius.
Time spent in stasis does not add to a wonder's effective age. Only active existence does that.

ADOPTING ORPHANS
Some orphan wonders can be tamed. Though this is no easier or safer than taming any wild beast,
skilled geniuses can pacify an orphan with promises of Mania. To adopt an orphan, a genius must
first have the creature in a situation where it's fairly calm and not immediately dangerous. Then the
genius offers it Mania, and rolls to convince it.
Cost: 1 Mania per Rank of the wonder & 1WP.
Dice Pool: Presence + Animal Ken – Wonder's Rank. Fully intelligent wonders substitute
Persuasion for Animal Ken.
Success: The genius can adopt the orphan if she chooses. The spent Mania points are bound into
the wonder. If the genius has the Adopted Orphan Merit and enough "space" in that Merit to include
the wonder, the orphan's mutations disappear and the effect is permanent. Otherwise the orphan's
mutations remain and the effect lasts for one scene, after which time the wonder reverts.
Exceptional Success: The genius can specify any other genius nearby. If that genius then spends
a point of Willpower and binds the required number of Mania points into the orphan, the orphan is
loyal to that genius, not the genius who rolled the dice. As with a regular success, the effect is
permanent if the genius has the Adopted Orphan Merit and enough "space" for the new orphan;
otherwise the effect lasts for one scene. ("Wonder-Whisperers" who can perform this trick reliably
are in high demand in some places, as some geniuses like to gift fledgling mad scientists with a
loyal orphan).
Failure: Character is unable to adopt the orphan. Mania & WP are lost, but they may try again.
Dramatic Failure: The orphan becomes hostile the the genius, who cannot attempt to adopt that
wonder until her Inspiration increases.
Suggested Modifiers: Orphan has been mistreated by geniuses (-2), orphan is hungry (-1),
orphan is sated (+1), quiet location (+1), large crowds (-1).
Behavior: An adopted orphan does not have any more Obligation than its masterless counterpart,
though its nature means it is somewhat "leashed".
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BORROWED WONDERS
It's possible for a genius to loan out her wonders to others, and sometimes it's even useful: a
whole squad of beholden armed with venom-slingers and mechanical wings can do a genius a lot of
good. However, it's not always easy.
●A genius' own beholden suffer no penalty when using wonders created by their Inspired master.
Though they need the appropriate abilities to use many wonders effectively (f.ex. Drive for most
vehicles), and may need Mania to power them, they have no difficulty using the devices.
●Another genius can use the wonder, but may suffer penalties to doing so. If the borrowing
genius has Inspiration ≥ (creator's Inspiration), and if the borrower can match all the Axioms needed
to build the wonder, there is no penalty.
●If borrower has Inspiration < (creator's Inspiration), or if he doesn't have all the Axiom ratings
required to build the wonder, he suffers a penalty on using the wonder = the Wonder's Rank.
●Another genius' beholden suffer the same penalty as 'their' genius when using another's wonders
●Mere mortals suffer a penalty when using a wonder equal to –1 per rank of the wonder, and
their clumsy manipulation triggers a Havoc Check every turn of use.
●Other metanormal creatures also get a penalty = the wonder's Rank, but don't trigger Havoc.
●The ''Universalist'' Merit removes this penalty for some or all wonders.

CAPACITORS

BUILDING CAPACITORS

Geniuses often need to store, transfer, and trade raw Mania. Fortunately, Mania can be stored in
specially-designed devices called ''capacitors'', which hold the energy for future use.
Any genius can build a capacitor; its construction is not tied to any Axiom. Building a capacitor
works much like building a regular wonder. Like any other wonder, building a capacitor can benefit
from beholden, it can be kitbashed, and so on.
Types: Though the term "capacitor" implies that they hold some kind of electrical charge, that is
not necessarily the case. A genius can instead make any of the following equivalent variants:
TYPE

Skill

Made out of...

Capacitor
Science
Energy storages
Codex
Academics Books and data
Catabolizer Medicine
Organic material

TYPE
Compressor

Skill
Crafts

Compounder Computer

Made out of...
Wound springs of pneumatics
Stored computer data (few with
skill lvl <4 know how to do this)

Differences from regular Wonders:
●Capacitors cannot employ variables.
●Capacitors do not require bound Mania.
●Capacitors do not have Faults.
●Capacitors can't be orphaned. If a genius dies or abandons the item, it continues to work normally.
●Capacitors that suffer Havoc don't roll dice, they lose 1M per event that'd cause a Havoc check.
●If the roll to build the capacitor is a Dramatic Failure, the capacitor explodes (instead of becoming
an orphaned wonder). Roll a number of dice of Lethal damage equal to the Capacitor's maximum
held Mania, against everyone involved in the capacitor's construction.
A capacitor holds Mania based on its Size:
Size
Mania

0
Max 3

1
Max 6

2 to 3
Max 10

4 to 5
Max 15

6 to 11
Max 20

12 to 29
Max 25

30 & up
Indefinite

USING CAPACITORS
A genius can move Mania into a capacitor as fast as she can normally channel Mania, simply by
touching the capacitor. Getting the energy out again is just as easy: by touching it they can pull a
number of Mania per turn equal to her normal channeling ability, based on Inspiration.
However, drawing Mania can be dangerous. Every scene, a genius can draw a number of Mania
from capacitors or other sources equal to her maximum Mania per turn. Beyond that, she must make
an unmada check with a penalty equal to the number of extra Mania points channeled that scene.
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CAPACITORS AND REGULAR WORK
With Automata 1, a capacitor can be used to function like a mundane power generator, allowing it to
power ordinary (unInspired) objects with its Mania automatically. As opposed to when a genius
does this ''manually'', using this as a power source doesn't risk damaging the technology. A
capacitor can only power mundane devices this way; wonders have their own specific mania costs.
How much time 1 Mania buys depends on the item:
Device
Lasts
Lights in a room
10 days
Automobile
10 hours
Flashlight, cell phone 10 hours

Device
Lasts
Big Truck
5 hours
Computer 1 hour, 40 min
Prop Plane 1 hour, 40 min

Device
Lasts
Construction Equipment 1 hour, 40 min
Portable camera
1 hour, 40 min
Jet
10 minutes

MANES
The Community – the society of mundane scientists – occasionally changes its mind. New
evidence comes along, a new theory clarifies what was once murky, or something else happens to
change how the world's scientific community views a phenomenon. This sort of event, a paradigm
shift, releases an enormous amount of otherwise untapped Mania that is normally bottled up in the
heads of non-mad, unInspired scientists.
A mane is what happens when a theory is abandoned. Paradoxically, the moment the Community
decides that something is not true, that thing immediately comes into existence, held together by the
burst of Mania released by the changing winds of scientific orthodoxy.
Manes, whether creatures, objects, or places, need Mania in order to survive. Even the most
beautiful, hopeful mane or bardo is ultimately a parasite on the thoughts of the world, draining it in
order to sustain itself.
●Manes are susceptible to ''Havoc'' , though they react slightly differently to it than wonders do.
●Manes never need make a Havoc check in their native bardo or unmada field.
●A mane away from its habitat uses 1 Mania per day to sustain itself (for Enlightened manes, this
cost cancels out the 1 free Mania point all geniuses automatically receives upon waking every day).
●If the mane can't pay its daily ''upkeep'' cost it has to make a Havoc check.
●Manes (and other intelligent wonders) that have an Inspiration score use that as a dice pool for
resisting Havoc; manes without an Inspiration score roll a chance die.
●A mane that has WP can spend 1WP to get an automatic Exceptional Success on Havoc checks.
●All animate manes have the ''Calculus Vampire'' Merit, and those that dwell outside of a bardo
use that ability to provide themselves with sustenance.
●Can spend Mania to heal their own damage as a reflexive action. Every 1M heals 1L damage (or
Structure, if non-biological) or 2B damage. By spending 3 Mania & 1WP they can heal 1 Agg dmg.
●Manes often have grafted or internalized adopted orphans to represent peculiar native abilities,
or might have innate traits that are mechanically represented with ''variables''.
Mane categories, as given by the ''mane'' merit:
lvl

The Mane...

...does not appear at all human. Only a full-body covering coupled with darkness or
disinterest can hide this fact.
...looks nearly human, but may possess a few unusual features such as a tail or a third eye
●●
in the middle of his forehead.
●●● ...looks entirely human.
●
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BARDOS
Index

Crystal Spheres

Gray Plateau of Tsoska

The Grid

Hollow Earth

Lemuria

Martian Empire

Space Station Colossus

The Hidden Planet

A bardo requires Mania depending on its size. This rarely comes up, since most bardos that have
lasted for more than a few years have found ways of sustaining themselves, but the inhabitants of a
bardo are deadly serious about making sure that their homes stay supplied with intellectual energy.
A bardo that goes "hungry" will shrink, casting any creatures within the abandoned area out into the
real world. Generally a bardo needs a certain amount of Mania per month; if it does not receive that
amount, it will shrink until it stabilizes at its new Mania supply level.
Bardo Size
Mania Needs

House
10M / month

Village or Castle
20M / month

Town
50M / month

City or Realm
100M / month

World
300M / month

Bardos sustain themselves by sending out emissaries to gather Mania. Manes within a bardo do not
require a separate Mania supply (the ideological consistency found in a bardo sustains them), but
outside their homes they require Mania to survive and can suffer Havoc.
While there are countless – maybe infinite – bardos in existence, a few are particularly well known
and worth exploring. Each bardo is unique, and must be accessed in a unique way; it's not possible for
ordinary people simply to walk into a bardo, and they are invisible from outside.
Every bardo contains one or more entrances that permit access, but bardos are not part of normal
geography: they are only accessible through these two-way entryways; trying to enter from some
other direction will result in passing through regular Earthly terrain. Further, a particular mode of
thought is necessary to see and thus enter the bardo.
In game terms, entrances to a bardo are located "near" it in physical space; a bardo located on the
bottom of the Atlantic Ocean can only be accessed when at the bottom of the Atlantic Ocean.
Entrances range in size from just large enough for a human to slip through to big enough to pass a
planet. People and creatures within a bardo can leave through these entrances without difficulty, but
one must spend a point of Mania to activate an entrance and get into a bardo. Once opened, a bardo is
revealed, even to mere mortals: one can glimpse alien cityscapes, distant prehistorical animals, or
strange mechanical walkways, rather than what's on the other side of the entrance in normal space.
Once activated, an entrance remains active for a number of turns equal to a genius' Inspiration, and
people and objects can pass in and out freely during that time. When the time is up, the entrance once
again only shows (and allows access to) normal space, and the bardo is closed.
Many bardos are extraordinary places, but they are all failed dreams, and they're all frayed and
tattered around the edges. Even the bardos that are conceived as places of beauty and tranquility
quickly decay into pallid memories of that original fancy, as all bardos are ultimately parasitic on
memory and thought. They need Mania to survive, and that need means that the most magnificent
bardo, conceived in the highest and most noble dreams of humanity, either parasitizes the fully-real
world or perishes.
Many bardos contain manes that function like wonders. Police officers in the Gray Plateau of
Tsoska carry Apokalypsi-based spying tools, while Space Station Colossus contains plasma guns,
holo-screens, and hoverbikes. Within the bardo, these wonders are self-sustaining and do not require
anyone to bind Mania into them; they can simply be manufactured. A person within a bardo can use
1WP instead of any number of Mania points to activate & use native wonder-like manes, and can use
them without penalty.
Other manes in a Bardo are not full wonders, but instead replicate more mundane technology: the
clever and ruthless Ape Empire of the Hollow Earth employs ingenious crossbows that, while not
Katastrofi wonders, are nonetheless deadly, while many Martians employ "lesser" radium guns that
are about as dangerous as a 19th century revolver. If taken outside a bardo, most inanimate manes
simply disappear. Those that survive the transition become orphans.
Many geniuses make use of orphaned manes, using them to supplement their own abilities, and
there is a brisk trade in plundered super-science from different bardos.
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CRYSTAL SPHERES
It's obvious that the Earth can't orbit the Sun, because we would all fall off, but the universe insists
on not being obvious, and almost before the Inspired existed in their recognizable modern form,
geocentrism gave way to a new model of the universe where the Sun stood immobile, encircled by
planets, moons, and various bits of cosmic detritus.
But don't tell that to the Christian and pagan "angels" that push the 7 planets around the Earth.
They have a difficult enough job, guiding the clockwork of the Crystal Spheres through its regular
motions. Here, great planes of shimmering translucent glass stretch on seemingly forever, guided by
strange but intelligent manes that take the form of winged beings of light. The worlds themselves
aren't more than a few miles across, but they too often team with life, including intelligent manes
called Micros; especially Crystal Mars, which is rarely more than a brief journey from the Martian
Empire's naval base on Deimos. Dragonfly-riding Selenites & beings of living fire on the surface of
the Sun crisscross the Crystal Spheres, but most of this realm is empty, bleak, and starkly beautiful.
The angels, or the "Megas" as the less theologically-minded tend to call them, hint obliquely at
realms greater than their own, beyond the farthest Crystal Sphere. Geniuses have journeyed in vain,
looking to find if anything still remains of Dante's system of the Cosmos, whether there is an icy
Hell somewhere near the Hollow Earth, Purgatory's mountain in the Southern oceans, or some kind
of Maniacal paradise still offering bliss and salvation beyond the Circles of the World.

GRAY PLATEAU OF TSOSKA
Utopian bardos are everywhere: little Shangri-Las and workers' paradises and anarchocapitalist
Utopias are tucked away in the world's hidden corners, hard to find and, once found, difficult for
many people to leave. Some decay as Mania leaves them, some grow corrupt; a scant handful find a
way to remain pure. But one thing is clear: Utopias are as numerous as the dreams that birthed
them. But all the fascist dystopian shitholes humanity feared during the age of the Communist peril
seem to run together and form one place: Tsoska.
Somewhere in the bleak plains of central Asia stretches a dreary empire of fear, dirt, lies, and
endless surveillance. Tsoska is where Utopian dreams go to die. It first appeared as the dreams of
early 20th century socialists were replaced by the brutal realities of Communist totalitarianism, and
ever since the Soviet Union's collapse, it has been one of the more influential bardos, even more
powerful, now, than its capitalist counterpart, Voltt City.
Tsoska is an amalgamation of every badly-run empire in human history, magnified tenfold, the
result of bitterness and failed visions of brotherhood and harmony. Few buildings are over three
stories in Tsoska. The cities are gray and uninspiring; the government facilities squat and brutal.
The people, who generally appear to be of mixed European and Asian descent, have lined faces and
cold, slow hands built for tedious manual labor. A third, or a tenth, of 1%―it's impossible to
tell―are part of Oversight, the counterespionage branch of The Party, which controls all economic,
social, and political activity in Tsoska. Fear is constant, and paranoia is institutionalized.
But there are bright spots in Tsoska, and that is why the geniuses come. (Mostly the geniuses
come because the place is full of Igors looking for work, but the bright spots, they also help.) In
Tsoska, a genius can find hidden musical subcultures that move from one almost-empty state
supermarket to the next after hours, gifted scientists who never share their best work with The Party,
and occult philosophical periodicals on the afterlife and psychic powers, masquerading as science to
avoid State suppression, all perfect for a mad scientist's needs. And Tsoska isn't as dangerous as
many other bardos: so long as a genius' paperwork is in order and he can recreate the patina of gray
weariness that coats everyone who comes to Tsoska, The Party seems almost eager to show off its
"accomplishments" to visiting foreigners, and a genius can learn much just by being quiet and
looking as if he expects to be impressed.
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THE GRID
A two-dimensional holographic grid-plane stretching out to infinity, dotted with seas of deleted and
undifferentiated liquid data, roads of shimmering information, and glowing rectangular cities
inhabited by humanoid programs, the Grid is one of the newest and most fascinating of the bardos,
the dim echoes of science fiction's vision of the Internet, before the Internet became just another fact
of life. The Grid contains physical "metaphors" for every computer connected to the Internet
wirelessly or through a land line; generally, computers connected through a land line reside on the
ground, while wireless contacts hover unmoving in the sky, occasionally turning transparent or
evaporating as contact is lost. This makes The Grid a wonderland for computer hackers, who can visit
target computers physically and rummage their secrets in the same way. Of course, this is much more
dangerous than regular hacking, as secure computers manifest snarling defensive programs that can
rip an intruder to shreds.
But the Grid isn't all business: here, geniuses mingle with a dizzying variety of net-life and
localized programs in an atmosphere of digital chrome and gleaming neon, where the needs of the
flesh fade away and different beings can meet mind-to-mind. These server-cities provide havens for
data smuggling, rumor-mongering, and simple camaraderie, while outside some of them lurk deadly
viral swarms and forgotten treasures from an earlier age of digital imagination.
Rules for the Grid:
Entering the Grid requires a computer with access to the Internet, a point of Mania, and (unlike with
accessing most other bardos) an Int +Computer check. Leaving The Grid can be accomplished by
touching an "egress terminal," which are common in any inhabited area. A person can also leave
instantly by spending a dot of Willpower. While in the Grid, anyone with a physical body leaves his
physical body behind, comatose and clinging to the computer. Disconnecting a person from the
computer snaps him back to his body & drains a dot of Willpower.
Duplicates of anything in the character's possession appear with the character in the Grid, including
mundane items & wonders that can be carried or worn. However, it's a one-way process: nothing in a
character's possession when he leaves the Grid transfers into the real world. A genius can create
wonders while in the Grid, though these wonders cannot be taken out of the Grid.
Damage is handled normally in The Grid, which generally conforms to the normal laws of physics. A
person killed in the Grid dies in reality. Once a person leaves the Grid, all damage received in the Grid
is converted to Bashing damage, which heals normally.
The Computer Skill gives anyone in the Grid an unusual advantage. A character can substitute her
dots in the Computer Skill for any Physical or Social Attribute while in the Grid.

HOLLOW EARTH
The Hollow Earth can be found about ten miles below the Earth's crust, and is best accessed via the
North or South Poles. Within the Hollow Earth, gravity attracts objects to the concave surface, while a
strange false sun hangs in the Earth's center, providing eternal daylight. Enormous mountains, far larger
than anything possible on the surface, rise up (or "inwardly") toward the inner sun, producing vast threedimensional mazes of twisting, utterly dark rocky passages inhabited by strange albino creatures and
enormous vermin.
The lands of the Hollow Earth drenched in pseudosunlight are drawn from every age of the Earth
above. Dinosaurs stride side-by-side with the earliest lungfish, while primitive humans live savage lives
of violence and passion, never rising far above barbarism. Thick jungles, jagged mountains, and sunbleached deserts offer an environment far harsher than anything found on the surface.
Many geniuses have wondered how the Hollow Earth, which is the largest bardo apart from the
comparatively barren Crystal Spheres, maintains its existence: the idea was never seriously considered
by science, and it does not attract the attention of pseudoscientists and science fiction writers like the
Red Planet does. The answer, many Inspired think, is found in the peculiar "errors" found in many flora
and fauna of the Hollow Earth: a genius might pass a "brontosaurus" with the wrong head, or meet a
group of primitive humans menaced by Piltdown Man. The Hollow Earth, say these geniuses, is a kind
of clearinghouse for every archaeological and paleontological misstep ever made by human science.
The Hollow Earth is accessible through special entrances near the North and South Poles and from a
few other select points, after which one must follow well-hidden diagrams left by previous explorers;
just "digging down" won't get someone there.
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LEMURIA
Once upon a time, no one thought that the continents could move. This posed the world's scientists
with a serious quandary: how did animals scatter all over the globe in the patterns that are seen
today? For example, how did the lemur (the little monkey-like animal) get to Madagascar? The
answer seemed clear: land bridges had helped them across, then fallen back beneath the sea. These
land bridges could rise up over the ages and disappear again, all the time. The land bridge that got
lemurs to Madagascar was called Lemuria.
By the time evidence appeared to support continental drift and then plate tectonics, Lemuria had
moved from a convenient explanation to an ancient wonderland full of psychics and spiritual
techno-beings, similar to the stories of Atlantis and Mu, due to the imagination of Theosophists and
other 19th century mystics and spiritualists. And when it turned out that there had been no Lemuria,
the manes there disagreed...violently. Their time-traveling hijinks are recounted in further detail
elsewhere; basically, if they are to be believed, their work created our current timeline.
After the Last Invisible War, Lemuria was reduced to a smoldering wasteland: nothing remains
today but a few scorched fingers of land rising out of the waters of the Pacific Ocean, and whatever
remains beneath the waves. The intelligent inhabitants, a mix of serpent-people and apparently
normal humans, are mostly dead or scattered, though the remains of Lemuria are dangerous even
without their xenophobic and devious natives. Strange monsters dwell beneath the surface,
emerging at night, while the remnants of ancient Lemurian war-machines and cogitators still
possess flickers of life and can awaken at any time to destroy an unwary traveler. Only recently
have geniuses (often mixed groups from the Peerage and Lemuria) begun to return to Lemuria to
explore it in numbers.

MARTIAN EMPIRE
Sometimes called Cydonia or Barsoom, the Martian Empire is located, naturally, on Mars, but not
the frozen, almost airless wasteland that we know. Supported by a sea of ever-shifting Mania, the
Martian Empire's air is breathable, if thin, and there walk the strange beings called Martians.
Divided into three known castes (the brain-on-a-stalk Overlords, the spindly Technikers, and the
brutal but humanoid egg-laying Throgs), the Martians threatened to conquer Earth less than half a
century ago, and they still eye our world with cold avarice.
This avarice is tempered, now, with the knowledge that Earth stomped them in the last war: even
were it not for Inspired super-science, Earth science has advanced far since Percival Lowell read of
Martian canali and decided that the canals channeled water from the icy poles to a dying
civilization. Mars is not exactly safe, but the Martians are more interested, now, in what a genius
knows and what knowledge she is willing to trade, than in destroying her as a threat to their plans.
And Mars is an extraordinary place, its dusty streets full of haggling merchants and exotic alien
spices, its people enlightened masters of sciences humans have never imagined, and its libraries
possessed of arcane and super-scientific wisdom. Even if the genius does not wish simply to grow
rich on Martian sapphires by filling her rocketship with fresh water (worth more than gold to the
dry world), a lifetime can be spent wandering the million-year-old universities and speaking with
the incredible beings there.
Mad scientists who reach Mars are encouraged not to wander too far from the city, where the
Mania can sustain humanoid life, and are advised to have an escape plan ready at all times in case
the warlike factions of the Martian government take over and once again launch an all-out assault
on the Blue Planet.
To reach the Martian Empire, a person must descend toward Mars while in geosynchronous orbit
over an area just southwest of Olympus Mons, between 50 and 150 miles above the Red Planet,
while focused on the dunes that most look like spires of brass and alien metal. Approaching from
any other direction, or not focusing on those dunes, will get a person to regular Mars, but the
Martian Empire will not appear. Similarly, the Hollow Earth is accessible through special entrances
near the North and South Poles and from a few other select points, after which one must follow
well-hidden diagrams left by previous explorers; just "digging down" won't get someone there.
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SPACE STATION COLOSSUS
The last of the great Space Age dreams, a vision drawn from Clarke, Heinlein, and thousands of
other writers during the Golden Age of science fiction, Space Station Colossus is an enormous
O'Neill cylinder floating between the Earth and the Moon near the L4 point. It flickered to life in
1984, when science fiction had largely abandoned its starfaring dreams. When it first appeared,
Space Station Colossus was a glittering jewel in the heavens, ten miles long and containing fifteen
separate counter-rotating sections. Today it is a run-down hole in the sky full of unemployed mane
dock workers, bitter Atomists trying to create one Utopia or another, and failing mechanical
systems. The air is stale, the lights flicker, and the "futuristic inventions" that litter its interior―vid
phones, hover bikes, charming robotic assistants―never work right.
Despite its many faults, and despite its control by Lemurians with rather strange plans, Space
Station Colossus is a sight to behold. Not only is it one of the best recruiting-grounds for beholden
in the known universe, Colossus is a trading-post where Larvae, manes, and stranger things from
the distant corners of reality can be found. The "aboveground" markets are bustling and well-run,
and if a genius cannot find what she needs there, the deeper levels, close to the station's outer hull,
are hives of criminality where anything can be found for the right price.

THE HIDDEN PLANET
These elusive worlds did not last long enough in the scientific eye to generate enough Mania to
exist fully, but occasionally they flicker into existence. Little is known about them, as every time
they appear, they seem subtly or completely different. Autocthon (the alternate Earth on the far side
of the Sun), Vulcan (the world closer to the Sun than Mercury), Planet X (a possibly rogue planet
beyond the asteroid belt), and Nemesis (a world – sometimes a brown dwarf or black hole – at the
edge of the solar system trailed by deadly comets) flicker into existence just long enough, usually,
to capture a passing rocketship and seek to drain it of its Mania. Should one of these worlds
succeed, it might become fully solid.

THE FUTURE
INDEX

The Rapture

Machine Ragnarök

Lemuria Ascendant

Martian Colonization

+10 years

+50 years

+100 years

+300 years

Confederacy of Worlds

Empire of Yao Ming

Celestial Dynasty

Machine Earth

+1000 years

+10'000 years

+50'000 years

+100'000 years

Metahuman Empire

Solar Wastelands

Solar Transformations

New Concordat's Age

+1 million years

+100 million years

+500 million years

+1 billion years

The Ends of Earth

Rouge Gothica

An Empty Universe

Endless Darkness

+5 billion years

+10 billion years

+1 trillion years

The end of time

The future isn't what it used to be. Once a linear progression of events leading eventually to the
Terminals, the timeline is now a mess of pocket chrono-fiefdoms and unstable causality. This
increasing disorder, coupled with the fact that time-traveling into the future necessarily removes the
genius from the timeline, means that rarely will 2 trips into the same period produce the same result.
But here are the most common destinations when one travels certain spans of time into the future.

THE RAPTURE

+10 years

No, bear with us, really. Tens of thousands of people disappear, almost all with Morality 8+, and are
assimilated into some kind of computational overmind. The barrier between the living and dead
worlds temporarily breaks down, flooding the world with ghosts, while wars sweep across the
world until stopped by a genius who seizes control of the United Nations and forms an
Anarchosyndicalist world government that manages to maintain the illusion of normality while
returning the dead to the earth. Afterward, the government disintegrates, while humanity studies
new technology that allows it to speak with the world of the dead.
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+50 years
MACHINE RAGNARÖK
A massive cold snap caused by environmental changes freezes most of the northern hemisphere. A
genius' attempts to fix the problem by redirecting sunlight off other heavenly bodies backfires,
blacking out the sun and moon. The Illuminated, seeing their chance, unleash a technological
plague on the Earth, transforming common machinery into murderous titans of steel and plastic.
The most common result is a coalition of Inspired beating back the catastrophe and slowly working
to restore the world.
Technology ten or fifty years hence generally remains the same, except it's smaller, faster, and
more "universal," meaning that single gadgets tend to do more. Anyone who's anyone has some
kind of universal PDA/cell phone/AV player about the size of a paperclip on their person. People
who make use of advanced technology, such as soldiers from first-world armies, can be treated as
having 1-3 Axiom ranks worth of wonders. These advanced technologies do not suffer from Havoc.

LEMURIA ASCENDANT

+100 years
After centuries of carefully infiltrating regular terrestrial society, the Third Race uses its
(previously-unknown) total dominance of the 22nd century's Internet to take over cyberneticallymodified brains (that is, most people's brains) and enslave several billion people directly. The rest
fall into line, but the Ophidians' empire lasts for only a few decades as the ever-changing nature of
the World Network breaks down their lines of hierarchical control, forcing the Third Race to
confront a fate even worse than imprisonment on their island kingdom: one baffling people among
many, they are, even after the cruelties they inflected on Earth and its colonies throughout the inner
solar system, assimilated into regular human society.

MARTIAN COLONIZATION

+300 years
The Martian Empire, after gaining enough Mania to make itself fully real, reveals itself and quickly
dominates Earth's cultural landscape with its sophisticated and newly-dynamic culture. Together,
Earth & Mars colonize the solar system, with the Martian Overlords forging ahead to "standardize"
the other bardos, rendering them down for Mania before they are annihilated by the Havoc of
encountering mere mortals. A Golden Age of commerce and philosophy begins in the solar system.
A few hundred years from now, technology is extraordinary and commonplace. The average
person owns (though does not necessarily carry) the equivalent of one Axiom rank worth of orphans
for every dot of Intelligence + Resources they possess. Many people, especially scientists, police
officers, and spies have the equivalent of Inspiration 1 due to internal AI systems. By this time, the
difference between geniuses and regular people breaks down a bit: mere mortals do not trigger
Havoc merely by using or holding wonders.

CONFEDERACY OF WORLDS

+1'000 years
Humanity knows that strange beings walk among them, and have eagerly exploited these powers. A
polyglot empire of squabbling human and posthuman "tribes" has arisen, supported by economic
need and connected by a loose affiliation of interests. Sometimes called the "Pirate Empire," the
Confederacy is a place where anything can be had for a price, where information, money, and
political power blur.
+10'000 years
EMPIRE OF YAO MING
The Brutal Empire of Yao Ming. As humanity begins its spread to the stars, a ruthless technologist
and dictator appears at the edge of the Solar System. Calling himself Yao Ming, he gives wonders
beyond anything seen before to the rulers of several worlds, but they are subtly trapped: he binds
them to service, and using economic and military leverage, gains executive control over the Engines
of Immortality. Only those loyal to Yao Ming will be resurrected from their brain tapes; the rest
perish. In a few short years, Yao Ming establishes himself as mankind's most brutal dictator.
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Barring significant technological collapse, technology a few thousand years from now is so
common that to replicate it, treat everyone as "possessing" an inner genius in the form of a bound
artificial intelligence. This genius has an Inspiration equal to the person's Intelligence or Resources,
whichever is lower (minimum 1). Humans are a cautious race in this time frame, as "braintaping" is
often available. While full immortality is (usually) still beyond humanity's reach, vastly extended
lifespans are possible, and dying humans often join strange hive-minds to preserve their thoughts.
In particularly oppressive regions (such as Yao Ming's), advanced technologies may be limited
only to the elite, with mundane humans getting by with a few orphan wonders.

CELESTIAL DYNASTY

+50'000 years
United after centuries of war and cruelty, humanity has formed a vast machine dynasty. Technology
has reached the Clarke limit, becoming indistinguishable from magic, with humans channeling their
"inner power" to perform seeming miracles and live forever. The River of Heaven unites a billion
worlds in superluminal commerce and contact. On the greatest planets, immortal scholars meet
"ghosts" of the long-departed and warriors who can break moons in half and perform other marvels.

MACHINE EARTH

+100'000 years
Years ago, a technological singularity swept across the Earth, converting everyone into computer
data, that they might live forever in an artificial Utopia. As pampered as babies and as powerful as
gods, humanity lives, invisible, somewhere within the eight thousand mile-diameter Earth (or
elsewhere, on other worlds, ringworlds, or Dyson Spheres) The surface of Earth is a bleak, often
airless place, where only machines walk, protecting humanity.
"People" from this far in the future are often surrounded by nanotech swarms, have what previous
centuries would call psychic powers, or can manipulate energy fields at will using the power of
super-science. Assume that a typical human, in reality or computer-space, is a genius of Inspiration
= Int + Resources. In their own digital realms, humans are basically limitless in their power.
+1 million years
METAHUMAN EMPIRE
Humanity and its metanormal companions have transcended their limitations and become a race of
immortals, reaching for the stars & other realities. Engineering wonders such as Dyson Spheres and
worlds made of pure Computronium running computer simulations of life are common. ''Humans''
in this era are nearly incomprehensible, their behavior fey and often seemingly without sense.
Visitors to this far in the future will often confront various metahumans. Treat a metahuman as a
genius with Inspiration ten, all Axioms at five, and all Attribute and Skill dots at ten. Humanity, at
this level of development, is terrifying and godlike, and (depending on the time frame in which a
genius lands) may have no trace of human morality (treat Obligation as 0).

SOLAR WASTELANDS

+100 million years
Humanity is extinct, but its progeny live on: alternate races, beast-men, androids, and captured
aliens occupying a new super-continent. Their technology nearly lost, these Children of Mankind
live in a world of barbarism, sorcery, and super-science, torn by savagery and endless war,
manipulated by the remnants of vast, Galaxy-spanning super-minds, most long mad. The solar
system is terraformed, with Venus covered in dense jungles, Mars an endless savanna, and Jupiter a
second sun lighting alien moons.

SOLAR TRANSFORMATIONS

+500 million years
With humanity gone, new intelligent races move among an Earth that appears almost new-born,
beneath an orange-yellow sun. Intelligent octopods swing through Earth's jungles like monkeys,
while schools of fish use electrical impulses transmitted through the water to form gestalt intellects.
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The technology level varies enormously, according to visitors' reports, from barely Stone Age to
meta-posthuman, but it is generally primitive, with a few enclaves of "favored races" guided in their
development by discarded thinking machines that can still remember the day humanity left them.
+1 billion years
NEW CONCORDAT'S AGE
Age of the New Concordat. Earth still remains as hub of activity, and it's a destination for countless
strange alien races. The entire solar system is a network of starship docks, banks, data centers, and
sleazy taverns, full of more aliens (some of them uplifted posthumans) than a 21st-century genius
might find possible. On Deimos, the Traveler's Moon, can be found any conceivable good, service,
or industry, and beings willing to do anything for credit and favors. Most beings can be treated as
geniuses of various sorts, running the gamut of power levels from creatures that possess a few
orphans to vast intellects one step away from meta-sentience. The general technology level, though,
is not very high, resembling interstellar versions of what humans had in the 19th or 20th centuries.
Creatures live in societies that are little transformed by the machinery around them.

THE ENDS OF EARTH

+5 billion years
Drained of its resources, the Sun is now no more than a dim coalcolored star, a smear that spreads
across half the sky. Abandoned and forgotten, the Earth is home to scuttling, crab-like creatures
called the Methc, the last intelligent beings to evolve on Terra. They spend their lives scrambling
between the hot pools that birthed them, amidst a black wasteland of carbon and rust pitted
occasionally by the remnants of eons-old technology. Beyond Earth, the combined Milky WayAndromeda galaxies lies exhausted from eons of war and exploitation.

ROUGE GOTHICA

+10 billion years
The sun is a boiling red giant surrounding the Dyson Sphere constructed around it and kept forcibly
alive by long-forgotten tech. Built to expand along with the Sun, the sphere is a vast, inwardlooking cathedral of steel and metamaterials, eternally shifting as the dying star flares and trembles.
Here live dream-beings pulled from the collective memories of humanity's last ancient computers,
together with the remembered fears of a thousand races: manes of a thousand types dwell here,
taking on the forms humanity feared, forming cruel empires in the vast areas of the Sphere.

AN EMPTY UNIVERSE

+1 trillion years
What remains of the Local Group is a blur of interstellar dust and dead stars circled by slowly
cooling worlds. Red stars shine in the sky: fossil light from suns that perished ages ago and whose
radiation still travels through space. Those races that remain – none remotely human – concern
themselves with frantic, doomed attempts at prolonging their existence by tapping the rotational
energy of moons or incinerating black holes. A few welcome visitors, but most only make a being
feel at home long enough to dissect him for his technology, heat, and information.
The End of Time
ENDLESS DARKNESS
The last stars went out so long ago no one remembers what they were like. Protons have dissolved.
Black holes have disappeared in bursts of gamma radiation. Here dwell the Cold Ones: the last
intelligent beings in the universe, whose thoughts are measured by the stray background fluctuation
of quantum nothingness. Each thought takes an hour, or an eon, but they persist nonetheless – and
all they can do is persist, thinking of themselves and their eternal lives.
These wretched gods are all that live. But they are not helpless: over the eons, they have learned
of beings foolish enough to travel to the End of Time, and they wait patiently, weaving webs of
stray photons and pseudomatter, waiting to trap an unwary traveler, to feast on her warmth and
ordered state, or even – if the Cold Ones dream, this is their dream – to return to a universe of light
and warmth, free from the killing clutches of entropy.
The Terminals once dwelled at the end of time. They are no more, replaced by the Cold Ones.
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AXIOMS

INDEX

NAME

Axiom of...

Apokalypsi
Epikrato
Exelixi
Katastrofi
Metaptropi

Discovery
Domination
Restoration
Destruction
Transformation

Automata

Independence Animates

Prostasia
Skafoi

Protection
Travel

It...

Wonders

Reveals
Controls
Improves
Harms
Changes

Catalyst Foundation

Analysis & communication devices
Dominatn & manipulatn techniques
Medicines & Upgrades
Weapons of devastation & ruin
Devices to transmute & modify

Staunen
Neid
Klagen
Grimm
Hoffnung

Artificial Minds & Created Beings

Preserves Machines to Shield & Defend
Transports Vehicles & Gates.

–
–
–

Scholastics
Directors
Progenitors
Navigators
Scholastics
Artificers,
Directors,
Progenitors
Artificers
Navigators

APOKALYPSI

EPIKRATO

EXELIXI

KATASTROFI

METAPTROPI

AUTOMATA

PROSTASIA

SKAFOI

BASICS

CHARGEN

A genius' catalyst gives her one favored Axiom. Her foundation offers two possibilities, of which
she may choose one as another favored Axiom. The final favored Axiom can be anything; it is up to
the genius to decide, but once chosen, it cannot be changed.
A beginning genius has 3 dots worth of Axioms, all of which must be from their 3 favored ones.

FAVORED AXIOMS
A favored Axiom costs fewer experience points to increase. Further, a genius receives a +1 bonus to
all attempts to build a wonder from one of her favored Axioms. Finally, a genius can buy her
favored Axiom up to any level. Non-favored Axioms can be no higher than the genius' Inspiration.

DOT-RATINGS

●

●●

●●●

●●●●

●●●●●

Student

Scholar

Doctor

Professor

Master

These terms vary by region, foundation, and sometimes even by Axiom (Professors of
Apokalypsi are usually referred to as "Implementors of Apokalypsi", for example), but the five
divisions of talent are generally recognized across the Peerage.
Wonders made with different dots of Axioms are referred to as its class, mark, or grade: a class-4
relocator, a mark-III death ray, a grade-2 scanner, etc. Different collaboratives use different terms.
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APOKALYPSI
Axiom of: Discovery. Wonders: Tools for Analysis & Communication.
Definitions: Apokalypsi reveals. It unveils the hidden, contacts distant things,
communicates with living and mechanical intelligences, and analyzes data.
Any attempt to detect, analyze, or communicate is the province of Apokalypsi.
Catalyst: Staunen. Foundation: Scholastics. Baramins: Atomists, Phenomenologists.

BASICS
Construction: ●Scanners & communicators is Computer. ●To detect or scan minds is Academics.
●An entirely organic wonder requires both Medicine & Academics, and at least 1 dot in Automata
to provide rudimentary nervous processing.
Mania: Scanners and communicators cost no Mania by default.
Dice Pool: No roll is normally necessary for an Apokalypsi scan. The scanner returns all basic
relevant information in range automatically. A person can attempt to hide from a scan if she knows
what's happening. The scanning genius must then roll (Wits+Computer) VS target's (Wits+Stealth).
Mental scans require a roll of (Wits + Academics) VS (Resolve + Metanormal Advantage).
Communicators do not normally require a check to use so long as the target is in range. If not in
range, the communicator must patch into a cell phone network or land line that is in range. If the
genius has cell service or public WiFi through her communicator, this is automatic; otherwise it
requires a roll. See ''Connection'', below.
Range: The range of a wonder of Apokalypsi is based on its Core Modifier, as follows:
CM

Range

CM

Range

–3
–2
–1
±0

Touch
1 foot
10 feet
100 feet

+1
+2
+3
+4

1 mile
10 miles
1'000 miles/low-earth orbit
10'000 miles/anywhere on earth

CM

Range

+5 1 million miles / out to lunar orbit
+6 Anywhere in the solar system
+7 Anywhere
Rank < 4 = limited to speed-of-light.

In Space: Range increases by two steps due to the lack of intervening obstacles.
Concealment: Scanning for objects that are hidden by other things is difficult and reduces the
effectiveness of the scan. Every 20 feet of smoke, every 10 feet of physical screen (like foliage),
every foot of sod or stone, every inch of metal, or every quarter-inch of heavy metal (gold, lead), or
fraction thereof, reduces the scan range by one step and removes one success from any rolls.
Alerts: With Automata 1, the scanner can be programmed to alert its user whenever certain
conditions are met, such as radiation levels passing a certain threshold, the appearance of a certain
chemical in the air, or particular patterns of movement. Otherwise, the scanner can only be used to
scan at the genius’ request.

APOKALYPSI EFFECTS
LVL

CAPABLE OF

Example Functions

●

Transfer Data

Scan Info Storage, Communication Link, Flashlight, Remote Control

●●

Direct Scanning

Analyze Subject (physical, biological, metanormal, dimensional, maniacal)
Mental Scans, Deep Mental Scans, Telepathic Communication,
A.I. Telepathy, Universal Translator, Night Vision, Binoculars, Microphone

●●●

Area Surveillance

Model Surroundings, Motion Detector, long-distance scans, Scrying

●●●●

Extrapolate Facts

Statistical Predictions, Coincidental Communication, Calculate Probability,
Extradimensional Scanning, Extradimensional Communication

●●●●●

Reveal Truth

Answer Questions, Detecting Everything, Unlimited Communication
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APOKALYPSI ●
SCAN INFO STORAGE
Passive scanning lets a genius patch into a source of information, such as a cell phone or computer.
A Rank 1 scanner can analyze the information coming out of any mundane or wondrous data
storage device within range. A "data storage device" could be anything from a computer to an
abacus to a book – anything that holds information.
Accessing: The genius usually begins by searching for a specific data storage device within
range. This requires the genius to specify what she is looking for ("the CIA mainframe in Langley";
"a copy of War and Peace in the original Russian"; "a Palm Pre"), spend one turn, and make an
Intelligence + Computer check.
Dramatic Failure: The genius incorrectly identifies an appropriate target, and may end up
targeting something encrypted or even dangerous.
Failure: The genius does not find an appropriate target. She can try again.
Success: The genius identifies the nearest target that matches her description. If there is no target
in range, she is aware of that fact.
Exceptional Success: The genius identifies all targets in range that match her description. If there
is no target in range, she is aware of that fact.
Suggested Modifiers: Trying to detect a wondrous Apokalypsi device (penalty equal to creating
genius' Inspiration), trying to detect written or drawn data (-2), trying to detect analog data, like a
vinyl record or a clockwork computer (-1), trying to access unencrypted WiFi (no roll needed, just
assume a success), trying to access the genius' own WiFi or cell phone service (again: needs no roll)
Reading: Once a target has been identified (either by using the system above or having line-ofsight to the target), you can try to read the data by spending another turn. Make another roll:
Dramatic Failure: The information is so corrupted the wonder is useless for the rest of the scene.
If the target has counter-intrusion security (like most computers), an intrusion attempt is logged.
Failure: The genius cannot read the data. He may try again. If the target has counter-intrusion
security, and a system operator is online at the time, the operator makes a reflexive Wits +
Computer attempt to log the intrusion attempt. (Assume that a system operator's Wits + Computer is
equal to twice the penalty to access the computer.)
Success: The genius can read the data. His wonder displays texts or images from a book or text or
image file, plays sound or video from a tape, video record, or audiovisual file, or gains enough
access to a computer to examine (but not modify) the computer's software and files. The genius can
continue analyzing data until he switches targets.
Exceptional Success: As above, plus the genius can return to analyzing the data for the rest of the
scene even if he switches targets and comes back later.
Suggested Modifiers: Accessing a wondrous Apokalypsi device (penalty equal to creating genius'
Inspiration), accessing a typical locked PC or secure wireless network like police radio (-1),
accessing a computer programmer's locked PC or a school or small business' network (-2),
accessing a cell phone (-2), accessing locked WiFi or cell phone coverage (-3), accessing an ATM (3), accessing a bank or large company's network (-3), accessing a secure satellite phone (-3), access
a government or megacorporation computer (-4), access top security like the CIA network (-5),
flaky connection (-3), security is out-of-date or not updated (+1 to +3)

COMMUNICATION LINK
In its active mode, a Rank 1 Apokalypsi wonder can communicate with any type of receptive
technology in range, including computers, radios, cell phones, and receptive wonders of
Apokalypsi. To access a target system, the genius must either be able to read the target's data (as
above) or have the equivalent of the target's phone number, IP address, email address, or an
Apokalypsi wonder's "receive communications" designation.
A wonder of Apokalypsi can only communicate with devices possessing dynamic storage; thus, a
genius could use his communicator to turn a computer monitor into a two-way viewscreen, but
could not record information on a piece of paper, a VHS tape, or a non-rewritable CD.
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Communicators can send data, sound, and video, or even holographic images, so long as the
target can receive that sort of information. (Note that piggybacking on a cell phone network
transmits only audio data and text, while WiFi allows a much larger range of data to be transmitted.)
Upload speeds are arbitrarily fast from this sort of communicator.
The target of Apokalypsi communication is not forced to accept calls or receive data; it requires
Epikrato (or someone foolish enough to accept a virus, just like with a regular computer hacking
attempt) to seize control of a computer.

FLASHLIGHT
If a genius should, somehow, find himself without a flashlight, he can use any Apokalypsi device
with some sort of video screen to project illumination. This normally costs no Mania (a full 24
hours of use costs a single point of Mania). The range is 50 feet per dot of Inspiration if the light is
in a cone, or 25 feet per dot of Inspiration if the light is in a sphere. Switching between cone and
sphere takes one turn.

REMOTE CONTROL
The "remote control" variable can be applied to Automata machines or Skafoi vehicles. A genius
can control her own remote control wonders with an Apokalypsi 1 communicator, so long as she is
within range. The comm-link's penalty (if any) applies to the rolls needed to control the wonder, but
if the communicator has a bonus, it doesn't enhance the genius' ability to control a wonder remotely.
Unless using a very advanced wonder, remote controls are limited to the speed of light. Every
50'000 miles of distance incurs a -1 penalty to Defense and any attack checks or checks that require
reacting quickly to changing situations (Firearms, Drive, etc). Past 500 thousand miles or so, delays
of more than one round occur, preventing real-time activity.

APOKALYPSI ●●
ANALYZE SUBJECT
As the genius' knowledge grows, she can create a scanning device able to analyze chemical,
biological, and other phenomena. What a scanner can analyze depends on how it was constructed.
However, these scans are very detailed and can reveal a wealth of information about the subject.
This sort of wonder can only scan objects in line-of-sight from it. Any concealment penalties (see
above) prevent it from working. It cannot "scry" or analyze objects not within line-of-sight.
Operating: To scan a target, it must either already be detected by another Apokalypsi attempt, or
in unobstructed sight. Scans cost no Mania. Roll Wits + Computer.
Dramatic Failure: The genius receives extraordinarily inaccurate information from the scan.
Failure: The genius fails to gather any useful information. She can try again next turn.
Success: The genius gathers the information about the subject. The connection lasts for the rest of
the scene if the genius desires, so long as the subject stays within range.
Exceptional Success: The genius may gather highly detailed information about the subject,
depending on what the subject is. See the descriptions above.
Suggested Modifiers: Subject is familiar or well-known (+1), subject is very peculiar (-1), genius
has not encountered the phenomenon before (-2), subject is blended in with other things of the same
general type (-1).
Effects: These wonders can engage in five types of scans: physical, biological, metanormal,
dimensional, and superscience. They work as follows:
Physical scans: (built with Science) Can reveal an object's chemical composition, velocity,
temperature, radioactive emissions, Size, shape, Structure, Durability, and power output. For
mechanical devices it can determine Physical Attributes and Merits.
Biological scans: (built with Medicine) Can reveal a living thing's species, the presence or
absence of any diseases or toxins (specifically or generally), Health (maximum Health levels and
the kind and extent of damage suffered), Size, Physical Attributes and Physical Merits, as well as
unique biological situations such as pregnancy.
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Metanormal Scans: (built with Occult) Can reveal whether an object or creature is a vampire,
ghoul, werewolf, or some other type of creature, or, if it's an object or place, whether it possesses
some kind of resonance with some other group of metanormal creatures, such as being a magical
artifact crafted by a mage. The scan can also reveal the rank a creature possesses in a Metanormal
Advantage (Gnosis, Primal Urge, etc.) and how many units of power (Vitae, Glamour, etc.) a
creature, object, or place possesses.
On an Exceptional Success, the scan determines the subgroup to which the creature belongs (a
vampire's clan, for example) and the creature's metanormal abilities and their dot ranks, or the exact
nature and features of a metanormal object.
Dimensional Scans: (built with Occult) Reveals area's current Gauntlet rating. If fixed on a locus
or other dimensional rift, it reveals what sort of energy the rift puts out & how much. If a rift or gate
leads somewhere, it reveals where it leads to, though it does not offer an image of the "other side."
Super-Science Scans: (built with Science) Can reveal whether an object or creature is a mane,
beholden, genius, wonder, or orphan, as well as the rank of a wonder, the Inspiration of a genius,
what Axioms make up a wonder, and how much Mania the target currently possesses. An
Exceptional Success on the scan reveals a genius' catalyst and foundation, the catalyst and
foundation of a beholden's master, a genius' Axioms and their dot ranks, and the exact abilities
(including faults) of a wonder.

RECORDED SCANNING
With Automata 1, all scans can identify when a wonder has scanned something it has already
scanned before, even if incidental status has changed.

MENTAL SCANS
Telepathic scanning machines are built with Academics. Roll Wits + Academics vs Resolve +
Metanormal Advantage to scan a mind:
Suggested Modifiers: Subject is distracted (+1), subject is aware of the user's focus on him (–2),
user has recently scanned the subject's mind (+1), subject has a profoundly alien psychology (-2 or
worse), subject is relaxed and has her guard down (+2).
Success: User gathers information about the subject. The scan reveals an intelligent being's aura
(meaning its current emotional state and something about what it is) and current surface thoughts
(in the form of an inner monologue). A success also reveals whether or not a person is lying.
EMOTION
Afraid
Aggressive
Angry
Bitter
Calm
Compassionate
Conservative

Aura Color
Orange
Purple
Bright Red
Brown
Light Blue
Pink
Lavender

CONDITION
Confused
Daydreaming
Controlled
Psychotic or Unmada
Vampire
Shapeshifter

EMOTION

Aura Color

Depressed
Desirous/Lustful
Distrustful
Envious
Excited
Generous
Happy

Aura Format
Mottled, shifting colors
Sharp, flickering colors
Weak, muted aura
Hypnotic, swirling colors
Aura colors are pale
Intensely vibrant aura

Gray
Deep Red
Light Green
Dark Green
Violet
Rose
Vermilion

CONDITION
Ghost
Genius
Mane
Beholden
Orphan
Automaton

EMOTION
Hateful
Idealistic
Innocent
Lovestruck
Obsessed
Sad
Spiritual
Suspicious

Aura Color
Black
Yellow
White
Bright Blue
Bright Green
Silver
Gold
Dark Blue

Aura Format
Splotchy, flickering aura
Symbols and equations glitter on aura
Symbols and equations follow aura
Single shifting symbol or brand marks it
Electricity arcs from the equations
Phantom gears surround aura

Exceptional Success: The user gains more information about the target's nature. The scan reveals
the subject's Mental and Social Attributes, Morality (or equivalent), Skills, Specializations, current
and maximum Willpower, Virtue, Vice, and Mental Merits. With an Exceptional Success, a genius
can engage in deep scans to examine specific memories. See "Deep Scans," below.
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Failure: User fails to gain any useful info, but can try again. Subject is not aware of the attempt.
Dramatic Failure: User fails to gain useful info, and the subject is aware of the attempt to read
their mind. The user cannot try again on that target for the rest of the scene.

DEEP MENTAL SCANS
A deep scan of a person's mind requires the genius to roll an Exceptional Success on the initial
telepathy roll, or for the subject to permit a deep scan. This turns up memories, even buried ones.
The user rolls Wits +Academics to find memories vs. the target's Resolve + Metanormal Advantage:
Dramatic Failure: The user fails to reach the target memory, and the subject is aware of the deep
scan attempt and throws off the scan. The genius will need to re-establish the telepathy attempt.
Failure: The genius fails to detect any memories but can try again. The subject is aware of the
deep scan attempt.
Success: The genius finds the memory she is searching for. The information is limited, spotty,
and incomplete, given the nature of human memory, unless the subject has the Eidetic Memory
Merit. The subject is aware of the deep scan attempt.
Exceptional Success: The genius finds the memory she is searching for and any other memories
she may desire to review, for the rest of the scene. Images from these memories are entirely clear.
(They could, for example, be burned to a computer hard disk with Automata-1, preserving their
audio and video.) The subject is not aware of the deep scan attempt.
Suggested Modifiers: Memory more than a year old (-1), memory more than ten years old (-2),
memory buried by Epikrato (penalty equals other genius' Inspiration + Epikrato), memory is
extremely important to subject (+1 to +3), memory involves high emotions or violence (+1)

TELEPATHIC COMMUNICATION
A genius can build a telepathic communicator to communicate psychically with any subject she can
see in range. This isn't mind control (that requires Epikrato), but instead a form of projective
mechanical telepathy that can allow long-distance communication without the use of words.
These devices are a different sort of Wonder than mind-scanners. Mental broadcasting requires
setting up a mental connection. This is normally automatic. It costs no Mania.
If contested, it requires a roll of (Wits +Academics) vs (Resolve + Metanormal Advantage):
Suggested Modifiers: Subject isn't of the same species (-2), subject's actively employing psychic or
telepathic powers (-1), extremely crowded area (-1), user & subject have often worked together (+1)
Success: The genius establishes contact. For the rest of the scene, she can communicate with the
target so long as the target is within range. The target can also communicate back. This is not mindreading; instead the subject communicates in the same way as the genius, deliberately sending
words and thoughts. This communication is about as fast as conversation. The characters can also
draw mental pictures about as quickly and well as they could in reality.
Exceptional Success: As above, except the genius and subject can also communicate with
gestural language that is transmitted directly from mind to mind. Contact remains as long as the
subject is within range.
Failure: The genius cannot establish any sort of connection. She can try again next turn.
Dramatic Failure: The genius sends all sorts of incorrect information, or sends information to
the wrong person.

A.I. TELEPATHY
This work more or less identically to psychic devices, but target intelligent machines instead of
organic brains. Wonders like this are built with Computer.

UNIVERSAL TRANSLATOR
This wonder costs no Mania. Once activated, anyone in range that the genius selects is affected by
the universal translator. Affected subjects hear all spoken communication in a language in which
they are fluent. New people can be added freely when they appear or return. This also applies to any
text. Subtext, irony, and cultural comprehension are not provided by the universal translator.
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NIGHT VISION
Wonders of this level built with Science offer night vision to anyone peering through it, allowing for
the equivalent of thermal vision and a starlight scope, letting the genius see perfectly clearly no
matter the ambient light levels to anything within line-of-sight.

BINOCULARS
Scanners can also function as binoculars when built with Science. Basically, any direct line from the
wonder to anywhere within range can serve as a viewpoint for the genius when using the wonder.

MICROPHONE
A scanner built with Science can also pick up distant sounds. In general, while using the scanner to
sweep for sounds, a genius gets a bonus to (Wits + Composure) = his (Inspiration + Apokalypsi) in
order to hear noises. The scanner can also detect sounds outside the human hearing range.

APOKALYPSI ●●●
MODEL SURROUNDINGS
The wonder functions like a sensor or a radar system, detecting any of a wide variety of objects
anywhere within range. A genius using this sort of wonder can target any number of objects,
depending on what Skills were used to build the wonder.
Scanning needs Skills like an Apokalypsi 2 wonder: Science detects physical objects or energy as
well as super-science, Computer detects computer activity, Medicine detects living things, and
Occult detects metanormal creatures or phenomena (& dimensional rifts). Academics detects minds
& thoughts. As with Rank 2, mental scanners are separate types of wonders from other scanners.
A scanner can be keyed to detect any number of phenomena and their location anywhere within
range. A genius can scan for materials ("life forms", "gold"), types of objects ("dogs," "swords"), or
phenomena ("anything larger than Size 2 traveling more than three miles per hour"). A genius could
also look for specific objects ("my favorite Luger," "the neighbor's dog") so long as they can be
distinguished from other, similar objects. The wonder automatically determines an object's location,
but if the wonder is built with Science, the scan can also be used to determine something's velocity.
Science can also be used as a motion detector.
●To find targets, the genius rolls Wits + Computer. ●Modifiers are generally based on Size:
Size
Modifier

0
–2 penalty

1 to 2
–1 penalty

3 to 6
±0 modifier

7 to 12
+1 bonus

13 & up
+2 bonus

●There are no modifiers for targeting minds, since minds do not have a Size.
●The size of area to be scanned incurs an additional penalty:
Diameter ≤
100 feet
1 mile
10 miles
1'000 miles

Penalty
±0
–1
–2
–3

Diameter ≤
10'000 miles
1 million miles
Solar system
Anywhere

Penalty
–4
–5
–6
–7

MOTION DETECTOR
Objects that don't move at all can't be detected. An object that moves 1-5 yards per round incurs a -2
penalty. Moving up to 20 mph (ca Speed 30) incurs no penalty. Every 10 further mph of movement
grants a +1 bonus. If a character is trying to sneak, he rolls a competing (Dexterity + Stealth) check
against the genius' (Wits + Science).
Suggested Modifiers: Lots of small fast-moving objects (-1), detection in air (+1), detection in
space (+2), object has numerous moving parts (+1)
Success: The wonder detects all relevant targets in the area.
Exceptional Success: As above, and the genius can recognize objects that he has scanned before.
Failure: The wonder does not detect anything. He can try again next turn.
Dramatic Failure: The wonder produces all sorts of false positives. These false positives remain
for the duration of the scene.
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Apokalypsi-3 wonders can be used by geniuses in place of regular instrumentation for night
flying and other tasks that require sophisticated scanning equipment.

SCRYING
A genius with an Apokalypsi 3 wonder built with Science can view his environment from any angle
and location within range, scanning for details with the fidelity of an Apokalypsi 2 device.
This allows a genius to "scry" anywhere within the wonder's range, that is, to set up a
hypothetical "camera" at any location in range, facing any direction. A genius can view objects in
every direction if he desires, or even establish multiple scrying spots, though every additional
camera, and every 360-degree view, incurs a -2 penalty to spotting anything, from divided attention.
It requires a (Wits + Computer) check to establish or move a scrying point-of-view anywhere
within the wonder's range. Note that the location of a point-of-view needs to be given as a location
in relation to the scanner; it does not automatically determine where a targeted object or person is.
Success: The genius can view from the desired point-of-view.
Exceptional Success: The genius can view from the desire point-of-view and move the point-ofview without further rolls for the rest of the scene.
Dramatic Failure: Interference prevents the wonder from functioning for the rest of the scene.
Failure: The point-of-view does not appear, or is accidentally placed incorrectly (such as in a
solid object). The genius can try again next turn.
Suggested Modifiers: Point-of-view is in line-of-sight of the wonder (+1), point-of-view is
intended to track an object moving up to 20 mph relative to the wonder (-1), up to 100 mph (-2), up
to 1,000 mph (-3), even faster (-4).

STATISTICAL PREDICTIONS

APOKALYPSI ●●●●

The genius can use this Apokalypsi wonder to make predictions of astonishing accuracy. Can now
predict the location, state, and behavior of either a person or many people at some point in the
future. The user first selects a target. This can be a person (Vera from accounting, himself, etc), a
specific object (that tungsten they're shipping from the old Air Force base; Bill's orphan power-suit),
or an organization (the Lemurian zotheca on 5th Street; the country of Uzbekistan).
The genius need not just pick out a target's current state. With a -1 penalty to the roll, he can look
ahead a number of days or look back a number of months equal to his Inspiration. (Information
from the future is a prognostication and not necessarily accurate).
The character then spends 1 minute of work (or turn at –2) & rolls (Int + Investigation):
Success: Every success rolled gives the genius one of the following:
●The target's location.
●The target's financial state, in general terms. If aimed at a person, this is both Resources dots &
how stable that money supply is. If aimed at an institution, it determines overall wealth & stability.
●The target's "general state." This does not indicate mood ("Your arch-enemy is mad because he's
stuck in traffic, and he's thinking about pizza for dinner"), but the target's general situation. A person
might be "anxious" or "in danger" or "eager," though details are usually vague. An organization
might be "on the brink of collapse" or "looking to expand."
●A piece of information about the target that can be answered in "yes or no" terms, such as "Is
the target with my ex-wife?" or "Does the target have a ticket to Moscow?"
Exceptional Success: The genius receives as many answers regarding the subject as she desires
and that this ability can provide. The Storyteller may wish to volunteer interesting information.
Suggested Modifiers: Famous person (bonus equal to dots in the Fame Merit), organization of
more than 100 but less than 1,000 people (+1), organization of up to 10,000 people (+2),
organization of up to 100,000 people (+3), organization of up to one million people (+4),
organization of more than a million people (+5), political or economic instability (-1), anarchy or
economic chaos (-2), predictable person or group (+1), person is trying to lay low (penalty equal to
number of dots in the highest of Investigation, Politics, or Survival), target is a mad scientist
laboratory (-2 per dot of Laboratory Security), long-lost items (-1 per century object has been lost)
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Failure: The genius is unable to get any information on the target. He can try again, but cannot
spend a turn on the attempt until at least a minute has passed.
Dramatic Failure: The genius completely misreads the data he receives, resulting in completely
inaccurate predictions.
A Note on Range: In times of yore, geniuses using Apokalypsi to calculate probabilities were
limited to the wonder's range. However, our society today is so interconnected that the wonder must
merely be in range of someone or something who has contacted the subject. Or someone or
something that contacted someone or something that contacted the subject. Or...and so on. The
minimum level of connectivity seems to be something that contacted the subject within a number of
days equal to the genius' Inspiration, with every step in the chain effectively adding one day.
However, this means that a genius anywhere in civilization can target someone else in civilization
and almost certainly be able to track down the target. However, if a target disappears over the
horizon, beneath the sea, or into trackless jungle for a few days, he will quickly drop out of the
range of all but the most powerful probability scanners.

COINCIDENTAL COMMUNICATION
The same probability equations that are used to reveal possibilities can be used to send messages,
through an unlikely series of disconnected carriers. The "telephone game" is rarely used anymore
due to advances in mundane communication technology, but is has its uses. The genius sends the
message out, via telephone, mail, or spoken word, and selects a target within range (though see ''A
Note on Range'', above). Then the genius rolls (Manipulation + Politics):
Success: The message arrives at the target. It might not necessarily take its original form: a letter
mailed by Royal Post in Devonshire may reach its target in the Congo in the form of a native song
picked up from previous travelers in the area, for example. The message takes time to reach its
target: one minute if within the same building, one hour if within the same city, one day if within
the same state or territory, one week if within the same country, otherwise one month.
Exceptional Success: The message arrives, its arrival time reduced by one step.
Failure: The message does not arrive, or arrives so ridiculously garbled it is incomprehensible.
Dramatic Failure: The wrong person intercepts the message, perhaps resulting in calamity.
Suggested Modifiers: The subject is trying to lay low (-1), the subject is actively receptive to
messages and information (+2), the subject is visible to the sender (+3).

CALCULATE PROBABILITY
Alternately, with this type of wonder, the genius can attempt to determine the exact odds of
something happening. The genius spends one turn and rolls (Intelligence + Science):
Dramatic Failure: The genius wildly misinterprets the odds.
Failure: The genius cannot calculate the odds. He can try again next turn.
Success: The genius calculates the odds, usually to three or four decimal places. If it's a simple
roll, the ST should just supply the number of dice that the subject would roll ("five dice"). The
genius is not made aware of unusual conditions that might grant bonuses or penalties, just the odds:
if the genius wants to climb a tree, and the Storyteller says "five dice" while the genius has a
Strength + Athletics score of seven, he does not learn why there is a -2 penalty.
If predicting large-scale events ("What are odds of getting out alive if I pull a gun right now?"),
the ST will have to eyeball the odds, but should still strive for accuracy. Unusually high or low odds
might tip a genius off that something is amiss―outnumbering the bad guys 3:1 but getting a
survival probability of 12.83% might indicate snipers, or something else the genius is not aware of.
But the number should always be as accurate as the Storyteller can make it. Note that this ability
does not take the expenditure of Willpower into account.
Exceptional Success: As above, and the probability stream may tip a genius off to what hidden
factors might be manipulating the odds, at the Storyteller's discretion.
Suggested Modifiers: Few hidden factors (+1), many hidden factors (-1 to -3), genius is walking
blind into a situation (-2).
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EXTRADIMENSIONAL SCANNING
Can build wonders that work like Apokalypsi 2 or Apokalypsi 3 wonders, except that they can scan
into other dimensions of reality. Once the genius has seen into a specific dimension, she can switch
freely between her current dimension and the other for the rest of the scene, scanning normally.
However, each additional dimension requires a separate roll. The genius can also attempt to view
multiple dimensions simultaneously, though this incurs a –2 penalty per dimension to detection
attempts. Scanning another dimension requires a (Wits + Occult) check:
Success: The view into another reality stabilizes after about ten turns (thirty seconds), allowing
the genius to peer into that dimension.
Exceptional Success: The view into another reality stabilizes instantly, allowing the genius to
peer into that dimension.
Failure: The genius fails to scan the other dimension. She can try again next turn.
Dramatic Failure: Wonder attracts attention of extradimensional entities but fails to pierce the veil.
Suggested Modifiers: Seeing into a bardo (+2), difficult dimensional currents (-1 to -3), high
radiation area (-1), clean & sterile environment (+1), thin dimensional barriers (+1), very thin (+2).

EXTRADIMENSIONAL COMMUNICATION
A genius who has mastered Apokalypsi to this extent can also build communicator wonders that
communicate across multiple realities. Accessing other realities requires a Wits + Occult check, just
like scanning into those realms. Other than its extradimensional abilities & being a Rank 4 wonder,
the wonder functions like a regular Apokalypsi communicator.

APOKALYPSI ●●●●●

ANSWER QUESTIONS

This can probe the truths and contrapositives that underlie material reality to reveal the truth of the
world. A genius can use her wonder to ask any question about anything in range. This question can
be nearly anything: "How many guards patrol the grounds of the Solotech headquarters?" "Is the
door in front of me trapped or alarmed in any way?" "Will I win the mayoral election?"
If user succeeds, the wonder answers with complete accuracy and usefulness. The wonder cannot
answer questions of aesthetics or morality, but it can flawlessly answer questions about the past or
the present, or about the future, assuming events play out as they have currently been set in motion.
It won't give odds on a future event; since it sees it as already having happened, it offers a straight
answer, but events may conspire to change that result. Clever users ask how they can insure a result.
To perform this feat of prognostication, the user rolls (Intelligence + Investigation):
Success: The wonder provides an absolutely accurate, correct, and useful (or at least not
deliberately ambiguous and misleading) answer. If the answer requires qualifiers, the wonder will
provide them and explain the situation as coherently as possible.
Exceptional Success: As above, and the wonder offers additional relevant information on the
subject that the genius may find valuable.
Failure: The answer is not clear.
Dramatic Failure: The wonder provides incorrect or extremely misleading information.
Suggested Modifiers: Question is unclear (-1 to -3), answer is well-known or public knowledge
(+2), a simple "yes or no" query (+1), question is about a famous person (bonus = Fame Merit lvl).

DETECTING EVERYTHING
A scanner of this rank can detect anything in range, regardless of intervening obstacles (ignore
cover & concealment), across dimensional boundaries (actually seeing those realms, not just seeing
the gates), and at any time in the past or the future. Much like rank 2-3, but without any real limits..
Seeing into the past or future requires an extended (Wits + Academics) check and a number of
successes depending on how far away the target time is from the current time:
Time
Need

Hour
1 sux

Day
2 sux

Decade
3 sux

Century
4 sux

Milennium
5 sux

Million years
6 sux

Billion years
7 sux

Any time
8 sux

Suggested Modifiers: Temporal eddies (-1 to -3), famous event (-1 to -5), user's own past (+2).
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Sux & ExSux: User sees the desired timeframe, & can return to that point for the rest of scene.
Once a genius has accessed another dimension or another time, it is possible to communicate with
beings in those dimensions & times (See p300 for considerations about temporal communication).
Dramatic Failure: The wonder shows the wrong time, or the right time in a way that is
misleading and unhelpful. All accumulates successes are lost.
Multitasking Option: It is possible to view multiple times, but like with viewing multiple
dimensions, this incurs a –2 penalty to all identification attempts per timeframe.

APOKALYPSI-SPECIFIC VARIABLES
VARIABLES

CM

Mechanics

Active Scanner
–1 to 2 Increases Range by +3 steps, but is auto-noticed by scans
One-Medium Comm-Link
+1
Limited to one: ●Audio, ●Still pictures, ●Text data, or ●Video.
Goggles
±0
Display is incorporated directly into character's field of vision
Land Line
+1 to 2 Must be plugged into network & immobile while being used
Narrow Focus
+1 to 2 Device is limited to only registering a limited sub-set of data
Onboard Storage
±0
(need Automata 1) Device can record the info it processes

Active Scanner (–1-2): Normal scanners passively absorb information. This variable lets a
scanner send out active pulses that are analyzed when they bounce back. This increases the
scanner's range by three steps. However, active scans are auto-noticed by any scanning device, and
can draw unwanted attention. This variable incurs a -1 penalty, or a -2 penalty if the scanner can be
switched between active and passive modes. (In passive mode, its range is reduced by three steps).
One-Medium Comm-Link (+1): The communicator only transmits one of the following types of
data: ●Audio, ●Still pictures, ●Text data, or ●Video.
Goggles (±0): The wonder fits over the eyes, allowing for a constant flow of data while the
wearer views his environment, rather than forcing the user to split his attention between the scanner
screen and his immediate surroundings. They offer the advantage of a heads-up display, but cannot
see anything outside of the genius' immediate field of vision.
Land Line (+1-2): The device needs to be plugged in to a communication line to function. It
cannot be moved while active. This variable grants a +2 bonus. If the wonder is attached to an
extension cord (no longer than 10' per dot of Inspiration), the variable grants a +1 bonus.
Narrow Focus (+1-2): A scanner that only picks up on one type of thing in its area is said to have
a narrow focus. Common foci include only: ●occult phenomena, ●physical phenomena, ●energetic
phenomena, or ●biological phenomena. Any of these grant a +1 bonus. ●More specific foci within
one of those fields (shape and vector only, species identification only) grants a +2 bonus.
●Some wonders function solely to serve as low-light and no-light viewing screens, without any
further abilities. This grants a +2 bonus. ●A Rank 3 Apokalypsi wonder that only serves as a
"scrying" device – it cannot be used for tracking distant objects – grants a +1 bonus. ●A Rank 3
wonder that only tracks distant objects but that cannot scry grants a +1 bonus.
●A scanner that only looks through time (it can't see within 1 day of the present time or move its
viewpoint around), or only looks into other dimensions, gets a +1 bonus. ●A wonder that only does
probability analysis gets a +1 bonus. ●If it only scans probability in a specific way (f.ex. only
looking after a person's financial state) it gets a +2 bonus. ●One that only prognosticates grants a +1
bonus. ●A wonder that serves only as a universal translator gets a +2 bonus. ●One that scans with
only one sense (vision only, sound only, electromagnetic fields only, etc) grants a +2 bonus.
Onboard Storage (±0): (requires Automata 1) By default, communicators and scanners lack
memory: what you see on the screen is what the device is picking up at that very moment.
Onboard storage can record an arbitrarily large amount of info, including sound, pictures, movies,
& data. Included in this option is a mundane way of getting data from the scanner or communicator
to a regular computer, such as a disk drive that the wonder can burn data to or a USB hub.
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EPIKRATO
Axiom of: Control. Wonders: Procedures to Dominate & Manipulate.
Definitions: Epikrato controls. As knowledge of Epikrato increases, understanding
passes out of the realm of pure physical domination and becomes ever more abstract,
but the element of control remains. Any wonder designed to dominate, suborn, or
manipulate some aspect of reality, that isn't covered by another Axiom, uses Epikrato.
Catalyst: Neid. Foundation: Directors. Baramins: Phenomenologists, Dharmists.

BASICS
Construction: ●Mind-controlling wonders require Academics. ●Wonders that control the physical
world require Science. ●Wonders that exploit reflex triggers or do meat puppetry require Medicine.
Mania: Every successful use costs 1 Mania per target per Rank of the wonder.
Dice Pool: Uncontested actions against items not possessed by other people don't normally require
a roll; an Epikrato door-unlocker just unlocks the door without difficulty. Controlling other people,
or attempting to seize control of objects in another person's control, require a contested dice roll.
The dice pool used depends on what sort of effect is being employed:
EFFECT
Object manipulation
Computer manipulation
Control a Wonder
Control a held Wonder
Telekinesis (held item)
Telekinesis (piloted vehicle)
Meat puppetry
Reflex triggers
Emotional manipulation
Fear attack (emotn man. type)
Mind control
Animal control

Dice Pool

Intelligence + Science
Intelligence + Computer
Intelligence + Science
Intelligence + Science
Intelligence + Science
Intelligence + Science
Int + Medicine – Size
Int + Medicine – Size
Man + Academics
Man + Intimidation
Man + Academics
Man + Animal Ken

VS
VS
VS
VS
VS
VS
VS
VS
VS
VS

Wonder's Rank
Rank + Inspiration + Int + Science
Strength + Dexterity
Strength + Drive
Stamina + Inspiration
Stamina + Inspiration
Composure + Inspiration
Composure + Inspiration
Resolve + Inspiration
Com + Metanormal Advantage

Range: Epikrato effects have a basic range equal to 10 feet per dot of the genius' Inspiration. This
can be changed with a variable. Ordinarily, Epikrato effects hit automatically and then require a roll
to see if the effect takes hold. This too can be changed with the "Epikrato ray" variable.
Consciousness & Control: Epikrato-based control of people & objects immediately ends if the
genius is rendered unconscious, unless she rolls an Exceptional Success. An ExSux allows the user
to maintain control while she is unconscious. (She obviously cannot give new orders.) People and
objects are freed immediately if the genius dies. Preparing for political domination (Epikrato 4) is
unaffected by these rules, since the genius does not establish control until finishing his work.

EPIKRATO EFFECTS
LVL

CONTROL...

Example Functions

●
●●
●●●

Objects

Operate Machine, Remote-control vehicle, Control Info Storage

Forces

Telekinesis, Telekinetic Attack, Body Puppetry, Reflex Triggers

Minds

Mind Control, Psychic Invisibility, Drain Willpower

●●●●

Systems

●●●●●

Identities

Wealth & the Market, Crowd Control, Moving People & Things,
Political Domination, Weather Control, Probability Manipulation
Talent Reduction, Adjust Morality, Beholden Status, Modify Memories,
Personality Editing, Deleting a Mind, Undo Changes, Transfer Consciousness
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EPIKRATO ●
OPERATE MACHINE
The genius gains the ability to make simple changes in objects to the limit of their natural ability.
The "natural ability" part is important: a genius could use Epikrato to make a car drive, but not to
make it fly; she can open a door, but not throw it off its hinges. This level of ability is useful for
throwing switches, locking and unlocking doors, and unscrewing screws.
Seizing control of an object is normally automatic. This is sufficient to unlock a door (no Larceny
check needed), flip a switch on or off, tune a radio, control a laptop, power and object on or off, or
similar operations. Once targeted, an object remains subject to influence for the rest of the scene (no
additional Mania need be spent).
Attempting to control a vehicle or machine requires the genius to possess the requisite Skills: a
genius could seize control of a car, but dangerous maneuvers still require a (Dex +Drive +Handling)
check. A genius could access a guard's computer from inside her prison cell, but cannot access its
hidden records without an (Intelligence + Computer) check, and so on.

CONTROL INFO STORAGE

(requires Apokalypsi 1)
A genius can use an Epikrato 1 controller to control anything she has read-access to with an
Apokalypsi 1 communicator, even if the target is outside of the Epikrato wonder's range. This
control can be used to write data (even on to non-rewritable media) and to seize control of
computers. If attempting to seize control, every check allows the genius to perform one action, and
the roll suffers the same penalty as the Apokalypsi check. (See p158).

EPIKRATO ●●
TELEKINESIS
At this level of power, the genius can engage in direct and overt control over the physical world,
bending space and gravity to her will. In other words, she can perform telekinetic effects. The
amount a genius can move & the speed she can manage depends on item's Size & wonder's ''force'':
force

Size 0

Size 1

Size 2–3

Size 4–6

Size 7–12

S.13–29

S.30-100

S.101+

3
4
5
6
7

Spd 1
Spd 2
Spd 4
Spd 8
Spd 16

–
Spd 1
Spd 2
Spd 4
Spd 8

–
–
Spd 1
Spd 2
Spd 4

–
–
–
Spd 1
Spd 2

–
–
–
–
Spd 1

–
–
–
–
–

–
–
–
–
–

–
–
–
–
–

8

20 mph

Spd 16

Spd 8

Spd 4

Spd 2

Spd 1

–

–

9

40 mph

20 mph

Spd 16

Spd 8

Spd 4

Spd 2

Spd 1

–

10

80 mph

40 mph

20 mph

Spd 16

Spd 8

Spd 4

Spd 2

Spd 1

11

160 mph

80 mph

40 mph

20 mph

Spd 16

Spd 8

Spd 4

Spd 2

12

320 mph

160 mph

80 mph

40 mph

20 mph

Spd 16

Spd 8

Spd 4

13

640 mph

320 mph

160 mph

80 mph

40 mph

20 mph

Spd 16

Spd 8

14

1280 mph

640 mph

320 mph

160 mph

80 mph

40 mph

20 mph

Spd 16

15

2560 mph

1280 mph

640 mph

320 mph

160 mph

80 mph

40 mph

20 mph

16

5120 mph

2560 mph

1280 mph

640 mph

320 mph

160 mph

80 mph

40 mph

Force = (Inspiration + Epikrato + Core Modifier). Spd = (yards per turn).
Requirements: Blue = Skafoi 1. Green = Skafoi 2. Red = Skafoi 3.
To move an object at 40 miles per hour or faster, or to move any object larger than Size 7 faster
than one yard per turn, requires Skafoi 1. To move objects 320 miles per hour requires Skafoi 2. To
move objects 1280 miles per hour or faster requires Skafoi 3.
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TELEKINETIC ATTACK

(requires Katastrofi 1)
If a genius possesses any ranks in Katastrofi, she can attack people with her telekinesis.
Dice Pool: Int + (Athletics or Firearms) + (lower of Epikrato or Katastrofi) – target's Defense.
Sharp objects, objects more than twice the target's Size, or objects traveling 160 mph or more
cause Lethal damage; other objects cause Bashing damage.
This can also harm someone by flinging them into an obstacle. This works just like flinging an
item into them. A target flung directly subtracts Strength from the roll, not Defense. If the genius
tries to fling a vehicle that the subject is controlling, this becomes a competing roll vs Dex + Drive.

BODY PUPPETRY
Telekinetic control also allows the genius to seize control of a target's body. To seize control of a
living thing, the user rolls (Intelligence + Medicine – target's Size) vs (Stamina + Inspiration).
Suggested Modifiers: The subject is moving at over 20 mph (-1), over 100 mph (-2), over 1'000
mph (-3), the subject is a tame animal (+2), the subject is engaged in combat (-3).
Resisting Control: A subject can spend 1WP on his turn to resist external manipulation for 1
turn. He can't act on his own, however; while spending WP he remains frozen, fighting the effects
of control. Subjects controlled in this way lose their Defense.
Success: The genius takes control of the subject's body and controls her in a puppet-like fashion.
The subject cannot act on her own, and on the genius' turn, the genius can control the subject. These
actions use the subject's Attributes and Skills, not the genius'. The effect ends if the genius spends
his turn doing something besides controlling the subject (and perhaps moving slowly, at half speed).
Exceptional Success: As above, except the subject does not regain control if the genius neglects
him for a turn. Instead he remains inactive and susceptible to continued control for the duration of
the scene. If the genius has Automata 1, subject can be made to perform simple independent tasks
that do not require a Skill roll. The subject is treated as an Automata 2 "zombie" for the purpose of
determining intelligence, and can manage a number of commands (and their priority) equal to the
genius' Inspiration + Epikrato.
Failure: The genius fails to seize control.
Dramatic Failure: Subject can't be affected by the genius' Epikrato attempts for rest of the scene.

REFLEX TRIGGERS
Instead of controlling the subject, the genius can yank hard on a particular reflex or nerve cluster to
produce one of a handful of predictable results: unconsciousness (or catatonia), flight, or rage.
Dice Pool: (Intelligence + Medicine – target's Size) vs (Stamina + Metanormal Advantage).
Failure: The genius fails to seize control.
Dramatic Failure: The subject cannot be affected by the genius' Epikrato attempts for rest of scene
Success: The genius affects the target with a reflex trigger, causing the subject to act out in a
particular way as described below.
Exceptional Success: Also, the subject will not recover from the effect until the end of the scene.
Suggested Modifiers: Subject is a tame animal (+2), subject is hardened against stress or violence
(-1), subject is badly hurt (suffering wound penalties) (+1), subject is part of a mob or crowd (+2).
Knockout: A subject that's knocked out is allowed a reflexive (Sta + Com) check to recover at the
end of every one of her turns, with a penalty equal to the number of Successes the genius received.
Fear: A subject hit with a "flight reflex" or fear attack runs away from the genius at maximum
speed, ignoring hazards but not acting concerned with cover or other forms of protection, including
Defense. The subject is allowed a Stamina + Composure check to recover at the end of every one of
her turns, with a penalty equal to the number of successes the genius received.
Rage: A subject that's hit with a "fight reflex" effect attacks the nearest target or the nearest
enemy target, ignoring Defense and making as powerful an attack as possible (full attacks, full auto
gunfire, etc.) with the weapon in hand. (The subject will not draw weapons, and if disarmed will
attack with fists and teeth.) The subject is allowed a Stamina + Composure check to recover at the
end of every one of her turns, with a penalty equal to the number of successes the genius received.
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EPIKRATO ●●●
MIND CONTROL
A genius can now seize direct control over systems as complicated as a creature's mind. He can
control a living thing's autonomous reactions, engage in direct mind control, or effect subtle but
pervasive emotional changes, rather than simply yanking on nerve endings. Use of this power is
always at least an Obligation 7 transgression when applied to fully intelligent beings like humans.
Dice Pool: (Manipulation + Academics) vs subject's (Resolve + Inspiration).
Suggested Modifiers: Subject distracted (+1), subject suspicious of the genius (-2), subject is
ornery or stubborn (-1), subject is psychologically malleable (+1), genius is in authority over the
subject (+2), subject is actively engaged in combat (-3).
Resisting Control: A subject can spend a point of Willpower on his turn to trigger a new roll and
perhaps escape the genius' control. This point of Willpower does not add +3 to the roll.
Success: The genius seizes mental control of the target, producing any state of servitude up to
near-absolute loyalty. The subject will carry out almost any instruction that the genius supplies,
either verbally or through the medium of the wonder. The subject functions independently and to
the best of his ability in order to serve the genius, by attacking the genius' enemies, answering
questions, or performing complicated tasks within the subject's purview such as lying to superiors
and disabling the lock on the vault. The effect lasts for the duration of the scene. When the effect
ends, the subject remembers being controlled.
Exceptional Success: As a regular success, except the effect lasts for a full day and can be
renewed every day by spending a point of Mania. The subject will obey even suicidal and immoral
directives. When the effect ends, the subject does not remember being controlled.
Failure: The subject is not affected, and is aware of the control attempt.
Dramatic Fail: Subject's aware of control attempt & is immune to genius' mental control for Scene.
No Self-Destruction:
Unless the genius scores an Exceptional Success on his control attempts, a person cannot blithely
be forced to kill herself or to physically injure herself directly. Any attempts to force the subject to
kill or harm herself fail automatically and allow an immediate Composure + Metanormal Advantage
check, at a penalty = (successes genius scored) to escape the genius' hold.
This must be an unambiguous act of self-violence: jumping into lava, shooting self, etc. It also
includes standing there & suffering injury, like being told to hold still while the genius' ally blazes
away with an energy gun. Forcing a subject to charge a powerful enemy doesn't qualify as suicide,
nor do any acts that don't cause physical harm, no matter the psychological trauma it may inflict.
Ethical Limits:
It's also hard to get the subject to perform acts that violate his character & moral center without
an Exceptional Success. Any act that would trigger a Degeneration check (no matter the type of
morality trait) grants the subject another immediate Composure + Metanormal Trait check, at a
penalty = (successes the genius scored). Success means the subject immediately breaks free, but
failure means that the subject goes through with the act. (This differs from with suicidal actions,
where the target still refuses even on a failure.) A controlled subject does not actually degenerate
due to ethical violations committed while controlled.
Willpower:
Unless the genius gets an Exceptional Success, a controlled subject cannot be made to spend
Willpower; any attempt to get the target to spend Willpower will cause him to spend Willpower on
resisting the genius' effects at the soonest opportunity.

DRAIN WILLPOWER
Can now affect a person's WP, draining and exhausting him in place of seizing direct control.
Dice Pool: Manipulation + Academics vs Resolve + Composure.
Success: Subject loses 1WP per sux rolled. Exceptional Success: The subject loses all their WP.
Failure: Subject resists the effect. Dramatic Fail: Effect rebounds, draining 1WP from wielder.
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PSYCHIC INVISIBILITY
The genius' grasp of Epikrato allow him to send the useful thought "you don't notice me" into a
person's mind. This requires a Manipulation + Academics check vs the subject's Wits + Composure.
This trick is often combined with the "many minds" & "no range" variables to blanket an area in
"you don't see me" waves and allow the genius to move around unmolested. Unlike other multitarget Epikrato effects, in this case Mania cost need only be paid once, not per target to be affected.
Success: The subject loses a number of Successes from any attempt to spot the genius equal to
the number of Successes the genius receives. The genius does not need to make any particular effort
to hide or remain stealthy if she does not want to, and may still remain hidden. (That is, the subject
receives no bonus to notice a genius standing right next to him in a brightly-lit corridor.) The
subject will notice the genius if the genius attacks, touches, or talks to the subject.
Exceptional Success: As above. Further, the the subject will not notice the genius even if
attacked or touched, or if the genius talks to the subject. (The subject hears the words and will
probably understand that someone nearby is invisible, but cannot place the genius' location.)
Failure: The genius is no more hidden from the subject than normal.
Dramatic Failure: The genius draws the attention of everyone nearby.

EPIKRATO ●●●●
No longer needs to affect discrete things; can instead affect whole groups of complex phenomena,
from crowds to weather. Can even seize direct control of probability, causing it to twist and flow.
A genius can build a wonder to produce one of several results: to make crowds denser or sparser,
to bring people or things to the genius through a series of improbably complex coincidences, to
produce specific results within a complex unfolding event (that is, to rig elections, trigger riots, and
produce other popular mass-events), and to manipulate wealth and the market. Each is a distinct
wonder. A genius can also build a weather-control device. This is also a discrete wonder.

WEALTH & THE MARKET
Genius can manipulate her own or other people's Social Merits. Merits that can be targeted include:
Allies, Contacts, Fame, Mentor, Resources, Retainer, and Status. She can also control Beholden
Number, Generator, Tenure, and any other Merit that is based on wealth, status, or windfalls.
The genius rolls Manipulation + Politics and spends an hour of work (a minute at -2, or a turn at
-4; very short spans of time may be deemed impossible by the ST). If attacking a person who does
not want to be influenced, roll vs the target's Resolve + Composure + highest Merit dot targeted.
Dramatic Failure: The target loses one dot in the relevant Merit if that dot was supposed to have
increased, or gains one dot if it was supposed to decrease. This effect lasts for one day.
Failure: The target's Merits do not change. The genius cannot attempt to manipulate this person's
fortunes again until a day has passed.
Success: The genius can add or subtract one dot of Social Merits per dot of Inspiration. This
effect lasts for one scene. The effect can either occur immediately, or the genius can trigger it a
number of days distant equal to his Inspiration, whenever he desires. A genius can only have one
"trigger" in place at a time; if a new one is put in place, the old one vanishes.
Exceptional Success: Can add or subtract 1 dot of Social Merits per Inspiration dot. Effect can
last indefinitely if user wants. If given an indefinite duration, they must bind a number of Mania to
the Merits equal to the difference in dots between the "real" amount and the modified amount.
Suggested Modifiers: The genius is very familiar with the subject's finances (+1), the genius
does not know the subject very well (-1), the genius is targeting a genius-only Merit (-2), the genius
has engaged in previous successful manipulation to ensure his plan succeeds (+1 to +3)
You can only have a total number of Merits dots modified (up or down) equal to his Inspiration.
Can also use this ability to cancel another genius' manipulation. This also requires a (Man + Acad)
check. If even one Success is rolled, the subject's Merit dots to stabilize where they should be.
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CROWD CONTROL
The device can manipulate crowd density. Dice Pool: Manipulation + Politics.
Action: Normally requires 1 hour, but only 1 minute at [–2] penalty, or 1 turn with a [–4] penalty.
Suggested Modifiers: Unlikely manipulations, like calling dense crowd in middle of nowhere (-3),
high-energy crowd (+1), is familiar with the crowd's dynamics (+1), foreign or unfamiliar place (-2)
lvl

CROWD DENSITY

0 Empty: Totally abandoned and deserted.
1 Largely Empty: Restaurant just before closing, quiet country road, main street of a small town
Fairly Busy: An office, a typical highway, or a supermarket; slow-downs are going to be rare and
2
accidental, but there is traffic to avoid.
Dense Crowds: A well-traveled road during rush hour, a department store during a sale, a popular
3 restaurant at dinner hour; slow-downs are possible and common, and the crowds can make
movement difficult for the unwary.
Packed Crowds: Stop-and-go-traffic; a store on Black Friday, a packed dance club, a popular
4
sporting event; the crowds are so dense everything slows to a crawl.
Dangerously Packed Crowds: A dead-stop in traffic, a cattle-car, an overcrowded concert, or the
5
front line of a riot; no one is moving.

Success: The genius "summons" or "banishes" a crowd in the desired area. Every point of Mania
spent increases or decreases the crowd density by 1 step, with a max change =the genius' Inspiration
Ordinarily, crowds appear around a genius. If he wants to send them around, he can treat a crowd
manipulated in this way as a single thing for the purpose of the ''Moving People & Things'' effect.
Ex.Sux: Can select up to 1 person or vehicle per Inspiration, who can move as if crowd isn't there
Failure: No effect. The genius can't attempt a similar manipulation for at least one hour.
Dramatic Failure: The crowds do the exact opposite of what the genius wants; a genius trying to
disappear into a crowded dance hall suddenly finds it empty.
MOVING PEOPLE & THINGS
The genius can also influence specific people or things, causing them to move about. This is
nothing so crude as telekinesis or teleportation. Instead, events conspire to move people or things
where the genius wants them to go. Once a person arrives at his location, he is free to leave. An
object, once it reaches its destination, might be picked up or otherwise transferred.
Action: Requires 1 hour of work (1 minute at -2, or 1 turn at -4) and a Manipulation + Politics
check, with a -1 penalty per object to be moved at the same time past the first. If attempting to move
a person who doesn't want to move, the roll is resisted by the subject's Resolve + Metanormal
Advantage. The genius must know the target's current location in order to use this ability.
Suggested Modifiers: Moving in that general direction anyway (+2), easily-transported object
(+1), highly mobile object, like an airliner (+2), immobile, heavy, or hard-to-move object (-1 to -5),
object would seem outof- place transported to target locale (-1)
Success: The genius sets things up such that people or things move about. The time it takes for
something to move depends on distance and available modes of travel. Generally, assuming access
to modern transportation technology combined with various hold-ups and missteps: a move of a
mile or less takes minutes. A move across a city or state takes hours. Moving within the same
country or continent takes days. Cross-continent journeys take weeks.
The genius binds 1 Mania per target until the targets reach their desired locales (at which point
the release of the Mania indicates that the target has made it – or perhaps died or escaped the effect
– though the genius gains no other way to track movement with this power alone).
Exceptional Success: The action occurs as planned. The genius can bind additional Mania to
hurry the process along: every point bound to a target reduces transit time by 1 step (weeks to days,
days to hours, etc). An object can't move faster than is possible with available technology, however.
Failure: The genius can't cause anything to move. The genius cannot try again with any of her
targets or destinations until at least one day has passed.
Dramatic Failure: Badly miscalculates & ends up inconveniencing user in some significant way,
such as bumping into a (well-armed) arch-enemy at an antique show while hunting for a rare artifact
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POLITICAL DOMINATION
The genius can cause noticeable changes in large public events, such as elections, stock markets,
and large social gatherings. The time taken depends on the number of people involved in the event:
People

Example

Requires

< 20
< 100
< 1'000
< 10'000
< 100'000

Streetside protest
Block party
Small rock concert
County fair
Professional sports stadium

1 turn
1 minute
1 hour
1 day
1 week

People

Example

< 1 million
< 10 million
< 100 million
> 100 million

Requires

Woodstock-style
cultural event
Most city elections
Most state elections
National election

1 month
1 year
1 decade
1 century

Reducing this time incurs a -1 penalty to the roll per step reduced; there's no effect of taking more
time, and stocks are assumed to take 1 week to manipulate. User must work up until the end of the
event to get the desired effect. To leave an effect to be "triggered" later gives a -1 penalty to the roll:
-1 for delay up to a day, -2 up to a week, -3 up to a month, -4 up to a year, and -5 if a year or longer.
Dice Pool: Manipulation + Politics – 1 per step the genius wants to shift the target.
The ST determines the event's current level based on what sort of an event it is:
LEVEL

Election

Near exac 50/50: may
end in court or runoff
Razor-thin victory:
Tranquil
Win by <2% margin
Average victory:
Normal
Win by 2% to 5%
Landslide victory:
Aggressive
Win by 5% or more
Revolution: riots,
Explosive
violence, new order
Torpid

Party
Absolutely dead:
People start leaving
Dreary event: Boring,
tepid experience
Typical: Average, for
type of people there
Absolute blast:
Party to remember
Riot breaks out:
Violence; chaos

Protest

Stocks

Protest is killed:
People get bored & leave

Downward
nosedive

A sorry excuse for a protest

Inching down

Typical: Enthusiasm, shouts,
Remains stable
but no serious violence
Riot: People are fighting,
Starts to climb
police getting called
Bloody riot: Possibly ends
Soars
in massacre or revolution

Inertia: Manipulating elections may require a genius to dig his candidate out of a "hole". F.ex: if
the genius' candidate is expected to lose by a landslide, it's 3 steps just to get the race up to "50/50",
and six steps (so, a –6 penalty) to cause a landslide victory for the genius' candidate. Also note that
manipulating an election will draw all sorts of powerful interested parties out of the woodwork.
Success: Can shift the mood of a group or social organization by desired number of steps. 1M/lvl.
Exceptional Success: As above, and the effect is unusually long-lasting or effective.
Failure: No effect. If the genius makes another attempt, he cannot try to reduce the time interval
until the listed time interval (based on the size of the event) has passed.
Dramatic Failure: The exact opposite effect from what the genius wants happens. If the genius
wanted the protest to dissolve into bloody riots, it goes off without a hitch and many friends are
made. If the genius wanted his stock to surge, it falls like a bag of sand.
WEATHER CONTROL
Can control the weather by manipulating probability on a molecular lvl. Any Genius who sees
unnatural weather patterns automatically knows exactly what's going on. Dice Pool: Int+Science.
Suggested Modifiers: Predictable weather(-1), tempestuous weather(+1), no view of the sky(-3),
done while in the air (+1), while in urban area (-1), accelerating existing weather pattern (+1).
Success: The weather begins to change, as rated on 3 scales: temperature, wind & precipitation.
Every M spent causes ±10° Fahrenheit, OR changes wind OR precipitation by ±1 step. This affects
an area ca 1/4 mile in diameter around wielder, but can add 1/4 mile per +1M spent. Can also move
the effect's epicenter away 1 mile in any direction per +1M spent on it. Every step of change in each
of the 3 fields takes 5 minutes to manifest. Wielder must monitor the transformation unless they
also have Automata 1, in which case they can set the wonder to work & then act independently. The
weather change lasts up to an hour, then each scale returns to normal at rate of 1 step per 5 minutes.
Exceptional Success: As above. Further, every step of change in each of the 3 categories takes
only a single turn, not 5 minutes. Effect lasts 1 hour, and can spend Mania to extend the time: +1pnt
per additional hour. After duration expires, each scale returns to normal at a rate of 1 step per turn.
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Failure: The weather remains as it was. Dramatic Failure: The genius unleashes the exact sort
of weather she does not want. She may or may not get struck by lightning a bunch of times.
lvl

WIND STRENGTH

0 None: Dead calm.
1 Mild breeze: No in-game effect.
2 Moderate breeze: Light material (paper, sand) blown around; might limit vision or provide a distraction
Strong breeze: Ranged attacks other than guns suffer a -1 penalty. The howling wind incurs a -1
penalty to all hearing attempts. A subject's Speed is reduced by 1 for every point of Size below Size 4. A
3
subject's flying Speed is reduced by 1 for every point of Size below Size 6. This reduction in speed also
translates into a Handling or maneuver penalty when moving.
Gale-force wind: Ranged attacks other than guns suffer a –2 penalty. Guns suffer a –1 penalty.
Hearing is at –3. Subject's Speed is reduced by 1 for every point of Size below Size 6. A subject's flying
4
Speed is reduced by 1 for every point of Size below Size 10. This reduction in speed also translates into
a Handling or maneuver penalty when moving.
Hurricane-force wind: Ranged attacks all suffer a -5 penalty. Hearing is at -5. A subject's Speed is
reduced by 1 per point of Size below Size 10. A subject's flying Speed is reduced by 1 for every point of
5 Size below Size 50. This reduction in speed also translates into a Handling or maneuver penalty when
moving. In addition, anyone trying to fly suffers an additional -5 penalty to any maneuvers. Everyone in
the area who is not under cover suffers three dice of Bashing damage per turn from flying debris.
lvl

PRECIPITATION

0
2
3
4

None: No rain, not a cloud in the sky.
1 Potential: Overcast & cloudy.
Light [drizzle / dusting of snow]: Acts like climbing & running on slick pavement suffer a -1 penalty
Moderate rain / snow: Ranged attacks & vision checks suffer –1 penalty. Maneuvering gets –2 penalty
Downpour/snowstorm: Ranged attacks, vision & maneuvering at –3. Lightning may strike sporadically
Thunderstorm: Ranged attacks, vision & maneuvering at –5. Lightning strikes all exposed items. Every
turn, everyone & everything that is out in the open has a 1% chance of being struck by lightning. This
increases to 5% if the subject is higher than its surroundings, and also to 5% if the subject has a lot of
5
metal on it (or is made of metal). Something higher than its surroundings and made of or carrying metal
has a 10% chance of being struck every round. A stroke of lightning causes 2 dice of Lethal damage per
dot of Inspiration. The genius has no particular control over these lightning bolts.

PROBABILITY MANIPULATION
By twisting probability, a genius can alter the likelihood of discrete events occurring. Mechanically,
this adds or subtracts dice from a pool. Can target an individual or a group, a specific action or a
whole scene's worth of action, a particular Skill or technique or a person's entire probable efficiency
Character must be in range of the targets & aware of their general location, but need not see them.
Dice Pool: Intelligence + Science. Cost: 1 Mania per (±1 modifier) worth of effect applied.
Scope of Effect
dice
Affects all rolls
+0
Affects all Mental, or Physical, or Social rolls +1
Affects only a single Skill
+2
Affects only a single Specialization
+3
Character has line-of-sight to all targets
+1
Affects people ≤ wielder's Inspiration dots
–0
Multiply the base number of people affected –1/×2

Duration
Effect persists for one scene
Effect applies only to next relevant action the
subject does any time before the scene ends

dice
±0
+1

Effect applies only to next relevant action the
subject does any time within nr of days = i dots

±0

Effect applies only to next relevant action the
subject does, but lasts indefinitely until used

–2

Success & ExSux: Grants a modifier up to max +1 bonus or a –1 penalty per sux rolled. Multiple
probabilistic effects do not stack; use the highest relevant modifier. They can cancel one-another out
Failure: User fails to manipulate probability. Can't try again on the same targets for rest of day.
Dramatic Failure: For the rest of the day, all the user's Failures are treated as Dramatic Failures.
F.ex: Sardinius the Scrupulous (Inspiration 6, Intelligence 4, Science 5) wants to inconvenience a
squad of thugs setting up outside his laboratory. He wants to penalize all their Physical rolls (+1).
The effect will last for a full scene (no modifier). There are seven thugs to target (-1). Sardinius'
dice pool, then, is (9+1-1) 9. He rolls and receives three successes. The thugs suffer a -3 penalty to
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all Physical actions for the duration of the scene. This costs Sardinius three points of Mania.

EPIKRATO ●●●●●
An Epikrato master can completely enslave a subject, dominating the subject's identity.
Dice Pool: Man + Academics. Action: Extended, 1 roll per minute (or per turn at –2 penalty).
Target: Need sux = target's Resolve + Composure + Metanormal Advantage.
Success & ExSux: Progress is made toward controlling the subject.
Failure: No progress made, and can't make another attempt for at least a minute.
Dramatic Failure: Feedback has user's higher brain functions shut down for scene's duration.
Once a subject is under the wielder's control, they can engage in regular (Epikrato 2 or 3) mind or
emotion control. But more importantly, they can permanently change aspects of the subject's mind.
Dice Pool: Every attempt requires (Manipulation + Academics) vs (Resolve + Inspiration),
Action: 1 minute of work, or 1 turn with a –2 penalty. Cost: 1 Mania per sux used to change target.
Success & ExSux: The wielder can ''spend'' successes on editing the subject's mind (see below).
Failure: Wielder can make no changes to the subject. He cannot try again for at least a minute
Dramatic Failure: The subject snaps out of the control.
Edit Personality

sux

Minor Changes (f.ex. changing an irascible
person into being pleasant & agreeable)

1

Significant Changes (f.ex. alter Vice or Virtue) 2
Complete Change, alters entire personality
3
Rewrite Memories
sux
Adding or removing one memory
1
Adding or removing a constellation of related
memories (f.ex. memories of subject's wife)

2

Whole span of related & unrelated memories

3

Modify Sanity
Alter Morality lvl (up to max = wielder's own)
Inflict or cure a Mild Derangement
Inflict or cure a Severe Derangement
Inflict or cure an Extreme Derangement
Adjust Mental Faculties
Permanently reduce target's Trait–ratings
Make person start or stop being a Beholden
Blanking (removes all traces of original mind)
Undo any and/or all previous mental changes

sux
1/dot
1
2
3
sux
1/dot
1
5
1

Rewrite Memories: Removing recollections requires either Apokalypsi-based deep probes or that
the character knows about the memories in question, such as by having the subject describe those
memories. The genius can also add new/false memories. These memories seem believable and real.
Reducing Morality: This is a Transgression, at Obligation sin level = subject's new (reduced) score
Beholden Status: Make a mundane person beholden, or turn a beholden into a regular person.
Remove Talent: Can delete dots of these traits: ●Mental & Social Attribute, ●Skill, ●Mental Merit,
●Axiom, ●Axiom-like abilities (vampire Disciplines, etc), ●Inspiration, ●Metanormal Advantage
(Wyrd, Primal Urge, Gnosis, etc.). Reducing a Metanormal Advantage to zero kills the subject.

TRANSFER CONSCIOUSNESS
A genius can swap the minds of subjects currently enslaved in the above fashion. This subject can
be an animal, an automaton, a human-like mane (one with no variables) a regular human, or some
kind of enhanced or metanormal human (including another genius), but not enhanced manes (those
with variables or other unusual abilities) or other type of metanormal creature like a vampire.
This transfer requires one minute of work (one turn at -2) and an Manipulation + Academics
check vs Resolve + Metanormal Advantage. (If the target's mind has been blanked, there is no
competing Resolve, and notes on the host mind, below, can be ignored.)
Success: The genius' mind moves to occupy the new body. This costs 1 Mania per scene.
Exceptional Success: The genius can make move permanent by binding one point of Mania.
Failure: The genius' mind does not move. She cannot try again for a full day.
Dramatic Failure: The subject is free of the genius' control.
Character Traits: The "mind" contains the subject's Mental and Social Attributes, Skills, Mental
Merits, Obligation/Morality, Inspiration, Axioms, Mania, and other Inspired abilities. The "body"
retains subject's Physical Attributes, Physical Merits, unique physical characteristics & appearance.
(What happens to Social Merits is left up to the ST, needs to be adjudicated on a case-by-case basis)
If a consciousness-transfer effect ends & mind finds itself without a body, it returns to its natural
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body. If its natural body does not exist (it has been destroyed, etc.), the bodiless mind is annihilated.
A genius can engage in consciousness-transfer between or among minds that are not her own, so
long as she dominates all the minds. This is handled similarly to a simple transfer: the genius'
Manipulation + Academics vs the combined Resolve of all the people who want to resist the effect.
The results can be any kind of transfer: two people swapping minds, one person dominating the
now-buried mind of another, seven people all shifting their minds one chair to the left, or whatever
else the genius wants. The only fixed rule is that nonhuman (variable-possessing or otherwise
enhanced) manes and metanormal creatures are immune to this effect.
If a move is permanent and a new body possesses superior Physical abilities, the transferred mind
must spend experience points buying her new scores up as soon as possible.
What happens to the host mind is up to the genius. There's 2 options: Either host mind is "buried"
(placed in a sub-sentient state) for duration of the invasion, or host mind moves into invader's body:
Suppressed Mind: If the host mind is buried, the genius' body is comatose for the duration of the
transfer. It can be kept alive with feeding (and eventually, with life support), but it is basically a
vegetable. The buried mind is only dimly sentient, but it can act by spending Willpower in an
attempt to thwart the dominant mind: once the dominant mind decides on an action but before the
dominant mind rolls dice, the buried mind can choose to spend a point of Willpower to subtract
three dice from the dominant mind's dice pool. The buried mind recovers one Willpower per day.
Further, if the dominant mind ever runs out of Willpower, the buried mind can spend a Willpower
point to "attack," trying to force the dominant mind out. This is a competing Resolve + Composure
check. If the buried mind wins, the formerly buried mind again becomes the dominant mind. The
formerly dominant mind is either ejected or becomes a buried mind―the newly-dominant mind's
choice. The buried mind can make this attack as many times as it has points of Willpower.
Normally, the only way to get rid of an annoying buried mind is through blanking.
Mind Swap: This is simpler. In this case, the two minds swap and arrive in opposite bodies.
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EPIKRATO-SPECIFIC VARIABLES
VARIABLES

CM

Prereqs

Mechanics

Epikrato Ray
Long Range
No Range
Many Minds
Invisible Effect
Single-Purpose
Weather
Manipulation

±0
–1 / ×2
+2
–1 / lvl
–1
+1 to 2

Katastrofi 1
Not a ''Ray''
Not a ''Ray''
Not a ''Ray''
–
–

+1 to 2

–

Effect requires hitting target with a ranged firearm-attack
Wonder has its range doubled for each point of penalty
Device can't affect things from afar (usually needs touch)
Mind-control can affect all in a 5 ft radius, x2 per extra -1
Using the device doesn't cause noticeable sound & light
Can only do 1 specific sub-set of effects or type of target
A weather-control device that can only do a very specific
type of adjustment to the local conditions (f.ex. only rain)

Epikrato Ray (±0): (requires Katastrofi 1) Instead of producing an emanation that automatically
hits nearby targets, the wonder shoots forth a ray. This costs 1 Mania to activate for a scene and
requires a (Wits + Firearms + Katastrofi) check to hit, and otherwise causes the wonder to be treated
like a weapon. Its range is based on weapon's configuration (pistol, rifle or type of artillery; as per
range of Katastrofi). Grants a +3 bonus to its effect if it hits a target 10≤ feet away, that isn't the user
If the wonder uses this variable, it can also make use of the following variables of Katastrofi:
"adjusted range" (longer range only), "autofire", "explosive weapon", "extradimensional attack",
"good balance & weight", "limited ammunition", "variable damage" & "variable explosion". These
"explosions" merely spread the area of effect out to main blast radius; there's no ''explosive force''.
Long Range (–1/×2): Wonder's range is doubled per -1 penalty applied. This variable cannot be
combined with "Epikrato ray."
No Range (+2): The wonder has basically no range. This variable cannot be combined with
"Epikrato ray." It does not apply to weather manipulators.
Many Minds (–1/lvl): This is applicable to any attempt at mind control, allowing the genius to
affect many minds at once in any area. For a -1 penalty, the wonder affects a five-foot diameter.
Every further -1 doubles that diameter. This variable cannot be combined with the "Epikrato ray"
variable (instead use the "explosive weapon" variable). The genius can choose to exclude targets.
Invisible Effect (–1): Normally, wonders of Epikrato produce some kind of light or sound when
activated. This variable hides the effect (note that attempts to make something psychically invisible
do not automatically produce a visible effect).
Single-Purpose (+1-2): The wonder only does a limited type of effect, or on limited target types:
Wonder
Physical control
Mind control
Mental device
Mental device
Mental device
Mental device

Single–Purpose
Only does a particular function, such as opening doors or pushing things
Only produces a specific effect ("fear only," "love only," "invisibility only")
Only influences animals
Only influences one type of animal
Controlling only humans (not human-like manes, but including geniuses)
Only engages in rank-5 consciousness manipulation (it can't be used on
enthralled targets to engage in regular lower-rank mind control)

CM
+1
+1
+1
+2
+1
+1

Weather Manipulation (+1-2): A weather-control wonder that can only affect some parameters:
OPTION

Single-scaled: CM +1

Storm Machine: CM +2

Pacifier: CM +2

Only

temp OR precip OR wind

Adds Precip & Wind

lowers Preci & Wind
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Heater: CM +2 Chiller: CM +2
Adds Temp.

Lowers Temp
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EXELIXI
Axiom of: Restoration. Wonders: Medicines & Upgrades.
Definitions: Exelixi improves. While on the face of it, Exelixi is the Axiom of
healing, biological healing is only one minor aspect of Exelixi, which spreads to
encompass all types of improvements, enhancements, and upgrades.
Wonders that improve, heal, restore, or increase a property rely on Exelixi.
Catalyst: Klagen. Foundation: Progenitors. Baramin: Oracles.

BASICS
Construction: ●Generally, medical & healing devices require Medicine to build & ●Toolkits
require Crafts. ●Resurrection technology also requires Occult. ●Wonders designed to work on
organic bodies & wonders designed to work on technology are separate wonders.
Mania: ●Healing or repairing of any sort requires 1 Mania per 1 Lethal or 2 Bashing damage
healed. Healing any amount of Aggravated damage also costs 1 willpower point.
●Repairs require one point of Mania per five units of Structure repaired or fraction thereof.
●"Upgrades" cost one Mania per dot of increase and remain effective for the duration of the scene.
●Wonders of Exelixi that heal, repair, or upgrade cannot benefit from the "Mania Cost" variable.
Dice Pool: Generally, using a wonder of Exelixi to ●heal or to upgrade organic components
requires (Int or Dex) + Medicine. ●Repairing damaged machinery, or enhancing machinery,
requires (Int or Dex) + Crafts. ●Raising the dead uses Int + (lowest of Medicine & Occult).
Range: By default, wonders of Exelixi have a range of touch. Variables can change this.

EXELIXI EFFECTS
LVL

CAPABILITY

Example Functions

●

Maintenance

Healing & Repairs, Curing Disease, Life Support

●●

Enhance

Improve Equipment, Exo-Rigs

●●●

Upgrade

Boost Traits, Boost Machinery

●●●●

Regenerate

Heal Aggravated Damage, Reattachment, Stasis, Replacement Limbs

●●●●●

Revitalize

Resuscitate, Resurrect the Dead, Longevity, Rebuild Machine

EXELIXI ●

HEALING & REPAIRS
The genius can build a wonder that can either heal living matter or repair inorganic matter.
Dice Pool: Healing: Dex + Medicine. Repair: Dex + Crafts.
Success or Exceptional Success: Each success fixes 1L damage, 1 Structure damage, or 2B dmg.
Each L damage or 2B damage healed costs 1M. Every 5 points of Structure (or fraction thereof per
roll) costs 1 Mania. At this level, the genius cannot heal Aggravated damage.
Failure: There is no change in the subject's status.
Dramatic Failure: The attempt inflicts one point of Lethal damage on the subject.
Suggested Modifiers: Unfamiliar or alien anatomy (-1 to -3), unclean environment (-2), sterile
and tidy workspace (+1)
Additionally: Using this wonder also grants a bonus to regular attempts to heal or repair equal to
the genius' Inspiration. Using the wonder in this auxiliary role costs no Mania.
CURING DISEASE
Wonders that can heal injuries can also cure disease. Dice Pool: Int+Medicine – Severity of disease:
Illness severity
Inconvent & temporary
Debilitating & temporary
Debilitating & chronic
Incapacitating / crippling
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Example
dice
Head cold
–0
Flu
–1
Migraine
–2
Fever, cataracts –3

Illness severity

Examples

dice

Crippling & possibly fatal

Many cancers,
Parkinson's disease

–4

Inevitably Fatal

Malignant cancer, AIDS
Lou Gehrig's disease

–5
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Success: The genius cures the disease.
Exceptional Success: This cures the disease & removes any damage caused by previous attempts.
Failure: The genius fails to remove the disease. If the genius tries to cure the disease again that
day, the subject suffers a point of Lethal damage.
Dramatic Failure: The genius exacerbates the disease, causing one point of Lethal damage.
Suggested Modifiers: Bad environment (-1), clean and sterile environment (+1), coupled with
mundane treatment (+1), subject is in final stages of disease (-2).
LIFE SUPPORT
A genius can create a life support machine. This wonder requires no roll to use. The Core Modifier
determines how many people are sustained (with food, water & air), and for how long, for 1 Mania:
CM

–2

–1

±0

+1

+2

+3

+4

+5

+6

Sustains 1 person 1 person 1 person 1 person 5 people 10 people 50 people 100 people 1k people
Duration

1 hour

6 hours 12 hours

1 day

1 day

1 day

1 day

1 day

1 day

●In spaceship, also provides supplements to prevent bone-degradation due to long-term low gravity.
●This effect cannot be combined with the "Mania cost" variable.
●A wonder that provides only air grants a +1 bonus.

EXELIXI ●●
Boosting equipment & enhancing a person's performance are two different sorts of wonders.
IMPROVE EQUIPMENT
A wonder that enhances the performance & efficiency of equipment, machines, and other objects.
Dice Pool: Intelligence + Crafts. Cost: 1 Mania per +1 point or +20% increase.
Success: The object gains one of the following for the duration of the scene:
Target
Mundane gear
Object *
Weapon
Vehicle
Vehicle
Item with Attrbts

Boosted Trait
Equipment Rating
Durability
Damage Rating
Handling
Safe Spd, Max Spd & Acc
One Attribute the item has

Value Added
(Inspiration + CM)
(Inspiration + CM) ≤ (creator's Prostasia)
(Inspiration + CM) ≤ (creator's Katastrofi)
(Inspiration + CM) ≤ (creator's Skafoi)
+20% × ([inspiration +CM] ≤ [creator's Skafoi])
+1 dot, up to max rating = (creator's Automata)

(*=This can't be armor or wonders of Automata or Skafoi)
The genius can choose any bonus or combination of bonuses she wants every time she uses the
wonder. (A variable can fix the wonder's function, so it always provides the same bonus).
[[[Henrik: Da fuck? It says the effect gives 1 of the above, but then says you get more than one?!?]]]
Exceptional Success: The improvements can last indefinitely as long as the genius desires. If
that's the case, they must bind 1M per +1 bonus or +20% increase. The Mania remains bound until
wielder removes the bonus (which requires touching the enhanced object) or the object is destroyed.
Failure: The machine is unaffected.
Dramatic Failure: The machine suffers 1 Structure damage per dot of the genius' Inspiration
EXO-RIGS
A person's performance can be enhanced with a wonder that fits "over" the subject like a suit. It is
often built as an integral wonder of a Prostasia suit, usually fitting under the armor.
Effect: This wonder provides a flat bonus = (creator's Inspiration + Core Modifier) to:
●Any Physical Attribute or ●Any Physical Merits that rely on direct mechanical influence.
Those include: ●Fast Reflexes, ●Fleet of Foot, ●Iron Stamina, ●Quick Draw & ●Strong Back.
The genius can combine bonuses any way she desires (F.ex: A genius with 3 dots of Inspiration can
build a wonder that adds +2 dots to Strength & +1 to Stamina).
Cost: Mania = the number of bonus dots given. Duration: Lasts for 1 scene.
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Limits:
●Unlike other wonders, the wonder's Size = wearer & Size doesn't affect wonder's Core Modifier.
●A wonder that only covers part of a person only enhances the area that it covers. For example, a
glove or gauntlet (Size 1) could provide a bonus to Strength, but only on the hand that it is worn.
●This can't enhance an Attribute above the genius' max Attribute score (as per Inspiration)
●Each wonder only provides one type of boost. For example, a wonder built to provide a dot of
Strength and the Iron Stamina bonus at two dice always provides a dot of Strength and two dots of
Iron Stamina. A variable can change this, however, allowing for more flexible allocation.

EXELIXI ●●●

BOOST TRAITS
The wonder enhances the subject's biological performance. No roll is needed.
Can give dots of the following: ●Any Physical Merit. ●The ''Inspiring'' Merit
●Any Attribute.
●Any Mental Merit.
●The ''Striking Looks'' Merit
Cost: 1 Mania per bonus dot provided. Duration: One Scene.
Effect: Provides additional dots = (creator's Inspiration) + (Core Modifier).
Limits: Only ever gives the same specific set of boosts (f.ex. one designed to grant +1 wits & the
''Combat Reflexes'' merit will always grant those traits), though a variable can make it changeable.
This wonder can't enhance an Attribute above the creator's own Attribute rating maximum, as
determined by their Inspiration score. Any excess dots are lost.
BOOST MACHINERY
With Crafts instead of Medicine, a doctor of Exelixi could build digital "cocktails" for mechanical
creatures. These otherwise work exactly like biological upgrades, and only work on mechanical life.

EXELIXI ●●●●
The genius can now build a healing wonder able to restore lost body parts. This has three effects:
HEAL AGGRAVATED DAMAGE
Dice Pool: Dexterity + Medicine.
Cost: 1WP + 1 Mania per point healed.
Success or Exceptional Success: Heals target of 1 Aggravated damage per success.
Failure: The effect doesn't heal any damage. It is possible to try again.
Dramatic Failure: The genius inflicts a point of Aggravated damage on the subject.
Modifiers: Unfamiliar or alien anatomy(-1 to -3), unclean environment(-2), sterile & tidy area(+1).
REATTACHMENT
Can use a rank 4 wonder to reattach or regenerate lost body parts. This requires time, Mania & 1WP
Dice Pool: (Intelligence + Medicine).
BODY PART

Ear, Nose, Finger
Hand, Foot
Arm, Leg, Eye, Internal organ

PROCESS

1 hour.
1 day
1 week

COST

4 Mania
8 Mania
12 Mania

Success: The genius begins the regeneration of a body part, with time & Mania taken depending
on what was lost, as per the above chart. Note that the wonder must remain in contact with the
subject while the body part regenerates, though the genius need not attend to it.
If the body part merely needs to be reattached (not regrown), this takes a single turn. The
character regains control of the body part in one hour.
Exceptional Success: The genius begins regeneration of the body part. Further, he can spend
additional Mania to reduce the time needed. Spending one Mania means that the subject regains
control of his reattached part instantly. Otherwise, every point of Mania reduces the growing time
by 1 step (week, day, hour, minute, turn). The subject regains control of the body part immediately.
Failure: The genius cannot reattach or regenerate the body part. It is possible to try again.
Dramatic Failure: The subject suffers one level of Aggravated damage.
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STASIS
Wonder can place a subject in a stable, self-regenerating state; a living thing can be put into stasis.
Dice Pool: (Intelligence + Medicine).
Cost: 1 point of Mania.
Action: 1 minute.
Success: Subject is preserved indefinitely. Only mundane power sources are needed: electricity for
cryonics, or an occasional supply of new "pickling" nutrients for techno-mummification, depending
on its aesthetic. The wonder must remain attached to subject, but wielder need not attend to it.
Exceptional Success: The subject is preserved indefinitely. The subject can be awakened without
a roll, and the subject recovers instantly and without injury.
Failure: The preservation attempt fails.Dramatic Failure: Attempts to preserve the subject result
in death unless the subject succeeds on a Stamina + Resolve check. The preservation attempt fails.
Restoring: Awakening the subject takes 1 minute and an (Int + Medicine) roll: Success: Restores
subject, but Health is filled with B dmg. Exceptional Success: Restores subject immediately and
without damage. Dramatic Failure: Kills subject, unless the subject succeeds on a (Sta + Res) check
REPLACEMENT LIMBS
Character can use the "grafted" variable on an exo-rig to replace destroyed or removed body parts
with synthetic ones. Even a whole body could be "exo-rigged" this way. These Rank 4 replacements
function as well as normal body parts in addition to whatever bonus they gain from being wonders.

EXELIXI ●●●●●
RESUSCITATE
This wonder can restore life to the dead. It is almost always a bad idea, but it is possible.
At its most basic (& safe) level, the genius can use a resurrecting device to "jump-start" a recently
deceased person. It only works on creatures with unchanged organic anatomies – animals, humans,
humanlike manes, geniuses, and mages, but not werewolves, changelings, manes with variables or
special abilities, or geniuses that have altered themselves with anything other than grafts or
internalized wonders. Can't try this on any corpse that has suffered massive brain trauma or that has
died of old age. (If in doubt, the ST can assume a 10% chance that a corpse sustained massive brain
trauma if death was violent. If the subject was killed with Aggravated dmg, the chance rises to 50%)
Requires: This attempt takes one hour and costs 1 Mania, +1 additional Mania per dot in any
template-specific Power Trait (Inspiration, Gnosis, and so on) that the subject had.
Dice Pool: (Intelligence + Medicine), penalized by how long the body has been dead:
Been Dead < 1 minute < 5 minutes < 10 minutes < 20 minutes < 30 minutes < 1 hour over 1 hour
Dice Roll
–0 penalty –1 penalty
–2 penalty
–3 penalty
–4 penalty –5 penalty Auto-fails
Suggested Modifiers
dice
Subject killed by Aggravated damage
–2
Subject killed by poison or other cellular damage
–1
Subject heavily modified with cybernetics or grafts
–1 to 3
Subject killed by blood loss, asphyxiation, heart attack,
+1
or some other fairly simple and localized form of death

Suggested Modifiers
Sterile environment
Messy environment
Subject is sick or elderly
Unfamiliar anatomy

dice
+1
–1
–1
–2

Success: The subject is alive. They lose 1 dot of WP. The subject's Health is filled with Agg dmg,
except for the final one, which is filled with B dmg. This sort of resurrection is not a transgression.
Exceptional Success: Subject is alive & doesn't lose WP. All health except last one's full of Agg.
Failure: The attempt fails. The subject stays dead. Another attempt can be made, if there's time.
Dramatic Failure: The body is entirely destroyed in the restoration attempt.
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RESURRECT THE DEAD
If a genius wants to attempt true resurrection...it's harder. Restoring life to the dead requires the
corpse, mostly intact, and a check of Intelligence + the lower of Medicine or Occult. If restoring life
to an unintelligent creature, Occult is not needed.
The Roll is penalized by the former person's Morality (or similar stat) or Metanormal Advantage
(Primal Urge, Gnosis, etc.), whichever is higher, plus a penalty based on the condition of the body:
Condition
Within 24 hours of death
Within one week of death
Cryogenically preserved

Dice
–0
–1
–2

Condition
Decomposition (up to a month) or mummified
Severe decomposition (up to ten years)
Genetic material only

Dice
–3
–4
–5

This operation takes one day of work per dot of Morality or Metanormal Advantage (whichever is
higher) for the person to be restored. (Penalties are determined from when the work ends, not when
it begins). An attempt costs 1 Mania, +1 Mania per dot in a Metanormal Advantage the subject had.
Success: Wielder loses 1 dot of WP & 1 dot of Inspiration. Life returns to the corpse, though
damage may be severe. The effects of a resurrection varies enormously and unpredictably. The
subject rolls Morality (or a Morality-like Trait) with the same modifier the genius had to her roll.
The subject cannot spend Willpower or Mania, since it is dead.
Success: Subject returns with minor damage. Morality is halved & subject gets
Derangements as above. If the creature is not human, it loses one dot in its relevant Advantage
(Inspiration, Wyrd, etc.). Amnesia to some extent is likely. Other than that, the subject is intact.
Exceptional Success: The subject returns with no psychological damage. Metanormal
creatures lose one dot in their relevant Advantage.
Failure: The subject returns, but severely damaged. The subject's Morality (or Relevant
Attribute) is reduced to one dot, with the subject picking up one minor Derangement per dot of
difference or one severe Derangement per two dots. The subject also loses one dot from every
Attribute, to a minimum of one dot in each Attribute. If the creature is not human, its relevant
Advantage (Inspiration, Blood Potency, etc.) drops to one dot. The Amnesia Flaw is almost
certain, and many such creatures commit suicide shortly after their restoration.
Dramatic Failure: Subject awakens as an unspeakable blasphemy intent upon devastation and
woe. Pandorans, vampires devoid of Humanity, and other, nameless horrors have been reported.
Exceptional Success: Wielder loses 1 permanent dot of WP. Subject returns, and gets automatic
Exceptional Succes on recovery. Alternatively, and only if they made preparations beforehand, the
wielder can convert a corpse into some other kind of metanormal being (usually a Promethean or
vampire). ST has the final say about what sort of unnatural creatures can be raised with an ExSux.
Failure: The attempt fails. Wielder loses 1 permanent dot of Willpower.
Dramatic Failure: Attempt fails & the body is blasted into nothingness The user loses 1 dot of WP.
Suggested Modifiers
Condition of corpse
Died violently
Messy environment
Sterile environment

dice
–1 to 5
–1
–1
+1

Suggested Modifiers
Killed by Aggravated damage
Significant mutilation or missing parts
Killed by poison or some other subtle & nonlocal cause
Killed by a simple cause like a heart attack or blood loss

dice
–3
–1
–1
+1

LONGEVITY
A Rank 5 wonder of Exelixi can also be used to extend a person's life span or even reverse aging.
Dice Pool: (Intelligence + Medicine). Activation: Requires one day of work.
Success: The subject does not age for one year. The genius must bind 1 Mania to the subject per
20 full years of life.
Exceptional Success: As above, and if desired, the genius can reduce the subject's biological age
by one year per dot in Inspiration + Exelixi, with each year costing (but not binding) one point of
Mania. A genius can only reverse aging in this way once per year.
Failure: The subject is unaffected. The genius cannot try again for one year.
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Dramatic Failure: The subject must make a Stamina + Resolve check or die immediately. The
genius cannot try again for one year.
Suggested Modifiers: The subject is fit and healthy (+1), the subject is suffering from a chronic
illness (-2), every full century of life (-1), the subject has an unusual anatomy (-1 to -5).
REBUILD MACHINE
It's possible to make a Rank 5 wonder of Exelixi with Crafts instead of Medicine. This would allow
a genius to "resurrect" machines or even mechanical automata, and to extend a machine's expected
lifespan or even take years of wear and tear off a machine. None of this is a transgression except
performing ''Resurrecting the Dead'' on an intelligent machine.

EXELIXI-SPECIFIC VARIABLES
VARIABLES

Restrictions

CM

–2
Exelixi Ray
±0
Flexible Upgrade
+0 to 1
Focused Restoration
+1
Focused Mechanical Upgrade +1 to 2
Greater Healing Only
+1 to 2
Increased Range
–1 / ×2
Monitored Regeneration
+1 to 2
Sarcophagus
±0
Self Only
+1
Autonomous Regenerator

Effects

Not ''monitored'' Doesn't need to attach to target during process
Katastrofi 1
–
Not ''self-only''

Requires hitting the target with a ranged attack
Not limited to just providing 1 type of boosting
Device can only repair / heal one type of target

–

Only do 1 type of boost &/or target 1 item type

–

Device can't do lesser heal-effects, only its max

Not ''exelixi ray'' Works at (10 ft ×i dots) range, ×2 per further –1
Rank ≥ 4 effects Effect requires 10 minutes of upkeep per hour
–

Target must be inside item, but 1/2 mania cost

–

Device can't affect anyone except the wielder

Autonomous Regenerator (–2): The wonder does not need to be attached to the subject in order
to cause regeneration-based effects. Once the process starts, it maintains itself automatically. This
allows the genius to create healers that trigger cellular repair, or to create a wonder that "vacuum
packs" a subject for long-term stasis and storage. This variable cannot be combined with the
"monitored regeneration" Variable.
Exelixi Ray (±0): (requires Katastrofi 1) Instead of having a range of touch, the wonder shoots
forth a ray. This requires 1 Mania to activate for a scene, a (Wits +Firearms +Katastrofi) check to
hit, and otherwise causes the wonder to be treated like a weapon. Its range is based on the weapon's
design (pistol, rifle, or various artillery types), as per range section of Katastrofi. An Exelixi ray
grants a +3 bonus to its effect if it hits a target 10 or more feet away that isn't the user.
If the wonder uses this variable, it can also make use of the following Katastrofi variables:
''adjusted range'' (longer range only), ''autofire'', ''explosive weapon'', ''extradimensional attack'',
''good balance & weight'', ''limited ammunition'', ''variable dmg'' & ''variable explosion''. Exelixi
"explosions" just spread area of effect out to main blast radius; there's no change to explosive force.
Flexible Upgrade (+0-1): Unlike mechanical upgrades, upgrades that target a living thing
directly normally provide a specific bonus (+2 str, or adding ''toxin resistance'' merit, etc). A wonder
that instead allows for any effect does not incur a penalty, but it requires an (Int+Medicine) check to
activate & use properly. If it only enhances a specific field (f.ex. only Physical Attributes & Merits,
only Mental, or only Social), the roll is made with a +1 bonus. In either case, results are as follows:
Success: The desired effect occurs, granting one dot of enhancement per dot of the genius'
Inspiration for the duration of the scene. Every dot added costs one point of Mania.
Exceptional Success: Can make the enhancement permanent, if so desired. To do so the genius
must bind 1 Mania per dot of enhancement. The Mania remains bound until the enhanced object is
destroyed or the genius removes the enhancement (which requires touching it with the wonder).
Failure: No effect. Dramatic Failure: The subject suffers 1 point of L damage.
Suggested Modifiers: Subject is flooded w. drugs (-2), sterile environs (+1), messy environs (-1).
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Focused Restoration (+1): This can be applied to any repairing or healing device. It indicates
that the wonder can only be used to heal or repair 1 general type of device: only electrical devices,
for example, or only human biologies. Combining this with "self-only" is normally not allowed.
Focused Mechanical Upgrade (+1-2): By default, mechanical upgrades can grant any type of
bonus (f.ex. increasing damage, increasing spd, etc), depending on the target. Some mechanical
upgrades have an unusually narrow focus: Either they can only work on 1 type of device (only cars,
computers, robots, etc) or they can provide only 1 type of bonus (f.ex. only increase Armor, or only
increases Speed). Having one of these limitations grants a +1 bonus; possessing both grants a +2.
Greater Healing Only (+1-2): In general, healing wonders can perform all lesser acts of healing
as well as greater acts (ordinarily, a 4-dot wonder that can heal Agg dmg can also cure L dmg as if it
were also a 1-dot wonder; a 5-dot wonder that can raise the dead, extend life, and can also cure Agg
& L dmg, regenerate limbs, etc). ●If only the most powerful effect is available, the wonder gains a
+1 bonus. ●If only 1 type of trick is possible (a wonder that only puts people in stasis, a wonder that
only engages in short-term resurrection), the wonder gains a +2 bonus.
Increased Range (–1/lvl): Provides the wonder with range beyond touch. This incurs a -1
penalty and grants the wonder a range of 10 ft per dot of Inspiration. Every additional -1 doubles
the range. This variable can't be combined with "Exelixi ray".
Monitored Regeneration (+1-2): Most 4-dot wonders of Exelixi ("regenerators") don't require
constant maintenance while they do their regenerating or stasis thing. This variable, however, means
that someone must always attend the wonder. The "someone" in question must either be a genius
with at least 4 dots in Exelixi or a beholden of a genius with at least 4 dots in Exelixi. Failure to
monitor the wonder for at least ten minutes every hour causes it to shut down and fail.
This grants a +1 bonus to the wonder. If instead the wonder must be monitored at all times, with
no more than one turn per minute skipped, the variable grants a +2 bonus.
Sarcophagus (±0): This halves the Mania cost of healing or upgrading for anything placed
within them. It can work on anything with (Size) < (its own Size). The disadvantages are twofold:
Firstly, it can't have any range; Secondly, any sarcophagus that is big enough to transform big things
easily is big enough that it is almost impossible to move.
Self Only (+1): This variable is usually applied to internalized wonders of Exelixi. It indicates
that the genius can only heal (or upgrade) himself; he cannot affect other people.
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KATASTROFI
Axiom of: Destruction. Wonders: Weapons of Devastation & Ruin.
Definitions: Katastrofi destroys. Targets of Katastrofi are killed, stunned, or annihilated,
but always harmed. This is the Axiom of pain and annihilation, and it leaves scorched earth
and broken corpses in its wake. Any wonder built to cause injury uses Katastrofi.
Catalyst: Grimm. Foundation: Navigators. Baramin: Etherites.

BASICS
Construction: ●Basic weapons require Crafts to build.
●Entirely organic weapons (bone swords, venom sacs, etc) use Medicine.
●Mixed-media weapons & those that employ poison, both use Crafts & Medicine,
●Weapons that use rays, beams, or energy to cause dmg, not only physical force, use Science.
●Wonders that do Agg dmg use Science. ●Weapons that can attack across realities require Occult.
Mania: ●Melee & thrown weapons do not normally have a Mania requirement. ●Charging a
ranged weapon requires (1 Mania × item's Rank). This provides the weapon with 10 shots per dot of
Inspiration, and it lasts 1 scene. Every further charge requires another Mania expenditure.
Dice Pool: Once a genius decides on the dice pool for a wonder, it can't be changed
●Melee weapons: (Str + Weaponry).
●Thrown weapons: (Dex + Athletics).
●Ranged weapons: (Dex + Firearms). ●Artillery weapons: (Int + Firearms).
●Melee weapons that are stationary or integral to a vehicle: (Dex + Weaponry).
●Gauntlets & claw-like weapons (Size≤1): (Str + Brawl).
Damage: ●All Katastrofi weapons have a +5 base damage rating. ●A Katastrofi wonder that does
Agg damage ignores conventional armor, but not Prostasia armor or similar non-standard defenses

WEAPON CONFIGURATIONS
ARTILLERY
SIZE
SHORT RANGE (yards)
SIZE
SHORT RANGE
LONG
Thrown
–
2 yrds × (Str +Dex +Ath+i)
Light
5 to 7 1 mile × i dots
4 miles × i
Pistol
1 to 2 10 yards × inspiration
Heavy
8 to 12 100 miles × i dots Any on planet
Rifle
2 to 5 100 yards × inspiration
Bombard 30 & up 10'000 m × i dots Anywhere
Medium Range = (2 × Short). Long Range = (4 × Short), unless otherwise specified.

FIREARM

WEAPON SHAPE
Light Pistol
Heavy Pistol
Submachinegun/Carbine
Rifle
Rifle
Pistol & Belt Pouch
Rifle & Backpack

Size

1
2
3
4
5
2
4

Strength Requirements
Strength 1
Strength 3
Strength 2 (two hands) OR Strength 3 (one hand)
Strength 2 (two hands)
Strength 3 (two hands)
Strength 1
Strength 2 (two hands)

●Melee items need a minimum Strength equal to the wonder's Size.
●If a melee weapon is held in two hands, the minimum Strength requirement is reduced by two.
●Geniuses who lack the minimum Str necessary to use a weapon suffer a -1 penalty on attack rolls.
●Weapons that are fixed in place, including those integral to a vehicle, do not require Str to wield.

KATASTROFI EFFECTS
LVL

●
●●
●●●
●●●●
●●●●●

CAPABILITY
Inflict harm
Cause injuries
Threaten lives
Commit murder
Instantly obliterate

WEAPON EFFECTS
B dmg & 10-again
B dmg & 9-again
B dmg & 8-again
▲
▲

–
L dmg & 10-again
L dmg & 9-again
L dmg & 8-again
▲
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–
–
Agg dmg & 10-again
Agg dmg & 9-again
Agg dmg & 8-again
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Katastrofi 1

Weaponry is limited to B dmg (attacks can overwhelm target's nervous system, produce microwaveinduced agony across their skin, or drop an enemy with envenomed darts, but can't kill outright).
Katastrofi 2

●When making the weapon, must specify type of dmg it does. Some wonders & many creatures in
WoD are vulnerable or resistant to certain types of dmg. Common types include •Electricity, •Cold,
•Ballistic (like bullets), •Acid, •Neural, •Bladed, •Crushing & •Miscellaneous "destructive energy".
●Bashing attacks get the 9-again benefit.
●Can make weapons that inflict Lethal damage.
●If desired, can add the "explosive weapon" variable with up to 5 yards of for free blast area.
Katastrofi 3

●Bashing attacks benefit from the 8-again rule. ●Lethal attacks benefit from the 9-again rule.
●Can make weapons that inflict Aggravated damage (so can now use the "disintegration" variable).
●If desired, can add the "explosive weapon" variable with up to 20 yards of blast area, for free.
Katastrofi 4

●B & L attacks both get the 8-again benefit.
●Aggravated attacks benefit from the 9-again rule
●If desired, can add the "explosive weapon" variable with up to 100 yards of blast area, for free.
Katastrofi 5

●All attacks get 8-again effect. ●"Explosive weapon" variable has 1'000yrds (¼ mile) free blast area

KATASTROFI-SPECIFIC VARIABLES

Index

VARIABLES

CM

Prereqs

Mechanics

Adjusted Range
Armor Piercing
Attack, Bleeding
Attack, Blinding
Attack, Disintegrating
Attack, Extradimensional
Attack, Immobilizing
Attack, Knockdown
Autofire
Damage, Attribute
Damage, Continuing
Damage, Lingering Area
Damage, Variable
Defensive
Explosive Accuracy
Good Balance & Weight
No Visible Effect
Only vs Some Materials
Orbital Gun
Railgun
Returning
Variable Explosion
Weapon, Artillery
Weapon, Explosive
Weapon, Melee
Weapon, Thrown

±1/step
–1 per 3
–1
–1 / die
±0
–1
–1 / die
–1
–1
±0
–1 to 2
–1 to 6
–1
–1

Ranged wpn
–
Wpn dmg >0
–
Agg weapon
Skafoi 4
–
–

Has range as a different weapon on configuration list
Weapon can ignore a given amount of Armor Rating
Hit creature keeps bleeding: roll (wpn dmg) – (1/turn)
Penalizes one of target's senses, at -5 sense is gone
Nothing left of target & gear after Agg fills their health
Can hit targets in a different reality than the user is in
When it hits, roll ''grapple dice'' vs (Str+Brw) to ''trap''
Target rolls (Dex+Ath) to not go prone & lose action
Has capacity for ''autofire'', hitting many with 1 attack
Atck lowers attribute by 1 per 3 dmg it would've done
Target keeps getting harmed: Roll (wpn dmg)-(1/turn)
After blast, all in area get dmg / turn, dice=Exp.Force
Can adjust dmg type & dice per attack, for 1M / +1 lvl
+1 Defense while weapon is actively being wielded
Trade in ''explosive force'' points for regular dmg dice
The minimum Strength required to wield it is reduced
No attention-drawing displays when weapon is used
Harms 1 specific material (iron, dogs, etc), no others
Do +40 auto-dmg, but -1 to hit per (target's Size<30)
Do +20 auto-dmg, but -1 to hit per (target's Size<15)
After thrown, get item back at beginning of next turn
Can reduce blast radius down to any size, even zero
(Size ≥ 5) Don't need direct line to target, if it can aim
Blast radius with ''Exploside Force'' = 1/2 dmg rating
Only close range, 1M / Rank activates 1 scn. Free:+0
Is hurled manually at target. If activation costs M: +1
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–
Wpn dmg >0
Explosiv wpn
–
Melee weapn
-1/+2dice Explosiv wpn
–1/-2 str Wpn Size ≤ 5
–1
Not melee
±0
–
±0
Wpn Size ≥ 8
±0
Wpn Size ≥ 5
±0
Automata 1
–1
Explosiv wpn
±0
Apokalypsi 1
–0 to 10
–
+0 to 1
–
+0 to 1
–
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Modifier: ±1 / step Prereqs: Must be a ranged weapon
ADJUSTED RANGE
Katastrofic ranged weapons fall into 5 range bands (pistol, rifle, light battery, heavy battery, and
bombardment battery) based on the wonder's Size. Every reduction in range by 1 step (to a min of
"pistol" range) grants a +1 bonus. Every increase in range by 1 step (to a max of "bombardment
battery" range) incurs a –1 penalty. (Note that without viewing devices a character can't see or shoot
objects outside of visual range). Range can't be reduced to "melee" or "thrown" by this means.
Modifier: –1 / +3AP
ARMOR PIERCING
Certain weapons are designed to cut clean (or gruesomely) through armor. Every three points of
"Armor Piercing" incurs a -1 penalty. Armor Piercing weapons do not ignore Durability, only Armor
Modifier: –1
Prereqs: Weapon with damag rating > 0
ATTACK, BLEEDING
This wonder works like the "continuing damage" variable (see below), but there are two additional
conditions: Firstly, it only affects creatures with blood or some other means of fluid life-support (so
it won't affect almost anything with Structure instead of Health). Secondly, unlike most continuing
damage, it cannot be stopped by diving into water.
Modifier: –1 / die
ATTACK, BLINDING
Rather than, or in addition to, causing regular damage, an attack can harm or remove 1 of target's
senses (not just vision; any one sense can be targeted). For a weapon designed entirely to blind,
instead of rolling dmg normally, the attacker rolls the number of levels of damage that "would have"
been caused plus Katastrofi, against the defender’s Stamina + Metanormal Advantage.
Dramatic Failure: No effect & target is immune to that genius’ blinding attacks for rest of scene.
Failure: No effect.
Success: The target suffers a –1 penalty to that sense per success scored. If vision is targeted, this
also penalizes attacks and Defense. This penalty is cumulative with additional attacks.
ExSux (or a total penalty of -5): The subject loses that sense entirely.
Duration: Depends on the genius’ Katastrofi: ●1 point of penalty disappears per minute if the
damage should be Bashing, ●1 point per day for Lethal, and ●the penalty is permanent (but may be
curable by medical science) if damage should be Aggravated. ●The genius can instead elect to
cause less long-lasting damage when the weapon is constructed.
Note: It is possible to "split" the effectiveness of an attack, so part of it causes regular damage &
part of it goes toward blinding the target. So, a weapon that causes 4 damage can cause 3 damage
and add +1 to the blinding roll, cause 1 damage add 3 to the blinding roll, or any other combination.
Modifier: ± 0
Prereqs: Effect that inflicts Agg damage
ATTACK, DISINTEGRATING
With this variable, enemies are wiped from the face of reality rather than merely killed. Any attack
from such a weapon that fills all of the target’s Aggravated Health meters causes the subject and all
his equipment and clothing to vaporize, leaving nothing of value.
Vaporizing Stuff: It will sometimes be necessary to determine exactly how much material is
disintegrated with a single blast, like when a genius is endeavoring to burn through a prison wall
or to dig a trench with a ray weapon. Make a normal attack on the inanimate object. Every success
removes one cubic yard of material. Ignore Durability unless targeting very unusual material, since
disintegrating attacks always cause Aggravated damage. A single success is enough to land the
shot accurately. The attacker can choose to disintegrate less material than the maximum allowed by
the attack roll; only a Dramatic Failure should result in rebounding attacks or similar low farce.
This system is not intended for use against anything except scenery, or (at the Storyteller's
discretion) unattended objects. Attacks against people, creatures, wonders, held objects, and most
vehicles under most circumstances use regular combat rules.
Prereqs: Skafoi 4
ATTACK, EXTRADIMENSIONAL Modifier: –1
The attack can strike targets in other realities as well as this one. The wonder can be "switched"
instantly so that it affects just one or several of the realities that it can touch.
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Modifier: –1 / die
ATTACK, IMMOBILIZING
Some or all of the wonder's damage is converted into a "grapple" attack against the target. This
might represent a glue gun or some kind of "tentacle" weapon.
The weapon rolls normally to hit. Do not add the weapon's damage to that dice pool, but treat the
weapon as causing Bashing damage for purposes of 8-again or 9-again. If the attack roll is
successful, roll the damage dice that would normally be added to the attack against the target's
Strength + Brawl. (Use 8-again or 9-again like the attack roll.) Even one success means the subject
is immobilized. (See "Immobilize Opponent" under "Grapple," WoD Core Rule Book p157).
The subject of an immobilizing attack can try to escape by spending an action trying to break
free. This can be done every turn. The victim rolls a contested Strength + Brawl check – the genius'
Katastrofi. The victim must get more successes than the genius got on the immobilization check.
Multiple immobilization attacks use the highest number of successes (and to break free, the
highest Katastrofi), but those successes are not added to one-another.
A wonder can also place only part of its dmg dice in immobilizing. F.ex: An acidic glue gun that

would cause 6L damage might instead split its pool, causing 2L damage (granting +2 dice to the
attack roll) & immobilizing with an effective Strength + Brawl of 4 dice. An immobilizing weapon

must place at least one die of damage into immobilizing. If an immobilizing weapon causes Lethal
or Aggravated damage, use that damage type to determine 8-again or 9-again.
Modifier: –1
ATTACK, KNOCKDOWN
The weapon causes ''Knockdown''. If hit, the target must make a successful Dexterity +Athletics roll
as a reflexive action or be knocked prone and lose his action for that turn if he has not already
performed one. A Dramatic failure on the Dexterity + Athletics roll also causes a point of Bashing
damage, which may be absorbed automatically if armor is worn.
Modifier: –1
Prereqs:
AUTOFIRE
The weapon is capable of automatic fire. Autofire functions as follows:
Short Burst: +1 vs single target. Costs +1 Mania.
Medium Burst: +2 vs 1-3 targets, -1/roll for each target if there's more than one. Costs +2 Mania.
Long Burst: +3 vs as many targets as ST approves, -1/roll for each target if there's >1. Costs +3M.
Modifier: ± 0
DAMAGE, ATTRIBUTE
Instead of removing Health levels, the weapon removes dots in an Attribute. Every 3 full Health lvls
that would have been lost in a single attack are instead converted into a point of Attribute damage
against 1 Attribute. The Attribute targeted is chosen when the wonder is created. These recover as if
they are Bashing damage at Katastrofi 1, Lethal or Bashing damage at Katastrofi 2, and Aggravated,
Lethal, or Bashing damage at Katastrofi 3. (The genius may choose when the wonder is created).
Modifier: –1 to –2 Prereqs: Weapon with damag rating > 0
DAMAGE, CONTINUING
Some weapons, such as napalm flame-throwers, poison gas, or clouds of flesh-eating nanites,
continue to cause damage after their initial attack has concluded. If an attack using a weapon with
this variable hits and causes damage, it attacks its target(s) automatically again at the beginning of
the next turn with a number of dice equal to the weapon's base damage -1. It attacks on the
subsequent turn at base damage -2, then at base damage -3, and so on until no damage dice remain.
●It causes the same type of damage as the initial attack: Bashing, Lethal, or Aggravated.
●It never benefits from the 8-again or 9-again rules.
●If the weapon has "disintegration" variable, it disintegrates a target killed by its continuing damage
●Weapons with an explosive radius and this variable continue to cause damage to anyone and
anything affected by the initial attack with a number of dice equal to their explosive force.
Continuing damage can be ended immediately and entirely by immersing oneself in water. If this
is not true (such as with poison-tipped darts), the variable incurs a -2 penalty. Curing the damage
caused by this attack (f.ex. with an Exelixi wonder) also immediately stops the continuing damage.
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DAMAGE, LINGERING AREA Modifier: –1 to –6 Prereqs: Must be ''Explosive weapon''.
Some explosive attacks (like radioactive bombs, poison gas, or swarms of blood-drinking insects)
linger for a time, causing long-term damage to anyone in the blast radius. Affected area = (primary)
blast area of the attack. This incurs a penalty based on how long it lasts and a few other issues:
Duration
Penalty

Turns
–1

Minutes
–2

Hours
–3

Days
–4

Weeks
–5

Normally, one must breathe in the area of lingering damage to suffer the effect, and holding one's
breath or using a respirator nullifies the attack. If that is not the case (fairly common, with radiationand swarm-based attacks), this variable incurs an additional -1 penalty.
Anyone who moves into the area or ends her turn in the area is attacked by a number of dice
equal to the weapon's ''Explosive Force'' rating, every turn. These dice are rolled; they are not
continuing automatic explosive force damage.
At the end of every unit of time (turns, minutes, etc.) that passes, the damage caused within the
area is reduced by one die, until no damage dice remain.
●Lingering damage causes the same type of dmg as the initial attack: Bashing, Lethal, or Agg.
●Lingering damage never benefits from the 8-again or 9-again rules.
●If a weapon has the "disintegration" variable, it disintegrates a target killed by its lingering dmg.
●Lingering damage remains in place. It does not cling to a target like the "continuing damage"
variable and its effect cannot be moved.
Modifier: –1
DAMAGE, VARIABLE
The weapon’s damage is adjustable. It can be dialed down to any lower damage type (Disintegrating
to Aggravated, Agg to Lethal, L to Bashing), and reduced by any amount (before the shot is fired,
not afterward). The reduction can either be in terms of damage dice (down to 0 damage dice) or a
worse roll-again number (including not rerolling tens). Variable damage does not grant a better rollagain number, even when damage is reduced from Aggravated to Lethal or from Lethal to Bashing.
A variable damage weapon can also be "overcharged." The genius can spend an amount of extra
Mania up to his Katastrofi rating: each point of Mania spent increases the damage by 1 for the rest
of the scene. Dialing damage down has no cost.
Modifier: –1
Prereqs: Must be ''melee weapon''.
DEFENSIVE
This variable grants a +1 bonus to Defense when the weapon is wielded.

EXPLOSIVE ACCURACY Modifier: –1 / +2 dice Prereqs: Must be ''Explosive weapon''.
The explosive weapon can convert 1 point of explosive force into 2 points of regular damage. If
reduced to 0 explosive force, only targets in the primary blast radius are affected.
GOOD BALANCE & WEIGHT Modifier: –1 / –2 Str Prereqs: Size ≤ 5
This reduces the minimum Strength necessary to wield the weapon by 2 dots per –1 penalty applied.
Modifier: –1
Prereqs: Not a ''melee weapon''.
NO VISIBLE EFFECT
Normal Katastrofi weapons produce bolts of coruscating energy, jets of flame, or other overt and
terrifying displays of destructive force. This variable replicates the effect of a dart gun, undetectable
poison gas, or similar subtle attack. It cannot be combined with the "melee weapon" variable.

ONLY VS SOME MATERIALS Modifier: ± 0
This variable allows the genius to target only specific materials. Common choices include: only
against non-living material, only against living things (to simulate a "neutron bomb"-style weapon),
only against electronics (for "ion guns" or "EM weaponry"), only against the non-corporeal (for
"ghost guns"), only against ferrous metals (for a rust-ray), and only against a specific type of
creature (for a poison geared to a particular metabolism or anatomy).
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Modifier: ± 0
Prereqs: Size ≥ 8
ORBITAL GUN
This variable allows a wonder to damage extremely large vehicles, wonders, and fortresses more
effectively, at the expense of not being very accurate against smaller targets.
If this attack hits a target directly, the target takes an additional 40 successes worth of automatic
damage. This bonus damage is only for hits from direct attacks, not for targets in the weapon's
explosive primary or secondary explosive blast radius (if there is any).
Attempting to target anything smaller than Size 30 is tricky: for every point of difference between
the target's Size and 30, the attacker suffers a -1 penalty to hit. It is impossible to hit anything
smaller than Size 10 with an orbital gun.
Orbital guns need not be placed in orbit. They need not in fact even be guns, though non-cannon
applications of this variable are extremely rare.

Modifier: ± 0
Prereqs: Size ≥ 5
RAILGUN
This variable allows a wonder to damage large vehicles and wonders more effectively, at the
expense of not being very accurate against smaller targets.
If this attack hits a target directly, the target takes an additional 20 successes worth of automatic
damage. This bonus damage is only for hits from direct attacks, not for targets in the weapon's
explosive primary or secondary explosive blast radius (if there is any).
Attempting to target anything smaller than Size 15 is tricky: for every point of difference between
the target's Size and 15, the attacker suffers a -1 penalty to hit.
Note that nothing prevents this type of wonder from being used for melee or thrown weapons,
though such applications are rare.

Definition Note: Note that a "railgun," in regular scientific parlance, refers to a weapon that uses
electromagnetic principles to fire solid metal slugs at supersonic speeds. The Inspired term comes
from this type of weapon's most significant appearance, during the Secret Rail Wars that ran from
1858 to 1875, where weapons like this saw enormous use, mounted on wondrous railway cars.

Modifier: ± 0
Prereqs: Automata 1, (usually) Skafoi 2
RETURNING
Useful for thrown weapons, "returning" causes the weapon to return to its user automatically after it
is thrown. Assume an effective speed of 100 yards per turn per dot of Inspiration. The object returns
to its user at the beginning of the user's next turn.
It's possible to build a "legged" version of this wonder with Skafoi 1 (moves 10 yards per turn per
dot of Inspiration, & may be limited by difficult terrain) or a teleporting version with Skafoi 4
(assume that wherever its user can throw it, the wonder can get back).
Presumably this variable could be placed on any wonder, allowing the wonder to return to the
user if dropped nearby.

Modifier: –1
Prereqs: Must be ''Explosive weapon''.
VARIABLE EXPLOSION
This variable allows the genius to dial the blast area down to any degree, even down to no blast
area, in which case its explosive force rating converts to regular damage: 2 points of regular damage
per 1 point of explosive force. (Note that "explosive accuracy" variable won't apply to any attack
that doesn't cause an explosion, so it gets no bonus from that if weapon is dialed all the way down).

Modifier: ± 0
Prereqs: Apokalypsi 1 & Size ≥ 5
WEAPON, ARTILLERY
This Variable applies to large, stationary ranged weapons (they cannot be fired while carried).
Artillery weapons use Intelligence + Firearms to hit. The added advantage of artillery is that it can
target things that are over the horizon – provided it can see them. Normal ranged weapons are
limited to attacking in line-of-sight, even if a target is technically within range.
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Modifier: –1 to –10
WEAPON, EXPLOSIVE
Grenade launchers, poison gas, and cryonic spheres all spread over an area of effect, harming
anyone within. Explosive weapons feature a blast area (measured in yards). Also, they do not have a
damage rating, which would be added to the attacker's dice pool. Instead they have an explosive
force rating, equal to one-half what the damage rating would be (rounded down). Explosive force
adds automatic successes to a successful hit.

F.ex: Dr. Zornelius builds an explosive rocket-gun. After calculating all the variables, the weapon
has an apparent damage of 6 Lethal. But since it's an explosive weapon, it instead has an
explosive force of 3. (It still causes Lethal damage.) Six dice will not be added to Dr. Zornelius'
attacks (in this case, Dexterity + Firearms). Instead, if the attack hits, the target receives three
automatic successes worth of Lethal damage in addition to the number of Successes rolled. If Dr.
Z's Dexterity + Firearms is 5, he rolls five dice to attack (plus or minus any special modifiers), and
if the result is a hit, the attack causes 3 Lethal damage + the number of Successes rolled.

Explosive weapons also strike anyone within their primary blast area. Anyone in the primary
blast area takes a number of levels of automatic damage equal to the weapon's explosive force, and
also suffer the weapon's explosive force in damage dice. Explosive force weapons apply 8-again or
9-again effects to damage dice they roll and to the weapon's initial attack roll.
F.ex: Spraying wildly into the crowd, Dr. Zornelius hits her target, a Lemurian, and also the
beholden standing nearby. The beholden is within the rocket-gun's primary blast area. Since the
weapon has an explosive force of three, the beholden is hit by three automatic successes worth of
damage, and three dice are rolled to assess additional damage to the beholden.

An explosive weapon also has a secondary blast area equal to twice its primary blast area.
Anyone caught in the secondary blast area takes dice of dmg equal to the weapon's explosive force.
Fex: A wonder is caught in the secondary blast area of Dr.Zornelius' rocket gun. Since the
weapon has explosive force 3, three dice are rolled to determine the dmg caused to the wonder.

The blast area & maker's rank in Katastrofi determine the penalty incurred by the weapon:
Rank ●●
Rank ●●● Rank ●●●● Rnk ●●●●●

Blast Area 2ndary Area Katastrofi ●
0 yards
5 yards
5 yards
10 yards
10 yards
20 yards
20 yards
40 yards
50 yards
80 yards
100 yards
200 yards
500 yards 1'000 yards
1'000 yards
1 mile
1 mile
2 miles
10 miles
20 miles

–1
–2
–3
–4
–5
–6
–7
–8
–9
–10

–0
–0
–1
–2
–3
–4
–5
–6
–7
–8

–0
–0
–0
–0
–1
–2
–3
–4
–5
–6

–0
–0
–0
–0
–0
–0
–1
–2
–3
–4

–0
–0
–0
–0
–0
–0
–0
–0
–1
–2

Note that higher levels of Katastrofi allow for explosive radius to be purchased "for free." This is
not required: many geniuses with Katastrofi 4 simply want a damaging ray gun, not a gun that will
incinerate everything inside the local McDonald's, including themselves.
Modifier: +0 to +1
WEAPON, MELEE
A melee weapon is limited to close range, and may resemble an axe, a sword, or some baffling and
unfamiliar tangle of hooks and damaged spacetime.
Melee weapons grant a +1 bonus and require one point of Mania per rank to switch on. They
remain active for the rest of the scene. (Not activated, they may function like improvised clubs, or
not function at all, at the ST's discretion). A melee weapon that requires no Mania to activate (a
naturally sharp monomolecular sword, for example) grants no bonus.
Modifier: +0 to +1
WEAPON, THROWN
The wonder is thrown. There's usually no Mania cost to activate. If there is one, it gains a +1 bonus.
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METAPTROPI
Axiom of: Transformation. Wonders: Devices to Transmute & Modify.
Definitions: Metaptropi transforms. Turning a thing into another, changing what
a thing is made out of, changing size, and changing appearances are the provinces of
Metaptropi. This tricky Axiom is used whenever a physical thing needs to be changed,
transformed, polymorphed, or shapeshifted.
Catalyst: Hoffnung. Foundation: Scholastics. Baramin: Oracles, Dharmists.

BASICS
Construction: ●A wonder designed to transform organic material, or to transform something into
organic material, uses Medicine. ●Wonder designed to transform inorganic material, or to transform
something into inorganic material, uses Crafts. ●A wonder that can handle both organic & inorganic
transformation requires both Skills. ●All wonders of Metaptropi require Science to build.
Mania: ●Most transformations cost one point of Mania for every 5 Size points worth of material
or fraction thereof. ●Changing Size requires 1 Mania per 2 points of Size changed.
●An Exceptional Success often allows for an indefinite transformation. To maintain an indefinite
transformation, the genius must bind the spent Mania into the object.
●Illusions & holograms require 1 Mania per 5 points of Size or fraction thereof. (Sound-only
illusions cost 1 Mania.) Illusions last for a full scene and can be deactivated by the genius at any
time by using the wonder again (no roll needed).
●The transformation of a discrete target only occurs when enough Mania has been used to trigger
the entire transformation. F.ex: A person-to-elephant transformation that costs 6 Mania only causes
the person to transform once all 6 Mania have been spent; points cannot be assigned turn-by-turn.
Dice Pool: All changes use (Int + Science). Illusions use (Wits + Expression).
Generally, a regular Success results in a transformation that lasts for the duration of a scene, while
an Exceptional Success results in a transformation that lasts indefinitely, if the genius desires.
A genius can use his wonder of Metaptropi to reverse changes made by that same wonder without
making a roll or spending Mania.
Resisting Transformation: A living or active being can choose to resist transformations. The
subject's Sta+Inspiration is subtracted from the activation dice pool. A being that chooses to resist
transformation does not suffer damage on a Dramatic Failure.
Range: Wonders of Metaptropi have a range of touch; longer ranges can be purchased at the
expense of effectiveness as a variable. Illusions have a range of 10 feet per dot of Inspiration.
Lesser Effects: Unless explicitly limited, a wonder can handle lesser transformations as well as
ones of its own rank. F.ex: A Rank 4 wonder can not just engage in full shapeshifting, but also grow
and shrink things, change appearances, and transmute objects from one material to another.
Releasing Permanent Transformations: A permanent transformation usually binds Mania, just
like a wonder. To release the transformation, so the genius can recover the Mania while the object
still remains transformed, requires the genius to have access to the object and the Metaptropi
wonder and to spend a dot of Willpower. To release the transformation and cause the subject to
revert has no cost, but requires using the wonder again (no roll needed). The genius cannot release
permanent transformations that are partly or totally internal or grafted wonders.

METAPTROPI EFFECTS
LVL
●
●●
●●●
●●●●
●●●●●
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CHANGE...

Example FUNCTIONS

Appearance

Superficial Changes, Camouflage

Substance

Transmute Material, Alter Biology, Hurt Person, Produce Wealth, Holograms

Size

Growing & Shrinking

Shape

Shapeshifting Wonders, Reshaping Subject

State of Being Invisibility, Phasing, Pocket Dimension, Metamorphose (Solid, Liquid, Gas)
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METAPTROPI ●
SUPERFICIAL CHANGES
As the genius begins her study of Metaptropi, she learns to change the external appearance of
things. She can change surface images, patterns, texture, color, and outer form. These effects are
largely illusory, based on changes in hues, feel, and light levels; they do not affect the physical
world directly. A genius could turn someone into a "wolf-man," covering him with fur and giving
him (non-functional) fangs and claws, but actually enhancing the target would require Exelixi or
more advanced applications of Metaptropi.
The student of Metaptropi can also make superficial changes to anything else in his environment,
such as changing a gold brick to resemble an iron ingot (in appearance, not weight or other
properties), or making a plain cup resemble an ornate goblet. These changes are largely cosmetic,
and they cannot entirely disguise what the object is: a genius could make a pistol gleam like gold
and cover it in baroque designs that would impress the court of the Sun King, maybe make it sprout
some little glass flowers, but it's still recognizable as a pistol. (A genius could, however, make the
pistol look like a toy pistol, which is a useful trick).
This level of Metaptropi also does not change an object's functionality: a pistol still fires bullets
that can kill a person, no matter how dolled-up it might be. This level of Metaptropi is most useful
for disguise, concealment, and impressing people.
A living person can also be disguised at this level of ability.
Success: The subject's appearance changes, rendering him unrecognizable. If the genius wants to
make the subject resemble a specific person, the subject gains one automatic success on any Wits +
Subterfuge attempt to succeed in the disguise per dot of the genius' Inspiration, and no other
ingredients are needed. The effect lasts for one scene.
Exceptional Success: The subject's appearance changes with unusual solidity. The effect can last
indefinitely if the genius wants. The Mania spent is bound to the object and cannot be recovered
while the transformed object exists.
Failure: The subject's appearance remains unchanged. The genius can try again.
Dramatic Failure: The subject is rendered absurd or hideous for the rest of the scene. If a person
has the Striking Looks Merit, she loses all benefits.
Suggested Modifiers: Head only (+1), change of ethnicity (-1), change of gender (-2), change of
species (-3), genius has only seen target in passing (-2), genius has not seen the target often (-1),
genius is intimately familiar with the target (+1), significant change in height, Size, or apparent bulk
(-1), target resembles subject (+1), simple object like a box or tree (+2), moderately complicated
object with moving parts like a watch or gun (+1), incredibly complicated or artistic item (-1 to -3).
CAMOUFLAGE
Changing an object's color can also be used to cover it in camouflage, allowing it to blend in.
Success: The subject's skin or outer coloration changes. This grants a +1 bonus to all Stealth
checks for concealment per dot of the genius' Inspiration. If the effect only targets a person's skin,
wearing clothes can ruin the effect. This transformation lasts one scene.
Exceptional Success: The transformation lasts indefinitely if the genius desires. The Mania spent
is bound to the object and cannot be recovered while the camouflaged object exists.
Failure: The subject does not change. The genius can try again.
Dramatic Failure: The subject is covered in garish, awful colors that incur a -5 penalty on all
attempts to hide.
Suggested Modifiers: Subject already has some suitable camouflage (+1), subject is garish and
noticeable (-1)
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METAPTROPI ●●
TRANSMUTE MATERIAL
The genius learns how to transform one substance into another. The ease of this transformation
depends on how alike the materials are. As always, the user rolls (Intelligence + Science). Making
the change costs 1 Mania per five Size points or fraction thereof transformed.
Success: The subject transforms for the duration of the scene.
Exceptional Success: The transformation lasts indefinitely if the genius desires. The Mania spent is
bound to the object and cannot be recovered while the transformed object exists.
Failure: The subject remains unchanged. The genius can try again.
Dramatic Failure: The genius botches the attempt. The subject takes one level of Lethal damage
from internal disruption; small, fragile, or valuable objects may be destroyed or disfigured.
Suggested Modifiers: The materials are nearly identical (+1), the materials are largely unrelated
(-1), phase change, like a solid object to liquid (-3), the genius is attempting an organic-to-inorganic
change or vice-versa (-2), every point of Durability that the target possesses (-1), every point of
Resources that the new material is worth more than the old material (-1 per point of Size).
ALTER BIOLOGY
A genius can manipulate the crude biology of a living creature with this level of Metaptropi, turning
fat into oxygen-rich blood, hair into muscle, and bones into steel-hard replacements. These changes
result in a tradeoff of ability, rather than the flat advantage that Exelixi can confer, since the genius
is merely changing the subject's make-up, rather than manipulating things at a cellular level.
However, these changes can promote useful advantages.
The genius rolls as above to affect this sort of change & spends the same amount of Mania (1 per
5 Size points or fraction thereof). This can increase Str, Dex, or Sta by dots = own Inspiration (up to
genius' Stat max, based on Inspiration). However, she must reduce other Physical Attributes by a
corresponding amount. A genius with Inspiration 2 could add +2 to Dex (to max 5), but would have
to reduce Str or Sta by 2, or both Str & Sta by 1. Attributes can't be reduced to below 1 dot this way.
HURT PERSON
Metaptropi at this level can be used as a weapon to injure people, either by transforming them
directly (turning bits or pieces into salt, for example), or by turning things near a person into
something dangerous, like turning an overhead beam into corrosive acid.
If the wonder is designed to cause Health level damage, such as a weapon that turns chunks of a
target to salt or dead moths, it should actually be built as a wonder of Katastrofi: turning chunks of
an enemy to salt is no different from turning chunks of an enemy to parts that aren't attached
anymore. The wonder requires 2 dots in Metaptropi and the attack can't cause Bashing damage, but
is otherwise treated as a regular Katastrofic weapon.
If instead the wonder causes an all-or-nothing transformation, the device can be built with
Metaptropi alone. Making the transformation requires an Intelligence + Science check. The subject's
Stamina + Metanormal Advantage subtract from the genius' successes. The target can be turned into
nearly anything. However, turning a target into something like gas or water counts as
"disintegration" and requires at least four dots in Katastrofi. Other than that restriction, though, a
wonder of Metaptropi can transform someone's flesh into almost anything: ice, bronze,
cheese....This effect can be reversed, but if the subject has suffered damage in the alternate form,
that damage carries over. The exact damage effects of mice having nibbles on a beholden who was
turned to cheese and left in a warehouse overnight are left to the Storyteller to determine. Creatures
turned into non-standard forms in this way normally lose consciousness upon being transformed.
Finally, a wonder of Metaptropi at this level can hurt people by making a hazard of things around
them. The "old hat-to-acid trick" requires Katastrofi to aim and employ accurately. The genius
makes a regular attack against the target, rolling Intelligence + Science + the wonder's Core
Modifier to, for example, turn a hat into acid. This is a regular attack and Defense and armor apply
normally. Keep in mind that normal Metaptropi devices have a range of touch.
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PRODUCE WEALTH
Creating valuable materials is possible, but it costs additional Mania (per 5 Size, or fraction thereof)
if the genius wants to make the effect permanent, which also requires more Successes than normal:
Material
Copper, tin

Need per 5 Size
6 sux

+1 Mania

Steel, high-quality ceramic 7 sux

+2 Mania

Silver, some semiprecious
8 sux
stones

+3 Mania

Material
Gold, platinum, some
semiprecious stones
Most precious stones
Diamonds
Plutonium

Need per 5 Size
9 sux

+5 Mania

10 sux +10 Mania
11 sux +15 Mania
12 sux +20 Mania

Otherwise the transformation will last one scene like normal, which is just enough to offload a
cubic meter of gold and then have very angry people chasing you five minutes later.
HOLOGRAMS
The genius can also build a wonder that projects illusions by transforming air, light, color & sound
waves. These illusions can be free-standing; they need not be "draped" over an object, and they
need not have any external reality. Holographic images can confuse and mislead people. An illusion
must be "additive." That is, mechanical holograms create the appearance of objects; they do not
render objects or any part of an object invisible.
Base Range: 10 feet per dot of Inspiration. Illusions that move past that range disappear.
Activation: These illusions require 1 turn to generate.
Cost: 1 Mania per 5 Size points of illusion, or fraction thereof.
Dice Pool: Wits + Expression.
Success: The illusion appears entirely real and convincing.
Exceptional Success: The illusion looks so real that it's impossible to detect as false except under
the most egregious of circumstances, like walking through it, which will not occur accidentally.
Failure: The illusion fails to appear properly; it resembles a back-projected image or something
similarly artificial. The genius can try again.
Dramatic Failure: The illusion is obviously fake, and its source is equally obvious.
Suggested Modifiers: A regular object with no moving parts like a tree or hat (+2), a regular object
that moves, like a clock (+1), an animal (+1), a knight in full armor and helmet (+1), a person (+0),
a weird monster or alien (+0), both vision and sound (-1)
Physical Interaction:
Touching or striking an illusion may reveal it. The genius rolls (Wits +Exp) vs the (Wits + Com)
of someone who has struck the illusion, to have it respond convincingly. The genius' roll is
penalized by the number of Health Levels of damage the illusion "would" have suffered. Illusions
never have Defense or Armor.
If the genius has Automata 2 or higher, this roll is made automatically; otherwise the genius must
be controlling the illusion machine, or the result is automatically a Dramatic Failure.
Every attack on one of the genius' illusions after the first, per round, incurs a cumulative -2
penalty, unless the illusion generator has Automata 2, in which case there is no cumulative penalty.
Success: The illusion responds convincing to the illusion.
Exceptional Success: The illusion responds so well that the subject will only have doubts again
in that scene under the most egregious of circumstances. Further attacks from that attacker will not
reveal the illusion.
Failure: The illusion fails to respond believably to the contact. Anyone who sees it on that turn
will realize it is an illusion. Attacker is guaranteed to see it, as are people not engaged in combat.
Other combatants can roll (Wits + Com) to notice that the illusion did not react correctly to contact.
Dramatic Failure: The contact causes the illusion to wink out of existence.
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Programmed Holograms:
A genius must maintain control of the illusions, or they will simply remain still. However,
Automata can be used to make the illusions behave in a realistic fashion without constant oversight.
Automata

●
●●
●●●
●●●●

behavior of illusions

•Can be made to go through simple, non-interactive behaviors without oversight.
•Won't respond to environmental cues on their own. F.ex: Guards that patrol a hallway.
•Can react in pre-programmed ways.
•Can remember a number of "if-then" conditionals equal to the genius' Inspiration
F.ex: "If you see anyone but me, turn and tell them to leave".
•Can react in more intelligent & convincing manner, capable of simple independent behavior
•Though they can say a few words or sentences, they are not convincingly intelligent.
•Can also attack independently.
•Appear fully intelligent. •Can engage in extremely complicated conversations.

Holographic Assaults:
Illusions can also "attack" people who believe in the illusions. Though illusions cause no real
damage, they can terrify and bewilder. A genius can attack with his illusions by making a (Wits +
Expression + Core Modifier) check as if it were an attack roll against a target.
Every attack requires one action from the genius, no matter how many illusions the genius has
created, unless the illusion generator possesses at least Automata 4. If it does, the generator can
make a number of automatic attacks equal to the creator's Inspiration.
Success: The subject is "hit" and appears to suffer an injury. This is psychologically traumatizing:
the subject rolls Composure; any successes subtract successes from this roll. If the illusion has any
successes left over, the subject loses a point of Willpower.
Exceptional Success: The subject appears to suffer an unusually horrible injury. The subject rolls
Composure; any successes subtract from this roll. If the illusion has any successes left over, every
success costs the subject a point of Willpower.
Failure: The illusion appears to miss or otherwise does not affect the target.
Dramatic Failure: The illusion is disrupted in its attempt to attack and winks out.
●Keep in mind that these wounds are also illusions, so the targets must be within the illusion
generator's range. Illusions hurling javelins that vanish after twenty feet can clue people in to
something being wrong. The illusory wounds of a person who moves out of range disappear; this
does not restore Willpower, but it may clue the victim into the nature of her attackers.
●A subject that does not naturally possess Willpower cannot be affected by illusions
●If the subject is "injured" by an illusion while not having any Willpower left, the subject starts
to suffer Bashing damage as terror overloads his biological functions.
●A person must be aware of the illusion to take psychological damage from it.
●Automata of ranks 2 or 3 are too stupid to be harmed by illusions, though they still see and can
try to interact with them. Automata of rank 4 or higher are affected normally by illusions.
Mechanical (non-biological) wonders of Automata do not suffer any damage from illusions once
their WP is drained, however.

METAPTROPI ●●●
GROWING & SHRINKING
The genius can change an object's Size, causing it to grow or shrink. The roll is (Int + Science).
Unless specified otherwise, a shrink attack affects all of a creature's equipment, clothing, and held
items, including wonders (although altering a wonder's size doesn't change its Core Modifier).
Success: The subject's Size increases or decreases by one per dot of Inspiration. This costs one
point of Mania per two points of Size changed. The effect lasts for one scene.
Exceptional Success: The genius has a choice. Either the subject retains its new Size indefinitely
(binding Mania like normal), or the subject will still change for only one scene, but the degree to
which Size can be changed is no longer capped by the genius' Inspiration.
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Failure: The subject remains at its current Size. The genius can try again.
Dramatic Failure: The opposite effect may occur, or a rebound effect might cause the genius to
change Size.
An object cannot change Size more than once per turn. (It can move through more than one Size
point worth of Size; it simply cannot be repeatedly grown and shrunk in the same turn; the second
and subsequent attempts in the same turn have no effect.)
Shrunk targets suffer a -1 penalty to Strength for every two points of Size lost and a -1 penalty to
Base Move for every point of Size lost. Weapons, integral or otherwise, cause -1 damage per point
of Size lost (to a minimum of 0; weapons with a damage bonus of 0 do not benefit from 8-again or
9-again rules). Shrunk targets gain a +1 to Defense for every two points of Size lost.
Likewise, enlarged targets gain +1 to Strength and base Speed for every two Size points by which
they are increased, but suffer a -1 penalty to Defense for every two Size points gained. Enlarged
weapons cause +1 damage per point of Size increased.
Increased Size offers increased Health levels. See the rules for Temporary Health Dots (World of
Darkness Core Rule Book, Page 173) for what happens a character returns to his normal Size.
Decreased Size removes Health Levels. For example, a character of Size 5 and Stamina 2 who
would normally have (5+2) 7 Health Levels only has (1+2) 3 Health Levels if reduced to Size 1.
This means shrinking can incapacitate and even kill a wounded person.
While a character is reduced in Size, keep track of the amount of Health damage suffered in each
category (Bashing, Lethal, and Aggravated) while shrunk. If his Size increases toward his regular
Size, and the character has suffered damage in a given category, he gains one extra Health Level of
damage per point of Size increased toward normal in the worst category. If a character suffers no
damage of a specific type while shrunk, he never gains additional damage of that type.
F.ex: Arturo, long-suffering beholden to The Topologist, is reduced from his regular Size of 5 to a
Size of 3. His Stamina is 4, so normally Arturo has (5+4) 9 Health Levels. A previous misadventure
(before he transforms) has earned him a level of Lethal damage. When shrunk, his new Health is
(2+4) 6, and he retains his one level of Lethal damage. While shrunk, he suffers one Bashing and
two Lethal damage. When returned to his regular Size, which is three Size points different from
Size 2, his two levels of Lethal damage (the worst type of damage he suffered) become (2+3) five
levels of Lethal damage. With the additional level of Lethal damage suffered before the shrinking
adventure and one level of Bashing damage (that does not increase), Arturo has suffered a total of
six levels of Lethal damage and one level of Bashing damage. He would probably like to lie down.

METAPTROPI ●●●●
SHAPESHIFTING WONDERS
It's possible at this level of Metaptropi to build wonders that turn from one form or another, or even
that turn from one type of wonder to another type of wonder. A genius could build a normal-looking
staff that turns into an energy cannon, or a jet plane that turns into a big, scary robot.
To build such a wonder, the genius must bind an amount of Mania equal to the ranks of both
forms. For example, a jet plane/robot would require (at least) three points of Mania for the Skafoi
jet and three points of Mania for the Automata robot.
The cost to change back & forth is the highest of 3 factors: 1) Rank of the highest form available
to the transforming wonder, 2) the number of different types of forms the wonder can turn into, or
3) the number of steps of Size moved through between the smallest & largest transformation, or
fraction thereof (the Sizes are usually [0], [1], [2-3], [4-5], [6-11], [12-29] & [30+]; a wonder whose
smallest form is Size 1 and whose largest is Size 10 would go from 1 to 12, so 4 steps, or 4 Mania).
So, a jet (Size 20) that turned into a robot (also Size 20) with those being the only two forms
costs as follows: the highest rank is 3 (for Automata or Skafoi), the number of forms is 2, and the
Size change is 0. The highest number is 3, so it costs three points of Mania to change forms.
It is possible for one or more forms to be a mundane object. Wonders still suffer Havoc when in
this form.
It takes an action to transform the wonder.
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RESHAPING SUBJECT
As a genius approaches mastery of Metaptropi, she gains the ability to change an object's shape and
form, not just what it is made from. This power, basically, allows a genius to turn anything into
anything else, limited only by the laws of nature as they apply to objects in the world.
An implementor of Metaptropi can engage in full shapeshifting, altering a creature's form
completely. He can turn his minions into deadly bears or transform a bloodthirsty dinosaur into a
docile rabbit. (Actually, a bloodthirsty rabbit: the target's mind remains the same). Changing an
object's form works much like creating an automaton with the Axiom of Automata.
If the transformation is successful, the genius can spend Mania to fuel the transformation. Every
point of Mania spent on fueling the transformation becomes a ''Transmutation Point''. TP's work
much like Automation Points. The alteration-costs are as follows:
CHANGE
TP cost
Description
Alter Size
1 / ±2 Size Affects Str, Spd, dmg & traits same as Rank 3 ''Grow & Shrink''.
Boost Physical Attribute 1 / +1 dot (requires Exelixi 1) To limit = Creator's inspiration-based Stat max
Reduce Phys Attribute
–1 / –2 dots Returns -1TP per 2 dots removed.
Add Physical Merit
1 /+2 dots (requires Exelixi 1) Increases existing Merit, or grants a new one
Increase Speed
1 / +2 Spd Increases the target's Racial Speed modifier
Grant Flight
1/ fly Spd 5 (requires Skafoi 2) 1TP per 5 points of Base Speed while flying.
1TP / Wpn (requires Katastrofi 2) Max rating = Katastrofi dots. Most animals
Natural Attack
dmg rating can deal L dmg instead of B with their natural weapons.
Natural Armor
Low-light Vision
Non-standard Body
Non-living Body

1TP / Armor (requires Prostasia 1) Max rating = Prostasia dots. An animal's
Rating
natural armor only defends vs general dmg, not ballistic or Agg.
1TP
(requires Apokalypsi 1) Ability to see as well as a cat at night.
Turn into a form with no historical antecedent. F.ex: Dragon VS
1TP
dinosaur, or lurching humanoid monstrosity VS gorilla.
2TP
Turn into a form that is not alive, such as a zombie or cyborg.

Most of the variables of Automata also apply to an alternate form built with TP's. Relevant
variables include: "biological" (most organic forms possess this variable),"decentralized anatomy",
"extra manipulators", "increased manipulator range", "no fine manipulators", "cannot move" (in
case the genius wants to become a tree), "only one manipulator", and "wheels".
A transformed subject retains its Mental and Social Attributes and its Mental Skills. The status of
its Social Merits depend on whether the ST thinks the genius' favorite beholden can still qualify for
the ''Barfly'' Merit when turned into a T. Rex. The transformed subject retains any templates – a
genius still possesses Inspiration, for example, and everything that goes along with it. Likewise, a
vampire still burns in sunlight and has a Vitae pool that can power Disciplines. Many metanormal
creatures possess shapeshifting abilities that, if employed, may nullify these transformations.
Like with Automata, creatures transformed by Metaptropi can benefit from integral wonders.
However, transforming into an existing creature dispenses with the need for some integral wonders,
allowing a genius to grow claws & wings with TP's rather than requiring Skafoi or Katastrofi.
If more or better options are desired, a genius can add integral wonders to any non-standard body
plan. Every dot of other Axioms spent on integral wonders costs 3TP. Note that these integral
wonders do not get a +1 bonus for being integral, since they have to be that way.
It is recommended that a genius have several sample forms worked out beforehand, since
transmutations of this order are fairly complex.
Dice Pool: Once the genius has a form in mind, she rolls Intelligence + Science. If the subject is
unwilling, the subject's Stamina + Metanormal Advantage roll subtracts from the genius' dice pool.
Success: The subject takes on the desired form. This costs a number of Mania points equal to the
Transmutation Points required to make the change. The transformation lasts for one scene.
Exceptional Success: The effect can last indefinitely if the genius wants. The Mania spent is
bound to the subject and cannot be recovered while the transformed subject exists.
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Failure: The shapeshifting fails and the subject retains its form. The genius can try again.
Dramatic Failure: The shapeshifting fails and causes one point of Lethal damage to the subject.
Targets that resisted do not suffer damage; instead, they are immune to the genius' Metaptropi
attempts for the rest of the scene.
Suggested Modifiers: The materials are nearly identical (+1), the materials are largely unrelated
(-1), the genius is attempting an organic-to-inorganic change or vice-versa (-2), every point of
Durability that the target possesses (-1), the genius is creating an animal or thing that exists in
nature and with which he is familiar (+1)

METAPTROPI ●●●●●
INVISIBILITY
A master of Metaptropi can neutralize certain "emanations" from an object. This is typically used to
eliminate visibility (that is, turn the subject invisible), but it can be used to eliminate any sort of
emanation, one at a time: light, sound, heat, smell, mental emanations, or electromagnetic
signatures. Attempting to make a subject invisible to one sense requires a Intelligence + Science
check. Success costs 1 Mania per 5 Size points of the subject.
Success: The subject and all its equipment and clothing fades from one sense for the duration of
the scene.
Exceptional Success: The effect can last indefinitely if the genius wants. The Mania spent is
bound to the subject and cannot be recovered while the transformed subject exists.
Failure: The subject remains fully visible. The genius can try again.
Dramatic Failure: The subject becomes unusually "bright" to that sense and impossible to miss
or ignore. This effect lasts for the rest of the scene.
PHASING
At this level, the genius can also move an object "out of phase". An out of phase object is
insubstantial to anything that is in phase. Out of phase objects can move at their regular Speed in
any direction so long as they are in contact with something solid. They cannot fly, and automatically
move toward the ground at a rate of one yard per turn until in contact with a solid surface. They can
pass through solid objects, but this causes one point of Bashing damage per turn in a solid object.
They still need to breathe, but they can breathe in-phase air. Out of phase creatures are still visible
and audible, though partially transparent and hard to notice (+3 to Stealth).
A genius can also move an object "far out of phase". Something that is far out of phase is entirely
undetectable to in-phase creatures. Further, it can move in any direction (including up or down) at
its regular Speed, and suffers no harm when passing through solid objects. It still needs to breathe,
and can breathe in phase air.
Things that are out of phase & far out of phase can interact with each other as if they were fully
solid. Things that are out of phase can interact with things that are far out of phase, and vice versa.
Cost: 1 Mania per 5 points of Size (if successful).
Dice Pool: (Intelligence + Science) to move something into or out of phase.
Dramatic Failure: The subject remains in phase and takes one point of Lethal damage.
Failure: The subject remains in phase. The genius can try again.
Success: The subject and all its equipment and clothing moves out of phase or far out of phase,
and remains there for the duration of the scene.
Exceptional Success: The effect can last indefinitely if the genius wants. The Mania spent is
bound to the subject and cannot be recovered while the transformed subject exists.
Suggested Modifiers: Moving subject back into phase (+1), moving subject from its normal state
to far out of phase (-1).
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POCKET DIMENSION
A master of Metaptropi can create places and objects that are bigger on the inside than than the
outside. The amount of space increase available to a wonder of this type is based on the genius'
Inspiration and the wonder's Core Modifier:
i+CM
Inside
0
+10% size
1
+50% size
2
2× size
3
3× size

Access
1 Mania
1 Mania
2 Mania
2 Mania

i+CM
4
5
6
7

Inside
5× size
10× size
20× size
50× size

Access
3 Mania
3 Mania
4 Mania
4 Mania

i+CM
Inside
Access
8
100× size 5 Mania
9
500× size 5 Mania
10 1'000× size 5 Mania

The Size of one of these wonders does not affect its Core Modifier. A genius can choose a Size
increase (and hence an access cost) less than the maximum. Accessing the wonder opens the door
from the inside to the outside for the duration of the scene. This door can be closed at any time, but
doing so means more Mania must be spent to gain access again.

METAMORPHOSE
Can engage in transformations that seem impossible or irrational. At lesser levels of ability, a genius
might turn a person into stone or into smoke; at this level they can turn a person into stone or smoke
and still have that person remain conscious and mobile. A subject's properties when so transformed
depend on what phase of matter the genius inflicts on the subject, as detailed further down.
All Forms: Since the subject is (probably) not organic, most poisons will not affect the subject.
The subject does not need to breathe or metabolize while in this form.
Cost: 1 Mania per 5 points of Size transformed, if attempt is successful.
Dice Pool: Intelligence + Science.
Suggested Modifiers: Immersed in or surrounded by the target material, such as being entirely
airborne and changing into gas (+1), in an environment hostile to the material (-1).
Success: The phase change succeeds, affecting the subject and all its equipment and clothing. The
effect lasts for one scene.
Exceptional Success: The effect can last indefinitely if the genius wants. The Mania spent is
bound to the subject and cannot be recovered while the transformed subject exists.
Failure: The effect fails. The genius can try again.
Dramatic Failure: The effect fails and causes one point of Lethal damage to the subject.
Solid

Subject gains Armor = the Durability of the material or the genius' Prostasia, whichever is lower.
Base Speed is reduced by an amount = the material's Durability. The subject treats ballistic attacks
as Bashing damage. If the subject is made of something extremely heavy, his increased weight may
prevent him from walking on certain surfaces. If trying to climb, jump, or perform most other
Athletics Skill checks, the subject suffers a -1 penalty per point of Durability of the base material.
Liquid

Subject can flow like water, gaining Armor = (genius' Prostasia) against all but ice & explosive
force attacks. Strength drops to one dot. The subject treats bullets and all cutting attacks as Bashing
damage. Due to the material's tendency to seek the lowest level, the subject cannot jump or climb.
The subject can flow into nearly anything, and can get into any area that isn't entirely water-tight.
Gas

Subject loses solidity & becomes gas-like, able to fly at (Base Speed +Dex). The subject can only
suffer damage from fire & area-effect explosion attacks, or by wind attacks. A strong breeze pushes
subject in the direction of the wind unless he spends the whole turn avoiding being moved. Galeforced winds push the subject around regardless of his attempts to resist the effect. Hurricane-force
winds do the same, and cause one point of Lethal damage per round. The subject has no Strength
score, but can manipulate the physical world for one turn with an effective Strength of one dot by
spending a point of Willpower. The subject can flow into any area that is not entirely air-tight.
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METAPTROPI-SPECIFIC VARIABLES
VARIABLES

CM

Prereqs

Attached Transform
+1
item is separate
Increased Range
–1 / lvl Not a ''ray'' item
Limited Illusions
+1 to 2 illusion device
Metaptropi Ray
±0
Katastrofi 1
Self Only
+1
Not ''attached''
Specific Transform
+1 to 3 transform device
transform device
Transformation Booth ± 0

Mechanics
Target only stays transformed while device is attached
Effect's range increases to (10 ft/ i dot), x2 per further -1
Device can only do limited type of illusions, or 1 specific
Requires hitting target with a ranged firearm-attack
Device can't affect anyone except the wielder
Can only affect 1 type of target, and / or only into 1 thing
Target must be inside item. No +M for Size & 1/2 M cost

Attached Transform (+1): In order for the subject to remain transformed, the wonder must
remain attached to it. This is good for "gorilla helmets" that turn anyone wearing it into a gorilla, or
masks that trigger a disguise when worn. Removing the wonder ends the transformation
immediately. If the subject is moved out of phase or otherwise altered by the transformation, the
wonder remains attached, following its wearer into the new phasing state. This can't be combined
with "grafted" or "internalized" variables, nor be an ''integral'' wonder.
Increased Range (-1/lvl): The wonder's range increases to ten feet per dot of Inspiration. This
incurs a -1 penalty. Every additional -1 penalty doubles the range. This Variable is not compatible
with the "Metaptropi ray" variable.
Limited Illusions (+1-2): A Metaptropi illusion generator normal creates a full range of
holographic audiovisual illusions. An illusion generator that only creates audio illusions, or only
creates 2D images, grants a +2 bonus. An illusion generator that selects from a limited range of
created illusions (only dogs, only crowds) grants a +1 bonus. An illusion generator that only creates
one thing (only a trio of green tentacle-monsters) grants a +2 bonus.
Metaptropi Ray (±0): (requires Katastrofi 1) Instead of producing an emanation that
automatically hits nearby targets, the wonder shoots forth a ray. This requires 1 Mania to activate
for a scene & (Wits +Firearms +Katastrofi) roll to hit, and otherwise causes wonder to be treated as
a weapon. Range is based on weapon's configuration (pistol, rifle, or artillery type), per Katastrofi.
A Metaptropi ray grants a +3 bonus to its effect if it hits a target ten or more feet away that is not
the user. Metaptropi rays cannot be applied to illusion-generators.
If the wonder uses this variable, it can also make use of the following variables of Katastrofi:
"adjusted range" (longer range only), "autofire", "explosive weapon", "extradimensional attack",
"good balance & weight", "limited ammunition", "variable damage" & "variable explosion". These
"explosions" merely spread area of effect out to blast radius; there's no change to ''Explosive Force''
Self Only (+1): This indicates that the Wonder can only modify the wielder; it cannot affect other
people. Can't be combined with "attached transformation".
Specific Transform (+1-3): The wonder can turn a target into only one material, or only one type
of creature. This grants a +2 bonus when using the wonder. Alternatively, a wonder of Metaptropi
can be built that targets only one type of material (or one type of creature). This grants a +1 bonus.
A transmuter that only turns one type of thing into one other type of thing grants a total +3 bonus.
A transmuter that only offers disguises grants a +1 bonus. So does a transmuter that only grants
camouflage, only causes phasing, only turns a subject invisible, etc. A transmuter that only changes
Size grants a +1 bonus. One that only grows or only shrinks grants a +2 bonus.
Transformation Booth (±0): A transmutation booth changes anything within the device, and the
cost does not increase based on the Size of the target (though any transformation costs a minimum
of 1 Mania). Further, the cost for transformations is halved. Its benefit is that it can transmute
anything with a Size less than its own Size. The disadvantages are twofold: First, it cannot have any
range, and second, any transmutation booth that is big enough to transform big things easily is big
enough that it is almost impossible to move.
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AUTOMATA
Axiom of: Independence. Wonders: Artificial Minds & Created Beings.
Definitions: Automata animates. It provides the vital force that allows inanimate
material to act independently, and at higher levels of mastery it grants volition and true
independence. Any wonder that acts on its own, without need for input, requires Automata.
Foundations: Artificers, Directors, Progenitors. Baramins: Atomists, Mechanists.

BASICS
Construction: ●Most "mechanical brains" & robots require Computer. ●Once-living or organic
beings need Medicine. ●Rank 4 or higher automata need Academics to implement the psychological
underpinnings of consciousness. ●Automata created from corpses require Occult.
●Factories require Crafts for physical objects & ●Medicine for living things. ●Factories that can
create intelligent creatures require Academics. ●A factory must have all the Skills necessary for
building any wonders it can create.
Mania: A wonder of Automata usually needs 1 Mania per rank each day to function; otherwise it
shuts down and enters a dormant state until given power. This state isn't harmful, and an automaton
can enter this state automatically, setting itself to awaken upon vocalization, physical contact, or
after a set period of time has elapsed (jostling or hitting the automaton will always awaken it).
A wonder of Automata can also hold Mania, much like a capacitor; an amount of Mania = genius'
(Inspiration + Automata). This can be used to power the wonder for long periods of time or to fuel
''integral'' wonders. However, this energy can't be drawn out of the automaton once it's in there,
except through the ''Calculus Vampire'' Merit. An unInspired automaton can spend 1 Mania per turn

AUTOMATA EFFECTS
LVL

AUTOMATONS

AP

FACTORIES

Complexity Set By

●
●●
●●●
●●●●
●●●●●

Triggered Devices, Limbs, Computers
Zombie-Level Intellect
Animal-Like intellect
Human-Level Intellect
Transcendent Intellect

–
1 / i dot
3 / i dot
4 / i dot
5 / i dot

Unliving Objects
Living Plants
Living Creatures
Intelligent Beings
Wonders

Crafts or Medicine
Science
Least of Medic or Scinc
Least Acad / Med / Sci
All needed for design

TRIGGERED DEVICES
The automaton can engage in very simple behavior. This level is typically used in support of
another Axiom or ability, and rarely at this level do wonders look like proper "mechanical men" or
other minions. You could build an automaton that automatically activates Exelixi-based healing if
he is injured, or a Katastrofi-based machine gun that opens fire on anything that moves in front of it.
These conditions are fixed & though they can grow fairly complex, a rank 1 automaton can only
have 1 command per dot of creator's Inspiration, and that command can't be changed dynamically.
If operating on its own, its skill level is = creator's (Automata + relevant Skill) + Core Modifier.
An automatic machine gun built by a genius with Automata 1 and three dots in Firearms would
have a base dice pool of four dice when attacking (plus the bonus from the machine gun itself, of
course). If no Skill applies, the genius' Automata, alone, is applied.
A wonder at this rank costs one point of Mania per scene to activate itself.
An automaton of this sort can hold an amount of Mania equal to the genius' Inspiration + Automata
in order to trigger other wonders and activate itself. For example, an automaton of this level, if built
to trigger a Prostasia force field that costs two points of Mania any time someone who is not the
genius enters the genius' laboratory, could be given a Mania supply to activate the shield.
Automata of this level are often used to build bombs and traps. These types of wonders do not
need a point of Mania a day for power.
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LIMBS
Can build artificial limbs. These have Str & Dex scores = (creator's Inspiration + Core Modifier).
All checks using Dexterity with the limbs use the lower of the limbs' or the user's Dexterity.
Unlike other wonders of Automata, limbs possess a Core Modifier that can be affected by things
such as the wonder's Size. A standard device of this type is a single limb with all the flexibility of a
human hand. The variables "dexterous limb," "extra limbs," "no fine manipulators" & "strong limb"
can be applied to these. They're also often mounted on "walker"-style vehicles built with Skafoi.
Limbs have a Defense equal to their Dexterity or the user's Defense, whichever is lower, and two
levels of Health or Structure per dot of Strength. Limbs ignore Bashing damage and only suffer
damage from ballistic attacks on an Exceptional Success. (Chopping or burning through them is
generally best.) They do not possess Durability, though they can be armored with Prostasia.
COMPUTERS
Students of Automata have recently discovered that they can duplicate the function of mundane
computers and calculators. These wonders perform like regular computers in most ways. They
require a point of Mania per day to power, and grant an Equipment bonus to all normal computer
actions equal to the genius' Inspiration + Automata.
Unlike with most other automata, Automata computers have a Core Modifier and it is affected by
Size. Computers cannot employ any variables of Automata.

AUTOMATONS

Loyalty: By default, an automaton is loyal to the genius, in the same way that a trusted hound or
(for smarter wonders) a faithful assistant would be loyal. They expect loyalty in return, and even
payment (in the form of Mania and repairs), and they may turn against a genius that treats them
harshly, but all other things being equal, they are exceptionally devoted.
Intelligent automata are more likely to be willful and difficult, especially if mistreated. Though a
genius can use Epikrato to control Automata as she might control any creature, wonders of
Automata are not automatically and permanently loyal to the genius merely because she built them.
Senses: By default, an automaton has senses roughly equivalent to a regular human. Apokalypsi
can enhance an automaton's senses.
Natural Resistances: Automata are artificial beings and are more resilient than creatures made
of living flesh. They do not breathe, so cannot be suffocated or drowned, and they are immune to
most poisons and venoms made to harm normal people. They are also slightly more resistant to
extremes of temperature than living people. Though they require Mania, they do not eat. The
"biological" variable makes an automaton like a living creature.
Killer Robots: Automata with arms (that is, most of them past rank-2) can damage enemies.
They do as much damage as regular humans of their Size and with their Attributes by lashing with
their fists, pseudopods, or other limbs. With Katastrofi-2, a genius can turn her Automata’s normal
Bashing damage into Lethal damage. To make weapons superior to fists or simple claws, however,
requires the genius to build wonders of Katastrofi and then to give or graft them to her servants.
Stepping on People: Large robots, as well as certain Skafoi wonders with legs instead of wheels
(see p261) can step on people and things, crushing them, even without the benefit of Katastrofi.
This attack is resolved much like an automobile crashes (see WoD Core p144). A vehicle attacks
with (Dex +Drive +Handling), while an automaton attacks with (Str +Athletics). Dmg = (attacker's
Size rating) Lethal, with no bonus from speed. For such an attack against objects, attacker does not
suffer damage if the attack doesn't cause damage>Durability. All other rules and conditions for
crashes apply. This sort of attack can only be made against targets half the attacker's Size or smaller.
Riding Your Automata: Since most Automata have legs or wheels, it is technically possible to
"ride" some of them, but it's a poor substitute for Skafoi. Firstly: Without Skafoi, the genius has no
control mechanism except for his own commands. He can order a 30ft-tall robot to walk downtown
and flatten a building with its fist, but he couldn't control it directly. Secondly: Skafoi is required to
grant an automaton unusual forms of locomotion, like flight
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Automation Points (AP): Automata of Rank 2 or higher receive ''Automation Points''. These are
spent on Attributes, Skills, Merits, Speed, and Size. One Automation Point can grant:
●1 dot in an Attribute
●5 Specializations that the genius knows ●+2 Speed
●3 dots in Skills the genius knows
●4 Specializaties the genius doesn't know ●+2 Size
●2 dots in Skills the genius doesn't know ●3 dots in Merits
●+5 held Mania
M pool = creator's Automata +i. Base Size = 5. Base Spd = 3. «i cap» =Trait limit set by creator's i.
A beholden's knowledge, or the knowledge of another genius, can be substituted for the genius'
for the purposes of determining Skill costs, so long as that person is also working on the project.
Providing Skill familiarity in this way prevents the helper from cooperating in any other fashion.
Even a single dot in a Skill is sufficient for a genius to "know" a Skill, even if the automaton is
built with a higher level of mastery
There are further limitations to how AP can be spent, based on the rank in Automata, as follows:

ZOMBIE-LEVEL INTELLECT

(AUTOMATA ●●)

AP: 1 point per inspiration dot

These beings begin to resemble living things, and can interact with environment in a simple way.
Attributes
Physical Base 1, Max i cap
Social
–
Mental
–

Skills

Merits

Other Features

–
–
–

Base 0, to Max 5
–
–

Do not suffer penalties for
untrained Skill use.
Can't use or benefit from tools

●Understands 1 language per inspiration dot, from among those the creator knows, but can't speak.
●Still mindless, but can execute (simple) commands dynamically. F.ex: "stay here & attack anyone
but me who enters the room", or "carry all the laptops outside & put them in the back of the truck".
●Only remembers a number of commands & how they're prioritized = creator's Inspiration
●Normally only listens to maker, but 1 command can be for it to accept orders from someone else
(In case of conflict, the automaton still follows the commands of its creator).
●Ca as smart as insect, but with ability to understand simpler aspects of the modern human world
●Infuriatingly literal-minded & incapable of cleverness, independent thought, or intuitive solutions
F.ex: An automaton told to put laptops in the back of the truck would be able to open the hatch to
put the laptops in there...so long as the hatch was unlocked. If it was locked or if the only way to
open the hatch was from the driver's seat, the zombie would be out of luck.
●Can use simple bladed weapons, which makes their dmg L, but gain no added dice from this
●Can be made to wear armor, and can even learn to don a suit of armor on their own
●Can use wonders integral to itself, so long as they do not rely on Mental or Social Skills
Note that though Automation Points can only grant "human-like" benefits, other wonders can be
grafted onto automata: Skafoi 3 could give a robot jet thrusters, while Prostasia 1 could cover an
alchemical zombie with plates of protective shell (see the "integral" variable for more information).

ANIMAL-LIKE INTELLECT

(AUTOMATA ●●●)

AP: 3 points per inspiration dot

These automatons achieve some limited intelligence; distinctly less than a human, but approached
in other species only by the cleverer apes, dolphins, dogs & parrots. (**=can have ''Striking Looks'')
Attributes

Skills

Physical Base 1, Max = i cap Base 0, to Max 3
Social
Base 1, to Max 3
Base 0, to Max 3
Mental
Base 1, to Max 3 *
–

Merits

Other Features

Base 0, to Max 5
– **
–

Suffers untrained penalties for
Physical & Social Skills

* = Except Int, which is Max 1
●Can follow complicated orders, do intelligent actions. Generally loyal to creator, tries to keep safe.
●Can understand most simple concepts & can communicate with a vocabulary of a few 100 words
in one single language (This may be a natural language the creator knows, or some kind of
"machine-speak" that only the genius and people who memorize the vocabulary can understand).
●They occasionally make mistakes of judgment or discretion, but their ''hearts'' are in the right place
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HUMAN-LEVEL INTELLECT

(AUTOMATA ●●●●)

AP: 4 points per inspiration dot

Here the genius begins to succeed in the dream of roboticists everywhere: he can create a fully
intelligent being able to reason, learn, and engage in complex problem-solving.
●All Attributes begin at 1 dot. ●Have no Virtue or Vice.
●Attributes, Skills & Merits have same max ratings as creator, as set by their dot–lvl of inspiration.
●Regain 1WP/day while either working towards assigned purpose or interacting with their creator.
●Achieving a great goal, either regarding their assigned purpose or accomplishing something
important for their creator, can earn them up to one more Willpower point in a day.
●Have an Obligation score, which can begin at any Rating ≤ creator's Obligation.
●Lacks independence & initiative, but this can change through many years of development, giving
it Virtue & Vice, and ability to regain WP in the normal fashion. Takes at least as long as growin up.

TRANSCENDENT INTELLECT

(AUTOMATA ●●●●●)

AP: 5 points per inspiration dot

Allows the genius to create beings that rival herself. These artificial thinkers are often more
intelligent than regular humans, and they can even become Inspired.
●All Attributes begin at 1 dot. ●Have both Virtue and Vice. ●Recover WP like normal people.
●Attributes, Skills & Merits have same max ratings as creator, as set by their inspiration dot-rating.
●Have an Obligation score, which can begin at any Rating ≤ creator's Obligation.
●Earns xp like a character. Can spend 20xp to buy 1 dot of Inspiration & so become a Genius itself.
Inspired automata have the M pool of any genius with their Inspiration & can transfer M normally.

FACTORIES
. Given the right equipment, such an Automata wonder can perform one specific assembly task. A
factory can ordinarily make only 1 product; the "dynamic factory" variable makes this changeable.
Factories don't require 1 Mania per day to remain active, but production rate is set by used Mania.
Factories require raw materials = Size of subject to be produced. This means that while the actual
"assembler" part can be fairly small, they often require large storage room for raw materials. Can't
build anything larger than itself. Other than this, Size doesn't affect factory's effect, doesn't alter CM
Stasis: Creations of a factory can enter state of ''stasis'' (see p274) while in factory of their origin.
Limit: The maximum complexity that can be made depends on the genius'dots in the given Skill.

UNLIVING OBJECTS

(AUTOMATA ●)

Limit: Crafts if inorganic, Medicine if organic

Skill

Maximum Complexity

●
●●
●●●
●●●●
●●●●●

Crude objects made of stone, wood, pottery, or modular plastic. No metalwork.
Ceramic, metal, and glass objects without moving parts.
Mechanical objects with moving parts, like crossbows, watches, or propeller planes.
Machines using jet engines, gunpowder, electronics, vacuum tubes, other chemical tech
Electronic Computers, transistors, and items that require 21st century manufacturing.

Provided it has the necessary raw material it can
make Size points worth of item at these speeds:

Output
Cost

1 Size / minute
1M / 10 Size

1 Size / turn
1M / turn

Produced items must be entirely mundane in performance and appearance; they are not wonders.
However, they are still manes, and regular people fiddling with them can trigger Havoc.
"Organic" factories (which use the genius' Medicine Skill) are possible, but they can only
produce ''inactive'' organic material (f.ex. processed foods, milk, etc), not living tissue or beings.
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LIVING PLANTS

Limit: Science.
(AUTOMATA ●●)
A factory that produces living things, but only simple, mundane living things without mobility; in
other words, plants and plant-like living things. Not even insects are possible at this level.
Skill

Maximum Complexity

Skill

Maximum Complexity

Pond scum and algae
●
●●● Flowers, bushes, mushrooms
Ferns, non-flowering plants, lichen
●●
●●●● Trees
●●●●● Unusual (if non-functional) hybrids & new types of plants

Provided it has the necessary raw material it can make Size points of plant matter at these speeds:
Output
Cost

1 Size point / hour
1 Mania / 10 Size points

1 Size point / minute
1 Mania / minute

1 Size point / turn
2 Mania / turn

These plants must be entirely mundane and have no unusual features. Even at Science 5, the
plants produced aren't wondrous, merely unusual and unique. They are, however, manes, and are
vulnerable to Havoc in the hands of mere mortals.
(AUTOMATA ●●●)
Limit: Least of Medicine & Science.
The factory can produce animals and other mobile living things. She cannot yet produce intelligent
creatures. The factory must have raw materials for its use in the form of a meaty organic "slurry."

LIVING CREATURES

Skill

Maximum Complexity

Size

●
●●
●●●
●●●●
●●●●●

Insects, starfish & other small invertebrates
Fish, lizards, and amphibians
Typical birds and mammals
Unusually intelligent creatures (ravens, chimps, dolphins)
Unique new hybrids or animal forms, or extinct animals

Max 0
Max 1
Max 3
Max 5
No max

Provided it has the necessary raw materials it can churn out size points of matter at these speeds:
Output
Cost

1 Size / day
1M / 10 Size

1 Size / hour
1M / hour

1 Size / minute
2M / minute

1 Size / turn
3M / turn

The genius does not control these creatures. The animals produced are natural, living animals,
and do not have wondrous traits or abilities, though building a mammoth or a saber-toothed cat
means the genius has an impressive specimen on her hands. These animals are, however, manes,
and suffer all the disabilities & disadvantages of that state
(AUTOMATA ●●●●)
Limit: Least of Academics, Medicine & Science.
Factories roughly equivalent of "cloning vats", or other methods of assembling intelligent beings.

INTELLIGENT BEINGS

Skill

●
●●
●●●
●●●●
●●●●●

Maximum Sophistication

Human infants only
"Blank" people with no Skills & all their Attributes at 2 dots
Basic people with 5 / 4 / 3 in Attributes & max 1 Merit dot. Stats determined by the ST
Basic people with 5 / 4 / 3 Attributes & max 3 Merit dots. Stats determined by character
Same as above, but can be "designer" people with unusual appearance (if desired),
and up to 7 Merit dots. Stats are determined by the character.

If provided with the raw building blocks to make a human body & mind (which requires human
genetic material), the factory can produce Size points worth of new people at the following rates:
Output
Cost

1 size / week
1M / person

1 person / day
5M / person

1 person / hour
10M / person

1 person / minute
20M / person

1 person / turn
100M / person

Skills: A newly-created adult person lacks Skills, but develops them very quickly, usually gaining
1 dot per week in a controlled learning environment or 1 per month in the wild, until they reach 10
dots of Skills, with no Skill higher than 2 dots. Training beyond that is like normal human Skill gain
●These humans are manes, with all the attendant disadvantages, but they are not themselves
wonders or automata, and are not "owned" by the genius except insofar as the genius asserts a right
of ownership (which may qualify as kidnapping or slavery).
●Creating humans in this way is a level 6 Transgression of Obligation.
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Limit: All skills required to construct Wonder.
(AUTOMATA ●●●●●)
WONDERS
These factories can create any wonder that the genius herself could create. It requires two things:
First: A ''procedure'' for the wonder to be built, "fed" to factory, so destroyed. Second: A supply of
raw materials of the appropriate type. ●It requires no roll to produce any wonder the genius could
create. ●Every wonder stamped out by the factory is an exact duplicate of the procedure template.
Output
1 Size point / hour
1 Size point / minute
1 Size point / turn
Cost
1M / Wonder's Rank
2M / Wonder's Rank
3M / Wonder's Rank
Once the wonder is complete, it automatically binds Mania to the genius who created the factory.
If the genius isn't there to claim the wonder, lacks the Mania to bind to the wonder, or doesn't claim
it, the result is an ''Orphaned Wonder''. If someone with enough free dots in the ''Adopted Orphan''
Merit is present at the wonder's creation, the 'product' can be adopted automatically, no roll required

AUTOMATA-SPECIFIC VARIABLES
VARIABLES

AP|CM

Prereqs

Mechanics

Anatomy, Biological
Anatomy, Decentralized
Automatic Repair
Brain Backup
Can't Move
Contact Trigger
Control Surface
Craniac
Durable
Dynamic Factory
Free Roaming
Limbs, Dexterous
Limbs, Strong
Limited Battery Life
Looks Normal
Low Intelligence
Manipulator Range, Added
Manipulator, Extra
Manipulator, No Fine
Manipulator, Only One
Manipulators, No
Mute
No Senses
Normal Power Source
Onboard Storage
Remote Control
Size
Uplifts
Smartification Node
Vision, Low-Light
Vision, Night
Wheels

±0
–1|
–2|
–1/copy
+2
|+2
–1
+1
–2-10
+1-3M
–1-4
±0
±0
+1-3
–1-2
+2 / step
–1/10ft
–1| /+1
+2|+1
+1
+4
+1
+2
–1
–1 to 2
–1|
–2 to +4
±0
+2
–1
–1
±0

–
–
Exelixi 1
–
No ''wheels''
Rank 1 only
Skafoi 1
–
–
–
Apokalypsi 1
–
–
–
–
Rank ≥ 3
–
–
–
–
–
Rank ≥ 4
–
–
–
Apokalypsi 1
–
–
''Uplifts''
Apokalypsi 1
Apokalypsi 1
Rank ≥ 2

Body is alive, needs to eat & sleep,heals naturally,etc
Suffers only Bashing damage from bullets & similar
Item fixes own damage as quickly as a human heals
Can make ''save-file'' of own mind, lasts after death
Has no Speed rating, no ability to move itself around
Device activates when touched (f.ex. tripwire)
Automaton that can be piloted like a vehicle
Human body with its mind replaced by artificial one
Gets Durability as Skafoi vehcile, may add Prostasia
The product the device fabricates can be changed
Automaton that isn't physical, exists as pure intellect
Limb has +1 Dex per -1 Str (min 1,max = i's stat cap)
Limb has +1 Str per -1 Dex (min 1,max = i's stat cap)
Needs to rest after a certain amount of time active
Seems like normal human / animal, fools most people
Mind reduced 1 or 2 steps: human►animal►zombie
Limbs can reach & handle objects even further away
Has additional limbs it can use, arm-like functionality
Limbs lack fingers, can't do delicate or complex tasks
Has 1 single bit that can do tasks equivalent to hand
No limbs that lets it affect world; can't pick things up
Doesn't have ability to talk or otherwise express itself
No innate natural ability to perceive its surroundings
Must be plugged into power 1h/day, instead of M/day
Sensory experiences copied to external data storage
Can be ''piloted'' from afar with Apokalypsi 1 device
Larger or smaller than the standard Sizes of 4 or 5
Isn't built, but living animal given higher-level intellect
Reverts to original mentality if device isn't attached
The automaton can see as well as a cat at night.
Can see in moderate darkness as well as in daylight
Has wheels, not legs. 2×safe spd. Can't do stairs, etc
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Anatomy, Biological (±0): Automata are assumed to be "artificial", animated by something other
than the biological processes that maintain living things. A biological automaton, by contrast, is
subject to the normal hazards that can injure or kill a living thing, such as suffocation, starvation,
and disease. In return for this frailty, the automaton gains ability to heal at the normal human rate.
Anatomy, Decentralized (–1|AP): The automaton has no centralized organs or vulnerable areas.
These wonders suffer only B dmg from bullets & such kinetic projectiles designed to cause massive
internal disruption. This costs 1AP or incurs a -1 penalty to the Core Modifier of a "limb" wonder.
Automatic Repair (–2|AP): (Requires Exelixi 1) Despite being a machine, the automaton has the
ability to repair itself. The wonder repairs itself at the same speed as a regular person. This costs
-2AP or incurs a -2 penalty to a Limb's Core Modifier. It can't be combined with "biological".
Brain Backup (–1AP/save): The wonder has a backup tape of its brain, allowing it to be restored
after apparent death. This only works if the wonder is free roaming (see that variable) or if the
genius then builds a new, psychologically identical wonder and then inserts the tape. Once the tape
is activated, the automaton wakes up with memories up to the last time it made a backup. A wonder
takes only 1 turn to save itself onto the backup tape. Every backup tape costs the automaton –1AP.
Can't Move (+2AP): Has neither legs nor wheels & can't move on its own. Can't have "wheels".
Contact Trigger (+2): A variable that applies only to Rank 1 wonders of Automata, this causes
the wonder to go off when touched. It is most often used for tripwire bombs and similar traps.
Control Surface (–1AP): (Requires Skafoi 1) The automaton, provided it can move around, can
be controlled by a pilot like a regular vehicle.
Craniac (+1AP): A regular human body with its original personality removed and replaced by a
new brain or a computer. Its Size is equal to the human's original Size. To create a craniac, the
genius must remove the existing mind (powerful geniuses use Epikrato 5; the rest use a bent wire
and a vigorous whisking motion), and then insert the Automatic brain into the new human
automaton. Killing someone to put a computer in their head is, of course, murder.
Nothing remains of the original personality. However, intelligent automata often learn the
Subterfuge ability to ease into their new roles. Further, if a genius can get and record a brain scan of
the subject (usually with Apokalypsi), she can inject the automaton with personality remnants
sufficient to foil almost any analysis. Without Exelixi 1, the body will take about a month to rot
(depending on weather and care) until it is no longer believable as a living thing. Built with Exelixi,
the craniac is self-sustaining and will eat and otherwise function normally.
All craniacs have the "biological" & "looks human" variables at no cost. Their Physical Attributes
& Merits need not be identical to the original body's, though significant changes can raise questions.
Their Size & general appearance remain the same.
Durable (–2-10): Automata are normally treated like characters & as such can benefit from
Armor. This Variable grants it Durability as a Skafoi vehicle of the same Size (see p243) and
additional Durability from integral Prostasia armor in the same way. The cost depends on its Size:
Size
Cost

0 to 2
10

3 to 8
8

9 to 15
6

16 to 25
4

26 and up
2

Automata with the "biological" variable cannot benefit from this variable.
Dynamic Factory (+1-3M): A typical factory produces only one thing: one mundane object, one
type of plant or animal, one type of person (always precisely the same), one type of wonder.
Dynamic factories can be reconfigured on the fly to produce different sorts of things. Moderate
dynamism (a collection of related tools like "swords," any type of tree or any type of dog, any type
of person of one ethnicity, any type of wonder from one Axiom) increases the Mania cost of the
factory by one point. Considerable dynamism (any type of regular object, any type of animal, any
type of person, any type of wonder) increases the cost by two points. Full dynamism (the factory
can create anything that any factory build by that genius could conceivably create) increases the
cost by three points. Rank 5 dynamic factories still require procedures to produce wonders.
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Free Roaming (–1-4AP): (Requires Apokalypsi 1) Prereqs: ●That the automaton has no physical
body of any kind ("cannot move", "no manipulators", "no senses") & ●Size 0 (already included in
listed costs). A wonder like this is not tied to a physical computer, database, or giant throbbing tube
of neural tissue. It can inhabit any of these things, however: It is basically free-roaming in its
environment, whether that environment is a single computer, a local network, or the entire Internet.
The automaton is basically a program that can fit into most computers. Its ability to move is
limited: it can access another computer if allowed in or if it can hack in, but is otherwise as limited
as any virus in its access. Unlike a virus, the wonder doesn't duplicate itself: there is only 1 version
of the automaton, which can be located in only one place at a time. This can leave it vulnerable to
tampering: if its computer home is unplugged, it is deactivated; if its home is destroyed, it is killed.
Costs: ●1AP if it can only inhabit a mainframe or computer server, ●2AP if it can fit in a PC or
laptop (or the head of a human-like chassis), ●3AP if it can fit in a small not-quite-computer like a
digital watch. ●4AP if it can inhabit a normal human brain (getting into a human body is tricky,
usually requiring levels of Epikrato). Costs already account for "cannot move", "no manipulators",
"no senses" & Size of 0. Can only have Size 0 integral wonders that don't affect the physical world.
Limbs, Dexterous (±0): A "limb" wonder can trade Dexterity for Strength on a one-for-one basis.
Minimum Strength is 1, while max Dexterity is equal to the genius' Stat max, based on Inspiration.
Limbs, Strong (±0): A "limb" wonder can trade Strength for Dexterity on a one-for-one basis.
Minimum Dex is 1, while max Strength is equal to the genius' Stat maximum, based on Inspiration.
Limited Battery Life (+1-3AP): Automata, even biological ones, do not normally need rest.
Those that do need down-time receive additional Automation Points for their troubles, as follows:
Rest
Gives

8 hours / day (active ≤16 h)
+1 Automation Point

16 hrs / day (active ≤ 8 hrs)
+2 Automation Points

20 hrs / day (active ≤ 4hrs)
+3 Automation Points

Looks Normal (–1-2AP): looks human/animal enough to fool most people. 2AP if not biological.
Low Intelligence (+2AP/step): Many geniuses want the raw power & flexibility of more
advanced degrees of Automata without creating fully intelligent creatures, with all the ethical and
logistical ramifications of such an act. This Variable creates an automaton with an intellect below
what it normally should be. Rank 3 automaton has zombie-level intelligence, while Rank 4 or 5
automata have animal or zombie-level intelligence. A 1-step downgrade (from human to animal or
from animal to zombie) grants +2AP. A 2-step downgrade (from human to zombie) grants +4AP.
Manipulator Range, Added (–1|AP/10ft): Manipulators can normally reach ca as far as a person
of the wonder's Size could reach; 5 feet for creatures of Size 5, ten feet for Size 10, fifteen for Size
15, twenty for Size 20, etc. If Integral to an automaton or Skafoi vehicle, this range is equal to the
wonder's Size. Every extra 10ft in distance costs 1AP or incurs a -1 penalty to limb's Core Modifier.
Manipulator, Extra (–1|AP/+1): Normal automata have 2 manipulators. Further limbs allow the
wonder to hold additional objects & perform reflexive actions with them, though it cannot normally
use extra limbs for additional instant actions. Every extra manipulator also gives +2 dice on grapple
checks. Every added limb costs 1AP or incurs a –1 penalty to a "limb" wonder's Core Modifier.
Manipulator, No Fine (+2AP|+1): Has simple tentacles or "paws" rather than hands. It lacks
fingers or other means of holding things delicately. Grants +2AP or a +1 to a limb's Core Modifier.
Manipulator, Only One (+1AP): A wonder with this drawback has only a single "hand." This
variable may be appropriate for a mounted "Waldo" arm or for an animal-like wonder that can only
manipulate things with its mouth (which is also probably not a fine manipulator).
Manipulators, No (+4AP): The wonder has no manipulators at all and cannot pick things up.
Mute (+1AP): The wonder cannot speak. (This also covers such easy workarounds as commscreens attached to the automaton, integral telepathic or commlink systems, etc.) This Variable is
available for automata of Rank 4 or higher. (Many Rank 3 automata are also mute, but they say little
of consequence anyway and so do not benefit from this variable).
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No Senses (+2AP): The wonder has no senses at all. It may have integral Apokalypsi wonders,
but it does not detect the world naturally.
Normal Power Source (–1AP): The wonder does not need one point of Mania per day to sustain
itself. Instead it can just plug into a regular power source for one hour per day and recharge. The
wonder cannot gain additional Mania by plugging in to a regular power source. The wonder must be
plugged in; regular batteries will not work.
Onboard Storage (–1-2AP): An automaton's sensory experiences are stored on a separate
storage medium. This medium can be extracted and duplicated like any other type of data. It can be
viewed on most compatible viewing devices. (Apokalypsi viewers usually have no trouble viewing
it, but the data might need to be burned to CD before a regular computer will view it.) This device
contains a full record of what the automaton has experienced. This basically duplicates the ''Eidetic
Memory'' Merit so long as the storage medium is within the automaton. This costs 2AP if biological.
Remote Control (–1AP): (Requires Apokalypsi 1) Any automaton can be given a remote control
option. This allows the genius or specified personnel to control the automaton directly. Remote
control requires the operator possesses an Apokalypsi-1 communicator and is in range of the target.
When under remote control, the automaton's Physical Attributes, Merits & general Physical
Traits, such as Size and whether or not it has wheels or integral weapons, remain the same, while its
Mental and Social Attributes, Mental and Social Merits, and Skills are replaced by the operator's.
If attached to an Automata-1 triggered device, it incurs a -1 penalty to effectiveness at all times,
but when remote-controlled, allows the operator to roll her own Attribute + Skill instead of the
wonder's Automata + Skill.
Size (~AP): A wonder of Automata typically has a Size of 5, or 4 at the genius' discretion.
Reducing that Size to 2-3 grants +1 additional AP. Reducing the Size to 1 grants +2 additional AP.
If the automaton lacks arms and legs (the "cannot move" and "no manipulators" variables), small
Size is instead an advantage, while bulk becomes a drawback. Use the chart below:
Size
Cost

0
–2 AP

1
–1 AP

2 to 3
± 0 AP

4 to 5
+1 AP

6 to 11
+2 AP

13 to 29
+3 AP

30 & up
+4 AP

Uplifts (±0AP): Rather than just building an artificial intelligence from scratch, it's often easier
just to load smarts into an existing creature. Dogs, monkeys, and seals are most often subject to this
smartification process by geniuses with Automata 3+. Humans and other fully-intelligent beings
can't be uplifted in this way; doing so destroys the existing personality. (This, for the curious, is
murder). An uplifted animal has the "biological" variable and usually others, such as "no fine
manipulators," to reflect its animal-like form. The animal's basic personality and instincts are
maintained, but its intelligence is increased and augmented. The genius must pay normally, using
AP's, for the animal's existing traits, before adding additional abilities.
Smartification Node (+2AP): This variable is usually applied to ''uplifts''. A collar or hat,
defaulting to 1/5th the Size of the animal and attached to the animal, provides it with its increased
intelligence. If the node is removed or damaged below half its Structure, the animal reverts to its
normal behavior. If the node is destroyed, the automaton personality is destroyed along with it.
Vision, Low-Light (–1AP): (Requires Apokalypsi 1) Automaton can see as well as a cat at night.
Vision, Night (–1AP): (Requires Apokalypsi 1) The wonder can see in moderate darkness as well
as in daylight. The wonder cannot see in total darkness.
Wheels (±0AP): By default, Automata of Rank 2 or higher have legs. Wheels double the
automaton's Base Speed, but wheels cannot travel over difficult or uneven terrain or climb stairs.
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PROSTASIA
Axiom of: Protection. Wonders: Machines to Shield & Defend.
Definitions: Prostasia protects. Though its simplest application is to put metal & gravity
between the genius and the enemy, any sort of protection is within Prostasia's purview.
Any wonder that guards, shields, protects, or defends uses Prostasia.
Foundation: Artificers. Baramin: Mechanists.

BASICS
Construction: ●Physical armor, typically made of metal or ceramic, requires Crafts to build.
●Organic armor is possible & uses Medicine, but it requires Exelixi 1 to strengthen the components.
●Various "ray" shields and other devices use Science.
Mania: ●Armor that is always on doesn't require Mania. ●Shielding, which has to be activated,
costs 1 Mania per Prostasia rank wonder has, but then remain operational for the rest of the Scene.
Stacking: Wondrous Armor only stacks in these ways: ●Physical armor (wondrous or mundane)
never stacks with other physical armor. ●Shielding doesn't stack with any other shielding effects.
●Shielding devices somewhat stack with physical armor, whether mundane or wondrous, but the
combination's final Armor rating = (the highest Armor rating +1), not the sum of the 2 armor ratings
●Stacking ''ablative armor'' is ineffective, as equal damage is caused to every type of ablative
armor worn. F.ex: If an attack causes 3 Lethal damage, the attack removes 3 temporary Health from
each type of ablative armor worn.
●Stacking ablative & regular armor is difficult. Firstly: One must be physical armor & the other
must be a shielding device (as per rules above). Secondly: The ablative armor automatically loses 2
Health levels of damage per point of Armor offered by the regular armor.
●If one set of of armor is bulletproof, the set is considered BP, reducing ballistic dmg by 1 step.

LVL

PROSTASIA
Example Functions

DEFENSES

EFFECTS
Constant Activated

Armors & Shielding, Immunity & Vaccine, Pressure Tolerance
Armored Vehicles & Buildings, Durable Shielding, Radar
●●
External
Cloaking, Data Security, Architecture, Lockbox
●●●
Unusual
Mental Shield, Morphic Shield, Occult Shield
●●●● Dimensional Block Scans, Block Teleports, Block Other Worlds
●●●●● Impenetrable Tenfold Durability Armor, Block all interaction
●

Personal

Armor 1 Armor 2
Armor 3 Armor 5
Armor 5 Armor 8
Armor 7 Armor 11
Armor 9 Armor 14

PROSTASIA ●
ARMORS & SHIELDING
Armor Rating depends on its Rank & whether it's always on (Armor) or requires activation (Shield),
as well as its Core Modifier, which also adjusts the rating. A suit of armor must have Size=Wearer's
Prostasia
Armored
Shielding

●

●●

●●●

●●●●

●●●●●

1
2

3
5

5
8

7
11

9
14

Resistance: By default, Prostasia armor provides equal general and ballistic protection. Prostasia
Armor is not automatically bulletproof. However, Prostasia armor protects normally against
Aggravated attacks caused by powerful Katastrofic weapons and by other means.
PRESSURE TOLERANCE
One Rank in Prostasia is sufficient to protect a person, vehicle or automaton from crushing ocean
depths or other sorts of high-pressure environs, so long as the wonder covers the subject's entire
body. This applies only to full suits of armor & to shield-style protection that would apply to
crushing force, not to vests or other partial protective measures (or to psychic screens or other nonphysical defenses). The "barrier" variable is not necessary to benefit from this function.
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IMMUNITY & VACCINE
Can create effect helping the body to resist toxins. The user adds a bonus equal to (Inspiration +
Medicine + Core Modifier) when making a roll to resist toxins or disease.
Prostasia immunizations does not protect against Katastrofi disease guns, poisonous stingers or
other powers that directly target the Health track. A Genius should build regular Armor instead.
A Wonder that only protects against toxins or diseases but not both has a +1 bonus.

PROSTASIA ●●
ARMORED VEHICLES & BUILDINGS
Allows the Genius to create Armor for vehicles and buildings. These get Durability from Prostasia
rather than Armor. This includes mundane vehicles enhanced by Prostasia and wonders of Skafoi. A
variable can give Durability to Automata instead of Armor, provided it has the "durable" variable.
To find the amount of Durability that such a machine receives, multiply the Armor that the
Prostasia wonder would grant by the base Durability as determined by Size, as follows:
Object Size
Base Durability

0 to 2
1 dur.

3 to 8
2 dur.

9 to 15
3 dur.

16 to 25
4 dur.

26 & up
5 dur.

F.ex: A cloud bike (Size 6, base Durability 2) with basic Prostasia 3 protection (Armor 5) would
have a Durability of (2×5) 10.
Size: Armor for a vehicle or building usually has a Size equal to 1/10th the item's Size. Smaller
versions (1/20th of vehicle's or building's Size) incur a –1 penalty, while large ones (2/5ths its Size)
grant a +1 bonus, but give a –2 penalty to a vehicle's Handling. Armor for buildings is often built
extra-large because it doesn't matter how maneuverable a building is.
DURABLE SHIELDING
Shielding devices and other Wonders of Prostasia which need to be activated grant the same
durability as Armor which is always on, but once activated they also grant their user an extra
Structure = (Size + the increased Durability). This "bonus" Structure is removed before actual
physical Structure damage is caused to the wonder. However, once this bonus Structure is all
removed, the shields go down, reducing Durability to its unshielded levels. Once down, the shields
cannot be reactivated for the rest of the scene.
RADAR CLOAKING
Any amount of Prostasia 2 protection of nearly any sort is (when activated) enough to render its
wearer or user invisible to radar, sonar, and similar mundane scanning technologies.
DATA SECURITY
Can protect computers, servers & other forms of data in the form of a password or sophisticated
algorithm that prevents access. This gives any Computer checks (or other attempts to access this
data) a penalty = the genius' (Inspiration + Computer + Core Modifier).
Every Prostasia data security system comes with a password (usually a string of alphanumeric
symbols to be entered into a computer) that allows access. A genius can give away the password
freely, or change the password. Changing the password requires knowledge of the existing
password and access to the data security software. The change takes only a single turn. There is
nothing wondrous about the password. A data security system has no ongoing Mania cost.
ARCHITECTURE
In addition to adding Armor to a building, someone with Prostasia 2 can simply build Wondrous
structures. These are far more than just homes: Geniuses have built heatproof laboratories in the
heart of a volcano and vast subterranean complexes to house their experiments.
A Wondrous building can ignore the limits of material science allowing for bridges suspended on
gossamer thin wires and cables with enough tensile strength to support orbital elevators.
The additional Durability granted by Prostasia 2 can be included in a Wondrous structure at no
extra cost.
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LOCKBOX
A genius can use Prostasia to create a ''lockbox'', a secure room that cannot be accessed from the
outside (or from the inside if the Genius wants to build a cell). This inflicts a penalty to Larceny
checks & other attempts to access the secured area = creator's Inspiration + Crafts + Core Modifier.
The genius can freely build keys for this lockbox. The keys are not themselves wondrous and
take no more time or Skill to make than regular keys, but only the genius who made the lockbox can
make keys. Some geniuses prefer using codes, combination locks or attaching Automatic systems to
their lockboxes that can recognize facial features or other traits.
It has a Durability based on its Size (as if it were a vehicle) + creator's Inspiration +Wonder's rank
+ Core Modifier. Lockboxes are very difficult to get into. This has no ongoing Mania cost.

PROSTASIA ●●●
Prostasia 3 Wonders usually protect an individual user, but if they are integral to a building or
vehicle they protect the entire area at no additional cost.
''Unusual Defense'' type Wonders never protect against damage to a Genius' Health box.
MENTAL SHIELD
Some Prostasia devices provide mental rather than physical shielding. Wonders of this sort protect
against any type of mental attack rather than a physical assault. All attempts at mental control or
psychological harm suffer a penalty equal to the genius' Inspiration + Academics + Core Modifier.
Mental shielding also protects against most deleterious mental effects, auras, and fields that are
not precisely "attacks," such as the Lunacy caused by a werewolf. (Geniuses are too crazy for
Lunacy to touch them, but this effect can protect beholden or fellow-travelers).
If this deleterious mental effect allows for a roll (often Resolve + Composure), the shielding
offers a dice bonus = creator's (Inspiration + Academics) + Core Modifier. If the mental effect has a
variable effect based on the target's WP, add creator's (Inspiration + Academics) + Core Modifier to
the subject's WP (to a max WP of 10) for purpose of those rules.
MORPHIC SHIELD
Protects against unwanted Metaptropi transformations & similar transformations from other sources
All attempts to transform user suffer a penalty = creator's (Inspiration + Science) + Core Modifier.
OCCULT SHIELD
The world is full of metanormal phenomena that have yet to be understood by a scientific or
Inspired understanding of the world. A Genius can use Prostasia to defend against magical curses
and strange spiritual maladies. All attempts to affect the genius with metanormal powers that work
because of magic (most metanormal powers that aren't related to Mania) & that don't fall under one
of the previous Prostasia 3 Wonders, or fill in Health boxes, suffer a penalty equal to the genius'
(Inspiration + Occult) + Core Modifier. This can be used to protect against magical scrying.

PROSTASIA ●●●●
Dimensional Shield: Prostasia can be used to shield against scanning (Apokalypsi) and teleporting
in or out (Skafoi). Activating such a field designed to keep out intrusion inflicts a penalty to
scanning & teleporting in = the genius' (Inspiration + Science) + Core Modifier. This effect costs 1
Mania per rank per day of activation. Most Anti-Scanning fields are built as Integral to a vehicle or
building, where they automatically protect the entire structure, or with the Expandable variable.

PROSTASIA ●●●●●
Effect: Functions much like Prostasia 2 Armor for vehicles & buildings, except that it provides
10 times the usual durability, as the Genius hides behind rifts in space, pushes himself out of
temporal synchronization or similar. ''Denconstruct Technology'' doesn't work against this Prostasia.
Isolating: So long as the Wonder is active no communication or interaction with the outside
world is possible, teleporters and communicators are blocked entirely. A Genius can be perfectly
protected from the world or able to interact with it but not both. Vehicles with integral impenetrable
defenses cannot travel while the defense is active.
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PROSTASIA-SPECIFIC VARIABLES
VARIABLES

CM

Ablative Armor
–1/+2H
Ballistic/General dmg
±1
Bulletproof
–1
Expandable
–1 to 10
Barrier
–1
Cage
±0
Heavy Armor
+1
Invulnerable
–1
Limited Protection
+2
Opaque to Air
±0
Reflection
–1
Targeted Deflection
±0
Vest
–1

Prereqs

Mechanics

–
–
Armor effect
Shielding effect
''Expandable''
''Barrier''
Physical armor
Armor, not Dur
–
–
–
Shielding effect
Not ''Heavy A.''

Effect can give +2 temporary Health per –1 Armor rating
Armor is ±1 against ballistic dmg & + 1 vs general dmg
Reduces damage of ballistic attacks from A to L, L to B
Can expand into area-effect, protecting all within range
Shield is physical; roll (Str+Sta–Armor) to move through
Effect focused inward as containment, prevents escape
Has Str prereq = Rank, gives –2 to move & –1 Defense
Ignore 5 auto-dmg/Armor & all mundane Armor Piercing
Device only protects against 1 specific type of attack
Effect is airtight, preventing gases from passing through
Ranged attacks on wielder that get 0 sux strike attacker
Instant action (Dx+Weap) per turn to work, +1 armr / sux
Only covers torso, can conceal under clothes,is 1/2 size

Ablative Armor (–1/+2H): Rather than accepting levels of Armor based on rank in Prostasia, it
can instead give +2 extra Health levels per Armor. These extra Health levels are used up before the
genius' own real Health levels, and losing them incurs no penalties: they typically represent some
kind of "energy screen" that exists between the genius and harm, and that attacks must burn through
before they can reach the target beneath. (do not use Temporary Health rules in WoD Core Book).
The genius can combine these two types of protection. F.ex: A genius with two dots in Prostasia
(Armor 3) could give himself Armor 1 & +4 extra Health levels, or Armor 2 & +2 extra Health lvls.
A genius activates and restores ablative armor by spending Mania. Every point of Mania adds or
restores one Health level of ablative armor, up to the armor's maximum rating. Once Mania points
are spent on ablative armor, the Health levels bleed away at a rate of one point per day.
Vehicles get extra Structure instead of extra Health, but the system works the same way. Ablative
armor that is also a "shielding device" gets no bonus from that option, but also no extra Mania cost
Ballistic/General dmg (±1): By default, wonders of Prostasia protect equally against ballistic
and general damage. This variable allows the genius to increase ballistic protection by one (and
only one) and reduce general protection by one, or vice-versa.
Bulletproof (–1): The armor is bulletproof, turning any ballistic attack's damage from L or A to B
Expandable (–1-10): The shielding can be extended dynamically to protect others. This reduces
the Core Modifier rating by 1. Expandable shields don't normally provide protection against
attackers that are inside the shield, unless the creator specifies that shield is an expandable "field"
that reduces all attacks that occur within. Expandable shields are dynamic. The wielder can increase
or decrease the shield's size with an instant action. This may further reduce the Core Modifier:
DIAMETER
Prostasia ●
Rank ●●
Rank ●●●
Rank ●●●●
Rank ●●●●●
5 yards
10 yards
20 yards
40 yards
80 yards
200 yards
1'000 yards
1 mile
2 miles
20 miles
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–1
–2
–3
–4
–5
–6
–7
–8
–9
–10

–0
–0
–1
–2
–3
–4
–5
–6
–7
–8

–0
–0
–0
–0
–1
–2
–3
–4
–5
–6
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–0
–0
–0
–0
–0
–0
–1
–2
–3
–4

–0
–0
–0
–0
–0
–0
–0
–0
–1
–2

Barrier (–1): An "expandable" shield can be made physical to block people & items, rather than
just attacks, but this reduces its Armor rating by -1. The barrier gains a resistance = its Armor rating
to resist entrance. Anyone trying to enter must roll (Str + Sta – barrier's Armor) to push through.
Trying to bash through a barrier causes 1 B dmg per attempt unless the attacker is wearing armor.
Since barriers block direct physical contact, they are sometimes used to prevent Havoc by dialing
their expansion all the way down, creating a form-fitting insulating "glove" around the object.
Success: The attacker forces her way through the shield.
ExSux: The attacker forces her way through the shield and disrupts the shield, causing it to shut
down. It can be reactivated normally with Mania on the genius' next turn.
Failure: The attacker cannot get through that turn, but can try again next round.
Dramatic Failure: Attacker suffers a number of Health lvls of B dmg = the barrier's Armor rating
& is knocked prone. She cannot attempt to break through the barrier again for the rest of the scene.
Cage (±0): A shielding device with the "barrier" variable can be turned inside out, turning it into
a mechanism for holding people or things. The cage gains a resistance = its Armor rating to resist
escape. Anyone trying to get out (or in) must roll (Str + Sta – cage's Armor) to push through.
Success: The attacker forces her way out of the cage.
Ex Sux: Attacker forces their way out & makes cage shut down. It can be reactivated normally.
Failure: The attacker cannot get through that turn. She can try again.
Dramatic Failure: Attacker suffers a number of Health lvls of B damage = barrier's Armor rating
and is knocked prone. She cannot attempt to escape again for the rest of the scene.
Heavy Armor (+1): A suit of physical armor incurs a -2 penalty to Move & -1 to Defense & has
a minimum Strength requirement equal to the wonder's rank, but also grants a +1 bonus to Armor.
Invulnerable (–1): The armor ignores the Armor Piercing quality of any mundane attack, but AP
from Katastrofi weapons, other wonders, or other metanormal sources still applies. Also, the armor
ignores 5 "automatic success" damage (from explosive force, railguns, etc) per point of Armor, from
any source, mundane or otherwise. This variable can only be applied to Armor, not Durability.
Limited Protection (+2): The wonder protects only against one type of attack. Common attack
types include heat, cold, electricity, radiation, poison and acid, ballistic attacks (gunfire), physical
attacks (swords and blunt trauma), and gravitational attacks. The wonder grants an additional +2 to
Armor, but only against that one type of attack. Other attacks pass right through it.
Opaque to Air (±0): Ordinary shields & armor allow air to filter through, which means that user
can breathe, but is vulnerable to gas-based attacks. Armor that is opaque to air does not allow any
air to pass through, which protects the user against poison gas, but the user must supply his own air.
Reflection (–1): Any ranged attack that does not hit the target (no successes) bounces back to
strike the attacker. The reflected attack dice pool is equal only to the attacking weapon's damage
(minimum of 1) minus any modifiers for range, etc.
Targeted Deflection (±0): Certain shields require the user to spend an action and actively deflect
the attack. This is appropriate for small physical shields, bullet-deflecting bracers, and energy
swords that can swat lasers out of mid-air. The shield does not work if the user does not take action,
but if the genius engages in active deflection (requiring an action), roll (Dex +Weaponry) & add the
successes to Prostasia Wonder's Armor rating for that round. This can't deflect area attacks.
If this variable is combined with the "reflection" variable, the genius must choose whether to
deflect normally or to reflect each ranged attack. (Melee attacks can be deflected normally but not
reflected.) If the genius chooses to reflect the (Dex +Weaponry) roll is at -2, and if the attack misses
the genius adds his (Dex + Weaponry) pool to the basic damage dice for the reflection.
Vest (–1): The armor is only a vest, breastplate, or something else that can fit under a bulky
jacket. Its effectiveness is reduced by 1, and called shots to the head or limbs ignore the armor.
Spotting a vest beneath a coat or heavy shirt requires a roll of (Wits +Crafts – creator's' Inspiration).
If worn under a light shirt, the Inspiration penalty doesn't apply. A vest is half the Size of the wearer.
Vest can't be "heavy armor", it isn't pressure-resistant & doesn't function as space- or diving-suit.
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SKAFOI
Axiom of: Travel. Wonders: Vehicles & Gates.
Definitions: Skafoi transports. It carries people & things from one place to another,
over land, across space, or through time itself or to other dimensions.
Any wonder that serves as a vehicle, a transporter, or a gate uses Skafoi.
Foundation: Navigators. Baramin: Etherites.

BASICS
Construction: ●Vehicles use Crafts ●At Rank ≥3 (jet vehicles, starships, etc) they also use Science.
●Non-vehicular wonders use Science. ●Can build entirely organic rank 1-2 vehicles using Medicine
●Rank≥3 wonders made out of organic material use both Crafts & Medicine. ●All organic wonders
require Automata 1 for rudimentary nervous processing. ●All wheeled wonders also need Crafts.
Mania: ●Activating costs 1 Mania per Rank of the wonder. ●A vehicle can be left idling for up
to 10 minutes per dot of the driver's Inspiration; after that it shuts down automatically. ●Every 6 full
hours of activity also costs Mania = (the vehicle's rank). ●Spaceships can go 6 full hours of activity
after initial activation, then they cost cost Mania = (the wonder's rank) for every week of travel.
●Teleportation, superluminal-, interdimensional- or time-travel costs 1 Mania per 5 Size points to
be transmitted per roll. ●But: if it's a vehicle, it can auto-transport anything within it at no extra cost
These types of wonders might also be "gate"-type devices, by applying the ''transporter'' variable.
Range: Non-vehicular wonders have a default range of ''touch'', before adding variables.
Dice Pool: ●Almost all vehicles use (Dex+Drive+Handling) to control. ●Teleporting through space
or exceeding the speed of light requires (Int+Science). ●Time travel requires (Int+Academics).
●Planar travel is (Int+Occult). ●Any vehicular wonder of Skafoi that is worn to be used (like a pair
of wings or a jet pack) instead uses the lowest of Athletics & Drive. ●The exception is ''integral'' or
''grafted'' wonders that resemble body parts (like grafted wings), which only use Athletics.
Non-vehicular wonders of Skafoi can be resisted with (Resolve + Metanormal Trait).

VEHICLES
Modes of Travel: Different types of transportation comprise different wonders. Just because a
genius with Skafoi 3 can build a flying machine, a car, and a submersible, it doesn’t mean that her
one vehicle is some deranged hybrid of all these things. Each type of transportation is a separate
wonder. The following types of Skafoi vehicles exist: ground-based, surface boat, subterranean
burrower, flying machine, aerospace vehicles, spaceships & underwater submersibles.
These modes can be combined into a single vehicle. If so, creator must bind +1 additional Mania
per mode of transport beyond the first. (The only exception is for submersibles that can also travel
along the water's surface: all submersibles can surface, so "surface boat" is not treated as a separate
wonder if "submersible" has been selected). Fex: If a Spaceship can also serve as an aerospace
vehicle & can travel underwater, it would need +2 more bound Mania to have all 3 modes of travel.
Handling: Vehicle's base Handling = builder's Inspiration. A wonder's Minimum Handling = 0,
while a wonder's Maximum Handling = 10, even with modifications and variables.
Size: Wonders of Skafoi can be of any Size. For vehicles (those that aren't teleporters, time
machines, or other "instant movement" devices), Size doesn't alter the Core Modifier. Instead there
are 2 types of vehicle size classes: Worn & Driven: ●Worn wonders of Skafoi are Size ≤ 5 & might
resemble boots, wings, or a backpack. A worn wonder that's smaller than the user incurs a Handling
penalty = the Size difference. ●Driven wonders are Size ≥ 5 (often much larger) & look like regular
vehicles, like cars or planes. Driven wonders are typically much faster than worn wonders.
Durability & Size: Skafoi vehicles have Durability based on their Size, and its Structure is =
(Size + Durability). Unless otherwise noted, a wonder can hold passengers based on its Size:
Vehicle Size
Base Hardness
Initial Capacity
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0 to 2
3 to 8
9 to 15
Durability 1
Durability 2
Durability 3
0 passengers 2 passengers 5 passengers
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16 to 25
26 & up
Durability 4
Durability 5
30 passengers 100+ passengers

Cargo Capacity: Many stuff their vehicles with as many other wonders as they can, but a vehicle
can only hold so much. Prostasia by default takes up 1/10th the vehicle's Size to provide protection.
A vehicle can hold as many Size points worth of wonders, gadgetry, and gear as its own Size and
still have enough room for a crew (no passengers). If it is less than half full of wonders it can hold
passengers or extensive cargo. A vehicle can hold up to 50% more than its maximum, but then it
must be automated (with an automaton of Size 2 or smaller), as it cannot even hold crew. Wonders
that can't be removed from the vehicle should be treated as ''integral'' (see general variables).
Velocity: A Skafoi vehicle's Safe Speed is usually based on the builder's Inspiration, depending
on travel mode. It incurs a max penalty of –5 for exceeding Safe Speed, no matter how fast it goes.
Max Speed = (1.5× Safe Speed). Acceleration = (0.5× Safe Speed). These ratios remain constant.
Ramming: Causes great damage at high speeds & with large vehicles, but is difficult to perform
successfully. Ramming attempts suffer a penalty of –1 per (10 miles per hour) > 90 mph.
Conversions:
In Metric:

1 yard per turn =
1 yard per turn =

0,68 mph
1,10 kmh

1 mph =
1 kmh =

1,46 yards per turn
0,62 yards per turn

a character's ''speed''
score = yards per turn

SKAFOI EFFECTS
LVL

TRAVEL

●
●●
●●●
●●●●
●●●●●

In two Dimensions

Along the ground, across water, Bouncing

In three Dimensions

Flying through the air, ''swim'' underwater, burrow underground

Beyond the Horizon

Aerospace, Deep Ocean, Outer Space

Across Space

Superluminal, Interdimensional, Teleporting, Artificial Gravity

Across Time

Temporal Distortion, Time Machines

SAFE SPEED

Example Functions

( i = dots of Inspiration)

lvl

Travel Mode

Worn

Driven

lvl

Mode

1
1
2
2

Along Ground
Across Water
Underground
Underwater

10 mph × i
10 mph × i
1 yard × i
5 mph × i

75 mph × i
50 mph × i
5 yards × i
50 mph × i

2
3
3
3

Through Air
Aerospace
Deep Ocean
Outer Space

Worn

Driven

10 mph × i
100 mph × i
500 mph × i 5'000 mph × i
100 mph × i 1'000 mph × i
1 AU per week × i dots

Underground: Listed safe speed is a subterranean burrower's unobstructed ground speed. In
dense earth, it's reduced by 50%. In stone, by 90%. When traveling through metal, it's by 99%.
Once a burrower gets builds up a head of steam, its speed increases 100-fold as it reaches its
cruising speed. It takes about 10 minutes of constant burrowing for it to reach cruising speed.

SKAFOI ●
BOUNCING
You can build a Rank 1 wonder that allows you to "bounce" from place to place. A bouncing
wonder's horizontal range is equal to 50 ft per dot of the genius' Inspiration. If the wonder is smaller
than what it's intended to move, its horizontal range is reduced by 10 ft per dot of Inspiration per
point of Size difference. So a regular person (Size 5) with spring boots (Size 2) has a range of 20 ft
per dot of Inspiration. Range can never be reduced below ten feet per dot of Inspiration.
Its vertical range =1/2 horizontal range. Don't bother to perform complex trigonometric equations
to determine parabolic travel arcs for distance objects: if a target is within the wonder's horizontal
range and within its vertical range, and it's not totally blocked off, the genius can bounce there.
Bouncing wonders must conclude their movement at the end of the turn, as they are not flying
machines, meaning that a genius must end on solid ground. Ending on rickety or uneven ground, or
performing tricks like webslinging across a dance hall to grab onto a protruding rafter, may call for
a Dexterity + Athletics check to pull off without falling.
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Bouncing wonders can be activated as an immediate action to reduce falling damage by an
amount equal to their vertical range. This requires a Dexterity + Wits check. A genius can also try to
steer for obstacles on the way down, reducing the height of the fall: the Storyteller can call for a
Dexterity + Wits or Dexterity + Athletics check to manage this feat.

SKAFOI ●●

STALL SPEED

Two-dot flyers and three-dot aerospace vehicles that cannot hover will stall and drop out of the sky
if their speed drops too low. This stall speed is dependant on the wonder's Size, as follows:
Vehicle Size
Stall Speed
Recover roll

1 to 5
20 mph
–0 penalty

6 to 10
40 mph
–1 penalty

11 to 15
60 mph
–2 penalty

16 to 20
80 mph
–3 penalty

21 to 30
100 mph
–4 penalty

31 & up
120 mph
–5 penalty

(If a wonder's Acceleration is lower than this number, then stall speed = wonder's Acceleration).
Recover: If a flying vehicle slows to Spd< Stall Spd, pilot must roll (Dex+Drive –listed penalty).
Suggested Modifiers: Under fire (-1), clear skies (+1), difficult terrain nearby (-1 to -3).
Dramatic Failure: The flying machine loses 100 feet of altitude per point of Size (max 3'000
feet). The vehicle and all occupants are struck for one die of Bashing damage per point of the
vehicle's Size (max 30 dice). The vehicle remains in a stall.
Failure: The flying machine loses 10 feet of altitude per point of Size (maximum 300 feet). The
vehicle remains in a stall.
Success: The flying machine loses 10 feet of altitude per point of Size (maximum 300 feet). The
vehicle is no longer stalled and regular flight resumes.
ExSux: Flying machine loses no altitude. Vehicle is no longer stalled, and regular flight resumes.
Botches: Stalling is also a common result of Dramatic Fail when a flying machine is in open skies;
then even hovering flyers can stall (if it's in crowded terrain, like a canyon, it more usually crashes).
These rules only apply to wonders of Skafoi. Very generally, regular airplanes stall at ca 80 mph
for small craft and 175 mph for jumbo jets. Recovery for any type of plane suffers a -5 penalty.

SKAFOI ●●●

OUTER SPACE

A Rank 3 vehicle can travel into space if it manages to achieve the escape velocity of Earth, which
is 25'000 mph. However, just leaving Earth is not enough to get into space, some sort of life support
system is needed for any trip longer than a few minutes. These can be built by a student of Exelixi.
Also, radiation is a serious hazard in space. Again, for any trip of more than a few hours, at least
1 dot in Prostasia armor is needed to avoid irradiating the equipment and crew, and the same is also
needed for reentry, to prevent burning up (a Prostasia shielding device works well enough to deflect
incidental radiation and protect against re-entry temperatures, even when not activated).

SKAFOI ●●●●

SUPERLUMINAL

Vehicle lets a genius exceed the speed of light, but only if they have destination's ''coordinate-key''.
Dice Pool: Intelligence + Science. Cost: 1 Mania per 5 Size points moved, or fraction thereof.
Suggested Modifiers: Jumping within 100 diameters of a planet (-2), or 10 diameters of a planet (4), jumping while inside a planetary atmosphere (-6), jumping while engaged in combat (-2)
Success: Vehicle jumps to lightspeed, moving at a multiple of lightspeed = (inspiration dots)^3:
i dots
1
2
Speed lightspeed 8 L.Spd

3
27 LS

4
64 LS

5
125 LS

6
216 LS

7
343 LS

8
512 LS

9
10
729 LS 1'000 LS

Exceptional Success: As above, but movement is even faster, as if Inspiration were 1 dot higher.
Failure: The superluminal device fails to engage. The genius can try again.
Dramatic Failure: The genius ends up in completely the wrong place.
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Destination: A coordinate key is needed to get anywhere with a superluminal device. Though
coordinate keys for several parts of the solar system are known, keys that once led to alien realms
now no longer work. Only a few extrasolar destinations can still be reached, and the geniuses who
know how to get there hide their keys jealously. No one knows what happened to the civilizations
that once stretched across the stars, not even the Lemurians.
Starships cannot move in regular space or in an atmosphere without additional modes.

INTERDIMENSIONAL
Rank 4 can create dimensional vehicles. Going to another dimension requires an (Int + Occult) roll.
Every roll costs 1 Mania per 5 Size-points to be transported, or fraction thereof.
Suggested Modifiers: Difficult dimensional currents (-1 to -3), high-radiation area (-1), clean
and sterile environment (+1), thin dimensional barriers (+1), very thin dimensional barriers (+2)
Success: The genius fades from his current dimension. He appears in the new dimension in about
30 seconds (10 turns). He cannot be attacked or harmed during this period of transition, except with
certain dimension-crossing attacks or abilities.
Exceptional Success: The transition is instantaneous. The genius appears in the new dimension
on her next turn and may act normally.
Failure: The genius fails to enter another dimension. He may try again.
Dramatic Failure: No transportation occurs. Frayed dimensional barriers prevent further
transport using that wonder within about a city block of the attempted transport site for one day and
may attract the attention of dimensional intruders or sentinels.

TELEPORTING
At Rank 4 you can create teleportation devices that can transport a subject anywhere on Earth.
Cost: 1 Mania per roll for each 5 Size points (or fraction thereof) to be teleported.
Dice Pool: Intelligence + Science – penalty based on how familiar the target location is + modifiers.
Familiarity with target

Wielder can currently see the target location, either by regular sight or by Wondrous means
The genius is very familiar with the target location
The genius has been to the target location more than once
The genius has visited the target location at least once
The genius has never visited the location, but has a picture or extensive data like blueprints
The genius has never visited the location and is going on a very vague description

Dice
–0
–1
–2
–3
–4
–5 *

Suggested Modifiers: Moving faster than 100 mph (-1), 1'000 mph (-2), line-of-sight to target
(+2),cluttered & busy around target (-2), teleporting to a cleared "landing strip" or open hangar (+1)
Action: Extended; required successes set by distance:
(*=or automatic failure; ST's prerogative)
SUX

1
2
3
4

Travel Range
100 feet or less
1 mile
10 miles
100 miles

SUX

5
6
7
8

Travel Range
1'000 miles
Any on Earth / 10'000 miles
Low Earth Orbit
Out to lunar orbit

Success or Exceptional Success: The genius moves closer to a successful teleport.
Failure: The genius makes no progress toward teleportation.
Dramatic Failure: The subject takes 1 level of Lethal damage & can appear anywhere within the
range that has been accumulated so far (based on the number of successes). All successes are lost.

ARTIFICIAL GRAVITY
Any Rank 4 spaceship, whether or not it features a lightspeed drive, can gain the benefits of true
simple artificial gravity. Rather than needing rotating sections or acceleration to provide gravity, the
ship has a "down" direction and things fall in that direction about as quickly as they would in
normal Earth gravity. This also cancels out the effects of the ship's acceleration & gyroscopic action
This is not a separate wonder, but can instead be built into any Rank 4 spaceship.
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SKAFOI ●●●●●
TEMPORAL DISTORTION
The genius can build a wonder that manipulates time, slowing it down or speeding it up around the
target. The genius can choose, for every use of the wonder, whether it will be sped up or slowed
down along with the subject, or whether it remains in the normal time frame.
Dice Pool: Intelligence + Science.
Dramatic Failure: The genius mismanages the attempt at temporal distortion, perhaps freezing
himself for one or more turns.
Failure: Time continues to flow normally.
Success: The target is slowed down or sped up by a number of steps up to the genius' Inspiration.
Every step costs 1 Mania. The effects of temporal distortion last for one scene.
Every step faster grants the following benefits:
●A number of dice are subtracted from the dice pools of all attackers = the number of steps shifted.
●The subject gains an Initiative modifier equal to the number of steps shifted.
●The subject's Speed is doubled per step.
If the subject is slowed instead of sped up, from the subject's perspective, everyone else appears
to gain these benefits.
Exceptional Success: If the genius desires, it's possible to accelerate (or decelerate) the subject to
an even greater extent. Every point of Mania put into this effect distorts time a factor of 10. Thus:
Time
Cost

× 10
1 Mania

× 100
2 Mania

× 1'000
3 Mania

× 10'00'
4 Mania

× 100'000
5 Mania

So, if a genius affects himself with this ability and spends three points of Mania, he can speed his
subjective time sense up by a factor of 1,000. If it would ordinary take him five minutes to walk to
his job, he can now do it in .005 minutes―about one-third of a second. Even with 1 Mania spent on
this ability, the genius can effectively perform 10 turns worth of activity before normal people get 1.
It's difficult for objects at speeds this different to interact with one-another. Interacting with any
kind of object costs one point of Mania per Size point. Similarly, if a subject is slowed to this extent
from the point-of-view of the rest of the world, interacting with him requires a number of Mania
points equal to the subject's Size. Otherwise effects just "bounce off." It is even harder to cause
damage in this mode. Not only does it require Mania, but everything receives a Durability rating
equal to the Mania cost on the chart above (i.e. Durability 1 at x10 distortion, Durability 2 at x100,
Durability 3 at x1,000, and so on). Further, anything that attacks or is attacked (and hit) while
temporally distorted drops back to the regular time frame.
This effect lasts for the duration of a scene.
Two subjects that have matched temporal distortion levels can interact with one-another normally.

TIME MACHINES
Time travel allows the genius to travel through time. There's many rigors & hazards involved in
this. A time machine isn't a teleporter: it transports the user to the same location at a different time.
To travel through time, the genius must make an extended Intelligence + Academics check & earn
a number of successes depending on the temporal distance to be traveled. Every roll costs 1 Mania
per 5 Size points (or fraction thereof) to be transported.
Range
Need

Hour
1 sux

Day
2 sux

Decade
3 sux

Century
4 sux

Milennium
5 sux

Million years
6 sux

Billion years
7 sux

Any time
8 sux

Success: The genius makes progress toward time travel. If the genius receives enough successes,
The subject lands close to the desired era, within 1% of the total temporal "distance" traveled.
Traveling back to 1492 (~500 years) means that the subject lands some time between 1487 & 1497.
Exceptional Success: The genius makes considerable progress toward time travel. Further, once
the genius earns the required number of successes after receiving an Exceptional Success at any
point in the time travel attempt, the subject lands precisely where he means to land, and possibly in
a fortuitous situation.
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Failure: The genius makes no progress toward time travel.
Dramatic Failure: The subject lands in an entirely wrong time and is exposed to some
immediate and present hazard.
Suggested Modifiers: Traveling to an extremely famous event (-1 to -5), using a previous
temporal location (+1), temporal distortions (-1 to -3)

TIME TRAVEL
The question is, what happens when you change the past?
What used to happen (and here the past tense gets in a bit of trouble), is that you got your ass
kicked by the transsapient gods who lived at the end of time. The Terminals, as they were called,
didn't like any timetraveling blunderers whose actions might have prevented them from existing.
They were right to worry, because apparently someone annihilated them from the timeline. Now
it's a kind of temporal free-for-all, with peoplw running about history, mucking things up. However,
this did not (and again, the past tense would like to apologize) last long. A détente settled into place,
agreed to by various powerful factions and enforced by a group calling itself the Guardians of
Forever, the Terminals' former servants. This group allows others to "blow off steam" by permitting
minor changes to the timeline: a murdered wife rescued here, a genius' wretched younger brother
striking it rich there. The idea is that the relentless enforcement of absolute causal stasis is what
eventually forced the rebellion against the Terminals that resulted in their destruction.
Nonetheless, the Guardians of Forever enforce the unfolding of the grand sweep of history: the
dinosaurs must perish, whether by an asteroid or a plague or a volcanic apocalypse. Rome will fall.
The Guardians' solution is simple and expedient: whenever a major shake-up occurs, they travel
back in time to shortly after the event (or sometimes during, if they cannot fix the problem
afterward) and juggle events around so things unfold as they always have. It's not like they enjoy
doing that. But the Guardians have discovered that the Terminals were not acting entirely out of
self-interest: the timeline that leads to the Terminals' existence, despite its horrors, produces a
universe of boundless life and richness. It may be the best of all possible timelines.
However, there appears to be no going back to the way things were: the future is unstable, with
constant subtle shifts producing enormous effects, despite the best efforts of the Guardians. Even
with an agent placed once every 10 years, the Guardians are losing control of the universe.
Can you go back in time and ask out that pretty girl? Yes, and when you come back to the
present, you might be married to her. However, make sure that you come back to exactly the point
where you left, or you'll find that the other you is married to her. And of course, even if you merge
back perfectly, you won't have the set of memories from the timeline.
You can travel backwards in time, but you better have a good reason and/or take excellent care of
the local causality, or there's a good chance that a very angry Guardian will show up, explaining to
you what she will do to you the next time you accidentally change history. Fortunately for minor
blunders, though, time is pretty stable. The Terminals appeared to have created much of our current
timeline as a kind of "causality trench," and screwing things up requires a lot of effort.
You can go forward in time, but that's the least stable of all, for a very good reason: the moment
you travel forward in time, you disappear from the timeline, and the future where you emerge is one
where you ceased to exist. Since you're a genius, and you probably changed the world in some
important, if small way, you cannot travel to your own future, since you won't have been there.
And yes, if you kill your own grandmother before your father is born, you will cease to exist. The
universe, it turns out, doesn't care that much if your grandmother gets shot in the head and there's no
shooter. You still go poof. Ditto if you bring your past self into the future. (If your past self is in the
future, he can't become your present self, now can he?) Ditto if you kill your past self, or your
presence gets him killed.
Other than that, though, you won't suffer too many directly dangerous effects from journeying in
the past: your memories won't be overwritten, you won't simply pop out of existence – there seems
to be some kind of system in place that makes it very unlikely for the random consequences to
knock a genius out of existence, unless you accidentally kill off the entire human race or something.
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THE COST OF MAKING CHANGES
Whether it was the work of the Terminals in creating a "causality trench," as many temporal
scholars say, or whether time is just naturally inelastic and inertial, causing changes is exhausting.
To cause a change, a genius must "fuel" it with his own Inspiration.
Making most minor changes that affect a single person (rescuing your grandfather, fixing your
friend up with that pretty girl) costs 1WP +10 Mania. If the subject to be manipulated is metanormal
in any way, it costs 1WP +10 Mania per dot of the relevant Metanormal Advantage.
More significant changes, from "family line" up to "village" requires the expenditure of 1 WP dot
+10 Mania. If anyone in the affected area is metanormal, this costs 10 Mania per dot of Metanormal
Advantage of the creature with the highest Advantage, +20 Mania & 1WP dot.
"Village" or "off-world colony" is about as large an area as the Guardians of Forever will tolerate
before they go back and fix things. Sometimes exceptions are made if the area has no long-term
viability (if you want to transport a whole doomed planet into the past, the Guardians won't care if
the planet burns up in the supernova or disappears 5 minutes beforehand, as long as the survivors
don't affect the timeline as they live out their lives). If permitted, these larger changes, up to
redirecting the timeline of a whole world, cost 1 dot of Inspiration, 1WP dot, and 100 Mania.
Failure to pay this cost to the timeline in short order will result in the regular timeline reasserting
itself: "rescued" people get killed off, relationships that the genius built that weren't there to begin
with fall apart, and generally things slide back to the way they were.
Alternatively, sometimes Guardians will crawl all over a site because of minor changes that might
"jump the trench" and produce significant future deviations. What triggers a butterfly effect in the
timeline is never clear, but occasionally a seemingly minor change will result a full mobilization.
THE TEMPORAL TITHE
Maintaining the timeline costs money, and this comes in the form of the tithe for any change. This
temporal tithe is distinct from the cost paid to make changes; the former arises naturally from the
nature of time and time travel; the latter is a tax leveled by one's fellow beings. Geniuses who make
changes will be visited by one or more Guardians shortly after their change, who expect payment in
the form of Mania. This is usually ten times the amount the genius had to expend to make the actual
change. The Guardians of Forever are in no rush to receive payment, but refusal to pay can result in
the Guardians going back and changing things or just killing the offending genius. Picking a fight
with a Guardian of Forever is usually a bad idea: they're frighteningly powerful, and if there's
trouble, they travel in groups.
However, it's becoming increasingly clear that not all Guardians of Forever are honest, and not all
who claim that title are who they say they are. Temporal protection rackets, con jobs, and
shakedowns have been reported "recently" all over the timeline. The Guardians seem to be losing
their grip on their owner members, as well as the timeline as a whole.
REALLY STUPID TIME TRAVEL
Messing about with yourself from a previous time travel jaunt is about the stupidest thing you can
do without a death ray and a bottle of tequila. Whatever quantum coherence you naturally maintain
is enough to keep you in existence while you're operating in the same time frame as a previous
jaunt, but it doesn't feel good. While in any past time frame you function much like a mane, and can
go up in a puff of Havoc if not careful.
In ordinary past or future time frames, this isn't a danger. However, when in a previously visited
past time frame, the danger is there. Merely being in that time frame causes you to suffer from a
severe Derangement as your memories get overwritten and scrambled. You must make a Havoc
check (using your Inspiration as a dice pool) if you directly interact with your past echo in any way,
or if your past echo sees or otherwise clearly detects you.
This experience is worse than mere physical discomfort. Interacting with your previous time
traveling self is a hideously traumatic experience, as memories and ghost-thoughts tumble through
your head, trying to sort themselves out. Even the maddest scientist knows not to interact with his
previous time-traveling self, even if interacting with his younger self is perfectly fine.
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SKAFOI-SPECIFIC VARIABLES
VARIABLES
Speed & Handling
Maniacal Speed Boost

CM

Prereqs

Mechanics

±1/10%

–

For each ±1 to Handling, vehicle gets +10% Safe speed

–1

–

Vehicle's Safe Speed gets (+20% / M spent). Lasts 1 turn

Slow Acceleration

+1 to 2

–

+1 bonus if Acceleration = (25% safe speed), +2 if = 10%

Extreme Acceleration

–1 to 2

–

–1 Handling if (acceleration =safe speed), –2 if =Max spd

Rails

±0

–

Goes on fixed tracks, but Spd×2. If can't adjust spd: ×2.5

Off-Road

–1

Ground vehcl

Ignores all difficult terrain penalties. +0 if legged 'crawler'.

–5

Ground vehcl

Legs, not wheels, Acc=Safe spd, can walk difficult terrain

–1 to 2 Ground vehcl

Can stick to surface while driving 1/2 Spd, 1/4 if upwards

Crawling
Clinging
Hovering

–2

Flying vehicle Device has no Stall Speed, can remain in place & not fall

Self-Sealed Burrowing

–1

Underground

Burrowed tunnels eventually collapse, preventing pursuit

Longer Bounce Range

–1

Katastrofi 1

Range is +(10ft ×i) with (Dex+Ath) roll. Can add +10ft /–1

Exposed Canopy

+1 to 3 Driven vehicle Less cover to pilot : –1= +1CM, –2 = +2CM, no cover = +3

Skafoi Ray

±0

Katastrofi 1

Requires hitting the target with a ranged attack (''raygun'')

Transporter

+1

Not a vehicle

Device transports the target without following along itself

Increased Range

–1 / lvl Not skafoi ray Non-vehicle works at (10 ft ×i dots) range, ×2 / further –1

One-Location Teleport

±0

teleport effect Only sends targets to 1 specific place & only needs 1 sux

Remote Control

–1

Apokalypsi 1

Vehicle can be piloted from afar with Apokalypsi 1 device

Speed & Handling (±1/10%): Every +1 to Handling decreases the vehicle's Safe Speed by 10%,
and conversely, every –1 to Handling increases the vehicle's Safe Speed by 10%.
Maniacal Speed Boost (–1): Lets the pilot spend Mania to increase the vehicle's Speed. Every
point of Mania spent in a turn increases Safe Speed (and thusly Max Speed & Acceleration) by 20%
Slow Acceleration (+1-2): If the wonder's Acceleration is 25% Safe Speed, this grants a +1
bonus. If the wonder's Acceleration is 10% Safe Speed, this grants a +2 bonus.
Extreme Acceleration (–1-2): By taking a –1 to Handling, the vehicle's Acceleration increases to
its Safe Speed. By taking a –2 to Handling, the vehicle's Acceleration increases to is Max Speed.
Rails (±0): An increasingly rare variable, this variable is applied to vehicles that use fixed tracks
or paths, including trains and non-maneuvering spacecraft. Speed is doubled, but the wonder cannot
leave its fixed tracks. If the wonder cannot adjust its speed once it starts (such as a From the Earth
to the Moon-style "space bullet"), Speed is increased by two and a half times. Most ground-based
wonders of Skafoi with this variable use a standard railway gauge.
Off-Road (–1): This variable applies to any ground vehicle. These wonders ignore all penalties
for difficult terrain (legged vehicles are already treated as having this variable at no cost).
Crawling (–5): This option is available to any ground vehicle. This incurs a -5 penalty (normally
converted to halving the vehicle's Speed), but the vehicle can maneuver over difficult & hilly terrain
that would stop a wheeled vehicle, and its Acceleration = its Safe Speed. A wonder with legs can
also jump like a normal character: roll (Inspiration +Drive) to determine how far it can jump.
Clinging (–1-2): This allows a ground vehicle to cling to surfaces. Speed while clinging is equal
to half normal. If traveling upward, speed is quartered. Making a cling attempt requires a roll of
Dex + (Drive or Athletics), with the following results:
Dramatic Failure: The vehicle crashes.
Failure: The vehicle fails to cling.
Sux or ExSux: The vehicle clings successfully.
A wonder that has this variable suffers a -2 penalty, or -1 if the wonder has legs instead of wheels. If
the wonder is a ''bouncing'' wonder, the horizontal distance is reduced by 10 feet.
Alternate Uses: Sometimes "clinging" is applied to other sorts of wonders, such as Automata or
even Prostasia (armored suits). This variable still requires one dot in Skafoi. It costs 2 Automation
Points if used on a wonder of Automata, and reduces armor by one step if used on a wonder of
Prostasia. In both cases, (Dexterity + Athletics) is used to determine the success of the clinging.
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Hovering (–2): Flying wonder can hover. Underwater vehicles can "hover" automatically for free
Self-Sealed Burrowing (–1): By default, a subterranean burrower leaves a tunnel to follow, but
with this its tunnels are self-sealing. Soft earth will self-seal; hard-packed earth remains for several
hours; stone will remain for several days; metal will not self-seal at all.
Longer Bounce Range (–1): (needs Katastrofi 1) This is a variable of the "bouncing" feature of
Skafoi's first rank. The wonder's bounce range increases by 10 feet per dot of Inspiration. However,
succeeding in the bounce requires a (Dex +Athletics) check. It is possible to increase the bouncing
range even further: every additional +10 feet incurs a –1 penalty on the (Dex +Ath) roll.
Failure: User falls or stumbles, takes 1B dmg (resisted by armor) and doesn't reach intended goal.
Dramatic Failure: The user is flung around in some horrible & painful fashion, suffering damage
as if he fell the full distance from his current location to the target location and is knocked prone.
However, the user arrives at the intended target location.
Sux or ExSux: The genius reaches her intended goal.
Suggested Modifiers: Clear target (+1), cluttered airspace (-1 to -3), currently falling (-2),
bouncing to and from level surfaces at ground level (+1).
Exposed Canopy (+1-3): A wonder that is driven (rather than worn) is considered to enclose the
pilot completely, granting full cover. An exposed canopy lightens the wonder up at the expense of
leaving the pilot more exposed. A wonder of Skafoi that provides a -1 cover modifier (like a Jeep)
grants a +1 bonus. A wonder that provides a -2 cover modifier (similar to a convertible automobile)
grants a +2 bonus. A wonder that provides no cover (such as a motorcycle) grants a +3 bonus.
Skafoi Ray (±0): (needs Katastrofi 1) This variable can be applied to any wonder of Skafoi that
isn't a vehicle. Instead of transporting targets directly, the wonder shoots forth a ray. This requires
one point of Mania to activate for a scene and a (Wits +Firearms +Katastrofi) roll to hit & otherwise
causes the wonder to be treated like a weapon. Its range is based on the weapon's configuration
(pistol, rifle, or a type of artillery), as per the range section for Katastrofi. A Skafoi ray grants a +3
bonus to its effect if it hits a target ten or more feet away that is not the user.
If the wonder uses this variable, it can also make use of the following variables of Katastrofi:
"adjusted range" (longer range only), "autofire", "explosive weapon", "extradimensional attack",
"good balance & weight", "limited ammunition", "variable damage" & "variable explosion". Skafoi
"explosions" merely merely spread area of effect to main blast radius; there's no ''Explosive Force''.
Transporter (+1): This variable can be applied to any wonder of Skafoi that isn't a vehicle or a
temporal distortion device. A transporter transports targets, but does not go with them. Transporters
are often used when a genius wants to send beholden or other minions on missions in which she
does not want to participate. A transporter must be larger than anything sent through it.
A transporter can be keyed to other transporters, so long as that transporter is "friendly." (creator
can set her transporters' "friendly" state however he likes). Transporting from 1 teleporter to another
completely removes the penalty for distance. Leaping from one time machine transporter to another
halves the penalty for temporal distance. Traveling superluminally between transporters halves the
penalty. Moving from a transporter in one reality to a transporter in another dimension removes any
penalties to the roll caused by environmental conditions (but does not grant any bonuses).
Increased Range (–1 / lvl): The variable provides a non-vehicular wonder of Skafoi with range
beyond touch. This incurs a -1 penalty & grants the wonder a range of 10 feet per dot of Inspiration.
Every additional -1 doubles the range. This variable can't be combined with "Skafoi ray".
One-Location Teleport (±0): The teleporter only sends targets to one location. The genius only
needs one Success to send the subject to this location.
Remote Control (–1): (needs Apokalypsi 1) Any wonder of Skafoi can be given a remote control
option. This allows the genius or specified personnel to control the vehicle from a distance.
Remote control requires the operator to possess an Apokalypsi 1 communicator (presumably one
with full audio, video, and data feeds) and to be in range of the target.
This incurs a –1 penalty, even when the wonder is not being remotely controlled. If the remotecontrol device itself has a penalty to Core Modifier, that penalty applies to controlling the vehicle,
but bonuses to the Apokalypsi device's Core Mod provide no bonus when controlling the vehicle.
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FACTIONS

Index

The Peerage

Lemuria

Baramins

Programs

Fellowships

Clockstoppers

Main ''Factions'' of the setting: ●The Consensus, ●The Peerage, ●Lemuria, ●Programs, ●Manes.
community (the consensus): The society of actual (non-mad) scientists, as well as the accumulated
body of knowledge and theory currently active at the time. The mental activity of so many people
produces an enormous amount of free-roaming Mania.
genius / inspired: A mortal human who has gained the power to break the bounds of the physical
world with the power of invention and Inspiration. A ''mad scientist''. Or, depending on whom you
ask, a superdimensional intellect that has taken up residence in a human's body and mind.
lonesome: Genius who's isolated due to lack of awareness of a larger Inspired community, and who
may not even be aware that he's Inspired. There's probably more lonesomes than affiliated geniuses.
program: A large group of geniuses not affiliated with Peerage or Lemuria (a ''rogue foundation'').
mane: Things, creatures, and people borne of Mania, from green-skinned martians to winged angels
clockstopper: An agent of stasis opposed to the very idea of genius. They ruin Mania & wonders,
and even unmake mundane technology, as they seek to wipe Inspiration from the face of the world.
unmada: A genius who believes that his manipulation of Mania represents the truth of the world.
All Lemurians and Illuminated are unmada, but so are many rogues and some peers.
metanormal: The Peerage's term for "supernatural" creatures and phenomena.
THE PEERAGE
Peerage: The loose society of free geniuses, including those belonging to the 5 foundations
as well as free rogues; basically, those who aren't Lemurians, Illuminated, or in a Program.
foundation: Each Peer falls into 1 of 5 groups of thought based on their area of focus in
the world of mad science: tinkering (Artificer), action (Navigator), debate (Director),
generation (Progenitor), or theory (Scholastic). Beyond the Peerage are rogues & Lemurians.
fellowship: A smaller collaboration of experienced geniuses who all focus on the same specific goal
or research topic, and in so doing can gain unique abilities that enhance their chosen field of interest
collaborative: A small group of geniuses who work & cooperate together, often sharing
a single laboratory (basically, the typical ''group'' of player characters in a usual campaign).
LEMURIA
Lemurians: Inspired who cling to archaic world views & believe their own perspectives
most accurately reflect reality. Secretly manipulated world history for centuries (or tried to).
baramin: The 5 different philosophical division or groups among Lemurians (ca equivalent
to ''Foundations'' of the Peerage), based on when and how they think humanity went wrong.
Secret Masters: The rulers and guides of the Lemurians, dead for over fifty years now.
Third Race: One of the ophidian "true" Lemurians created by the appearance of the island of
Lemuria in the middle of the 20th century. Now mostly exterminated.
Invisible Empire: Lemuria's preferred term for the Peerage.
Invisible Wars: The struggles between the Peerage and the Lemurians for control of the destiny of
humanity; these battles puttered to a halt in the mid 20th century.
Race History: The "playbook" for the Lemurian control of humanity, abandoned after the last
Invisible War led to the destruction of the Lemurian power base.
zotheca: a Lemurian meeting-place; specifically, the private inner-chambers where the Lemurians
gather, distinct from the mercatus. Formally, "zothecae", with each baramin in attendance
possessing one zotheca.
snake pit: Slang for a zotheca. Lemurians traditionally feature a serpent, symbolic of the Roman
Goddess Juno, at the entrance to their workrooms.
mercatus: The outer section of a Lemurian zotheca, where geniuses can buy, sell, and trade Larvae
and other scientific components.
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BARAMINS

INDEX

NAME

Favored Axioms

Atomists
Etherites
Mechanists
Oracles
Phenomenologists

Automata
Katastrofi
Automata
Exelixi
Epikrato

Apokalypsi
Skafoi
Prostasia
Metaptropi
Apokalypsi

Dharmists

Epikrato

Metaptropi

Origin

Skill

Serving Lemuria

1962 AD
1915 AD
1895 AD
1274 AD
1939 AD

Politics
Science
Crafts
Occult
Academics

Long-term planners & strategists
Elite soldiers & assassins
Engineers, designers, tech support
Leaders & arbiters
Intelligence agency

425 BC to 1957 AD

Censorship & thought control

ATOMISTS
Idea: Technology can solve all problems...and only tech.
Axioms: Automata & Apokalypsi.
Grant: Their wonders get a bonus on Havoc checks = the creator's Resolve.
Concept: Believe the world would be made right if humanity submitted to the unfettered
benefits of technological development and/or were ruled by a technological elite.
Within Lemuria: Provide long-term planning & strategic forecasts.
Flaw: View human activity as a foible, a glitch in the programming.

ETHERITES
Idea: Each has a unified theory that explains everything.
Axioms: Katastrofi & Skafoi.
Grant: ●Channelling Mania into their own wonders to get bonus dice doesn't cause damage to
the device. ●Also, once per scene per wonder, this gives an extra +1 bonus for the rest of the scene.
Concept: Believe that humanity made a significant misstep in their scientific development &
that getting back "on track" would give a new golden age.That an abandoned idea was right.
Within Lemuria: Serve as elite soldiers & assassins.
Flaw: Care more about ideological purity than human life or freedom.

MECHANISTS
Idea: The world's based on simple & understandable rules. Axioms: Automata & Prostasia.
Grant: ●Their wonders do not suffer rust or mundane wear-and-tear. ●Regular wonders get a +1
bonus to Durability (added after all other sums & multiples), ●Prostasia wonders get +1 to their CM
Concept: Believe the world and everything in it, including people, is ultimately reducible
to a handful of simple, mechanical rules that, if followed, would result in Utopia.
Within Lemuria: Serve in technical capacities, as engineers & designers.
Flaw: View people as interchangeable cogs without true volition or independent purpose.

ORACLES
Idea: There is a moral order to the world; a Divine Design. Axioms: Exelixi & Metaptropi.
Grant: They can spend 1 Mania to know, instantly, a specific fact that a specialist in a particular
academic or scientific field could gather after several hours' research in a world-class library (a
regular library, not one with hidden treasure maps or schematics for amazing wonders). If the
knowledge is outside the reach of this grant, the Oracle knows so and spends no Mania.
Concept: Believe humanity was better off before the rise of inductive thought and empiricism;
they often affect a mystical appearance and champion revelation and pure reason.
Within Lemuria: Serve as the leaders & arbiters.
Flaw: See everything in moral absolutes, making all others ''allies'' or ''enemies''. No grey.

PHENOMENOLOGISTS
Idea: Reason, logic, consistency & ''truth'' are optional.
Axioms: Epikrato & Apokalypsi.
Grant: By spending 1 Mania they automatically get 5 successes (an Exceptional Success) on any
Subterfuge check. They can spend WP or added Mania in the same turn that this grant is used.
Concept: Reject all objective concepts of truth in favor of a politically- or
philosophically-motivated will to power.
Within Lemuria: Serve as infiltrators & intelligence services.
Flaw: Reject all conventional ethical notions whenever it suits them.
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DHARMISTS
Axioms: Were Epikrato & Metaptropi.
Grant: They received a +1 bonus to any social checks with other geniuses, and a
bonus = Inspiration to any social checks against manes or beholden (not just their own)
Description: There have actually been at least seven baramins that have fallen by the wayside as
Lemuria developed, but the Dharmists were the last to disappear. The old rulers of Lemuria, the
Dharmists were the closest to the Secret Masters, and the members of this baramin were either
exterminated or forced to recant after Lemuria’s defeat by the Peerage in 1957.
The Dharmists were said to have emerged to oppose "new and dangerous doctrines" in the Indian
Subcontinent and to enforce the traditional bonds of society. For centuries they opposed the
development of new and revolutionary philosophies. They were masters of thought control and
manipulation, and favored strange, ancient clothing, mind-warping runes, and thought-capturing
crystals. They reached the peak of their power in the Victorian era, as they spread through the
British Empire. Now almost all are gone, destroyed during the war.
Within Lemuria: Censorship & thought control, keeping disapproved ideas away from society.

NUMERICALS
Sometimes we get the future we want, but we never get the future we expect. Go back to the early
days of personal computers & the Internet and you see, in the imagination of those digital pioneers,
a very different world from the one we now inhabit, a world of techno-cowboy bit jockies, AI
constructs housing the secrets of international megacorporations, & endless holographic gridlines
representing an infinite virtual expanse. It was supposed to be a realm of superpowers and
supergeniuses, where the brilliant would rise above all others, buoyed by intellect alone.
It was not, many geniuses insist, supposed to be a place where housewives could post pictures of
their cats. Or businessmen could shop for golf shoes. Or where anyone save the Elite should ever be
permitted to set virtual feet, at any time. The Internet, some geniuses insist, has gone astray,
replacing a potential technological Utopia based on merit and ability with more of the same
stupidity we get in meatspace. And from some place between the servers comes an answer, an echo,
saying that's true, it should never have been this way...something went wrong with the Internet. And
slowly, a new baramin draws itself into existence.
The Numericals, who consist mostly of rogues, mathematical Artificers, Atomists, and a few
disgruntled Internet Navigators, aren't yet a true baramin. They resemble the Atomists of the 1960s,
a loose knit group of angry and disaffected eggheads just past their prime, watching their visions of
paradise fade away. Time will tell whether they scatter to the winds or form into a true baramin,
vengeful, bitter, and determined to get digital civilization back on track.
Favored Axioms & Grant: None (yet).

PROGRAMS
According to calculations by the College of Scholastic Theory, it takes about a thousand geniuses
working together to create a foundation, with its concomitant grant and favored Axioms. Smaller
groups may be effective and tight-knit, but they lack the Mania to create a self-sustaining
organization. Before the fall of Lemuria, the foundations thought that only they and the Lemurian
baramins possessed the numbers and organization to produce such groups.
Other organizations, some made up of isolated lonesome geniuses, some disinterested in Lemuria
and the Peerage, possessed between ten and a hunder members, but were considered no more than
very large collaboratives. However, it has recently become clear that independent groups that
function much like foundations do exist, and more have appeared in obscure parts of the world
since Lemuria toppled. These groups are called ''programs'' by the peers.
A player who wants a genius from a program, rather than just playing a rogue, should discuss the
possibility with the Storyteller. All programs have 2 favored Axioms & a grant, require the binding
of a point of Mania, and otherwise function like foundations and baramins do.
GENIUS FACTIONS: Programs
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FORMALISTS
Organization: The Ten Thousand Fans
Favored Axioms: Exelixi & Metaptropi.
Grant: Can spend 1M in place of 1 day of Field: Mad Chemistry.
food, 1 day of water, 6 hours of activity after staying up all night, or 1 minute of air.
Description: This is likely the best-known program today, an organization of mad
scientists and philosophers that has spread across China and much of Asia, from Nepal
to the islands of Japan, from the Gobi desert to Malaysia. Lemuria devastated Asia's free Inspired
societies in the 16th and 17th centuries, but free geniuses appeared again in the late 19th century, &
by the 1930s Lemuria was busy putting out ideological brush fires.
These scattered groups drew from equal parts Western science & Taoist philosophy, with bits of
traditional Chinese medicine & Indian math thrown in. While most of these societies, which lemuria
called the 10'000 Fans (as they fanned the fires of heterodoxy), were little larger than collaboratives,
yet by the late 20th century many had united, presenting a unified philosophy to the world.
''The Ten Thousand Fans'' now refers both to any non-Lemurian collaborative native to Asia & to a
unified group, a Program, that has gained enough power & influence to be considered on par with a
foundation. Though the Ten Thousand Fans' geographic extent is different from other foundations,
many in the Peerage who're familiar with them have come to regard them as a potential 6th member
Those in the Peerage who view the Ten Thousand Fans as a potential foundation think of them as
practitioners of ''mad chemistry'', similar to Artificers but with more focus on the microscopic than
the macroscopic. The formalists themselves are less likely to adopt this rigid classification.

ÜBERMENSCHEN
Organization: The Thule Society
Nickname: Thulians
Favored Axioms: Exelixi & Skafoi.
Field: Mad Nazism.
Grant: They can build ''Atrocity Halls'' to gain additional Mania. Every person placed
in an Atrocity Hall & tortured (suffering 5 dice of L dmg per hour) grants them +1 additional
point of Mania per day, to max extra per day = the Thulian's Mania per turn expenditure limit.
Description: The Hollow Earth is nice, but it would be better if it weren't full of Nazi sorcererscientists who hunger for blood and secrets. These are the Übermenschen. When National Socialism
finally went under after 5 years of war, countless scientists, doctors, & philosophers found their
world-views swept away, exposed as simultaneously monstrous & absurd. As the world discovered
the full extent of the atrocities the burst of Mania resulting from the collapse of the Nazi world-view
and its scattering to the dark & ignorant corners of the intellectual world birthed the Übermenschen.

KARNACKIS
Organization: The Phantom Foundation
Nicknames: Ghostbusters
Favored Axioms: Apokalypsi & Prostasia. Field: Mad Necromancy.
Grant: A +2 bonus to all rolls involving ghostly or undead phenomena,
including knowledge, interaction, and combat, wondrous or mundane.
Description: This was once a rogue foundation, a program, dedicated to the exploration & study of
all "spectral" phenomena. Its core focus was on the investigation of life after death, with a particular
focus on interacting with ghosts, specters, & other "post-corporeal intelligences," either to gather info
or (and this is how the remaining Fellowship makes its money) to banish them.
It's rumored that some folks are still members of the 'Phantom Foundation' foundation (program),
rather than just joining it as a Fellowship. Most of these are over 70 years old now and no longer
directly connected with the Foundation, but it might be possible for one to teach a young genius.
Belonging to the program (if it still exists) grants no particular bonus for scholarship or fellowship.
Other programs also exist, though the Peerage knows little about them: The Muslim world has one
that, according to reports, specializes either in pyrotechnics or summoning weird aliens from distant
stars. Mexico has a group focused on rediscovered Aztec numerology & secret architecture – it's
unclear whether they are direct heirs of Mesoamerican mad science or just rediscovering those arts.
Others certainly exist around the world, though no ''lonesome'' program (one which didn't know other
groups of geniuses existed) has ever been discovered: the largest groups of geniuses that have been
unaware of the greater Inspired community have never numbered more than two hundred.
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FELLOWSHIPS
INDEX

NAME (The . . . )

CONCEPT

Elders of the Third Law

Conservatives that hunt those who abuse technology to plague mortals

Hermetic Order of the 28 Spheres

Radicals who explore how unscientific wonders can be & still function

Phantom Foundation

Formerly Foundation-sized group who explore all ghostly phenomena

Perfected Vision Institute

Unlocking the full potential of human mind, using internalized wonders

Iridium Sentinels

Crime-fighters (vigilante or legitimate) who wield power-armors

Malcolm T. Washington Fellowship Black african-americans obsessed with giant arthropods (bugs)
Nine Vertex Devils Club

Speedsters who arrange racing competitions for single-pilot vehicles

Resurrection Consortium

Healers seeking to prolong & preserve life indefinitely, no matter how

Sometimes geniuses need to focus their efforts on a particular, narrow field of study. If a group of
them can get enough workers, money and organization, they can begin a fellowship, an organization
less influential than a foundation but better able to study mad science than a single collaborative.
The groups serve 2 purposes: First, they provide funding & support for up-and-coming geniuses
who are dedicated to a particular field of study. Second, they allow experienced mad scientists to
grow in power and expertise while refining the Inspired community's body of knowledge.
Development: Once a fellowship gets rolling it tends to maintain itself, at least in a dormant
state: a fellowship convened to study the nature of the Martian bardo might go on indefinitely, or it
might technically conclude after an embassy is established, but even if that happens, something
might trigger the reactivation of the fellowship.
When that happens, geniuses dig up the old charters, money starts to flow from dusty trust funds
and legacies, and attracted by the lure of grant money and old lore, new thinkers join the reborn
fellowship and set its new agenda. Fellowships have been likened to living things, sustained by
Mania; whether that is literally true or not, many have a peculiar sort of life cycle, remaining
dormant for long periods before bursting back to the surface.
Benefits: Can belong to a fellowship in 1 of 2 ways: If he wants only to assist the fellowship, but
not join, he can get a Scholarship. If he wants to join full-time, he can become a Research Fellow.

SCHOLARSHIPS
Most geniuses do not join fellowships. However, many make use of the Scholarships that
fellowships offer. A Scholarship grants a +1 bonus to the building and modifying one particular type
of wonder. Further, the funding offered by the fellowship means that the genius will not run out of
key ingredients for that type of wonder (see ''Missing Ingredients'', Page 143).
In return for this benefit, the genius must send the fellowship a copy of the schematic of any
relevant wonder for archival. This is the only regular cost: there is no bound Mania requirement.
Scholarships cost 3 xp, but also require some demonstration of the genius' interest & competence.
This can be resolved mechanically with a roll of (Inspiration + Expression), representing an essay
or theorem submitted for the fellowship's consideration. Fellowships accept Scholarships twice per
year, usually with a due date of March 1st & August 1st, with results coming back after one month.
Suggested Modifiers: Genius has made previous attempts to join (–1), genius has built a suitable
wonder and submitted its schematic along with the essay (+1), likewise with a procedure (+2),
genius is aesthetically similar to fellowship (+1), aesthetic conflicts strongly with fellowship (–2),
already having an active Scholarship (–1), belonging to another fellowship (–2), be Lemurian (–2+).
Success: The fellowship has accepted the genius for Scholarship. This costs a number of Mania
points equal to the genius' Inspiration.
Exceptional Success: Fellowship has accepted the genius for Scholarship. There's no Mania cost.
Failure: The fellowship has rejected the genius for Scholarship.
Dramatic Failure: The genius' essay has in some way offended the fellowship, and the
fellowship will not accept the genius for Scholarships or fellowship.
GENIUS FACTIONS: Fellowships
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Option: This roll can be waived due to role-playing considerations; suitable favors or friendship
may grant additional dice or allow the genius automatic entrance. Performing impressive acts on the
fellowship's behalf will also result in the waiving of the roll.
Duration: A genius can receive any number of Scholarships. Scholarships last, by default, for
one year, at which time they expire. However, they can be renewed automatically at no Mania cost.

RESEARCH FELLOWS
Actually joining a fellowship as a ''Research Fellow'' grants the genius greater benefits than a mere
Scholarship, but also enmeshes her in the lifestyle of the organization.
Joining: To join a fellowship, a genius must have received a Scholarship from the fellowship (the
scholarship need not be active), and have the listed prerequisite traits. Entering a fellowship requires
a vetting process in addition to spending experience points: an existing member must vouch for the
genius' credentials and integrity. Joining a fellowship requires the same sort of roll as getting a
Scholarship. Once a genius joins a fellowship, she remains a member indefinitely.
Belonging: A fellowship works much like a foundation in that it requires Mania tithes from its
members. A fellowship binds one point of Mania. Conditions for losing membership in a fellowship
are precisely identical to losing membership in a foundation.
A fellowship needs at least ten Mania from at least five different sources to function; otherwise it
goes dormant and its former members lose the benefits of the Syllabus. The fellowships described
below are all healthy and not in danger of going dormant.
A genius who belongs to a fellowship must send schematics of any relevant wonder to the
fellowship, just as if he possessed a Scholarship.
A genius who joins a fellowship can still receive Scholarships.
Benefits: All fellowships have a ''Syllabus'' that gives its members benefits when working with a
particular type of wonder that they have built.
As a genius gains more knowledge & influence in a fellowship, they can buy up its Syllabus dots,
letting them perform more impressive feats of mad science in that fellowship's narrow area of study:
LVL

SYLLABUS

●

Gains a +1 bonus when building or modifying a wonder of the fellowship's type. This is
cumulative with the bonus gained from Scholarship.

●●

Gains a +1 bonus to the Core Modifier of any wonder of the fellowship's type.

Needs to bind 1 fewer Mania to wonders of the fellowship's type (minimum 0). If she wants
the wonder not to possess an integral fault, she pays double this reduced cost (minimum 1).
For a number of wonders of the fellowship's type = character's Inspiration, the genius need
●●●● bind no Mania to maintain them & these wonders have no faults (the ''Assembly Line'' Merit
does not increase the number of wonders covered by this syllabus benefit).
Once per scene, you need not spend Mania to activate a wonder of the fellowship's type.
●●●●●
Wonders that have the "increased Mania cost" variable can't benefit from this syllabus effect.

●●●

Quitting: Geniuses can only belong to one fellowship at a time. A genius can leave a fellowship
simply by withholding the Mania tithe or by joining another fellowship, but once he leaves, his
Syllabus abilities go dormant and he cannot use them until he rejoins. Rejoining a fellowship is
possible: if the genius left on good terms, he may rejoin automatically; otherwise he must find a
person to vouch for him and roll. If he left on bad terms, he may be blackballed by the fellowship
and refused the ability to regain his status.

LEMURIAN HOSTILITY
The fellowships listed below are typically for peers only, though most will welcome peer-friendly
rogues. Lemuria has its own esoteric fellowship organizations and it does not allow peers to join,
though it may tolerate independent echo doctors of sufficient ideological compatibility. Lemurians
can attempt to gain Scholarships in the organizations below with a -2 penalty to their roll. Joining as
a research fellow is not normally possible except under very unusual circumstances.
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ELDERS OF THE THIRD LAW
Scholarship Prereqs: ''Mechanics'' as a Skill Specialty in either Craft or Science.
Fellowship Prereqs: ●''Mechanics'' as a Skill Specialty in either Craft or Science,
●Inspiration 5, ●Crafts 4, ●Science 3, ●A previous journey to the Crystal Spheres
Concept: The Elders believe that each technology should be savored and fully
explored before moving onto the next. Extremely conservative, they eagerly hunt Illuminated and
geniuses who abuse technology, especially modern technology, to oppress and torment mortals.
The Elders are one of the few fellowships that has full members from both the Peerage and
Lemuria: Lemurians suffer no penalties for trying to join.
History: Founded during reneissance, as a group who swore to protect the world from the insane
jumps of logic & fancy that nearly destroyed the Mediterranean. Began as ''the Order of Vinci'', but
were renamed as ''the Elders of the Third Law'' based on Sir Isaac Newton's work on The Principia,
and later on as an homage to Isaac Asimov.
As the years passed they explored every aspect of kinetics and mechanics. When new technology
appeared they watched as steam, electricity, and radiation resulted in mountains of Inspired and
mundane corpses. The Elders are masters of mechanical technology, hunters of the unnatural, and
explorers of the Crystal Spheres.
Wonders: The Scholarship and fellowship for the Elders of the Third Law benefit any device
entirely based on mechanical principles. This includes mechanical brains and clockwork people
(Automata), crossbow-like weapons and wind-up swords (Katastrofi), spring-powered carts, selfpowered ornithopters and helicopters, dirigibles, and balloons that can reach the Crystal Spheres
(Skafoi), mechanical suits of armor (Prostasia), and other devices constructed entirely on
mechanical, pneumatic, or hydraulic principles.
Aesthetic: Elder technology possesses an ancient and timeworn look. Their devices are crafted
from metal and wood – never plastic. They eschew electricity, radiation, and even steam, and power
their devices with springs and wound cogs. Though they use (and often delight in) gunpowder, few
Elders focus on Katastrofi. Their vehicles are armored in steel, and their automata are intricate
clockwork masterpieces. Their biological sciences are strictly limited to healing and repair; the
Elders do not engage in genetic experimentation or mind control. Few Elders study Apokalypsi,
since they eschew electricity and radio, though a few work wonders with crystals and mirrors. To
travel the Crystal Spheres, they use flying machines able to escape Earth's pull.

HERMETIC ORDER OF THE 28 SPHERES
Scholarship Prereqs: ●Academics 1, ●Occult 1
Fellowship Prereqs: ●Academics 2, ●Occult 2, ●Inspiration 3, ●''Technomancer'' Merit.
Concept: Stripped of the cultural detritus accumulated around it over the past 5 centuries,
the truth of Inspiration is much murkier than many geniuses realize: somehow, perhaps
through an external "spiritual" agency, perhaps through the advanced development of their
own souls, some people are able to create objects of wonder, impossible by any reasonable
understanding of how the world works. But there's nothing except tradition, say the members of
the Hermetic Order, that says that these wonders must be "mad science".
The Hermetic Order of the 28 Spheres has continued with this tradition for centuries now,
violating the boundaries of convention and ignoring the appearance and style of traditional mad
science, instead favoring an explicitly occult style while playing with the idea of what Inspiration is
and what it means. Always rebels, but rarely revolutionaries, the Hermetic Order offers a unique
vision of what Inspiration is.
Wonders: Upon initiation, geniuses who claim a Scholarship or fellowship in the Hermetic Order
select one of six "chief spheres" that will represent them. These "chief spheres" are:
Air: (including all gases) Poison gas wands (Katastrofi), breath-stealing phantoms (Automata),
storm cauldrons (Epikrato)
Earth :(including metal, stone, dirt, and dead organic material). Rune-graven armor suits
(Prostasia), "fair folk"-fast item repair (Exelixi), cockatrices (Automata and Metaptropi)
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Fire: (including light, lightning, and most electromagnetic phenomena). Flaming swords
(Katastrofi), Phaethon chariots (Skafoi), amulets vs. fire (Prostasia)
Water: (including all liquids, as well as ice). Blood-freezing charms (Katastrofi), enchanted boats
(Skafoi), water elementals (Automata)
Life: (plants, animals, and the human body). Loup-garou hexes (Metaptropi), potions of healing
(Exelixi), dragons (Automata)
Spirit: (including thoughts, memories, and non-corporeal beings). Evil eye (Katastrofi), mind
control powders (Epikrato), circlets of mind-reading (Apokalypsi)
Any wonder that falls into the appropriate category benefits from the Scholarship or fellowship so
long as it is built in the Hermetic's unique style. Generally, the more of a stretch the wonder is, the
more egregious and "magical-seeming" are any faults. A genius cannot change his chief sphere once
it is selected (either for a Scholarship or a fellowship).
Aesthetic: Their original imagery was based on Hindu mysticism, though in time they have
absorbed & played with Buddhism, Taoism, Enochian Angelology, & Chaos Magic. The stated goal
of the Order is to see how far they can push a wonder away from the traditional technological image
of Inspiration without damaging the wonder's function. Their aesthetic is a riddle: what, exactly,
does a wonder need to work? It certainly needs more than just raw Inspiration, but how far can a
genius depart from "mechanism" (for lack of a better word) before a wonder just won't function?

PHANTOM FOUNDATION
Scholarship Prereqs: ●Occult 2 or ●''Technomancer'' Merit
Fellowship Prereqs: ●Occult 4, or 2 plus ''Technomancer'' Merit, ●Inspiration 3
Concept: This was once a rogue foundation, a ''program'', dedicated to the exploration &
study of all "spectral" phenomena. Though no longer a proper program, its wealth and cultural
resonance has allowed it to continue as one of the most influential organizations in the Inspired
world. Its core focus is on the investigation of life after death, with a particular focus on interacting
with ghosts, specters, and other "post-corporeal intelligences," either to gather information or (and
this is how the fellowship makes its money) banishing them.
Wonders: The Phantom Foundation Scholarship and fellowship benefits any wonder capable of
detecting, controlling, communicating with, or interacting with the dead. "The dead" include
corpses (which may or may not be slated for resurrection), ghosts, vampires, miscellaneous
"walking dead," and certain other natural inhabitants of Twilight or other death-realms, shadowrealms, or netherworlds. This includes ghostbuster guns (Katastrofi), necroscopes (Apokalypsi),
gates to the Other Side (Skafoi), and wards, hedges, and shields against the dead (Prostasia).
Aesthetic: The Phantom Foundation sees a close link between electricity and psychic
phenomena. They employ electric pentacles to hedge out spirits, powerful generators to tear rifts
between the worlds, and electroencephalographic "god helmets" to generate and examine psychic
energy and non-standard modes of consciousness. Though the scholars of the foundation usually
present themselves in neat fashions with a minimum of paraphernalia, field agents and investigators
are laden down with generators, batteries, and arcing electrical equipment.
Foundations & Catalysts: Almost every foundation can find a home in this fellowship.
Directors fill out the bulk of the Phantom Foundation's officials and analysts. The group's occult
orientation means that many Scholastics find their way into the Foundation's good graces. Old
school Progenitors often make gifted scholars of the phantom worlds, meaning their contributions
are invaluable. Navigators and Artificers are less common, though there are a number of "ghost
busting" Navigators who make up sweep teams once a target is located.
The Foundation's catalysts are an eclectic mix: there are many Klagens who wish to hear from
their loved ones again, while bitter Neids dream of demonstrating the reality of the spirit-world to
an indifferent and ungrateful Consensus. Ghost-hunters (nicknamed "Karnackis") are often Grimms,
with some horror perpetrated by ghosts or vampires haunting their past.
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PERFECTED VISION INSTITUTE
Scholarship Prereqs: ●Academics 2, ●Occult or Medicine 1, ●An internalized wonder
Fellowship Prereqs: ●Academics 3, ●Occult or Medicine 2, ●An internalized wonder,
●Inspiration 3, ●Epikrato 1
Concept: The Institute – it is rarely referred to by its full name – is a loose affiliation of
paranormal researchers, philosophers, high-energy physicists, and brain surgeons dedicated
to unlocking the secrets of the human mind. The Institute's focus is on psychic powers, cybernetics,
and human augmentation, and they are the leading experts in the internalization of wonders. Though
the Institute began with a strict focus on "occult" telepathy, centered on the Axiom of Epikrato, they
branched out massively in the 80s to encompass a variety of aesthetics and styles.
The Institute's reputation has varied considerably since its founding in the late 1880s, from an
organization of visionary scholars to a shadowy group of mind-controllers and manipulators. The
Institute is currently in the midst of a power struggle between idealistic and manipulative members
of its advanced research teams.
Wonders: A genius can gain the Institute's benefits with any wonder that possesses the
"internalized" variable. Originally only wonders based on brain augmentation and alteration could
receive this benefit, but the Institute has expanded a bit in recent years, allowing for a variety of
internal mechanical and chemical enhancements. This benefit includes telepathic nodes (Apokalypsi
and Epikrato), inner "third eyes" for remote-viewing (Apokalypsi), internal healing and biofeedback
enhancement (Exelixi), and even strange powers like levitation (Epikrato) and internalized
shapeshifting (Metaptropi).
Aesthetic: The Institute's original aesthetic was not to have an aesthetic: its fellows would be
ordinary men and women who just happened to possess significant modification to their brains and
other parts of their body. As time passed, various aesthetics glommed onto the Institute: the "crystal
toga" look popular around the time of the Great War experienced occasional popularity until it was
joined by cybernetic stylings in the 70s. Ironic modern geniuses have started to bring new
aesthetics, including religious, occult, and psychobotanical paraphernalia, to the Institute.

IRIDIUM SENTINELS
Scholarship Prereqs: ●Athletics 2, ●Prostasia 1.
Fellowship Prereqs: ●Athletics 4, ●Prostasia 2, ●Brawl 2, ●Inspiration 4, ●Must have
spent at least 3 months in the last 5 years fighting crime in an official or unofficial capacity.
Concept: The cities of the world are riddled with crime, cruelty, and profanity, unsafe for
decent people to walk at night. The Iridium Sentinels are determined to reverse this trend,
one street at time. Armed with the most advanced crime-fighting technology Inspiration can build,
the Sentinels scour the city streets, safeguarding the innocent and eradicating crime. Their methods
range from the humane to the monstrous, but they are all united in the common goal of using the
power of their Mania to banish criminality.
Their name comes from its founder, who wore a suit of mysterious black metal chiseled with
iridium and platinum, until he mysteriously disappeared 20 years ago. The Sentinels have
maintained their founder's tradition, favoring concealing suits and body armor when on patrol.
Wonders: Scholarship and fellowship in the Iridium Sentinels grant a bonus to any wonder that
qualifies as an "armored suit." To qualify as an armored suit, the suit must fit over a human body (or
some other body; if you really want to build a battle-harness for your guinea pigs, go ahead; the
Sentinels will spot you the cash) and possess a Prostasia rating of at least 1. Weapons, scanners, and
other wonders also receive the benefit of the Iridium Sentinels, so long as they are integral to the
suit and cannot be removed from it.
Aesthetic: The Iridium Sentinels possess an astonishing variety of styles and fashions, unified
generally by their desire for some kind of "suit" that they can wear. Some look like 19th-century
deep-sea divers, others like armored knights covered in gears, others like living robots protected by
advanced alloys and polymers.
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MALCOLM T. WASHINGTON FELLOWSHIP
Scholarship Prereqs: ●Medicine 3, ●Automata 1,
●Must be of American or Canadian citizenship and of African heritage
Fellowship Prereqs: ●Medicine 3, ●Automata 2, ●Exelixi 2, ●Inspiration 3
●Must be of American or Canadian citizenship and of African heritage
●Must have created a wonder that can be described as a "genetically-engineered arthropod"
Concept: Created almost fifty years ago, the Malcolm T. Washington Fellowship is dedicated to
the advancement of mad scientists of African descent who specialize in the creation and deployment
of genetically modified arthropods.
This might seem like a rather narrow charge, but it turns out that there are a lot of very smart,
slightly crazy black people who really really want to work with giant bugs – especially when there's
grant money involved. The fellowship is very well-respected, and has begun expanding its horizons,
especially as it works to incorporate new-style Progenitors and Artificers, but it still retains its
traditional focus.
Wonders: The Malcolm T. Washington Scholarship and fellowship benefit any independently
functioning life form of arthropoidal origin and appearance. The "independently functioning"
element is important: the bonus applies when building fully independent insect-like automata, as
well as automata-that-are-mostly-Skafoi and automata-that-are-mostly-Katastrofi, but they must be
automata: a flying beetle that spits acid is fine, but an acid-spitting proboscis strapped to the wrist is
not; a near-mindless (Automata 2) fifty-foot riding centipede is acceptable, while a surgicallygrafted set of butterfly wings will not offer the bonus. The wonders must also be at least mostly
organic; insect-shaped robots or clockworks do not qualify. Integral wonders of these arthropods
that are also mostly organic also benefit.
Aesthetic: Washington Fellows are generally interested in giant bugs. There's some variation
there, however: some are interested in large numbers of regular-sized bugs. Others are interested in
giant lobsters, or merely very large centipedes. But members of this fellowship find themselves
transfixed by the nature of arthropods: their simultaneous simplicity and complexity, their alien
nature, their resilience in the face of hardship. A few, especially among the older generation, see
racial metaphors in the insects they create; others are merely fascinated by the strange creatures and
enamored of the plasticity and infinite variety of their forms and functions.
Foundations & Catalysts: Progenitors are very common among the fellowship, as direct
experiment and modification is lauded as the best way to create and improve new breeds of
arthropods. Artificers are also common, and usually angry.
More cautious members are Scholastics, while the fellowship's Directors are considered some of
the best orators mad science has to offer, so long as they get to talk about their favorite subject.
(Yes, their favorite subject is giant insects. Also, sometimes, race relations.But mostly giant insects).
A small core of (mostly female) Navigators also exists: they call themselves the Tarantula Sisters,
and have spent the last few decades breeding riding tarantulas, although several of the members are
now too old for active tarantula-riding and are instead looking for new recruits.
The fellowship's catalyst demographics are informed as much by the racial makeup of its
members as by their peculiar obsession: a simmering rage still exists in the African-American
population among those who have seen their talents ignored and derided, which has produced a
volatile mix of Grimms and Neids. Others escape from rage to captivation, and become Staunens
who delight in their own creations. Some believe that giant arthropods can help increase social
consciousness for black scientists. It's...not entirely clear how that argument works, but not a few
Washington Fellows are passionate Hoffnungs.
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NINE VERTEX DEVILS CLUB
Scholarship Prereqs: ●Skafoi 1, ●Drive 2.
Fellowship Prereqs: ●Skafoi 1, ●Drive 3, ●Crafts 3, ●Exelixi 1,
●Inspiration 2, ●Must have won at least one Nine Vertex Devils Race.
Concept: This fellowship first appeared in California in 1995, when a group of Chinese
American geniuses organized a quarterly car race and rally. The rally exploded in popularity, as
geniuses took their cars, trucks, and bikes through burned-out LA neighborhoods, across the desert,
and through the remnants of bardos, looking to push the limits of the technology. The club
organized as a proper fellowship shortly thereafter and dedicated itself to the art, craft, and science
of the "single-seater." That's still their charge and their focus: any Skafoi wonder designed for one
person is their purview and their domain. The Nine Vertex Devils Races are still held four times a
year in Los Angeles, California and Kowloon, China, and now feature separate contests for ground
vehicles, air vehicles, and a space race from Earth to Space Station Colossus and back. Some
geniuses are thinking about putting together a a mole-machine derby.
Wonders: To gain the benefit of this fellowship, a genius must construct a wonder of Skafoi that
is large enough to have a seat but not so large it requires more than one person to operate. Further,
the wonder must "move" in some way, that is, its primary mode of operation must use the Drive
skill. Hot rods, jet bikes, personal spaceships or submersibles, and sports cars all qualify; large
vessels like multi-crew starships do not, nor do worn wonders like jet boots and grafted wings. Any
wonders integral to this vehicle also qualify for the fellowship's benefits, as do any wonders of
Exelixi that can modify or upgrade those vehicles or their integral gear.
Aesthetic: Though challengers in the Nine Vertex Devils Races can bring almost any style to
bear, the fully accredited members of this fellowship usually favor a practical, Brutalist style, which
may include ugly metal and lots of exposed pipes or an extensive use of uncolored, crudely-molded
(but aerodynamic) plastic. The Nine Vertex Devils test themselves in the field, and their equipment
looks that way: simple, functional, and heavily-used.

RESURRECTION CONSORTIUM
Scholarship Prereqs: ●Exelixi 1, ●Medicine 2, ●Occult 1.
Fellowship Prereqs: ●Exelixi 3, ●Medicine 4, ●Occult 2, ●Inspiration 3, ●Obligation ≤ 6.
Concept: The Resurrection Consortium, despite its name, is not just interested in bodily
resurrection, but in preventing the need for resurrection in the first place: they are gifted healers,
and obsessed with restoring youth to old flesh. Members of the Consortium are often prone to
obsessive behavior – their Cryogenic Hall in St. Paul, Minnesota, for those members who did not
quite succeed in their quest for immortality, should bear witness to that – but many are also
intelligent, level-headed, and highly capable physicians, biologists, and technological occultists.
It has no physical office, as its members are scattered across the world, but it does have a Website
with a surprisingly active messageboard: Restoration Theory (the board) has changed from being an
exclusive board for members of the Consortium to a general messageboard about all sorts of mad
(generally biological) science: members are fellows of the Resurrection Consortium or the
Washington Fellowship, Progenitors, or just generally interested members of the Peerage.
Wonders: Gain the benefits on any attempt at procedures that restore life to the dead, rejuvenate
old, damaged, diseased, or dead tissue, increase life span, or animate dead flesh or brains. This
includes the animating of chemical, cryogenic, or techno-occult zombies (Automata) as well as any
attempt to heal, repair, or restore (though not upgrade) organic tissue (Exelixi).
Aesthetic: The Resurrection Consortium's members come from a myriad of backgrounds and
approaches, meaning that there is no single unified aesthetic. Their Website favors an Egyptian
motif, and that is popular among certain members of the fellowship, though others with a flair for
the dramatic go for the classic "Frankenstein's laboratory" look, or icy blue and silver cryogenic
chambers out the 1970s. But most Resurrectionists are, at the end of the day, a practical and
pragmatic lot, and use whatever works without regard to a unified theme.
GENIUS FACTIONS: Fellowships
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CLOCKSTOPPERS
The Inspired feel a great void within them, a swirling emptiness, which they fill with
Mania. The beholden lack philosophical initiative and motivation but, like windmills in
still air, roar to life near the maelstrom of a genius' Inspiration.
But there is another sort of empty being, a creature lacking any spark of Inspiration,
but with such a void in itself that it can devour Mania without giving anything back. These
are the ''Clockstoppers''. Enemies of Inspiration & brilliance of any sort, they despise the Inspired &
seek to destroy them. Even if they do not know what geniuses are or what they do, they hate them
nonetheless, and without thinking, reduce marvel to emptiness and wonders to scraps of metal.
Also called ''Hollow Men'', Clockstoppers are otherwise regular mortals who lack the spark we
ordinarily attribute to even the dullest and least imaginative human being.

BASIC TRAITS
UnInspired Scepticism: They trigger Havoc in wonders & manes as if they were ordinary mortals.
Metanormal: Instead of true motivation they have a kind of gnawing void, called the ''Acedia''.
Influence: They have special powers called ''Voids'', rated from 1 to 5 dots, which enables them to
devastate geniuses & destroy their creations. The Felowships have cataloged 5 Voids, listed below.

ACEDIA
●This is a Supernatural Power Trait (similar to Inspiration, Gnosis, etc). It's rated from 1 to 10 dots.
The more a Acedia a character has, the more destructive they are to works of genius and inspiration.
●The Acedia surrounds the Clockstopper to a distance of 10 feet per dot.
●A character can't reduce their Acedia score, or turn its effects on and off.
●It is impossible to recover or transfer Mania within an Acedia.
●Clockstoppers can detect products of Mania like a genius can, rolling Acedia instead of Inspiration
●Geniuses, beholden, manes & other beings of inspiration immediately notice when they've entered
an Acedia. Might not know what it is, but feel a dreadful gnawing emptiness, a wind on their soul.

VOIDS
VOID TYPE
Natural Body

Effects
Get resistance to influence & injury from technology, both mundane & inspired

Brotherhood of Righteousness Turn local mortals into an angry mob, to harass & attack mania-related targets
Corrupt the Hated Enemy

Turns Wonder into an Orphan, unwilling to serve geniuses. May even recruit it

Hungry Emptiness

Drains away all Mania in area & penalizes or prevents all intellectual activity

Purify the Wounded Earth

Neither mundane nor inspired technology works in area. 1WP to destroy item

●Each dot of Acedia gives 1 free dot in Voids. ●Void-ratings can't be higher than character's Acedia.

NATURAL BODY
The Clockstopper is weirdly resistant to attack from technological and wondrous sources,
shrugging off injury as if covered in metal plates, though her body does not apparently change.
lvl

Mechanical Effects

1 ●Get Durability 1 against all attacks by wonders.
●Get Durability 2 against all attacks by wonders.
2
●All other attempts to influence the Clockstopper with a wonder suffer a -2 penalty.
●Get Durability 3 vs attacks of wonders, firearms, explosives & other more advancd weapons
3
●All non-attack attempts to influence the Clockstopper with a wonder suffer a -5 penalty.
●Immune to damage from wonders, firearms, explosives, and other advanced weapons
4
(anything that appeared after the Dark Ages). ●Immune to all other influence by wonders.
●Immune to dmg from any non-natural wpn (rockets to clubs), whether mundane or maniacal.
●Any mundane device trying to influence the Clockstopper breaks or fails: guns jam, cars and
5
planes trying to transport them stall, flashlights flicker off, audio or video recording equipment
shuts down, medical bandages dissolve, and so on.
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BROTHERHOOD OF RIGHTEOUSNESS
The character is able to call up furious mobs of mortals that can be used to attack & harass geniuses .
Activation: Spend 1 hour circulating among the mortals in a place, poisoning their minds against
a genius (or a whole collaborative).
Dice Pool: (Pres + Void + Acedia) vs (Pres + Obligation) of lowest-Obligation genius targeted
Suggested Modifiers: Recruit mob in 1 minute (–2), only one turn (-4), population is scientificallyminded or otherwise unlikely to heed Clockstopper (–2), population is technophobic or otherwise
likely to heed Clockstopper (+2), one or more of the targeted geniuses has directly hurt a member of
the population (+2), one or more of the targeted geniuses is well-respected in the community (–2).
Success: The Clockstopper assembles a mob of (10 × Void rating) mortals. They will eagerly
harass & insult the targeted genius(es) and their beholden, destroying ingredients, laboratories,
wonders, and whatever else associated with them that the Clockstopper directs them toward. The
mortals may throw things, but won't willingly commit murder, and they may flee if attacked directly
(see ''Mob Violence''). The population you find in this mob matches the demographics of the area.
Exceptional Success: Mob is willing to attack & kill any geniuses or beholden the Hollow Man
directs them to attack. They fight viciously & insanely, and won't flee unless the Clockstopper does.
Failure: No one is swayed by the Clockstopper's polemics. Can't try again for at least a day.
Dramatic Failure: Mob turns against Clockstopper, not the target, if possible beating him savagely.
Mob Violence: If a genius targeted by a mob that isn't willing to kill someone attacks the mob,
either directly or indirectly (tools, minions,etc), the Clockstopper rolls against the offending genius:
Dice Pool: (Acedia + Presence) vs (Inspiration + Presence).
Dramatic Failure or Failure: The mob flees the wrath of the genius in a blind panic.
Success or Exceptional Success: Mob turns murderously violent, as per an ExSux on activation roll.

CORRUPT THE HATED ENEMY
This diabolical Void subverts a genius' own wonders, orphaning or turning them against their maker.
It can target any Wonder seen inside your Acedia, whether bound or Orphaned, of Rank≤Void rating
Dice Pool: (Acedia + Void rating + Presence) – (creator's Inspiration + wonder's rank).
Suggested Modifiers: Wonder has been mistreated or abused (+2), wonder is well cared for (-2),
wonder is faultless (-1), wonder so dmgd it gets penalty (+1), is closer to wonder than owner is (+1)
Success: Wonder is Orphaned for duration of the scene & won't serve or function for any genius.
Exceptional Success: The wonder is orphaned for the duration of the scene, and loyally serves the
Clockstopper. He can spend 1WP to make the now-orphaned wonder permanently loyal to him. This
effect severs any links between the wonder and its creator. Can maintain the loyalty of a number of
ranks of orphans = (Acedia + Corrupt the Hated Enemy).
Failure: The Clockstopper cannot affect that wonder for the rest of the scene.
Dramatic Failure: The Clockstopper cannot affect that wonder until his Acedia increases.

HUNGRY EMPTINESS
Geniuses call this technique the ''True Void''. It turns the Hollow Man into a howling vacuum that
devours Mania and thought alike, pulling all intellectual activity into a common nothingness.
While within the Clockstopper's Acedia:
●All Mental Skill checks suffer a dice penalty = Void rating.
●Any use of Mania has its cost increased by +1M per Void dot.
●Anyone or anything that has Mania loses (M = Void rating) each minute.
lvl

Mechanical Effects

●
●●
●●●
●●●●
●●●●●

Basic Mania drain & penalties listed above
+ Mathematical equations become meaningless and incomprehensible.
+ Art and music become meaningless and incomprehensible.
+ Written communication becomes impossible to understand or create.
+ Verbal communication becomes impossible.
GENIUS FACTIONS: Clockstoppers
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PURIFY THE WOUNDED EARTH
With this Void, the Hollow Man can disrupt, damage, and ruin technology, wondrous and mundane.
This Void affects anything in the Clockstopper's Acedia, as follows:
lvl
1
2

3

4

5

Mechanical Effects

●All wonders & manes suffer a –1 penalty to operation. ●Highly advanced technology fails
(anything requiring components that were invented after 1990 or so, like most modern PC's).
●All wonders & manes suffer a –2 penalty to operation.
●Any technology produced since about 1950 fails (including any computer technology and all
transistors, jet planes, helicopters, rockets, televisions, and portable electronics).
●All wonders & manes suffer a –3 penalty to operation.
●Any technology produced since about 1850 fails (including all thinking and adding
machines, anything that runs on electricity, all automobiles and flying machines, and any gun
more advanced than a revolver or breach-loading rifle).
●All wonders & manes suffer a –4 penalty to operation. ●Any technology developed past the
Dark Ages fails (including the mill, the printing press, any type of gunpowder, advanced steel
and metallurgy, and any type of machine with moving parts).
●Wonders & manes do not function and cease operation when in range of the Acedia. (They
reactivate upon the Clockstopper's departure)
●No mundane technology works within range of the Clockstopper: fire will not light, weapons
provide no benefit, animals grow feral and forget their domestication, and attempts to plant
seeds fail. Irrigation fails to take, and the creation of new tools is impossible.

When technology "fails," several things can happen:
Electric: Anything electronic simply switches off as if the power were cut. Computers turn off.
Clocks stop. Lights flicker out.
Vehicles: Automobiles, and all others, stall & die. Note that despite any advanced components,
automobiles keep functioning until ''Purify the Wounded Earth'' 3, though they may lose advanced
features like antilock brakes at 1 or 2.
Weaponry: Guns fail to fire, as do crossbows, ballistae, tasers & other weapons. Weapons with no
moving parts, like swords & axes, continue to function until level 5, though if their high quality is a
result of advanced metallurgy (most are, unless they're antiques) they lose any bonuses. At five dots,
all weapons are useless and provide no bonus or benefit. They won't even cause Lethal damage.
Advanced metals & polymers: Continue to function, but they are degraded to the quality of crude
metal or wood; though still maintain structural integrity (so a Clockstopper passing by a skyscraper
won't cause it to collapse). Any attempt to damage them treats plastic as thin wood and advanced
armor as common metal.
Breakdown: Can spend 1WP to destroy an item of mundane technology that Void has made 'fail',
if it's still in the Acedia. Also causes elemental blast to attack everyone within 1 foot per Size point
of the item being destroyed. The attack's dice pool = Acedia dots, and inflicts 1L damage per sux.

INCREASING TRAITS
Clockstoppers can buy up further dots in these traits by spending experience points:
Acedia
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New dots × 8

Void

New dots × 6
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REFERENCE SHEETS

SIZE & SCALES

ITEM SIZE
Size 1 ●Binoculars, ●Flashlight, ●Handcuffs, ●Lock picks, ●Nightvision goggles, ●Pistol, ●Sattelite phone
Size 2 ●Baseball bat, ●Climbing gear, ●First-aid kit, ●Gasmask, ●Skateboard, ●Steel bars, ●Sword
Size 3 ●A 2x4 plank, ●Desktop computer, ●Manhole cover, ●Bicycle, ●Average window
Size 4 ●Chain-link fence, ●Lie detector, ●Spear, ●Cabinet, ●Chair, ●Wooden crate
Size 5 ●Biohazard suit, ●Dirt bike, ●Door (interior or exterior), ●NBC suit (nuclear, biological, chemical)
Size 6
Size 7
Coffin
Canoe
Kayak
M.R.I. device
Steel fence Motorcycle
''Jet Ski''
Sport (motor)bike
SIZE

20

Items

Dump
truck

Size 8
Bank vault door
Day sailer (boat)
Inflatable boat
Steel lamppost
Subcompact car

30

40

Size 9
Compact car
Fishing boat
Forklift
Sport compact
Size 13: Jeep

Size 10
Sports car
Supercar
Size 12
Muscle car
Sedan (car)

60

Size 14
Cab
Family car
Light pickup
Police car
Powerboat

80

Size 15
Glider (plane)
Minivan
SUV
Stunt plane
Pick-up truck

100+

Boeing Family house, Small apartment building, Big apartment building, Skyscraper,
C-17
small shop large shop, big restaurant factory, offices, wallmart mall, stadium

DURABILITY
dur
Example Items
Materials
1 ●Furniture, ●baseball bat, ●interior door, ●window (average)
●Wood ●Hard plastic ●Thick glass
2 ●Exterior door, ●chain-link fence, ●metal security door
●Stone, ●Aluminum
3 ●Car, ●bank vault door, ●lamppost, ●manhole cover, ●steel fence
●Steel, ●Iron
4 ●Military tactical truck, ●construction excavator
–
5 ●Steamroller, ●bulldozer, ●shopping mall, ●skyscraper, ●stadium
–
6 ●Attack helicopter, ●Fighter plane, ●secure sedan
–
Armored truck: 7
APC (armored vehicle): 10
IFV (armored vehicle): 12
Main battle tank: 26

●Items get +1 Durability per layer of reinforcement.

●Structure = Durability + Size (usually)

CREATURE SIZE
SIZE

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Example Animals

Example Animals

SIZE

•Spider, •Beetle, •Wasp, •Butterfly
•Toad, •Sparrow, •Bat
•Cat, •Hare, •Crow, •Rat
•Fox, •Owl, •Hawk, •Coyote
•Dog, •Wolf, •Goat, •Eagle
•Human, •Big dog, •leopard, •hyena, •python
•Deer, •Jaguar, •Dolphin
•Bear, •Horse, •Lion, •Alligator

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

•Tiger, •Grizzly bear
•Cattle, •Boar
•Moose, •Giant swine
•Wildebeest
•Bison, •Tiger, •Shark
•Rhiniceros, •Hippopotamus
•Asian elephant, •Great white shark
•African elephant, •Orca whale

RACIAL SPEED MODIFIER
Spd
+1
+3
+5
+8
+10
+12
+15
F.Ex turtle, insect hare, rat Human, bear cat, wolf hawk, tiger horse, leopard cheetah, gazelle
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MAKING WONDERS

CONCEPT

●Choose what you want your Wonder to do, which determines the wonder's main Axiom & Rank.
●Select desired Variables, whether General or Axiom-Specific, to determine the wonder's specifics.

CREATING
Dice Pool: Inspiration + (Int or Wits) + (lowest of relevant Skills) + Modifiers – the Wonder's Rank
Modifiers
Wonder is based on Favored Axiom
Has ''Beholden (Ability)'' Merit
Has ''Laboratory (Equipment)'' Merit
Has ''Utility Belt'' merit for relevant Skills
Has ''Resources'' Merit lower than Rank
Doing Kitbashing to reduce time it takes
Taking more time than needed (+1step)
Spending Mania (max = per turn limit)

Dice
+1
+1/dot
+1/dot
+1
–1/dot<
–2/step
+1
+1/M

Modifiers
Dice
Genius, mane &/or automata assistance +1/sux
Building wonder according to Schematic
+1
Building wonder according to Procedure +1/dot
Has ''Scholarship'' covering this wonder
+1
Has ''Syllabus'' covering this wonder
+1
Poor conditions and/or distractions
-1 to -5
-Bad network as downloading blueprints
–1
-Out in the open in the middle of a storm
–5

●Max amount of dice you can add from assistance (not counting beholden) = Inspiration + Presence
●A genius who lacks a place to work or even the bare minimum components necessary for the item
cannot build that wonder at all. This usually takes Size points of ''raw materials'' ≈ Size of Wonder.
●A genius' lab is assumed to automatically have mundane material ''bulk'' suitable to their aesthetic

CONSTRUCTING
The time it takes to actually create a Wonder depends on its size, as shown on the following chart:
Size
Time

0–5
day

6 – 10
week

11–15
month

16–20
year

21–25
decade

30+
century

Cruiser
millennium

Battleship
City
Moon
10k years 100k yrs million yrs

●In this context, ''One day'' = at least 6 hours of solid work.
●You can work double-time (12 hours per day), halving time taken, but it triggers an unmada check.
●The shortest time it can take to build a wonder is a minimum of 1 day, unless you do ''kitbashing''.
●If a genius increases the time spent by 1 step, this gives a +1 bonus on the roll to make the Wonder
●Each dot in the ''Beholden (Number)'' Merit reduces time it takes by 1 step (to minimum of 1 day)
●Members of the ''Artificers'' Foundation auto-reduce needed time by 1 step (to minimum of 1 day)
●Other geniuses, manes and/or automata helping can reduce needed time. Doesn't stack w beholden
Assistance
Time Change

1 person
–1 step

2–5 people
–2 steps

6–11 people
–3 steps

30+ people
–5 steps

12–29 people
–4 steps

(It requires four Rank 2 automata or two Rank 3 automata to serve as the equivalent of 1 "person")

KITBASHING

●The Dice Pool rolled to create kitbashed wonders uses Wits instead of Intelligence.
Size

-

-

Time turn min

-

0–5 6–10 11–15 16–20

hour day week month

year

21–25

30+

Cruiser

Battleship

City

Moon

decade century millennium 10k years 100k yrs million yrs

●Other people can help with kitbashed wonders, but helpers can't reduce the base time below 1 day
Needed Time

–1 step on chart

–2 steps on chart

–3 steps on chart

Roll Penalty

–2 dice

–4 dice

–6 dice

Wonder lasts

1 day

1 scene

1 turn per i

●This can reduce the time it takes to make a Wonder to less than 1 day, down to minimum of 1 turn
●Characters with the ''Kitbasher'' merit don't get the -2 per step penalty (but all others still apply).

CONCLUDING
●Bind Mania = wonder's Rank (-1 with larva, -2 with transgressive larva, -1 with fitting Syllabus 3)
●If roll is Exceptional Success & (Inspiration > Rank): Can bind double Mania to not get a Fault.
●Otherwise: Have ST assign a Fault to the new Wonder. If kitbashed: Ca 1 hour of testing to learn it
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Rank
Max AP
Mind

MAKING AUTOMATA

●●
1 × i dots
Zombie–level intellect

●●●

●●●●

●●●●●

3 × i dots
Animal intellect

4 × i dots
Human intellect

5 × i dots
Transcendent intellect

Size: 5.
Speed: Str + Dex + 3.

Traits begin at:

Physical Attributes: 1 dot.
Max Mania: creator's (Automata + i dots).

Capacity & Limits by Rank:
Unless stated otherwise, Attributes & Skills have same max ratings as creator, as per inspiration- dots.
Rank 2: ●Only physical attributes & merits. ●Can't have any skills nor any mental or social traits.
●Only remembers a number of commands & how they're prioritized = creator's Inspiration
●Understand 1 language per inspiration dot, from among those the creator knows, but can't speak
Rank 3: ●All attributes start at 1 dot. ●Physicl & Socl attributes & skills limited to 3 dots, but Int ≤ 1.
Rank 4: ●Can get all Attbts & Skills. ●Have Obligation, can start at any Rating ≤ creator's Obligation
●Regain 1WP/day while either working towards assigned purpose or interacting with their creator.
Rank 5: ●Have both Virtue & Vice. ●Earns XP like a character. ●Can use 20xp to get Inspiration 1.
Each Automation Point can buy:
●1 dot in an Attribute
●5 Specializaties that the genius knows
●3 dots of Skills the genius knows
●4 Specializaties the genius doesn't know
●2 dots of Skills the genius doesn't know ●3 dots of Merits
AUTOMATA VARIABLES

AP cost

Prereqs

●+2 Speed
●+2 Size
●+5 Max Mania

Mechanics

Biological
±0
–
Looks Normal (if nonbio:–2)
–1
–
Craniac
+1
–
Free Roaming
-1 to -4 Apokalypsi 1
Uplifted
±0
–
Smartification Node
+2
''Uplifts''

Body is alive, needs to eat & sleep,heals naturally,etc

Added Manipulator Range –1/10ft
Extra Manipulator
–1 / limb
No Fine Manipulators
+2
Only One Manipulator
+1
No Manipulators
+4

–
–
–
–
–

Limbs can reach & handle objects even further away

Rank ≥ 4
–
Apokalypsi 1
Apokalypsi 1
No ''wheels''
Rank ≥ 2

Doesn't have ability to talk or otherwise express itself

Mute
No Senses
Low-Light Vision
Nightvision
Can't Move
Wheels

+1
+2
–1
–1
+2
±0

Seems like normal human / animal, fools most people
Human body with its mind replaced by artificial one
Automaton that isn't physical, exists as pure intellect
Isn't built, but living animal given higher-level intellect
Reverts to original mentality if device isn't attached
Has additional limbs it can use, arm-like functionality
Limbs lack fingers, can't do delicate or complex tasks
Has 1 single bit that can do tasks equivalent to hand
No limbs that lets it affect world; can't pick things up
No innate natural ability to perceive its surroundings
The automaton can see as well as a cat at night.
Can see in moderate darkness as well as in daylight
Has no Speed rating, no ability to move itself around
Has wheels, not legs. 2×safe spd, but can't do stairs,etc

Brain Backup
–1/copy
–
Onboard Storage (if bio: –2)
–1
–
Reduced Intellect
+2 / step Rank ≥ 3
Control Surface
–1
Skafoi 1
Remote Control
–1
Apokalypsi 1

Can make ''save-file'' of own mind that lasts after death

Automatic Repair
Decentralized Anatomy
Durable
Unusual Size

–2
Exelixi 1
–1
–
–2 to 10
–
–2 to +4
–

Item fixes own damage as quickly as a human heals

Limited Battery Life
Normal Power Source

+1 to 3
–1

Needs to rest after a certain amount of time of activity

–
–

Sensory experiences copied to external data storage
Mind reduced 1 or 2 steps: human ► animal ► zombie
The automaton can be piloted around just like a vehicle
Can be ''piloted'' from afar with Apokalypsi 1 device
Suffers only Bashing damage from bullets & similar
Gets Durability as Skafoi vehcile, may add Prostasia
Smaller than standard Size (4 to 5), or immobile & large
Must be plugged into power set hrs/day, not use M/day
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HARMFUL ENERGY
FIRE
●

RATING
Intensity

●●

●●●

●●●●

●●●●●

Candle (+0L)
Torch (+1L)
Bunsen burner (+2L) Molten metal /
1st degree burn 2nd degree burn
3rd degree burn
Chemical (+3L)

Size of Fire

Candle (+0L)

Torch (+1L)

Bonfire (+2L)

Inferno (+3L)

–
Conflagration

●Fire automatically inflicts L dmg = (Intensity + Size) each turn of exposure (no attack roll needed)
●Most armor can block points of fire dmg = Armor rating, for the same number of turns, then none
●In general, after exposure to fire for more than 1 turn, anything combustible catches fire & burns.
●Character who's on fire continues to take full damage, even if they escape original source of fire.
●Depending on circumstance & materials, the size of a fire can be reduced by one point per turn, or
ST may rule the fire goes out immediately, or it could continue to burn despite efforts to put it out.

ELECTRICITY
SOURCE Harmful
Damage
2B
Example Car battery

Minor
4B
Wall socket

Major
6B
Protective fence

Severe
8B
Junction box

Fatal
10 B
Main line; Subway rail

●Electrocution automatically causes bashing damage per turn of exposure. No attack roll is made.
●A bolt of lightning inflicts ''Fatal'' level of damage, but it lasts for only one turn.
●If harm from electricity is more than just instantaneous, if there's a constant flow of it (such as
through power cables), the victim's muscles will contract, which can prevent them from letting go.
Reflexively roll Strength each turn, failure means character didn't manage to break off contact.
●Mundane armor provides no protection against electrocution. A magical kind conjured up by
supernatural beings might at the ST's discretion.

RADIOACTIVITY
inten

Dmg

0

0–4

Bashing Malfunctioning medical equipment

Sunburn

1

2–6

Bashing Decades-old bomb site

+ Infertility

2

4–8

Lethal

Badly-stored radioactive waste

+ Nausea, vomiting, fatigue

3

8–12

Lethal

Momentary plutonium exposure

+ Hair loss, weeping sores

4

10–14 Aggravtd Dirty bomb

5

15+

Type

Situation

Aggravtd Unshielded reactor core

Consequences

+ Painful internal bleeding
Death

●All sources of radiation are represented with two traits: Intensity & Damage.
Intensity: How powerful the radiation is. Damage: How much damage it can inflict on a body
●When character is exposed to radiation, the ST roll to see how much effect it has
●If the exposure continues then the roll is made repeatedly, once per scene.
Dice Pool: (Intensity + Damage) – (Character's Stamina +Equipment +Supernatural Power Trait).
Result: The number of successes is the total amount of damage character will suffer, eventually.
Immediate: After (1 hour per Stamina), character gets 1/2 of the damage. This heals normally.
Delayed: After 1 week, character gets 1 damage per day, until total amount has been inflicted.
Lingering: Delayed harm doesn't heal until all the damage has finished being dealt out.
Irradiated: Become contaminated, harming others nearby, with Intensity = exposure source lvl –3.
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GENIUS REFERENCE SHEETS: Harmful Energy

Character Sheet

Genius: the Transgression
Name:

Virtue:

Catalyst:

Player:

Vice:

Foundation:

Campaign:

Concept:

Felllowship:

ATTRIBUTES
Intelligence
Wits
Resolve

●○○○○ ○○○○○
●○○○○ ○○○○○
●○○○○ ○○○○○

●○○○○ ○○○○○
Dexterity ●○○○○ ○○○○○
Stamina ●○○○○ ○○○○○
Strength

Advantages

SKILLS
Mental skills (-3 untrained)

□ Academics
□ Computer
□ Crafts
□ Investigation
□ Medicine
□ Occult
□ Politics
□ Science

○○○○○
○○○○○
○○○○○
○○○○○
○○○○○
○○○○○
○○○○○
○○○○○

Physical skills (-1 untrained)

□ Athletics
□ Brawl
□ Drive
□ Firearms
□ Larceny
□ Stealth
□ Survival
□ Weaponry

○○○○○
○○○○○
○○○○○
○○○○○
○○○○○
○○○○○
○○○○○
○○○○○

Inspiration

Ʌxioms

□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□

Apokalypsi ○○○○○
Epikrato ○○○○○
Exelixi
○○○○○
Katastrofi ○○○○○
Metaptropi ○○○○○
Automata ○○○○○
Prostasia ○○○○○
Skafoi
○○○○○

↑ Favored

Merits

○○○○○
○○○○○
○○○○○
○○○○○
○○○○○
○○○○○
○○○○○
○○○○○

Social skills (-1 untrained)

□ Animal Ken
□ Empathy
□ Expression
□ Intimidation
□ Persuasion
□ Socialize
□ Streetwise
□ Subterfuge

●○○○○ ○○○○○
Manipulation ●○○○○ ○○○○○
Composure ●○○○○ ○○○○○
Presence

○○○○○ ○○○○○
Health

○○○○○ ○○○○○ ○○○○○
□□□□□ □□□□□ □□□□□
–3 –2 –1

Temporary Health

○○○○○
□□□□□
□□□□□
○○○○○

○○○○○
□□□□□
□□□□□
○○○○○

Willpower

○○○○○ ○○○○○ ○○○○○ ○○○○○
○○○○○ □□□□□ □□□□□ □□□□□
○○○○○
○○○○○
○○○○○
○○○○○
○○○○○
○○○○○
○○○○○
○○○○○
○○○○○

Aesthetic

Physical Traits
Defence:
Armor:
Initiative:
Speed:
Size:
Jabir:

Mania

○○○○○ ○○○○○
□□□□□ □□□□□
□□□□□ □□□□□ □□□□□
○○○○○ ○○○○○ ○○○○○
○○○○○ ○○○○○ ○○○○○
□□□□□ □□□□□ □□□□□

Bound ►
Pool ►

MAX:
10.
9.
8.
7.
6.
5.
4.
3.
2.
1.

BOUND:

TURN:

Obligation

Social

○ (+1)
○ (+1)
○ (+1)
○ (+1)
○ (±0)
○ (±0)
○ (–1)
○ (–1)
○ (–2)
○ (–2)

Unmada: □

↑ Missing Ingredients / Resource shortage

Notable Possessions

○○○○○
□□□□□
□□□□□
○○○○○

Tool rating

Size

Coverage

Other Traits

Cost

• Attributes: 5 / 4 / 3 (+1 free Mental dot) • Skills: 11 / 7 / 4 (+3 Specialties) • Favored Axioms: 3 (1 Catalyst, 1 Foundation, 1 free choice) • Axioms: 3 dots (must be favored)
• Merits: 7 • (5 th dot in Attributes/Skills/Merits costs 2pts) • Health = Sta + Size • WP = Res + Com • Size = 5 • Defense = Lowest of Dex or Wits • Initiative = Dex + Com
• Speed = Str + Dex + 5 • Obligation = 7 • Inspiration = 1 • Starting Mania = Max Pool – Bound Points (1 per Rank of all starting Wonders, +1 if Foundation member)
• Starting Wonders: Gets 5 rolls with which to make starting Wonders; if all these fail, roll again until begins with at least 1 Wonder.

Wonders
Name:
Axioms:
Dice pool:
Mania Costs:
Variables:

Rank:
Core Mod:

Name:
Axioms:
Dice pool:
Mania Costs:
Variables:

Effects:

Effects:

Faults:

Faults:

Description:

Description:

Name:
Axioms:
Dice pool:
Mania Costs:
Variables:

Rank:
Core Mod:

Effects:

Faults:

Faults:

Description:

Description:

Masters:
Description:

Beholden

Ability ○○○○○

Prowess

○○○○○

Max Mania:

Core Mod:

Name:
Axioms:
Dice pool:
Mania Costs:
Variables:

Effects:

Numbers ○○○○○

Rank:

Rank:
Core Mod:

Laboratory
○○○○○ Security ○○○○○

Size ○○○○○ Equipment

Owners:
Description:

Description

Derangements

XP

Earned

Special XP

Spent
XP costs: •Atrbt: 5×new lvl •Skill: 3×new lvl •Merit: 2×new lvl •Favrd Axiom: 5×new lvl •Axioms: 7×new lvl •Inspiration: 8×new lvl •Obligatn: 3×new lvl •Syllabus: 4×new lvl

